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FOREWORD

The serious study of Zoroastrianism in the West is scarcely two hundred years old, for it is founded on the interpretation of the Zoroastrian holy books, called collectively the Avesta, which remained unknown outside the community itself until the late 18th century. From the days of ancient Greece Zoroaster’s own name had been familiar to the learned as that of a fabled Eastern sage; and when the Avesta came at last into scholars’ hands, they sought eagerly in it for teachings which would justify this fame. At the time European men of letters acknowledged the twofold authority of Christianity and Reason, that of the former being as yet unchallenged by scientific advance; and Zoroaster’s faith, since it had been propounded by one of the great teachers of mankind, was expected to be of a kind which a rational Christian could approve. There was dismay when its scriptures showed it to be on the contrary in many respects remote and strange. For one thing, it was a faith which acknowledged, under God, many lesser divine beings, who were revered with a wealth of complex rituals and observances. Christianity and acquaintance with Greek mythology had combined to create in Europe a conviction that polytheism belonged to the childlike past of the human race, having been superseded for all advanced peoples by monotheism. Protestant Christianity, moreover (in which faith most Western interpreters of Zoroastrianism were reared), had no high regard for ritualism, even in the worship of a single God. To accept Zoroastrianism as it was, and to try to understand Zoroaster’s teachings with the help of the living tradition, proved accordingly too much for the West: and a solution to the resulting dilemma was eventually found, in the middle of the 19th century, by the brilliant philologist Martin Haug. By painstaking study he isolated the Gāthās (a group of seventeen ancient hymns) as the only part of the Avesta which could be regarded as the direct utterance of Zoroaster; and he then proceeded, in all sincerity, to interpret these archaic and very difficult texts (concerning whose translation no two scholars to this day agree) independently from the actual beliefs and practices of Zoroaster’s followers, whose forbears, he thought, must have early corrupted their prophet’s teachings. Struggling as a pioneer with these baffling hymns, Haug managed to understand Zoroaster to have preached a strict monotheism—strictly even than that of the Hebrew prophets—rejecting while he did so all rituals of sacrifice and worship, apart from prayer. He assumed, that is, that the
prophet of ancient Iran had been the bearer of a rational and ethical theism, which was so remote from the concepts and customs of his own people that, though they brought themselves to accept his teachings, they could not long live with their austerity, but soon distorted them, relapsing more or less into their former beliefs and ways.

One consequence of this simplification of Zoroaster's message was that it delayed recognition of his vital part in shaping those Messianic and eschatological doctrines which were to have such an influence on later Judaism, Christianity and Islam. In seeking to exalt the prophet's stature, Haug in fact diminished his role in the history of human thought. His thesis proved, however, a potent factor in the development of Zoroastrian studies, and even in that of modern Zoroastrianism. In Europe it was adopted by a number of leading scholars, who were happy to be enabled thus to view Zoroastrianism in a way acceptable to their own time and culture; and in India, where Haug expounded it in person in the 1860's, it was warmly welcomed by one group of Zoroastrians themselves. This was composed of Parsis who had received a Western education in Bombay, and who found in Haug's theories a swift and radical solution to a problem that had been tormenting them, namely how to reconcile the elaborate doctrines and usages of their venerable faith with 19th-century scientific thought, and to maintain its dignity against the assaults of Protestant Christian missionaries. They gave ardent support to the idea thus presented to them that Zoroaster had not been even a dualist—a doctrinal position abhorrent to the proselytizing Christians—but had taught a very simple faith, free from all ritualism and subtleties of dogma. Hence to become his true disciples they had only to reform the existing religion on this basis, making it once more a creed to which any thinking man who was not an atheist could readily adhere.

These reformists, setting vigorously about their task, expressed themselves mostly in English, and so it was their voices which were chiefly heard in the West, where by a circular process they were welcomed as confirming scholarly interpretations of their ancient faith. Within their own community they met, however, with strenuous opposition from those, both learned and simple, who were not so ready to abandon the beliefs and customs of their forefathers for a religion newly defined at a European desk. In Europe too the school of rational theism had its sturdy critics, some of whom went to the other extreme, seeing in early Zoroastrianism a traditional polytheism not far removed from the beliefs of Vedic India. The scholarly disputes of the nineteenth century lasted into the twentieth, as did the religious controversies among the Parsis; and the difficulty of finding common ground led to ever-new interpretations being propounded in both Europe and India, some of which seem strangely remote from the realities of Zoroastrian scripture or tradition. In general Western scholarship has tended, naturally enough, to concern itself with texts rather than with practice, and with doctrine and mythology rather than with the devotional life of the faith; and these limitations have made it all the easier for free rein to be given to fantasy.

While theories about Zoroastrianism have multiplied in the present century, so too has actual knowledge of the religion in all its aspects, through the work of philologists, historians, archaeologists and numismatists, and above all that of Zoroastrian scholars themselves, who, overcoming a habit of reticence engrained by centuries of persecution, have described their own ceremonies and customs, and have published many previously-unknown secondary texts, thus sharing their religious heritage with the outside world. It has not always been easy, however, for Western scholars to use these books, particularly those which expound rituals, since these assume both basic knowledge and also religious attitudes unfamiliar to the non-Zoroastrian. Some have, therefore, remained virtually unstudied, and early misconceptions have thus managed to persist despite new sources of knowledge.

The only way to gain perspective for assessing recent developments in Zoroastrianism, and at the same time to find means of marshalling the mass of evidence now available for earlier epochs, seemed to be to attempt the writing of a continuous history of the faith, from the time of the prophet to the present day, without leaving (as has been customary) great gaps over which imagination can all too freely leap, such as the 500 years of Parthian rule in Iran, or the first 1,000 years of Zoroastrianism after the coming of Islam. The difficulties in the way of carrying out such a task are plainly formidable, because of the deficiency of the sources; but enough material has by now accumulated for it to seem no longer impossible. In undertaking it the writer started from the premise that Zoroaster's message is more likely to have been understood by his own disciples and followers than by students from a totally different culture and religious heritage, who first came to struggle with it, purely intellectually, millennia after he had preached. Accordingly throughout this work considerable reliance has been placed on the Zoroastrian tradition, which can be shown to have been remarkably strong and consistent at all known periods down to the time of European impact in the mid-19th century.

It was originally intended to preface the present volume with a brief survey of the various interpretations of Zoroastrianism advanced in
late sources have been drawn on when necessary, with due caveats, to illustrate what appear to have been the beliefs of prehistoric times.

In the writing of this first volume (and indeed of the history as a whole) I am deeply indebted for help and information, most generously given, to those of my Zoroastrian friends to whom it is dedicated. It is ruefully said nowadays by Zoroastrians themselves that where three of them are gathered together, there will be three different interpretations of their faith; and I cannot therefore expect that the conclusions drawn here should win their assent. I can only hope that they will be recognizable as part of an honest attempt to approach the truth. I further owe a particular debt to my friend Dr. M. I. Scott of the University Library, Cambridge, for her continual help in obtaining books and references, and even more for illuminating discussions of many perplexing points. Professor Paul Thieme has most kindly spared time for correspondence, and has thereby furnished me with help even beyond what I have derived from his penetrating printed works. I owe too a considerable debt to my friend Dr. Ilya Gershevitch, who by fiercely disagreeing with some of my conclusions has provided a needful spur to further reflection and research. I have also enjoyed discussions of archaeological matters with my learned colleague Dr. A. D. H. Bivar, and have had much help from him, and from his former student, Dr. Shapur Shahbaz, now Director of the Institute for Achaemenid Research at Persepolis.

Scholars who have earned my warm gratitude by most kindly sending me references, articles in typescript, rare books or xeroxes relevant to the present volume are Professor Sir Harold Bailey, Professor I. M. Diakonov, Professor J. Duchesne-Guillemin, Mr. Gordon Wasson, Professor Jacob Neusner, Professor R. E. Emmerick, Professor Martin Schwartz, the late Dr. P. K. Ankesaria, Dr. A. Tafazzoli, Miss Helen Potamianos and Mr. Bela Broganski. I owe particular thanks to Mr. J. R. Hinnells for kindly reading proofs of this volume; and to Professor B. Spuler and the house of Brill for the forbearance which they have shown in face of the slow, remorseless growth of this history from the 30 pages originally allotted to Zoroastrianism in the Handbuch der Orientalistik to the planned four volumes of the present work.
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CHAPTER ONE

GENERAL

No sound tradition exists about the date of Zoroaster; but the great Iranian prophet cannot be assigned to a time before his people acquired their separate identity in parting from their close cousins, the Indians, and forging their own distinctive languages and culture. For thousands of years, it seems, the Indo-Iranians lived together as nomads on the broad Asian steppes, stretching from the lower Volga eastward to the boundary of Kazakhstan. There they herded long-horned cattle on foot, moving slowly between pastures; and there they gradually evolved a common culture of such strength that elements persisted as a shared heritage long after the two peoples had divided and gone their separate ways. It is generally held that they began to drift apart during the third millennium B.C.; and it is thought that the composition of the oldest Indian work, the Rigveda, should be set as beginning some time around 1700 B.C. The language of its hymns, in their surviving form, is very close to that of the Gāthās, the hymns of Zoroaster; and not only the outward form of the prophet’s works, but also strikingly archaic elements in their content, make it reasonable to suppose that he himself cannot have lived later than about 1000 B.C. He may in fact have flourished some time earlier. The linguistic evidence shows, moreover, that his home must have been among the Iranians of the north-east; and it is probable that

---

1 The two dates which exist, that of 6000 years before Plato (preserved by the Greeks) and that of 258 years before Alexander (to be found in the late Zoroastrian tradition of Sasanian times) both appear to have been calculated from alien data. On these see further p. 286 n. 38 and in Vol. II.

2 In the following pages the term “Indian” is used, for simplicity’s sake, for the Indo-European people who later invaded the Indian sub-continent, and who in other contexts are referred to as “Indo-Aryans”, to distinguish them from the indigenous peoples of India.


4 That the date of Zoroaster was somewhere between 1000 and 900 B.C., or perhaps even earlier, was formerly the opinion of most Western scholars, including F. Meyer, F. C. Andreas, C. Clemens, C. Bartholomae, B. Geiger, F. Windschmann, A. B. Keith, J. Carpenter, C. P. Tiele and R. Kent. The support given to the date of “258 years before Alexander” in recent decades is largely due to the powerful advocacy of A. Meillet, E. Herzfeld, S. H. Taqizadeh and W. B. Henning; but the authenticity of this date has latterly been strongly challenged again, see further in Ch. 7, below.
his own people (known as the "Avestan people" from the name of the Zoroastrian scriptures, the Avesta) settled eventually in Khwarezmia, the land along the lower course of the Oxus. Up to the present century little was known of the prehistory of this area, or of the surrounding ancient kingdoms (Bactria, Sogdia and Fergana to the south-east and east, Parthia and Margiana to the south). All these now form part of Soviet Central Asia, being divided among the territories of the Uzbek, Tajik, Turkmen and Kirghiz republics; and during this century much excavation has been carried out in the region by Soviet archaeologists, through which knowledge has been gained of its remote past.  

As for the Indo-Iranians in their nomadic stage, they have been identified as one of the bearers of the Andronovo culture, which in the 2nd millennium B.C. was distinguished by fine tool- and weapon-making in bronze. (The great mace wielded by the Iranian Mitra appears from its fixed poetic description to have been fashioned of this metal.) A slender shaft of light has been thrown on their society by the study of certain legalistic Vedic and Avestan texts, which show that the Indians and Iranians had a common tradition not only of kingship but of high kings, and that the high king's rule was not arbitrary, but was bounded to some extent by undertakings entered into with his vassals; so that he acknowledged obligations as well as exercising rule. This pattern of society appears to have become reflected in that of the gods, for its influence has been traced in the development of beliefs in the asuras of the Indo-Iranian pantheon. It may also be mirrored in one of the oldest of the Avestan hymns, the Māhr Yāst, where the expression vishpanaḥ daḥyuanaḥ daihyapati- "king of many countries" occurs, as well as daihyussati "command of countries, empire", and daḥyuanaḥ fratmatāt "council of the first men of countries", possibly that is, of tribal chiefs or vassal kings. That those with power themselves should have accepted the restraints of pact and bond seems in accord with the leading philosophical concept of the Indo-Iranians, that of rta (Avestan asā), by which was understood a principle of order and rightness that governed the natural world (causing the sun to rise and set and the seasons to change), and also directed human society, so that to be happy in life and death men must submit to its workings, and regulate their own lives with seemliness. The social pattern thus divined for the Indo-Iranians is in harmony with what is known of later nomads of the steppes, such as the Mongols, among whom likewise there existed strong traditions of mutual loyalty and obligation, as well as power in the hands of great chiefs. In the uncertain conditions of a wandering life good leadership is necessary for the well-being of family, tribe and people; and so one has the development of "nomad feudalism", with a hierarchy mounting up to a position of very considerable power for its head. As has been pointed out, the ultimate conquests by Indians and Iranians of the lands where they now live would hardly have been possible without such leaders, as in the case of the great nomad invasions of historic times.

Another aspect of Indo-Iranian society in its pastoral period was that it was divided broadly into three groups. In Zoroaster's hymns these were called by the following terms: nar, literally "man", that is, the fighting man or warrior; zahūr "priest", either "he who makes the offerings" or...
"he who invokes";\textsuperscript{15} and vāṣṭār "pasturier", the herdsman who tended the cattle in their grazing grounds (vāṣṭra-). In the later Avesta other terms occur also. Thus there is a general term for a priest, āhravan, āthahravan (Skt. āthahravan), an Indo-Iranian word of doubtful etymology;\textsuperscript{16} and the herdsman is commonly called vāstrīyā frsyantīyā ("cattle"); fattening pasturier", and is also termed khaśār "good-pasturier".\textsuperscript{17} The warrior is usually known as rathaśār "chariot rider", a term evolved evidently after the Iranians had adopted the war-chariot instead of fighting on foot. This development is held to have taken place during the second millennium B.C.;\textsuperscript{18} and so popular did the chariot become that in time most of the gods of the Iranians and Indians came to be conceived as driving in one. Zoroaster himself seems to have made use of a wheeled vehicle in his journeys;\textsuperscript{19} but the vocabulary of his poetry still reflects an older style of affairs, when probably only the weak and old travelled in heavy ox-drawn carts, and men would have made their way, and fought, on foot. The riding of horses seems to have come even later, probably not until well into the first millennium B.C.,\textsuperscript{20} and is reflected in yet another Younger Avestan word for warrior: kēśār "horseman".\textsuperscript{21} The dog must earlier have been there an invaluable ally of the nomad herdsman, in rounding up and protecting the grazing herds; and it was evidently in those far-off days that cow and dog together assumed their great importance in the social and also religious life of the Indo-Iranians, an importance which in Zoroastrianism they never lost.

The division of society into three classes or estates is found with other pastoral peoples of old, as the ancient Irish, and is indeed held by some to have been a feature of Indo-European society. The theory was long sustained in Iran and India; but plainly even in their nomadic days the Indo-Iranians did not in fact have so simple a social structure that it could be limited to only three groups, rigidly defined by occupation. The calling of the smith, for example, is an old one, and the finely-wrought products of the later Bronze Age are evidently the work of skilled craftsmen. Another group of craftsmen with an Indo-European heritage were the minstrels, and remnants of an Indo-Iranian tradition of heroic poetry survive in the literatures of both Iran and India.\textsuperscript{22} There must have been lyric and elegiac poetry also, and occasional verses, the work of trained professional bards; and religious and learned poetry was cultivated by priests. Theirs was the learned class, but their learning was acquired and transmitted orally, for the Indo-Iranians had no knowledge of writing, nor did they find this art among the peoples whom they first conquered, and it remained unknown to them down to historic times; and even after they had acquired it, they did not choose to adapt it to religious purposes until many more centuries had passed.

There is no reason to suppose that in those early days each man was strictly bound to the calling of his fathers. The Iranians have never had a rigid caste system such as that which developed in post-Vedic India, and there was always an element, however slight, of mobility in their society. Yet naturally the usual course would have been for a boy to follow his father's occupation, which he would have been set to learn at a very early age. Herodotus records\textsuperscript{23} that among the Persians of the 5th century B.C. it was usual for boys of the noble or "warrior" class to begin their training at the age of five, by learning to ride and shoot and tell the truth; and in both India and Iran the tradition survived into the 20th century that priests' sons were apprenticed to their exacting calling at about the age of seven.\textsuperscript{24} Zoroaster himself, alone among the founders of great religions, was a priest by profession, and he must have been trained therefore from infancy in the practices and doctrines of the ancient faith which he was inspired to reform.

\textsuperscript{15} Ir. zaard, Ved. ṛka probably both derive from an Indo-Iranian *zhaštar in which two meanings appear to have coalesced, from agent nouns of two different verbs meaning to pour and to call; see Bartholomae, Altoranisches Wörterbuch, 1651; K. P. Goldner in Indo-Iranian Studies presented to D. P. Sanjana, 2nd series, 1925, 277 ff.; Gorshkevitch, AHH, 372.

\textsuperscript{16} The link formerly proposed with Av. ātar "fire" is now generally rejected on philological grounds. See S. Wilkander, Freundesbriefe in Kleinasien und Iran, Lund 1940, 12-14.


\textsuperscript{19} See Yarzanes 31.13 (if the assumption is right, see Bartholomae, Air, Wb, 1477, that \textit{ād} is dual for "two draught-animals").

\textsuperscript{20} The Scythians or Saka are said to have been the first fully-mounted nomads of the steppes.

\textsuperscript{21} See Benveniste, loc. cit.: Bartholomae, Grundriss der iranischen Philologie, I, 171, § 203 (kēśār īkhaśār).

\textsuperscript{22} To use the word "balladhaft" in connection with these traces (see H. Lommel, Die Yādás des A韦tsa, Göttingen and Leipzig 1927) suggests a derivation from folk poetry; and a "folk tradition" is assumed by A. Christensen, In Les gestes des rois dans les traditions de l'Iran antique, Paris 1936, where he distinguishes between priestly and popular elements; but the evidence from other comparable cultures suggests rather an origin for these heroic stories in professional minstrelsy. See in general H. M. and N. K. Chadwick, The Growth of Literature, Cambridge, 3 vols., 1932-1940; C. M. Bowra, Heroic Poetry, London 1952; and in particular on the Iranian material, P. Thieme, ZDMG 107 (N.F. 32), 1957, 226 ff.; M. Boyce, in this Handung, I (ed. B. Spuler) IV, 2, 55-7, 58 a. 2.

\textsuperscript{23} I. 130.

\textsuperscript{24} On the Indian tradition see A. Hillebrandt, Ritualliteratur, Védische Opfer und Zauber, Strassburg 1897, 50 ff. On living Brahman practice see J. F. Staib, Nambudiri Veda Recitation, 2, Gravenhage 1963, 40; and on recent and living Zoroastrian practice Boyce, BSOAS XXXIII, 1970, 24 with n. o.
Among priests of the Indo-Iranian period, as in later times, there were evidently different vocations; but it is likely that there was a basic training in which they all shared. The fact that there are common elements in the rituals of Zoroastrians and Brahmanism shows that there is an old tradition behind these, transmitted from generation to generation. In addition, mastering such rituals, a priest would have had to know sacred words to accompany them, as well as hymns or songs of praise to please the gods when they came, duly summoned, to the offerings. For hundreds of years, among Brahmanism and Zoroastrianism, the words of all prayers and hymns have been fixed, to be memorized and repeated exactly; but formerly there was evidently both learning by heart, whereby the traditions of the sacred literature were preserved, and freedom to compose afresh, although within its established conventions. Three main categories of formal religious utterance are known. Firstly was the mantra, Av. mantra. This word comes, it seems, from the base man “think”, and has been defined as formulated meditation, the utterance which was the “instrument of thought”. The mantra or manthra accompanied rituals; and of an inspired priest would compose such utterances. In the Vedic idiom he was mantrasya, a “mantra-maker”, one who enunciated the mantra “well-fashioned from the heart” (brhad śūkasūram). which others would remember and repeat after him. (The Vedic seer received his vision with or in his heart, brhad or nyāl, and a phrase in the Gāthās, zandāhā manasāhālā “by heart and thought”, shows that the same was true for the ancient Iranians, the heart being regarded as the seat of manas “thought”. Vedic has also an adjective mantri “knowing the mantras”, and Zoroaster repeatedly uses an Iranian equivalent, mahtā, of himself. In general, priests, pious utterances were regarded as inspired in the strictest sense, being revealed or revealing themselves, for such inspiration was held to come either from a deity or from a faculty within the priest himself.

A second category of composition, the song of praise, has been compared with the panegyric uttered by a minstrel to please a worldly master, for in the same way the hymn was intended to please the god and induce him to show favour to his worshippers. In order to be effective praises of the divinity and descriptions of his former deeds and bounties needed, however, to be true and truly expressed; and the priest had therefore to be properly instructed both in religious knowledge and in the art of composition. Such hymns of praise and worship are represented in Iran by the Avestan yaz Da, and in India by the hymns of the udāgāy, the “song” priest. Both have similar metres, with a characteristic eight-syllable line, and both are relatively simple and direct in content and expression.

Thirdly there is the poetry represented in Iran solely by the Gāthās composed by the zaoat, Zoroaster, and in India by the “wisdom” poetry of the hatar, with characteristic eleven-syllable verses. This zaoat/hatar poetry, with its predominantly instructive content, is extremely elaborate, the product evidently of a long and learned tradition; and it was intended, chiefly for the ears of those familiar with that tradition, who would be capable of understanding its highly artificial constructions and elucidating its meanings, despite a “marked inclination to enigmatic obscurity”. Those priests who composed this kind of verse must have devoted years of concentrated study to mastering its techniques and modes of expression; and it seems probable, to judge from the intellectual content of this type of literature, that the zaoat/hatar schools of poetry were maintained by the thinkers among the priests, those who sought to inquire after truth and to elucidate the nature of things. Probably, moreover, this ancient category of poetry, which had, it seems, Indo-European roots, was cultivated particularly in connection with mantic activity, with prophecy and divination.

With regard to the organisation of the priesthood, it has been said of ancient India that “there can be no question that beside the royal families a spiritual aristocracy, powerful and wealthy, and provided with its own sacred literature, existed long before we have any evidence for a Brahman caste...” This aristocracy had apparently no central organisation, apart from the families themselves. Neither were its foundations fixed locally; for we hear nothing of permanent sanctuaries in this period. The families or their heads were doubtless as a rule attached to the service of kings; for

---

25 See Thieme, ZDMG 107, 69.
26 RV 2.35.2, cf. 1.67.4, both cited by Thieme, loc. cit.
28 For references see Bartholomeae, Air. W. 1174.
30 Thieme in Zarathustra, ed. Scherlert, 598.
a priest could obtain the richest rewards by becoming a *purohita* or "chaplain" to a king. This system, whereby most members of the priesthood were attached to individual families, is common still to the Zoroastrians and Brahmins, and has its origins no doubt in the Indo-Iranian era. It was indeed a system admirably suited in the remote past to nomadic peoples who had, it appears, no established cult-centres to be served by priests, but who performed their sacred rituals wherever they found themselves. Doubtless in prehistoric as in later times many domestic observances (such as tending the hearth-fire and making offerings to the ancestral spirits) were performed by the laity in their own homes; but for major rituals priests with their greater knowledge must always have been needed. The common Indo-Iranian tradition shows that, in accordance with the individualism of the steppe-dweller, these rituals were invariably performed at the command of a single person, from whom the priest received his recompense. (No system of regular stipends has evolved even yet among Brahmans or Zoroastrians.) This person was called in Sanskrit the *yajamāna*, the one who ordained the sacrifice—a term subsequently adopted as appropriate by the Parsees in its Gujarati form of *yajmān* or *yajman*; in later Zoroastrian idiom he is the one who gives the "command" (*frāmāyām*) for the ceremony. Even if the whole community were concerned, as in times of war or famine, still the rituals were performed on the authority of an individual, in such cases the prince or local leader.

In the distant nomadic days it must be supposed that each Iranian group had usually its own priestly families and individual priests; but among the Medes it is reported that one of their six tribes, called by the Greeks the "Magoi", supplied priests for all the rest. There is no knowing how old was this custom, first reported from the 5th century B.C.; but in any case, although the "Magi" later played so large a part in Zoroastrianism, their name appears to be absent from the Avesta itself, for it has been shown that in all probability Yav. *moghu.tīsh* means, not "hostile to the Magus" (as used to be thought), but rather "hostile to a member of the tribe". It may be, however, that Avestan *moughu* and *moghu*...
The various Old Iranian words for priest and prophet suggest a complex pattern of religious life and experience in pagan Iran; but the need to perform the basic rituals and acts of worship must have brought seer and working priest together in religious community, together with members of the other two classes. The Indo-Iranian custom was evidently that at maturity each man underwent a ceremony at which he was invested with a sacred cord which he always wore thereafter (maturity being reckoned at 15 years of age). As an initiate he was then able to take his part in corporate acts of worship, and had also the duty to fulfill the regular religious obligations which devolved on all men, priest or lay.

As well as being divided theoretically into three classes, Iranian society had a further fourth grouping by kinship and association. There was the household or agnostic family group (which is referred to in the Gāthās as khvāelu “family”, in the Younger Avesta as āmāna “house”); the settlement or village (GAv. varzāna, YAv. ṛṣā); the tribal or tribe (GAv. sāthra “region, territorial unit”, YAv. zantu “tribe”); and finally the country or association in the widest sense (dhārya). In the nomadic period this last term presumably meant the grazing lands belonging by customary right to a group of tribes. In settled times it indicated the area occupied by people who acknowledged the same ruler. (Probably such an area, although sometimes extensive, might also be relatively small, a single river-valley or mountain-locked plain). At the head of each of these four social groups was its “lord”, its rātu or -pati. In the Younger Avesta the terms are rāmānpati, visṣopati, zantu-pati, and dāhyupati (older *dahypati). There is nothing to suggest a parallel priestly hierarchy, except in so far as the priest of the dāhyupati (the purohita of Vedic idioms*) would naturally be a man of greater wealth and influence than those who served the many rāmānpatis under his rule.

The fact that it is possible to draw so many parallels between the institutions, customs and ways of thought of the Vedic Indians and Vedic Iranians shows how powerful a formative influence the pastoral life had been which their ancestors lived together upon the Asian steppes. The most frequent symbol which they have in common in their religious literature is that of the cow, the animal which for countless generations...
Indian, rather than Indo-Iranian, and this is a remarkable fact, with Indians thus appearing first in history to the west of Iran. It seems, however, that no mass movement was involved in bringing these gods into Anatolia and Mesopotamia. Presumably it was a matter of small warbands penetrating into these ancient kingdoms, either as mercenaries or bold adventurers; and they came perhaps down through the mountain passes to the west of the Caspian. The main migrations must have been of whole peoples, led by their fighting men but bringing with them their chattels in cumbersome ox-drawn carts, and above all their herds, their source of livelihood and wealth; and these, it is held, must have entered Iran through Central Asia, where the flat open country provides grazing for cattle, and has indeed made a natural corridor for nomad invaders down the ages. The main body of the Indian peoples presumably moved first through these territories, branching off south-easterly by the passes leading from Herat down through Sabzvar to Qandahar, whereas the Iranians, following, pressed on south-westerly through Margiana and Parthia, and so on to the Iranian plateau. Some scholars maintain, however, that a number of Indians (or "proto-Indoaryans") had earlier turned on to the Iranian plateau, from perhaps about 1500 B.C., and that it was such migrants who left their traces among the Kassites and Mitanni, before being submerged by the following waves of Iranians.

Central Asia was neither an empty nor a primitive region when the migrations took place. In Parthia archaeologists have identified farming communities which made use of irrigation as early as the 5th millennium B.C., which sets them among the oldest known agriculturalists in the world. By the 2nd millennium the southern part of Central Asia had advanced to the threshold of urban life, and its main centres of population could almost be classified as towns rather than large villages, where they had quartered for specialised crafts and groups of richer houses and
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56 See further below, Ch. 8.
51 See, e.g., Vd. II, 30: “What is the core of the Mazdak-worshipping religion?” Then answered Ahura Mazda: “When corn is abundantly sown, O Spitta Varušthita. He who sows corn, sows righteousness (asa).”
52 For references see A. Christensen, Die Iraner (Handbuch d. Rass. Altertums-Wissenschaft III, Abt. 1:3,2). Against the opposition that the name Anara Mazak, occurring on tablets of the Assyrian Assurbanipal, represents Anara Mazda see A. Ungnad, “Ahura-Mazdak und Mithra in assyrischen Texten”, OZ XLVI, 1943, 193-200. Recently, however, M. Mayrhofer has argued anew in favour of the identification, see his “Neuer Irrsinn zum Altpersischen”, Dorus Indogermanicum, Festgabe f. A. Schroer, Heidelberg 1971, 31-2. Attempts have been made to identify the name of the Iranian god Zarvân in the cuneiform tablets of Uruk, of the 4th century B.C., but E. A. Speiser, Annual of the American Schools of Oriental Research XVI, 1949, 40, 42 and 48 notes that this name should be read Zarvan(n), a Hurrian goddess, probably a deified place name, and with no hint of time specification or any connection with Zarvan (Pryce, Heritage, 267 n. 65).
53 See Chr. Christensen, Die Iraner, 209 u. 4.
56 On this see, e.g., Christensen, Die Iraner, 212; L. H. Gray, JCOI 15, 1920, 10-11; Pryce, Heritage, 22; Ghisharman, Iran, London 1954, 75 ff. There are, nevertheless, archaeologists who argue that the main Iranian invasion was by the Caucasus, see most recently P. Bosshardt-Gimpera, “The migration route of the Indo-Aryans”, J. of Indo-European Studies I, 1973, 517-17.
57 For some archaeological evidence for the course of Iranian movement on the plateau, derived from the study of early Iron Age pottery, see T. Cowper Young, “The Iranian migration into the Zagros”, Iran V, 1967, 11-34.
58 For this theory see most recently T. Burrow, art. cit.
poorer ones.60 There was trade from here southward and westward with
the Iranian plateau and Mesopotamia, whereas the less-advanced northern
region seems rather to have bartered goods with the Inner Asian
steppes.61 Probably its peoples had a long acquaintance, therefore,
peaceful or semi-peaceful, with the Indian and Iranian nomads before
they began to pour down into the land.62 Excavations suggest that they
moved into the northern region about 7500 B.C., for it seems then to have
passed into the possession of "poor but numerous and apparently warlike
tribes of nomadic cattle-breeders", and so long after there came about a
sudden collapse of the proto-urban civilisation in the south—the large
centres of population declined and were abandoned, and the life which
went on in smaller oasis-villages seems to have returned to a simpler
level.63 Whether the Indo-Iranian invaders were as fierce as the Turks and
Mongols after them, and slow as many of the inhabitants of the land, can
never be known; but the Avestan yais contains a number of warlike allu-
sions to non-Iranians and prayers to the divine beings for their over-
throw; and it is a fact that the language and culture of the older Avesta is
almost purely Iranian64, so that in the north-east the conquered peoples,
if not slain, appear to have become submerged as wave after wave of
migrants passed across their land.

The first absolute dating for settlements of Iranians in Iran itself comes
from Assyrian cuneiform tablets. The Assyrians conducted war-raids deep
into Media (that is, the north-west of Iran, stretching as far east as the
salt desert, the Dašt-i Kavir); and the place-names which they record
suggest that in the 8th century B.C. the Iranians were not yet fully
dominant in Western Media, whereas in Eastern Media, nearer to the
main highway of migration, most place-names seem to have become
Iranian at least by 700 B.C.66 Among the booty which the Assyrians re-

60 See Frankin, op. cit., 89 and generally; Belenskis, op. cit., 45; Masson-Sarianidi,
op. cit., 95, 112-24.
61 See Belenskis, op. cit., 31, 49-50.
62 See Masson-Sarianidi, 152-3.
63 Ibid., 137.
64 See ibid.
65 Burrow, JRAS 1973, 123-40, has argued that a small number of words, including
the theologically highly important dânu, are probably Indian, or rather "proto-Indoaryan";
that they belonged, that is, to those Indians who are held to have entered Iran first, being
taken over from them in due course by the conquering Iranians. This thesis may well be
feasible for some dualistic expressions (on which see further below, Ch. 19), but can hardly
be upheld for the word dânu itself. On this see further in the following chapter.
66 See König, Älteste Geschichte der Mutter und Vater, 53 f.; I. M. Diakonov, Istočna
Mídia, Moscow 1956. Since then Professor Diakonov has slightly modified his former
datplings with regard to the Medean presence on the Iranian plateau; see his chapter on the
67 See König, op. cit., 13.
68 E. Benveniste and L. Renou, Vedic et drôgona, études de mythologie indo-iranienne,
Paris 1954. 1.
Vedas was to be regarded as superior; but further investigations have shown that in some respects the sparser Avestan material is more reliable. "The Vedic evidence is valuable for its richness, the Avestan evidence for its fidelity." Naturally this generalisation cannot be valid in every instance, and wherever the same gods were still worshipped by the Indians and Iranians both literatures must be scrutinised in an attempt to distinguish the ancient stratum of belief, and to discern what may have been added, what lost. On the Iranian side the evidence can be supplemented a little from the inscriptions of the Achaemenian kings, and notices about Iranian religious observances by Greek historians; for although there were evidently some local variations in beliefs and customs, the diverse pagan Iranian peoples seem to have enjoyed in the main a religious unity, and to have worshipped the same gods with similar rites.

In studying the rituals (in which there appear to have been fewer changes than in beliefs) one has to allow again for elaborations by the Brahmans, with the basic ceremonies becoming ever more prolonged, and the part of the priest ever more dominant; whereas in Iran the strong doctrinal framework of Zoroastrianism, and its prevailing ethical purpose, acted as barriers to such developments. Yet despite these divergences the similarities in rites of worship and funerary customs are in many ways striking, and give further proof that both peoples were intensely conservative in their beliefs and ways. Much has been written about the various fresh influences which affected the Indians in their new home, both from the conquered peoples, and from climate and terrain, with the heat, abundant vegetation and monsoon rains. Those scholars are probably right who see these factors as exerting their influence only very gradually; but in general it is agreed that the Iranians, moving from the Inner Asian steppes to Central Asia and the plateau of Iran itself, with mighty mountain ranges, fertile plains and barren deserts, and with extremes of dry cold and heat, remained in conditions which were closer to those of the shared Indo-Iranian past, and which helped them to sustain tradition. These sharp contrasts tended, moreover, to foster a dualistic way of thought, a tendency to see the opposition in things, which was to find
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90 Ibid., 182.
92 Such as Pd. II (the account of Vima's war), on which see further below, Ch. 3.
93 For a survey of the pre-Iranian peoples of the plateau and bordering lands see, e.g., Ghirshman, Iran, 27-72; Frye, Heritage, 56-68. A useful bibliography is provided by E. Porada, Ancient Iran, the art of pre-Islamic times, London 1945. Recently Italian archaeologists have excavated sites in Seistan which have revealed a rich and ancient civilization in south-eastern Iran, which traded with both Mohenjo-Daro to the east, and Elam to the west, but which, like Elam, evidently succumbed to the Iranians.
style exist to mark the incorporation of new matter, for on each occasion
the hymn or prayer springs entire from the lips of priest or poet. All this is
strikingly demonstrated in the so-called “Younger” Avesta (younger
linguistically, that is, than the Gāthās), which contains pagan matter that
was evidently already old in Zoroaster’s day, but which became blended
with the prophet’s own teachings, and was added to and modified in minor
ways for probably at least a millennium after he lived. There is no means
of establishing at what time the surviving texts became more or less
stabilised in their present form, and long after a “final” redaction small
alterations appear occasionally to have been made. It is possible that
some part of the Avesta was written down in the late Parthian period, but
the fixed canon was not established until the Sassanian era, apparently
as late as the 6th century A.C. But as has been justly said: “it is a mistake in
method to identify the final redaction of an Avestan text, which always
marks a purely accidental point in the chain of tradition, with its concep-
tion and composition.” A considerable part of the “Younger” Avesta
appears to be ancient in substance and to represent a legacy, devoutly
cherished, from a very remote past.

After such an immense time in transmission, during much of which its
texts were plainly considered of secondary importance to Zoroaster’s
Gāthās, it is not surprising that the Younger Avesta should be relatively
ill-preserved, with those degeneracies in language and confusions in sub-
ject matter which are generally found towards the end of a long oral tradi-
tion. Nevertheless these texts, and the Pahlavi literature which supple-
ments them, are not only of intrinsic interest, but contain material which
is invaluable for understanding both the pagan religion of the ancient
Iranians, and the teachings of Zoroaster himself, otherwise enveloped in
the sublime obscurities of his great Avesta verses. His doctrines, taught at
a remote age to people of an archaic and lost culture, are naturally difficult
for modern, mainly urban, man to grasp; and though the ethical conse-
quences of those doctrines can still be seen in the conduct of Zoroastrians
today, yet inevitably the intellectual outlook of a citizen of Bombay or
Tehran in the 20th century differs vastly from that of an inhabitant of

Central Asia three millennia ago. One cannot expect a modern Zoroastrian,
onequipped by study, to be able to expound in detail the pristine doctrines
of his faith, especially since the learned tradition of his community was
shifted by centuries of poverty and persecution, so that no continuity of
scriptural exegesis remains. To recover the teachings of Zoroaster in their
original form is therefore a difficult matter, for the pursuit of which every
aid and scrap of evidence is needed. The best guide remains the tradition
of his own community, preserved, it seems, with continuity and consist-
ency (despite the developments inevitable in a long transmission) down to
the threshold of modern times. This tradition contains doctrines which
(because of borrowings) are profoundly familiar to Christian and Muslim,
together with others which are wholly strange, being unique to Zoro-
astrianism; and it is largely the concentration by individual scholars on
either the familiar or the unfamiliar which has produced such divergences
in interpreting Zoroaster’s teachings. In order to try to grasp these as a
whole, and to understand how it is that they have held men’s allegiance
for so long, it is intended here to consider them not only as doctrine, but
also as they found embodiment in observance and cult; and since every
prophet of every religion has had to deliver his message in terms compre-
prehensible to his own time and society, it is proposed first to devote
several chapters to the pagan faith which nurtured Zoroaster, in the
hope of reaching as good an understanding as possible of the beliefs and
ways in which he grew up, and from which, as the Gāthās show, he derived
much that is embodied in his own revelation.

76 The attribution of the great yâzda in their existing form to the 5th century B.C.,
though commonly made, is no more than a guess, since the scraps of evidence on which it
was originally based have all proved unreliable, see further in Vol. II.
77 H. S. Nyberg, Die Religionen des Alten Iran, German trans. by H. Schaedler.
Leipzig 1938, 471 (n. to p. 314).
74 Thus the language often shows grammatical degeneracy, and there is sometimes con-
fusion in contexts, with (in the yâzda) the same verses, lightly adapted or even identical,
occasionally addressed to different divinities. Epithets too are transferred occasionally, and in
one or two instances the functions of divine beings become confused.
CHAPTER TWO

THE GODS OF PAGAN IRAN

Many divine beings are honoured in the Avesta, and probably the original pantheon of Iranian gods is very largely represented there.\(^1\) The names of some are recorded elsewhere in ancient Iran (notably in tablets and inscriptions from Pars), and a few of the greatest were worshipped also by the Vedic Indians. These particular divinities must have been venerated for countless generations by the Indo-Irarians in their nomad days for their cults to have survived in this manner long after the two peoples had parted and made their slow ways to new and very different homes; and it was ancient nomadism, lived on vast steppes, which gave an especial character to these ancestral gods. The Indo-Irarians, as wanderers, had had no temples with images, such as reduced the divinities of settled peoples to local powers with fixed habitations and merely regional authority. Their gods were seen as exercising unbounded influence throughout the world, their sway being limited only by function, since each had his particular character and task;\(^2\) and their universality was splendidly celebrated by the poets of Iran and India, as in the following verses in honour of Mithra/Mitra: "His place is of the width of the earth," "he looks upon all that is between earth and heaven," "he holds embraced heaven with his greatness, holds embraced the earth with his glory."\(^3\) In this the high gods of the Indo-Irarians already resembled the Deity of monotheistic religions, and foreshadowed in their greatness the dignity of Zoroaster’s own concept of the supreme Lord.

Various collective terms were used by the Indians and Iranians for their divine beings. One was Vedic deva, Avestan dānīā, an ancient word cognate with Latin deus and coming from an Indo-European base "shine, be bright". The "Shining Ones" were also called the "Immortals" (Vedic amrita, Avestan amādā); and the Iranians generally seem also to have used the term baga "one who distributes", a giver of good things. The most interesting expression, however, from the point of view of the history of Zoroastrianism is Vedic asura, Avestan ahura, which is a title meaning "lord", used in both languages for men as well as gods.\(^4\) In the Vedas this title is freely given to divine beings in general, the one who receives it most often being in fact Dyaus Pitar, "Father Sky",\(^4\) the Indian equivalent of Jupiter, who was originally perhaps the mightiest of the devas. In the often more conservative Iranian tradition, however, only three gods are ever addressed as ahura. They form a group, appearing closely linked in concept and function; and it seems very likely that it is these three who were the original "Lords" of the Indo-Iranian pantheon, and that it was only gradually that among the Indians their characteristic title came to be used respectfully for other gods also.\(^5\)

According to a coherent interpretation worked out during the present century, the ancient Indo-Iranian asuras all personify abstract concepts. In order to comprehend this aspect of Indo-Iranian religion it is vital to grasp the fact that such personifications could become strong and ever-present divinities for their worshippers. "Whatever the origin of the gods which are called abstract many of them attained...to genuine and real popular belief, and were ever whit as much living to the popular mind as gods for whom we can see a basis in nature."\(^6\) It was indeed general Indo-European usage, it has been said, "to conceive as an active reality every

---

\(^{1}\) Although many of the interpretations offered are out of date, L. H. Gray, "The foundations of the Iranian religions", \textit{JCOF} 15, 1970, 1-128, remains the most complete reference book for the Iranian pantheon, bringing together as it does the Avestan and Pahlavi data for every divine being, as well as providing references to their Vedic counterparts. For a more recent bibliography of studies on the Vedic material see J. Gonda, \textit{Die Religionen Indiens I. Veda und ältere Hinduismus}, Stuttgart 1956.

\(^{2}\) The facts that the gods are distinguished by function, and that there is a basic similarity between the Avestan and Vedic pantheons, makes it impossible to accept the theory advanced by H. S. Nyberg (\textit{Die Religionen des Altertums}, German translation by H. H. Scharder, Leipzig 1938, repr. 1966) that in Iran the ancient Indo-Iranian pantheon was for a time broken up, with the different Iranian peoples worshipping each their own "supreme gods" (Hochgötter), only to have them brought together again by a decision on the old pattern—in Zoroastrianism, in which faith they were usually subordinated to Ahura Mazdā, who had previously been only one of their number. Against Nyberg’s theory (which was adopted and developed by his pupils S. Wikander and G. Widengren), see H. W. Hes, \textit{JIF Y}, 1961, 56; Molé, \textit{Moyen et cosmologie dans l’Iran ancien}, Paris 1941, 61; W. Lentz, \textit{A Locund’s Leg. Studies in honour of S. H. Taghiaul}, London 1967, 144-7.

\(^{3}\) Yi. 10.44. 75; RV 3.59.7; These verses are quoted by H. Boeke \textit{J.B. N.XX}, 1966.


\(^{6}\) See von Brücke, \textit{42 ff. As he says, this fairly general use of what was probably in origin a particular honorific seems in accord with the Vedic tendency to address each of the great gods in the same laudatory terms. See also Gonda, op. cit., 46-7.

\(^{7}\) A. B. Keith, \textit{The religion and philosophy of the Veda and Upanishads}, Harvard 1925, 203.
force whose manifestation is perceived". Hence what would now be regarded as an abstraction, such as justice or valour or truth, was seen of old as a power. The process whereby this power, being deified, acquired a character and physical traits, and came to be endowed with myths and worshipped through particular rituals, is one which lies hidden in prehistory; but it must have resembled the making of a pearl, with layer upon layer of belief and observance being added around the grit of the original concept.

In the case of the asuras this process must have been going on for several thousand years before the oldest surviving texts in their honour were composed; and it is plainly, therefore, no easy matter to retrieve the primary concept and comprehend the fundamental nature of these gods. The one among them who best lends himself to study, and through whom one may therefore hope to reach an understanding of the whole triad, is Vedic Mitra, Iranian Mithra. Not only are there Vedic verses addressed to this god, but the longest of the Avestan yavits is devoted to him. He remains, moreover, a much-loved divinity among the Zoroastrians, and there is accordingly a wealth of material both ancient and modern concerning his cult and worship. Further, a common noun mithra exists in Avestan, a mitra in Sanskrit, which provide keys for the unlocking of his ancient mystery.

The Vedic Mitra was known to the West before the Avestan Mithra; and in the Mithraism of the Roman soldiery—a religion of mixed origins—the Iranian god was celebrated as a divinity linked with the sun. The earliest interpreters of the Vedas saw theIndian faith as a primitive one, and understood its gods to be in the main personifications of natural forces or phenomena; and Mitra was accordingly taken at first to be a solar deity. The Avestan Mithra is also associated with the sun; and so students of Iranian religion likewise accepted this as the primary concept of the god. The Avesta common noun mitra demonstrably, however, means something like "pact, contract, covenant", that is, an agreement entered into between men; and in 1907 A. Meillet presented a lucidly-

4 A. Meillet, *Trois conférences sur les Gâthâ de l'Avesta*, 59. On this subject see most recently J. Gonda, *Some observations on the relations between "Gods" and "powers" in the Veda*, s-Graevenhage 1957. The Indo-Iranian "abstract" gods have their counterparts in the pagan pantheons of Greece and Rome (e.g. Nike "Victory", Dike, "Justice", Fides "Fidelity"); but it is nevertheless difficult for modern scholars to enter into this aspect of ancient religious life, and Nyberg for one denied the validity of the concept, seeing in what others call "abstract" divinities rather the personification of "social collectives", who represented the society of those who worshipped them in its various aspects, religious, political and economic. See his Religions des Alten Iran, 70, 82, 128 et passim.

5 It is not proposed to discuss this religion, which seems largely alien to Iran, anywhere in the present book. For some recent work on it see *Mithraic Studies*, ed. J. R. Hinnells, 2 vols., Manchester 1973.

6 reasoned case for regarding the Indo-Iranian Mitra as the personification of the power which lay in such undertakings. As he pointed out, in past times "the contract was in principle a religious act, encircled by prescribed ceremonies, made with certain rites; and the words which accompanied it were not those of simple individual undertakings; they were those of formulas [i.e. mahtras], endowed with a force of their own, which would, by virtue of this inner potency, turn back against any man who should transgress them. The Indo-Iranian *Mitra* is at the same time 'contract' and the power immanent in the contract". Having reached this conclusion, he suggested a possible etymology for the word, from an IE verbal base *mei* "exchange".

Meillet probably chose the French word "contrat" to render the ancient Indo-Iranian concept because this had been invested with a certain grandeur by Rousseau's exposition of "le contrat social". In English "contract" has only narrowly legalistic associations, and hence some scholars using this language have preferred the term "covenant", with its richer religious and moral overtones. "Loyalty to the covenant" is possibly, moreover, the nearest approximation that one can achieve in English to the ethical aspect of the divinity. Since this phrase is too clumsy for general purposes, the term "loyalty" is sometimes used by itself in the following pages.

Meillet's interpretation was at once accepted by several leading Iranists, but the first reaction of Vedic scholars seemed adverse. The suggestion was more difficult for them to entertain, because in Sanskrit the common noun *mithra* means not "covenant" but "friend". The sense "covenant" survives, it is true, in the compound *hita-mitra* "having established a covenant"; but the idea of contractual undertakings is by

10 "Le dieu indo-iranien *Mitra*", *JA* 1907, 143-59.
11 Ibid., 156.
12 For further discussion of the possible etymology of the word see the references given by J. Jeremijewicz, *The Avestan hymn to Mitra*, Cambridge 1959, 28 n.
13 This rendering has been used by H. W. Bailey and others. Gonda's objection to it (The Vedic god *Mitra*, Leiden 1972, 199), that there is no undertaking between Mitra and his worshippers comparable to that between Jehovah and the Jews is not valid. The English word is not used solely in this connection, but is also, like contract, a common legal term.
14 Cf. German "Vertragsstreit" proposed by A. Geiger, *Die Amsa Spondas*, Vienna 1916, 244, and adopted by Lammel and others.
16 On the gender and form of this noun see Thomsen, *Mitra and Aryaman*, trans. of the Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences, 41, 1957, 35 n. 25; Gonda, op. cit., 114 f.
17 See C. L. Renou, *Grammaire de la langue védique*, 137; H. W. Bailey, *TPS* 1953, 40; contra Gonda, op. cit., 106 n. 6 (translating instead "with whom one has made friends" of "whose friendship is beneficial").
The Pagan Background

no means prominent in the Vedic texts concerning the god. After some decades Meillet's theory was, however, strongly endorsed by the comparatist G. Dumézil, who gave it wide currency. By the Sanskritist P. Thieme, who developed it with precise scholarly arguments, and by the Iranist I. Gershevitch, who likewise lent it the support of deeply learned consideration. By now it is probably accepted by the majority of those working in these fields; but there are still individual scholars who argue vigorously against it. The fact that Persian has a word mhr meaning "loving kindness, friendship", in connection with Sanskrit mtr, "friend", led Herzfeld, for example, to maintain that the god bore the name Mithra already in the Aryan epoch, not as a pale personification of the notion "contract" . . . but as 'the friend'." and recently Lentz has followed him in so far as to hold that the essential concept is one of a beneficent force. His interpretation, that the Avestan Mithra represents "the striving of man to act according to the religion by telling the truth and by behaving in a balanced way and with liberality towards his neighbour", seems, however, too general to be helpful for understanding the genesis of the god. An Indianist, J. Gonda, has nevertheless come to somewhat similar conclusions on the basis of the Vedas alone, which show, he considers, that "the main idea the god stands for is the maintenance, without wrath or vengeance, of right, orderly relations, manifestations of which, first and foremost, the active benevolence and willingness to help and redress". Thus deliberately to ignore the evidence of the Avestan yasti to Mithra, which bears many marks of antiquity, hardly seems sound scholarly procedure, however, and the weakness of this approach is, as Gonda himself admits, that it then becomes difficult to discover any coherence in the various functions attributed to the divinity. The same problem must be felt, one would think, by those who still maintain that the identification of Mithra with the sun is primary, whereas those who uphold the concept of the "covenant" as fundamental have produced what seem adequate explanations for all those traits which are common to the Indian and Avestan texts. To study Mithra/Mitra is not easy; for after thousands of years of worship and invocation the god of the Avesta and Vedas is no longer a simple personification, but has grown into a powerful deity of manifold activities. Nevertheless, it seems possible to discern a fundamental harmony reconciling all his functions. One of the striking features of his activity is that he is concerned with upholding the great Indo-Iranian principle of rta and asa. This term, it is now generally accepted, represents a concept which cannot be precisely rendered by any single word in another tongue. It stands, it seems, for "order" in the widest sense: cosmic order, by which night gives place to day and the seasons change; the order of sacrifice, by which this natural rhythm is strengthened and maintained; social order, by which men can live together in harmony and prosperity; and moral order or "truth". In both India and Iran to possess rta or asa, to be rta-van or asa-van, was to be a just and upright being; and when used of the dead these words implied that the departed was blessed in the hereafter, having attained the Paradise which he desired. In the Vedas rta is opposed to the negative anta, with which is associated dhrk "falsehood". The Iranian Mithra, as lord of the covenant, mithra, is the natural foe of the mthr pdb, the man who is false to the pact he has made, and it is presumably because such falsehood is a breach of moral asa that the god came to be regarded by extension as the protector of asa in all its aspects—a role of such grandeur that

18 But cf. drogambara "whose covenant is a lie", anta "without covenant", that is, not recognizing the sacredness of covenants, see Thieme, JAS XXXX, 1996, p. 79.
19 Mithra-Varna, Paris 1946.
20 Op. cit. See also his further treatment in Mithraeum Studia I, ed. Heimbach, 24-36.
22 Zoroaster and his World I, Princeton 1947, p. 43. One notes the persistence of the idea that such a personification must necessarily be "true".
24 Art. cit., 252.
26 Ibid., 80.
27 For references to the works of Indian scholars who take the position see Gonda, op. cit., 130.
28 The latter Indian texts inevitably yield a number of over-sible elaborations, with Mithra as with other gods, to which, in isolation, no weight can be attached. Thus it is not a valid argument concerning the genesis of the Indo-Iranian Mithra to declare, as Gonda does (op. cit., 80) that "I cannot possibly say how the god... should as the originator of a deed used as a cather have anything to do with a contract".
29 By a sound change peculiar to Avestan, Indo-Iranian m > m; the Old Persian equivalent of the word is rta. On the basic unity of the Indian and Iranian conceptions see Geiger, Die Anm Avesta, 1934 ff. In the Vedas rta, a neuter noun, represents a principle rather than a divinity, and this was presumably the case in pagan Iran also.
30 For a general discussion, with bibliography, see H. Lüders, Varuna II (Varuna und das Rta), aus dem Nahtalm herausgegeben von L. Aebnert, Göttingen 1959, 439-56. Lüders himself translated rta as "truth", and Gershevitch, AHM, passim, followed him in rendering Av. asa in the same way; but subsequently he accepted the arguments of Kuiper (IJ IV, 1961, 41-2) that in the Avesta the word does not necessarily mean "truth" but only "right" or "goodness".
31 Sin, as a breach of heavenly law or order, is described in the Vdakmanas as an, see S. Rodhe, Deliuses from the, Lund-Copenhagen 1946, 159-61.
in India it came to overshadow his primary concern, which was with \textit{yaj} as it affected undertakings entered into among men. In his Avestan \textit{yašt} Mithra is said to direct men “into the path of \textit{aśa} (\textit{aśahe paiti pāntam})”\textsuperscript{34} and to bestow on them “possession of \textit{aśa} (\textit{aśavasta}).”\textsuperscript{35} He tirelessly guards those who are \textit{aśavan},\textsuperscript{36} and destroys the wicked who attack them.\textsuperscript{37}

To know who is \textit{aśavan}, Mithra must assess the actions of men, and see who keep the many covenants, \textit{mīthras}, that hold society together, who betray them. The wide range of these covenants is indicated in his \textit{yašt}, where the list includes agreements between friends and fellow-citizens, the contracts of trading partners, and the marriage bond joining husband and wife, as well as treaties entered into between states.\textsuperscript{38} With so much to watch over, the god must be ever alert. As it is said in the Veda, “unblinking, Mithra regards the settlements of men,”\textsuperscript{39} and for this reason it used to be thought, the god came to be associated with the sun which from dawn to dusk makes its own unwinking way above men’s heads as they go about their daily affairs.\textsuperscript{40} The primary link between divinity and planet is evidently more fundamental than this, however, and arose through an original association of Mithra, lord of the covenant, with fire; for it appears from both the Iranian and Indian sources that it was ancient custom to swear by covenants by Mithra, their personified power, in the presence of fire,\textsuperscript{41} which, whether as the flame on the hearth, sustaining life, or the sun in the sky, controlling times and seasons, represented \textit{ta/i aśa}, the due order of things. It was fire, moreover, which by the judicial ordeal might in the end convict the \textit{mithrō. druj} of falsehood and bring him to a terrible death.\textsuperscript{42} Hence fire could be regarded as the agent of Mithra, and god and element became closely linked—so closely that gradually in both Iran and India Mithra came to be hailed as a solar deity. This aspect of his is already beginning to emerge in his ancient \textit{yašt}; but here, since it is a hymn of praise and not a \textit{mātra} of oath-taking, the god’s association with the sun is celebrated not in terms of its fiery essence, but rather in connection with its stately progress through the sky. Thus he is described as appearing at dawn even before the planet,\textsuperscript{43} and travelling with it in majesty each day on its course above the world.\textsuperscript{44}

This splendid concept led to the development of another, minor function being attributed to the Lord Covenant; for since he is himself un-sleeping, and companion of the sun as it wakes men at dawn, Mithra is hailed as the foe of Sloth, the “long-armed witch Būṣyastā,”\textsuperscript{45} who seeks to keep people lying \textit{idle} abed. Two other secondary functions of his harmonize well with his association with the sun, but evidently developed more directly from his primary concept as lord of the covenant. Thus it is he who protects the sacrifice, which should be offered to the gods early in the day, between dawn and noon. That Mithra, companion of the rising sun, should guard these particular hours seems appropriate; but his protection of the act of sacrifice is plainly primarily because this is itself the fulfilment of a pact between gods and men, and so comes within his particular jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{46} Then he is invoked as “giver of life” (\textit{gāyō-dār}), and as “he who makes the rain fall and plants grow” (\textit{hit. apā, uhkhyāy. uruara}),\textsuperscript{47} and the Vedic Mitra is similarly hailed as bringing rain, vegetation and health. These traits too could be interpreted as belonging to the

\textsuperscript{34} Yi. 10.86.

\textsuperscript{35} Yi. 10.3, 65 (on this word see Gershevitch, \textit{AHM}, 163).

\textsuperscript{36} E.g. Yi. 10.45, 130.

\textsuperscript{37} E.g. Yi. 10.76.

\textsuperscript{38} Yi. 10.116-7 (on which see Gershevitch’s commentaries, \textit{AHM}, 266-8). Lentz (\textit{Heng. Men. Vol.}, 246-7) took this passage as evidence against the interpretation of \textit{mīthra} as “covenant”, since other pairs are mentioned (brothers, father and son) who are linked by a blood tie, not by any specific undertaking; but Thiene and Gershevitch both interpret the passage as referring to compacts entered into by those who have such natural relationships, and not to the relationships themselves. See in more detail Thiene, \textit{Mithraische Studien} 1, ed. Hinnebusch, 25-4.

\textsuperscript{39} \textit{RV} 3.59.1 (a verse from the only hymn in the Rigveda addressed to Mitra alone. For detailed treatments of this hymn see Thiene, \textit{Mitra and Aryaman}, 38-9, Gonda, \textit{The Vedic god Mitra}, 54-61.

\textsuperscript{40} On Mithra/Mitra and the sun see Meillet, \textit{JA} 1907, 109-4; Thiene, op. cit., 27; Gershevitch, \textit{AHM}, 35-40. Gonda, \textit{The Vedic god Mitra}, 54-61.

\textsuperscript{41} For classical and Armenian references to the Persian custom of swearing by Mithra, and also by sun or fire see F. Cumont, \textit{Textes et monuments figurés relatifs aux mystères de Mithra}, Brussels 1889, I 229 n. 2. Numerous examples can be added for the Sasanian period from the lives of Christian martyrs, e.g., the words of Shāhūr II: “I swear by the Sun, Judge of all the earth,” in which sun and Mithra are plainly identified (see O. Braun, \textit{Ausgewählte Akten persischer Märtäryen, Bibliothek der Kirchenmärtler}, 30). For a similar Sogdian oath, taken “as the presence of Mithra. Judge of creation” see Gershevitch, \textit{AHM}, 31-3. For oaths taken in the presence of fire see Boyce, “On Mithra’s part in Zoroastrianism”, \textit{BSOA} XXXII, 1952, 27-8. For parallel evidence in connection with the Vedic Mitra see further below. The practice of swearing by the sun can still be found in Paris legal documents of the 18th century, see Vol. I, IV.

\textsuperscript{42} On the ordeal by fire see further below, pp. 15-6.

\textsuperscript{43} See Yi. 10.13, 142, and the comments by Gershevitch, \textit{AHM} 31, 319-20. In the 3rd century A. C. Manichaean missionaries to Parthia adopted Mithra to represent a divinity connected with the east, see Boyce, “On Mithra in the Manichaean pantheon”, \textit{A Louts Leg. Studies in honour of S. H. Taqizadeh}, 45, and in the next century one encounters Shāhūr II ordering a Christian to pray to “the sun, the God of the East” (Braun, loc. cit.), which again shows the fusion of Mithra and Mithra-worship. On the connection of the Vedic Mitra with daybreak see Thiene, \textit{Mitra and Aryaman}, 59, Gonda, \textit{The Vedic God Mitra}, 58-9. The ever-vigilant Mithra is present, however, not only with the sun by day, but also with the luminaries of the night sky, see Boyce, \textit{BSOA} XXXII, 1969, 30 with n. 103.

\textsuperscript{44} See Yi. 10.16, 67, 99, 118.

\textsuperscript{45} Yi. 1997 (on which see Renemiste, \textit{RHR} CXXX, 1945, 14-16; Boyce, art. cit., 25 n. 74).

\textsuperscript{46} On this aspect of sacrifice see further below, Ch. 6.

\textsuperscript{47} Yi. 10.65, 61.
God because of his link with the "life-giving" sun;⁴⁸ but they probably originate rather in the ancient, widespread belief that when a ruler was upright and loyal to his undertakings, then his country was rewarded with rain and good crops, whereas a king's wrong-doing brought drought and pestilence.⁴⁹ "The scoundrel who breaks a covenant destroys the whole land."⁵⁰

Mithra not only oversees all covenants,⁵¹ but having seen, he judges; and it is as the Judge that he is invoked in his ystd,⁵² and has been worshipped by Iranians down the ages—⁵³—a being unwaveringly just, and never to be deceived. Because he is just, he is a powerful protector to those who deserve his benevolence; and it is thought that it was as protector that he gained his standard Iranian epithet of "having wide pastures" (varun.gayastl);⁵⁴—pastures, that is, in which the nomad Iranians, keeping faith with him, could safely graze their herds. And because to the loyal he was the kindest of gods, without caprice or terror, his name, it is suggested, came to stand for the Friend of the farmer, and so in time for "friend" or "friendliness" in general.⁵⁵ But being just, Mithra had inevitably another aspect, that of the stern and terrible punisher of the faithless, whom he smites and crushes.⁵⁶ As such he is a "wrathful Lord,"⁵⁷ being to be dreaded; but since men more readily regard their enemies as wicked than themselves, through this aspect Mithra became also a war god, fighting for the righteous Iranians against their foes.⁵⁸ His concept was then enriched with all the trappings of a war, added to those of a solar deity: he is a chariot-rider whose white horses, shod with silver and gold, cast no shadow;⁵⁹ a fighter armed with a mighty mace of bronze,⁶⁰ and with spear, bow and arrows, knife and slingstones.⁶¹ A martial character is nowhere ascribed to the Vedie Mitra; but Thieme has found small indications which show, he thinks, that both Mitra and Varuna once possessed a warrior aspect which they had lost by the time the Rigveda took its final shape;⁶² and there, it seems, the punitive aspect of the two Indo-Iranian gods has moreover been largely ascribed to Varuna, leaving Mitra (in so far as he is separately celebrated) more purely benevolent. There are, however, verses which show that he nevertheless resembled his Iranian counterpart in having the power to dismay as well as to delight his worshippers, in being both "wicked and very good to men," as, for instance: "May we not be under the wrath of Varuna and Vayu, not (under that) of Mitra, who is most dear to men."⁶³ These and other similar passages clearly indicate that the Vedic priests too ascribed a stern and wrathful character to Mithra on occasion, even if they no longer gave prominence to this aspect of the god. Like many other Indo-Iranian divinities, Mithra was conceived in human shape, even if it greater than any mortal king; but because of his superhuman vigilance he had the epithets "having a thousand perceptions, ten thousand eyes,"⁶⁴ (terms which presumably referred to his servitors, the "watchers of the covenant" (s̲̄paś̲a... mithrahe), who gaze out from every height, over every quarter of the compass, not those who first break the covenant."⁶⁵ The spies of the Achaemenian kings were similarly spoken of as being their "eyes" and "ears," and the usage appears to be old.)

As well as these vigilant spirits ever at his service, Mithra had close associates among the other gods—for no member of the Avestan or Vedic pantheon is ever seen in isolation. Lesser divinities enircle him; and above all the Vedic Mitra acts constantly in partnership with Varuna, his mighty

—

⁴⁸ Yt. 10.13. On the meaning amšta as an epithet of the sun see Thieme, Studien 2, indo-germ. Wortkunde und Religionsgeschichte, 24.
⁵⁰ Yt. 10.2.
⁵¹ See Yt. 10.2 (“truly the covenant is for both, the wicked man and the righteous”).
⁵² See Yt. 10.81, 92.
⁵³ See Boyce, BSOAS XXXII, 23 with nn. 58, 59, 62, 67 with nn. 88, 28, 26 with n. 99.
⁵⁴ See Thieme, Gershevitch, AHM, 32-2; cf. Gershevitch, AHM, 32-2.
⁵⁵ In AHM, 30, 41 n. 3, Gershevitch took the existence of Vedic mithra "friend" as "a case of accidental homonymy". This explanation would have to rule out another Persian mite "friendliness" and other cognate words, and does not seem to have won acceptance. Since then (TPS 1969, 190) he has interpreted the Damaite proper name mizānī as a rendering of OP Pādīnīsra, the equivalent of Vedic devatā mithra "friend of all" (compare also amša = hnumatra). If this interpretation is valid, it attests the meaning of mithra "friend" already in ancient Iran. In this connection D. Shapir Stahl in has drawn my attention to the fact that the term Kāh-Rahmat for the mountain behind Yalgup translates in older Kāh-Mīhr, see Mūhammad Qazvini and Aḥmad Ḥashāl, Shāhādā, 3:10, 171.
⁵⁶ See Yt. 10.29. For his punishment of the armies of the wicked see also, vv. 3:7 ff., 45, 97 ff.
⁵⁷ Yt. 10.69.
⁵⁸ See, e.g., Yt. 10.4 with 8:11.
⁵⁹ Yt. 10.68, 102, 125, 136.
⁶⁰ See BSOAS XXXII, 23 with nn. 58, 59, 62, 67 with nn. 88, 28, 26 with n. 99.
⁶¹ See BSOAS XXXII, 23 with nn. 58, 59, 62, 67 with nn. 88, 28, 26 with n. 99.
⁶² See BSOAS XXXII, 23 with nn. 58, 59, 62, 67 with nn. 88, 28, 26 with n. 99.
⁶³ See BSOAS XXXII, 23 with nn. 58, 59, 62, 67 with nn. 88, 28, 26 with n. 99.
⁶⁴ See BSOAS XXXII, 23 with nn. 58, 59, 62, 67 with nn. 88, 28, 26 with n. 99.
⁶⁵ See BSOAS XXXII, 23 with nn. 58, 59, 62, 67 with nn. 88, 28, 26 with n. 99.
⁶⁶ See BSOAS XXXII, 23 with nn. 58, 59, 62, 67 with nn. 88, 28, 26 with n. 99.
⁶⁷ See BSOAS XXXII, 23 with nn. 58, 59, 62, 67 with nn. 88, 28, 26 with n. 99.
⁶⁸ See BSOAS XXXII, 23 with nn. 58, 59, 62, 67 with nn. 88, 28, 26 with n. 99.
⁶⁹ See BSOAS XXXII, 23 with nn. 58, 59, 62, 67 with nn. 88, 28, 26 with n. 99.
⁷⁰ See BSOAS XXXII, 23 with nn. 58, 59, 62, 67 with nn. 88, 28, 26 with n. 99.
peer. Varuna is one of the two chief gods of the Rigveda, the other being the devo Indra. He, like Indra, is hailed as universal king (samarj), one whose “ordinances are established” (dhārta-rata), these being obeyed even by the other gods. He was envisaged as holding royal state, clad in golden mantle and shining robe, driving, like Mithra, in a chariot, and having in the highest heaven his golden abode. He was the "all-knowing lord" (asura viṣṇavas), ever aware of the deeds of men. "If a man is standing or going, and if he is jumping—if he goes into hiding, if he stiffens—whatever two men do, having set down together, king Varuna knows that as the third one" (AV 4.10.2-6). Like the Iranian Mithra, he is a thousand-eyed, having his spies to observe the world; and the two divinities share a moral nature and preoccupations. Ethically Varuna is indeed the noblest of the Vedic gods, abhorring sin, forgiving the penitent but punishing the transgressor who awakens his sometimes bitter wrath. His worshippers approach him with fear and trembling, and yet also with trust. "Varuna is on a footing of friendship with his wor- shipper, who communes with him in his celestial abode, and sometimes sees him with the mental eye. The righteous hope to behold in the next world Varuna and Yama, the two kings who reign in bliss”. This great ethical being is endowed, like Vedic Mitra, with māyā, the supernatural power, hidden and incomprehensible, through which he acts. This mysterious force could also be thought of, at least by Vedic times, as something capricious; and according to the poets it enabled its possessors to deceive others while themselves remaining undeceived. It is suggested that it was through the constant attribution of māyā to the āsuras that their title became gradually associated with evil, and eventually came to be used also of dark forces opposed to the gods. Those scholars are surely right, however, who maintain that deception and caprice had no part in the original character of Varuna.

In his ethical aspect Varuna, together with Mitra, is the guardian of pita as moral order. He also, together with Mitra, protects pita as order in the natural world. The two gods are indeed so closely linked in their beneficent activities that they are commonly invoked together by a compound Mitra-varunā of a type called by the Hindu grammarians dvandva or pair compounds (since the two elements have the same relationship as if they were linked by the conjunction "and"). So closely and regularly are the two gods associated, indeed, that they became for Vedic poets the typical pair, and so could be referred to metaphorically through almost any pair of things, antithetical or complementary, such as night and day, left hand and right, inward and outward breath. But although this suggests that originally they were of equal power and standing, in the Vedic hymns Varuna has far the greater prominence, hugely overshadowing his divine partner. Vast cosmic powers are assigned to him, for it was he who established heaven and earth, and kṣatra “dominion” is especially his. Through his māyā he controls the forces of nature, sending the dawn and causing the honey of rain to fall upon the earth. Water indeed belongs peculiarly to Varuna in all its manifestations. He is addressed as “Child of the Waters” (apām ēṣā), and water is revered as holding him, and is used therefore to invoke his presence. If in Vedic times a man built a house, “he should among many other ritual acts pour some water into a barrel while pronouncing the stana: ‘Hither most king Varuna come with the abundant (waters); at this place must he stay, rejoicing’.”

So close is this association that it has been suggested that the primary concept of Varuna was that of a personification of the Waters themselves. Another interpretation was that he was god of the Sky, to be connected with Greek Ouranos (an identification long since rejected both on philological grounds, and because of the lack of actual connection between Varuna and the sky in the Indian texts or ritual). He has also been seen as god of the moon. When, however, Meillet propounded his theory of the ethical, “abstract” nature of Mitra, he pointed out that, since Varuna is so closely linked with him, it is reasonable to suppose that the primary concepts of the two deities were very much alike. Accordingly he suggested the possibility that Varuna’s name came from the IE verbal root ver “speak”, Varuna being perhaps a lost common noun meaning itself “law”.
or even (as a synonym of "mitra") "contract". 83 This suggestion was taken up by other scholars; but Peterson, 84 proposing a derivation instead from the IE root *skei/*skei- "bind, tie," interpreted the meaning of the postulated *
Varuna* as "binding utterance, oath"—the solemn truthful affirmation which constrains a man, and which must of old have been invested with the same latent supernatural power as the solemn pact or bond. This interpretation is in harmony with the mythological trait of Varuna's whereby he binds the sinner with fetters, and removes sin as if untwisting a rope. It was further developed by Lüders in his massive monograph on Varuna, in which he pursued two main themes: how, through the oath, Varuna acquired his secondary trait as god of the Waters, and how, as god of the oath, he was with Mithra the natural guardian of *fla* in the sense of "truth". The god's association with the waters arose, he suggested, from an ancient link between Varuna, oath-taking, and this element, whereby a man swore a solemn oath by the god in the presence of water, or holding water in his hand. 85 He further pointed out 86 that this accords admirably with the fact that in both India and Iran oaths and compacts are sworn by Mithra and by fire. The two gods of verbal undertakings were thus each, it seems, associated with one of the two elements which were the main objects of the Indo-Iranian cult.

The link between Mitra and Varuna and the two elements were evidently stronger, moreover, than one created merely by invoking these gods in their presence, and involved the use of fire and water in ordeals to test veracity, whereby the divinity was made the judge. The evidence, in both Iran and India, is relatively late, but there is no reason to doubt its authenticity or the traditional nature of the practices involved. Both forms of ordeal were undergone by those accused of some form of wrongdoing, who had sworn their innocence. In the ordeal by water, as described in the *Yajurveda* 2.108 ff, 87 the accused was required to submerge himself. As the water closed over his head an arrow was shot, and a nimble

83 See IA 1907, 156-8.
85 On the link between Indian oath-taking and the waters see Lüders, op. cit., II 655-74; Thieme, Studien z. ind. Wortkunde, 53 ff. Both scholars have sought to establish an Indo-European form of oath sworn by the waters either of death, or of the primeval ocean. (Against Lüders' further development of the idea of a celestial ocean see however K. Hoffmann. OLZ XXIX 9/10, 1951, 391-2).
86 Op. cit. 112 ff., 28, 38 (with an interesting association of Mitra, fire, and the pact of "friendship of the seven stripes"). See also Thieme, Mitra und Arýaman, 45 ff., 84; and for references to oath-taking before the Iranian Mithra see above, p. 28 n. 41.
87 See Lüders, Varuna I, 31-2; English rendering by Thieme in German Scholars in India I, 342.

89 Supp. texts to *Āvesta* n-Āvesta XV.17 (ed. Kottwal, 63).
90 See Ch. 9, below.
91 See Vol. II.
92 According to the dastūr of Islamic times there were 33 varieties of such ordeals, see Risāyats, ed. Unvala I 45-9, transl. Dhabhar, 39. On this subject, and on the connection of the fiery ordeal with Mithra, see Boyce, "On Mithra, lord of fire", Memorandum H. S. Nyberg, ed. J. Duchesne-Guillemin, Louvain 1973, Vol. I, and further in Vol. IV of the present work.
he who takes a false oath . . . burns up himself, his family and his soul." Hence it was that fire became closely linked both with Mithra and with **asa**, the "truth" which the great **ahura** helped to guard.

There was clearly a parallel development in ancient times with Varauna and water, in both cases the god's presence being felt in the actual element which swel or spared. With regard to Varauna's own concept Thieme, who endorsed Meillet's interpretation of his nature, suggested that this was probably basically the broad one of "true speech", embracing that of the oath; and this, if one seeks a parallel to Mithra's ethical characteristic of "loyalty", may be yet further extended to "veracity" or "truth". According to these interpretations Varauna is thus the personification of an ethical "abstraction" of exactly the same type as Mitra. As Thieme has shown, the sense of "true speech" satisfies admirably certain Rigvedic passages in which the god's name occurs, as well as explaining the "basic similarity and partial identity" of himself and Mitra. Both gods had their great part to play in maintaining human society. Moreover, "veracity" like "loyalty" had cosmic significance of old, since it was "by the magic power of spoken truth (pāy)" that the world was created. Both divinities had also their link with the sacrifice, contractual in Mitra's case, and in Varauna's through the power of the truly uttered word, embodied in the sacred **mantras**. This common association with spoken undertakings would explain their being among the gods invoked at the making of the Mitanni treaty; but their functions, although so similar, seem in origin to have been differentiated in this respect, that the covenant personified by Mitra was properly an undertaking to which two parties pledged themselves, whereas the vow presided over by Varauna was a one-sided engagement, a personal commitment. This distinction was, however, relatively slight; and in India, as the concepts of the two gods blended, Varauna took over most of their common traits, so that, as we have seen, the sternness which in Iran belongs also to the just Mitra in the Vedas is ascribed very largely to his brother **asa**.

The fact that no common noun **vairuna** survives in either Vedic or

Avestan means that there is necessarily more conjecture in defining Varauna's being than that of Mitra. There are nevertheless some associated words which seem to support the interpretation of the god's name as meaning originally "true utterance". There is Vedic **uralī**, a much discussed term particularly associated with Varauna, which is generally rendered by such English words as "law, ordinance, rule; promise, vow"; and in Iranian there occur Avestan **sara**. Pahlavi **vair** and **varisten** which earlier were rendered as " ordeal" and "place of the ordeal", but which, it is now suggested, should rather be understood as "oath" and "place of oath-taking".

There is, however, a further difficulty to make the study of Varauna more intricate than that of Mitra: there is no god in the Iranian pantheon who is called **vourana**. (This is the form which, it is thought, his name would have taken in Avestan.) But since it seemed impossible that so great a deity, and one so closely linked with Mitra, should be forgotten in Iran, it was widely assumed that it was he who of old became the "god of the Iranians", growing to be so exalted in their eyes that his worshippers ceased to name him directly, but invoked him instead with reverence as Ahura Mazdā, the "Wise Lord". Thus in the course of time, it was suggested, his personal name, through disuse, became forgotten, and this title alone remained. Such a development is clearly not impossible, and indeed the replacement of a proper name by an appellative seems to have taken place with more than one Iranian divinity. Various arguments have, however, been brought on other grounds against this interpretation. Thus it seems probable that the Iranian Ahura Mazdā was exalted over Mitra even before Zarathustra preached, being recognized as a greater god by the Persians as well as by the Avestan peoples; and this suggests that his Vedic parallel may have been, not Varauna, the **dvandva** partner of Mitra, but the nameless Asura or Lord who appears in a few Rigvedic passages as

100 For objections to the above interpretations see, e.g., Kuiper, I, 310-11. He himself, although rejecting Dumbzdil's characterization of Mitra and Varauna as opposite aspects of "sovereignty" (see his remarks in Affana VIII, 1964, 30-3), nevertheless maintains that the close association of the two gods is antithetical rather than complementary, the one being the other binding. (See in more detail his exposition in III, V, 1964. 46-54.) He further still maintains that Varauna's association with water was a primary characteristic (see his article "The Bliss of Atria", Affana VIII, 1964. 106-7, 124-5).
101 See H.-P. Schmidt, Vedic "uralī" and avestaštī "uralī". Hamburg 1958; Thieme, German Scholars in India, 345. Contra, Gonda, The Vedic God Mitra, 6-10, 100 with n. 3 (who suggests rendering the word as "functional rule of conduct").
103 E.g., *Haralvaitai Aravdi Sāra, and possibly *Zam Spentā Armaiti*, see further below.
104 See Dumbzdil, Affana VIII, 106-7, 114-5.
a higher being than even these two. He is described as "Our Father, the Asura, who sprinkles down the waters" and to Mithra and Varuna their worshippers say: "You two make the sky rain through the magic power (madya-) of Asura," "you two protect your ordinances (yatra-) through the magic power of Asura; through truth (hyo) you rule the universe." The Asura thus appears raised above Mithra and Varuna, as Ahura Mazdâ is above the Iranian Mithra.

The question then arose, could "Mazdâ" (or rather its Indian equivalent) be in fact the missing proper name of this Vedic Asura — was the Iranian god really the Lord Mazdâ, as Mithra was the Lord Mithra (Ahura Mithra)? The word "mazdā" has been a perplexity to grammarians, because the inflection is irregular; and philologists have been divided between those who regard it as having a stem in -ah, and those (now probably the majority) who understand it as having a stem in -ā. Neither interpretation satisfies conclusively all the irregularities; but the divergence of opinion was concerned mainly with the declension of the word, both groups uniting in regarding it as an adjectival meaning "wise". Already in the late 19th century, however, A. V. W. Jackson had interpreted Mazdâ instead as a substantive, corresponding with the Vedic feminine noun medhā — "mental vigour, perceptive power, wisdom"; and he accordingly rendered Ahura Mazdâ’s name as "Lord Wisdom". This he did without discussion, and without, it seems, evoking much scholarly debate. A few others adopted this interpretation, however, including Benveniste, who argued from it to the ancientness of the concept of the "Lord Wisdom" as "a being of the family of the Asuras."

The same interpretation was subsequently proposed again by Sten Konow. He examined the meanings of Vedic medhā-, of which he said: "‘insight’, ‘wisdom’ and especially ‘prudence’ are English equivalents. It is apparently an abstract term, but such terms were generally conceived as forces with independent existence”.

On the grammatical side he pointed out that in Khotanese Sakas, the word urmâyâda, i.e. auramazâd (which is there used for the sun) also has irregularities of inflection which suggest the modification of an -ā stem. He concluded, like Jackson, that ‘Mazdâ’ was to be understood as the proper name of the Iranian supreme god, this being “an ancient Aryan term, denoting a mental form which was highly valued as an important factor in . . . life”. Since there was no evidence on the Vedic side for the divinisation of this concept, he assumed, unlike Benveniste, that it was Zarathoaster’s own inspiration which “prompted him to proclaim mazdâ as the highest principle, as the Lord Mazdâ”. This doctrine, he pointed out, was in harmony with the prophet’s teachings concerning the “abstract” Amâs Spantas who surround the supreme God. Konow’s interpretation was rejected by Humbach and by Kuiper, partly on the grounds that Ahura Mazdâ was evidently an ancient god, worshipped before Zarathoaster taught, but it was warmly endorsed by Thieme, who followed Benveniste in holding that the fundamental harmony was to be sought, not with the Amâs Spantas of Zarathoaster’s own revelation, but rather with the two ancient Indo-Iranian aspâras, the Lords Loyalty and Truth; and who therefore saw the Indian equivalent of Ahura Mazdâ in the nameless but supreme Asura of the Rigveda. Grammatically, he suggested, the irregularities in declension of the Iranian Mazdâ may arise from attempts to distinguish the inflexion of the proper name, belonging to a masculine god, from that of a feminine abstract noun. This noun, meaning approximately “memory, recollection” occurs once in the Avesta, in the ancient Yasna Haptahañaiti, where it is interesting to find it set in immediate juxtaposition with Ahura Mazdâ’s own name, as Mithra’s name is set together with the common noun mithra in his Yas.

The passage of Vedic medhā-, of which he said: "‘insight’, ‘wisdom’ and especially ‘prudence’ are English equivalents. It is apparently an abstract term, but such terms were generally conceived as forces with independent existence”.

On the grammatical side he pointed out that in Khotanese Sakas, the word urmâyâda, i.e. auramazâd (which is there used for the sun) also has irregularities of inflection which suggest the modification of an -ā stem. He concluded, like Jackson, that ‘Mazdâ’ was to be understood as the proper name of the Iranian supreme god, this being “an ancient Aryan term, denoting a mental form which was highly valued as an important factor in . . . life”. Since there was no evidence on the Vedic side for the divinisation of this concept, he assumed, unlike Benveniste, that it was Zarathoaster’s own inspiration which “prompted him to proclaim mazdâ as the highest principle, as the Lord Mazdâ”. This doctrine, he pointed out, was in harmony with the prophet’s teachings concerning the “abstract” Amâs Spantas who surround the supreme God. Konow’s interpretation was rejected by Humbach and by Kuiper, partly on the grounds that Ahura Mazdâ was evidently an ancient god, worshipped before Zarathoaster taught, but it was warmly endorsed by Thieme, who followed Benveniste in holding that the fundamental harmony was to be sought, not with the Amâs Spantas of Zarathoaster’s own revelation, but rather with the two ancient Indo-Iranian aspâras, the Lords Loyalty and Truth; and who therefore saw the Indian equivalent of Ahura Mazdâ in the nameless but supreme Asura of the Rigveda. Grammatically, he suggested, the irregularities in declension of the Iranian Mazdâ may arise from attempts to distinguish the inflexion of the proper name, belonging to a masculine god, from that of a feminine abstract noun. This noun, meaning approximately “memory, recollection” occurs once in the Avesta, in the ancient Yasna Haptahañaiti, where it is interesting to find it set in immediate juxtaposition with Ahura Mazdâ’s own name, as Mithra’s name is set together with the common noun mithra in his Yas.
(which is in the short poetic section of the Y. Haft) runs: "Then at these recumpings, O Mazda Ahura, remember (mazdîm ... karoš) and fulfill, through your bounty, what comes to you from us...". An associated verb mazdâ- "fix in one's thoughts, remember" occurs twice, once in the Gāthās themselves (Y.45.1), once in the so-called Hōm Yāšt (Y.9.31), which has a number of archaic elements; and there is also a Gothic noun mazdîthā- "a memorable thing" (Y.30.1). Verb and nouns may all perhaps have disappeared from common use in consequence of Zoroaster’s reform, with the even greater reverence which came to be felt then for Ahura Mazda and the sanctity of his name.

The assumption that the nameless Ahriman of the Rigveda, the Father, is the Lord Wisdom receives some slight support, Thieme pointed out, from RV 8.6.10 (cited earlier in this connection by Konow): "Then I have from my Father the wisdom of truth (mēdhām ṛtṣya)." Why the Ahriman should have become so remote already in the Rigvedic period must remain a matter for speculation; but one may suppose the reason to have been the fundamental and pervasive character of wisdom, the basic quality needed by both gods and men for creating and maintaining the world. This might well cause the Lord Wisdom to become either supreme (as among the Iranians) or lofty remote from the daily practical round of cult and worship (as apparently in India), and so in course of time neglected and forgotten.

If one accepts the hypothesis that the Indians once worshipped Austera the same manner, however, that not only was Varuna worshipped in pagan India as a deity distinct from Ahura Mazda, but that he is in fact still so revered by the Zoroastrians today, but under another name. Such a suggestion may seem at first sight to belong among those rash identifications of different deities which have contributed so much to confusing Zoroastrian studies; but in this instance it is not a question of identifying two gods with different names, but of considering fresh the identity of one god known in both Iran and India by what appears to be an attribute only.

124 On these lines see H. W. Bailey in Oriental Studies in honour of C. E. P. Fawry, 24-5.
125 Mazda- may also occur in an Old Persian proper name, if Geshevitch is right in interpreting (TPS 1969, 18) Elamite jāramādâs, as rendering OP "jāramâda" - "of outstanding memory".
126 On medhā and cosmic truth see Kuiper, IJ IV, 1960, 187.

This is the mysterious Apana Napat, Vedic Āpām Napat, the "Son of the Waters".

The position of the Zoroastrian Apana Napat is in many respects perplexing. As far as the cult is concerned, he seems at first sight a minor deity. No hymn is addressed to him, and no day of the month is assigned to his care. With Haoma and Dāhman Āfrin he makes up the 30 chief yazatas of the Zoroastrian pantheon, and like them he is accordingly invoked in every service dedicated to the divine beings; but in living observance at least no yasna is ever devoted to him alone. Yet in the liturgy of every yasna service, whenever water is invoked, it is Apana Napat who is invoked with it. Moreover, in the divisions of the day (which seem older than the calendar dedications) the morning is set under the protection of great Mithra, the afternoon under that of Apana Napat. This means that down the ages every Zoroastrian who has prayed in the afternoon (and the orthodox are required to pray during each watch) has daily invoked the "Son of the Waters". He is therefore a dominant figure in the cult, despite his apparent obscurity.

The same striking anomalies appear in the Avestan texts as in the ritual. Thus in some passages the god appears only as a shadowy, background figure, associated with other more prominent divinities of water. In the hymn to the river-goddess, Ardavi Sūrā, there is an obscure reference to what appears to be a place dedicated to Apana Napat, but at it a worshipper sacrifices to Ardavi. In the hymn to Tīštrya, god of the rain star, it is said: "Apana Napat distributes to the material world those waters assigned to dwelling-places..." and another verse runs: "We
worship the glorious ... star Ṭīṣṭrya ... from whom, the lofty one, is fame; from Apaṃ Naṭ파t (his?) nature (aṙaṃ nafōtrā hača šōrām)."

There are other Avestan passages which suggest, however, that the ancient Apaṃ Naṭ파t was not only associated with the waters, but was once a very great god in the Iranian pantheon. He is in fact the only god other than Ahura Mazdā and Mithra who is ever hailed as "Ahura"; and he shares with the latter (with whom he parts the daylight hours) the Ahuric task of maintaining order in the world of men. The following striking verse concerning him occurs in Yasli 19 (a hymn dedicated to the Earth): "We worship the high Lord, imperial, majestic, Son of the Waters, who has swift horses, the hero who gives help when called upon. (It is) who created men, who shaped men, the god amid the waters, who being prayed to is the swiftest of all to hear" (horzántam ahuram xšārīm xšātīm apām nafātām aurvañ asparm yazamaide aršānom zavañ, sum, yō noršū daña, yō noršū tataša, yō ubāpō yazātā srūg gaōšō tomō asti yezinmō). The opening words of this verse, horzántam ahuram, the "high Lord", are used in all invocations of the "Son of the Waters"; and in Sasanian and present usage he is known accordingly simply as Burz or Burj, the "High One", which in one place is glossed as Burz i Abānnāf, "the High One, who is the Son of the Waters". How old this usage is cannot be determined; but it suggests that Apaṃ Naṭफāt was not in fact the Ahura's proper name, but simply another descriptive appellation, "Burj" being given preference to it in invoking him.

Another passage concerning the god occurs in Yasli 13 (the hymn to the fravašis). It runs as follows: "Mithra of wide pastures will further all ruling councils of the lands, and pacify (the lands) that are in turmoil. Henceforth the mighty Apaṃ Naṭफāt will further all ruling councils of the lands, and restrain (the lands) that are in turmoil." In this verse these two great Ahuras are thus seen acting together and as equals for the same end, namely to preserve order, aša, in human society. Similarly in Yasli 19 it is told how they strive to protect the divine Khvaranah or kingly Fortune, by which legitimate rule is maintained among the Iranians. When King Vima allowed a "lying, untrue word" into his mind (v. 34) the Fortune left him and passed into the guardianship of Mithra and fire, and thereafter into that of water (represented by the sea Vourukaša), whereupon Apaṃ Naṭफāt seized it "at the bottom of profound bays" (v. 51). Thus the two Ahuras not only pursue the same goal, of keeping the Khvaranah safe from wicked possessors, but one does so, characteristically, in connection with fire, the other with water.

The Pahlavi texts are in accord with the Avesta in presenting Apaṃ Naṭफāt (as the yazad Burz) primarily as a water-god, who dwells amid the great mythical waters of the world; but they also celebrate him still as the god who watches over Khvaranah (Khvarrah). The following passage is the most comprehensive: "The abode of the yazad Burz is there where are Ardvīsîr and the undefiled Waters. And his chief duty is to distribute the water of the sea [Vourukaša] to all regions. This (task) too is "his, that he saves creatures from high surges in crossing the sea, and watches always over Khvarrah". It is presumably because of his care for the Khvaranah or Fortune of the Iranian peoples that the following strange myth is told of him: "Every third year many from non-Iranian lands gather together upon the summit of Mount Harburz, in order to go into the Iranian lands to cause bringing of harm and destruction on the world. Then the yazad Burz comes up from the depths of the water Arang and arouses, upon the highest point of all that high mountain, the bird Camrūs which pecks up all those from non-Iranian lands as a bird pecks up grain." This quaint tale, for all its oddity, is basically in harmony with the general concept of Apaṃ Naṭफāt as one who helps to maintain the Iranian realm and to ward off the forces of disruption.

This is virtually all that is said in the Zoroastrian tradition of the "Son of the Waters"; but limited though it is, it is certainly remarkable, and
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like the cultic facts it suggests that this divinity was a once great god who has become strangely overshadowed—for it hardly accords with the fitness of things that a minor deity should be hailed as Ahura, the creator of men and guardian of order, equal partner with mighty Mithra, and linked with water as his brother Ahura is with fire. Meagre though the material is in comparison with all that is said in the Vedas about Varuna, it nevertheless agrees essentially with it, and the concepts of the two Asuras, Mitra-Varuna, and the two Ahuras, Mithra-Apām Napāt, seem strikingly the same: two equal gods sharing common tasks, moral deities who are nevertheless associated with the two vital elements of fire and water. Even the choice of words in the Avestan passage describing how they maintain social order seems significant; for whereas Mithra “will pacify” (rāmaryahti), Apām Napāt “will restrain” (nyāśātāte); and to restrain or fetter wrong-doing is, as we have seen, a characteristic activity of Vedic Varuna’s. On this evidence the identification of Avestan Apām Napāt with Vedic Varuna might therefore seem straightforward; but there is the awkward fact to account for that the Vedas know two deities, Varuna and Apām Napāt, apparently distinct. The Vedic “Son of the Waters” is also a perplexing figure, however, in much the same ways as his Iranian counterpart. He too appears at first sight to be a minor divinity, and only one hymn is addressed to him in the Rigveda. Yet in this he is celebrated in “magnum terms”, notably where it is said: “Apām Napāt, the Master, has created all beings through his power as Asura” (apām nāpād āsurasyām mahān vīśvōnā aryā bhuṃaṇa jājāna). This has a striking resemblance to what is said in the fugitive verse in Apām Napāt’s honour in Yāṣi 19 (v.52) that he “created men . . . shaped men.” The Vedic Apām Napāt is called the “urger on of horses” (āśuheman•), the Avestan one thus the epithet “having swift horses”. Both expressions seem proper to a god of the waters, who controls their waves like Greek Poseidon; but in Vedic exegesis āśuheman is treated as one of the many names given to Agni “when regarded as Apām Napāt”; for in a number of Rigvedic passages the “Son of the Waters” is identified with the fire-god. But this identification, for which there is no support on the Iranian side, appears by no means straightforward or exclusive, and has been the subject of much debate among Vedic scholars. Thus there are other Rigvedic passages which equally clearly treat Apām Napāt and Agni as two distinct divinities, and yet others where Apām Napāt appears simply as a water-god, with no further link or identification. These facts exist in conjunction with the problem of why a god of fire should be associated with waters, to the extent of deriving an appellation from them. To this the most detailed and penetrating answer is perhaps that given by H. Oldenberg. This scholar rejected the idea that the principal link was that of lightning with the rain-cloud, and sought it instead in the ancient association of plants with water. From plants come the sticks which, rubbed together, daily “give birth” to Agni. These plants are themselves “born” of water, and water is their being. “Water must therefore have been regarded as the latent power which breaks out as fire from the wood of plants. When thereafter the fire returns again to the sky as smoke, that is as cloud, the circle is completed which a Vedic verse describes clearly: ‘The same water ascends and descends in the course of the day. The rain-gods refresh the

---

113 On the horse as symbol of the water-god among the Iranians see Markwart, Wetot und Arang, 88. In Avestan mythology the rain-god Tityra takes the shape of a horse (see further below), and the river-goddess Asrovi drives four horses. In India Agni is associated in literature and cult with a horse (see, e.g., Oldenberg, Rel., 75 ff.), possibly through his identification with Apām Napāt. On horse-sacrifice to the waters in Parthian times see Vol. II.

114 See those passages in the index-volume to Geldner’s translation of the Rigveda, prepared by J. Nobel, Harvard Oriental Series, Vol. 36, 36, which are listed under “Apām Napāt, eine besondere Form des Agni”.

115 Among earlier generations of Iranists there were some (e.g. C. de Harlez, Avesta, cvii, Darmesteter, Za II, 630 n. 82), who assumed an “igneous nature” for the Iranian god also; but the arguments, deriving partly from the supposedly “fiery” character of the associated Khwaranā (see F. Windischmann, Zaw, Studien, Berlin 1867, 156) seem insubstantial, and evolved to fit the Vedic material rather than deriving independently from the Iranian. Against them see the reasoned arguments of L. H. Gray, “The Indo-Iranian deity Apām Napāt” ARW III, 1900, 32-3, who based his rejection of the theory on a careful scrutiny of the relevant Avestan liturgical passages. The interpretation is nevertheless still advanced by some scholars (e.g. Widengren, Die Religionen Iran, 34-5), but with little attempt at justification.

116 E.g. RV 7.47.1-2.


118 For this theory see especially H. W. Magoun, “Apām Napāt in the Rigveda”, JAOS XIX, 1898, 137-44.
earth, fires refresh the sky' [RV i.164.51]. Further, the quenching of fire in water seemed evidently like an entering of fire into this element, and hence an abiding in it. In RV i.65.9 it is said of Agni: "He hisses, sitting there, like a swan in the water". As a result of these speculations on natural phenomena all water was regarded as holding fire within itself. Nevertheless this is only one aspect, and a relatively minor one, of the concept of Agni. Even with regard to this god’s birth, he is said to be born also of plants and stones. He is further described as living in plants and stones, beasts and men (presumably because of animal warmth), and likewise in the earth, which is said to be pregnant with Agni (doubtless because plants and rocks themselves spring from the soil). In the light of such general associations, the particular prominence given to the concept of Agni as "king amid the waters" (apṣu rājā) appears to need some special explanation, even beyond the speculation which brought together the two revered elements of water and fire; and this, Oldenberg suggested, was to be found in a contamination of Agni with an original Apāṃ Nāpāt, an Indo-Iranian "water spirit" (Wasserdämon) originally wholly distinct from him. Through this contamination the Vedic Apāṃ Nāpāt acquired the mixed traits of a water-god and a fire-god, and Agni’s connection with water was greatly emphasized and developed. In the ritual, however, the connection of Apāṃ Nāpāt remained wholly with water, as does that of his Iranian namesake.

Oldenberg’s interpretation was accepted by Gray, who supported it with citations of the Avestan evidence for the character of Apāṃ Nāpāt; but it was later tacitly abandoned by Gray himself and seems thereafter to have been largely ignored. It appears, however, to offer a satisfactory explanation for the anomalies in the Vedic conception of Apāṃ Nāpāt; and only one modification seems necessary, and that is to substitute great Varuṇa, "Child of the Waters" (apāṃ sīśur), for the unknown "water-spirit" of Oldenberg’s hypothesis. There are at least two Rigvedic verses which directly support this interpretation. Both occur in hymns concerned with the equation, so common in the Vedas, of Agni with other gods, equations which relate to his various stages of life or his manifold functions. In the first hymn it is said: "You, Agni, are Varuṇa when you are born. You are Mitra when kindled. In you, Son of Strength, are all gods" (RV 5.3.4). The first words imply that it is in the moment of being "born" that Agni is Varuṇa. When from the "water" i.e. the wooden sticks, he passes into blazing fire, he “becomes” Mitra. In the other hymn the following verse occurs: “You become the eye and protector of great ṛta—you become Varuṇa, since you enter on behalf of ṛta. You become ‘Son of the Waters’, O Jātavedas” (RV 10.8.5). Here the names Varuṇa and Apāṃ Nāpāt appear to be used in apposition within the verse as two terms representing the one god, with whom Agni is equated. That the identification of Agni with Apāṃ Nāpāt is only occasional is further demonstrated by the fact that in at least one Rigvedic hymn the god Savitṛ is also called Apāṃ Nāpāt. This was because Savitṛ was linked with the sun, and the belief was that when the sun set it sank down into the sea that lies beneath the earth; and so it could be said: “When the [sun] sinks in the water, it becomes Varuṇa”, or, in other terms, Savitṛ becomes Apāṃ Nāpāt. As Agni, daily born of water, daily “becomes Varuṇa”, so Savitṛ, nightly descending into it, is in his turn identified with the god "dwellers in the water", the mighty Asura.

One characteristic of a water-god which Varuṇa as Varuṇa retained for himself was the beneficent activity of dispensing rain. This, as we have seen, was also a characteristic function of the Iranian Apāṃ Nāpāt. Later development of the concept of Varuṇa appears to have been exclusively on these naturalistic lines. In post-Vedic India he became “God of the Water, God of the Sea, an Indian Neptune”. Similarly in Iran Apāṃ Nāpāt came to be invoked so largely in connection with the waters that Cumont identified him with the Oceanus of the Mithraic monuments.

Although on the present evidence there seems no possibility of final

---
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proof, yet the Vedic and Avestan data taken together most strongly suggest that in Indo-Iranian times the name Apām Nāpāt, “Son of the Waters”, was simply an appellation of Varuna, as lord of the oath; and this being so, it removes the only serious obstacle to regarding the Iranian Apām Nāpāt as Ahura *Vouruna, worshipped by this ancient appellation. What makes this interpretation almost certain is that through it an identical structure is established in the relationships of the great “Lords” of the Vedic and Avestan pantheons, with similar functions being performed by each. In both: the Lord Wisdom is the highest of the three gods, solitary and very powerful, and not, it seems, circumscribed through being associated with any natural phenomenon or particular range of activity. His māyā, apparently, was strong enough to encompass all beneficent workings; and beneath him, fulfilling his behests, were the mighty pair of equal power, Mithra/Mitra and *Vouruna Apām Nāpāt/Varuna Apām Nāpāt.

In Rigvedic times, it seems, Asura *Medhā had already begun to recede into neglect and oblivion, to be followed in due course by the other two Asuras; butCom the Zoroastrians venerate all three divinities still today, with relatively little change in the fundamental pattern of their concepts. *Vouruna appears, however, to have suffered a greater eclipse through Zoroaster’s reform than did his brother Ahura, Mithra. It would be easy to suppose that this came about through Mithra having already in pagan times become the dominant one of the pair in Iran (through a development opposite to that which took place in India); but in fact there is evidence to suggest that *Vouruna had an exalted place in the ancient Iranian pantheon, not unlike that held by Varuna in India. Thus, although it is at first sight surprising, it seems that when the pagan Iranians spoke of “the Ahura” they meant not Ahura Mazda, but *Vouruna. The evidence is as follows: Mazdā is seldom invoked without the title Ahura, and never, as far as can be established, as “Ahura” alone; even in Zoroaster’s Gaithās, where title and name are still separate, the prophet never uses the proper name without the title following, at least within the same hymn; and among the Persians the two elements had actually been fused by the 5th century B.C. to form a single name: A(h)uramazda. This occurs compounded with that of Mithra to form his man’s proper name, attested both (it seems) in an Old Persian form preserved by Plutarch, Mesoromades, and as Sasanian Mīhrohrmzdah. There is another similar name, Mīhohrmzdah, and it seems probable that both were ancient compounds, formed already in pagan times and continuing in use despite possible theological objections (for an old grammatical rule, that the shorter word always takes precedence in such a compound, meant that the name of the lesser god had necessarily to stand before that of Zoroaster’s supreme Lord).

It seems therefore that in pagan days Mazdā was so regularly spoken of and invoked with his own name and the title Ahura that these became fused together in time to form a single appellation. The only god who can be shown to have been addressed by the title Ahura alone is *Vouruna Apām Nāpāt, who is regularly invoked as the “High Lord”, ahurabhorzant. This fact, coupled with the position of Mithra and Apām Nāpāt as a pair, sharing the same functions and complementing one another, makes it almost certain that in the ancient dvarvā compound mithra ahura boruzanta “Mithra and the high Lord”, the Ahura Apām Nāpāt (an interpretation suggested long ago by Spiegel, but without the further step of identifying Apām Nāpāt as *Vouruna). In the light of this, since the proper name Ohmazdāt exists in Middle Iranian, meaning “Created by Ahuramazda”, an *Ahuradāta should presumably be differently interpreted as “Created by the Ahura”, i.e. by *Vouruna; but the one designation of this name has now been challenged.

A well-attested adjective ahuradāta exists, which occurs qualifying two

175 Ad principem inconsider. 3780 (αυτοκραταριος), see J. Wikander, “Mithra et universus personne”, Oriens Astracanum, 1, 1949, 186-9; Kuniter, IJL IV, 1960, 187-8. Wikander interpreted the word as a dvarvā compound of Mithra, in the Old Persian form Missa, with Ahramazdā.


177 See Justi, op. cit., 187.

178 On similar theophoric compounds where the lesser divinity’s name stands first, even when of equal length, see Henning, BSOAS XXVIII, 1965, 250 (Rahnamāh, Tirnamāh).

179 Yf. 10.11.3, 145; Ny. 1.7. In the written Avesta the names appear separate, but as in Vedic usage each is inflected as a dual, as Avestan dvandams see Duscheene-Guillemin, Les compoits de l’Avesta, 44-9.


182 See Beveniste, Titres et noms propres, 93.

183 Professor W. Hinze, in a letter of July 1957, kindly informs me that the Elamite letters š-ir-da-ad-da cannot represent A(h)uradāta, since š always renders spoken s, not šu.
nouns, *sam* "earth" and *varōṣhragaṇa* "victory", a fact which has been much discussed. In Zoroastrian theology Ahura Mazdā is the ultimate Creator of all things; and there is no doubt that in time the Ahura of this adjective came to be regarded as referring to him. The probability is, however, that originally *Vouruna* was meant, whose Indian counterpart was no doubt used in such contexts. Therefore in all likelihood one of the reasons for his relative eclipse in Zoroastrianism—that when Zoroaster preached that Ahura Mazdā was the Creator of all things good, *Vouruna* was robbed of one of his own characteristic functions, and being so bereft survived in the maie with only the limited activity of God of the Waters; whereas Mithra’s roles of judge and overseer were little affected by the new doctrines, and so his position remained virtually unaltered. That one of the creative acts of the pagan *Vouruna* was directly transferred in Zoroastrianism to Ahura Mazdā is actually indicated by the Avestan texts; for Windischmann has pointed out how closely the words spoken of Apāṃ Nāpāt in the ancient Yāšt 19 (v. 52): “who created men, who shaped men” (*yāh noruš dāa, yāh noruš talaša*) are paralleled by those used of Ahura Mazdā in the more recent Yasna 1.1: “who created us, who shaped us” (*yāh nō dāa, yāh talaša*). Probably, therefore, in pagan times “the Ahura”, *Vouruna*, was also hailed as creating the earth which the men formed by him trod upon, and victory by which the righteous could defend āsha, his especial charge. The pagan Ahura Mazdā was probably more remote, like the Vedic Asura; and it may well be that the adjective *maxadāta* “created by Mazdā” was a specifically Zoroastrian coinage, evolved to stress the creative activity of the supreme Lord, and used at first with deliberate doctrinal intent. Thus though Apāṃ Nāpāt is regularly invoked in the yasna with the water which was his ancient habitation, the water is always described as *maxadāta*, so that the invocation is of “the high Lord, Apāṃ Nāpāt, and Mazdā-created Water.” Elsewhere victory is called by both its ancient fixed epithet *ahuradāta* and also, as if with a gloss, *maxadāta*: *varōṣhrayum ahuradātem/barōt*xvarō* *maxadāłom*. It seems possible, too, that *mazdayasnāna* “one whose worship is addressed to Mazdā” was also a Zoroastrian coinage, for it and *maxadāta* are the only words in common use which depart from what seems the traditional practice of regularly referring to Mazdā with the honorific “Ahura” before his name.

A place in the Avesta where it seems possible to trace the actual transference of worship from “the Ahura”, i.e. *Vouruna*, to Ahura Mazdā is the Yasna Haftayhātī. It is generally agreed that this ancient text in the Gothic dialect is remarkably archaic in character, and has been only partially adapted to Zoroastrianism. It is made up of different elements, mostly in prose, which formed, it seems, a short liturgy accompanying the offerings to fire and water. In its extant form it is explicitly devoted to Ahura Mazdā, but it is very possible that this is the result of revision, and that originally it was the two lesser Ahuras who were invoked, as the Lords of water and fire. Despite rehandling, some strikingly pagan touches remain. Thus Ahura Mazdā is addressed as one who is “harm to him whom you may destine for harm!” (*axiš āhmā yīm axšityōt dāyē*)—words appropriate to either Mithra or *Vouruna*, stern administrators of the right, but discordant with the character of Ahura Mazdā as preached by Zoroaster. He is likewise said to be *humēyē, “possessed of good máyat*.

Even more strikingly, the Waters are called “the Ahura’s wives”, *ahu-rānī*, a concept which is paralleled in the Rigveda by the idea that the Waters are the “wives” of Varuṇa. But there they are called *varuṇānī*, which is yet another piece of evidence to show that in pagan Iran “the Ahura” meant *Vouruna* only. Nowhere else but in the Yasna Haftayhātī are his particular attributes as god of the Waters thus transferred to the supreme deity.

Why it should have been that in India Asura *Medha* seems to have lost his proper name, becoming simply “the Asura”, whereas in Iran this befell *Vouruna* instead, remains obscure. The usage certainly contrasts with custom in the worship of Mithra/Mitra, for it is an explicit cultic requirement that this divinity must be addressed by his own name, if devotion to him is to be effective; and in this again the Iranian Mithra was

---

186 Y. 36.1
187 Y. 42.1
188 Y. 38.3.
189 See RV 2.37.8; 7.34.22.
190 See YY 10.54-5; and on the Vedic Mitra apad Thieme, *Mitra and Aryanman*, 59. In Zoroastrian usage Mitra is called upon as *ašhālinam yarētam* “the god of spoken name” (Śāvasa 1.10).
fortunate, for the fact that *Vouruna was regularly addressed simply as “Ahura” must have made it easier for Zoroastrian theologians gradually to annex much of his cult to Ahura Mazda. Later the popularity of the river-goddess Arodvi Sūrā (probably due in part to her assimilation under the Achaemenians to an alien mother-goddess) seems to have driven him even as water-god still further into the background, so that although in the yasna it is always he who is invoked with: “Mazdā-created Water”, the specific prayer to the Waters, the Abān Niyāyēs, came to consist almost entirely of verses from Ardvīsūr’s yasht, and the great Ahura was no longer even mentioned there. Nevertheless, it was his part in the cult which ensured *Vouruna Apāṃ Napāt lasting worship by Zoroastrians. It is, moreover, probably cultic facts which brought it about that when he and Mithra are spoken of together (as in the ancient yasht passages) it is always Mithra who stands first, for as protector of the morning watch he is regularly invoked in the liturgies before his brother Ahura, who follows him in guarding the hours after noon; and this must have set the regular pattern of their relationship. The diversity in *Vouruna’s invocation, as “Son of the Waters” and “high Lord”, together with a fairly general indifference on the part of Western scholars to Zoroastrian devotional life, have combined to obscure the fact of this relationship for alien inquirers.

In pagan times the great triad of Asuras represented, it seems, as a group the chief moral deities of the Indo-Iranians. In the case of each the ethical aspect “is decidedly prevalent and makes up the personality and typical character of the god”.196 The dignity and worth of the basic conceptions is indeed so striking that formerly some scholars felt that they were not in harmony with the apparently more primitive character of many Iranian and Vedic gods. Unsuccessful attempts were accordingly made to derive these particular deities from some alien culture, such as that of Babylon; but their Indo-Iranian origin may be held by now to be firmly established. It has been plausibly suggested that their concept and worship evolved during the time when the Indians and Iranians, still living together as one community, under kings and possibly a high king,197 came to reflect more deeply upon rule and rulership, upon social and cosmic order. “The old inherited sense of a general unity, of a certain regularity in the universe, led so to speak to the concept of a set of divine laws which were under the protection of the divine rulers, just as earthly princes protected the laws which prevailed in their realms . . . Despite his position of authority, the king was bound to his own undertakings and duties; and with the transference of this state of affairs to the cosmos, the eternal law [fā] came to be conceived almost as primary”.198 The nature of the great moral Asuras “indicates necessarily a society whose constitution and laws were no longer at an entirely primitive level. The beliefs which attach to them may of course have deeper roots in an older social system, but their development bears the imprint of the further evolution of the Indo-Iranian state”.199 This development has been further defined in the following words: “In place of the old feeling of helpless dependence on natural forces it was ever increasingly the human, social and political conditions of life which furnished the prototype for the concept of dependence on higher powers; dependence on the king on the strong warrior, on the wise priest, on the man of wealth. So instead of divinised natural phenomena there appeared [in the case of Indra] the form of the godlike hero or benefactor . . . in the case of Mitra and Varuṇa those of godlike kings and judges”.200

There can be no doubt that the heroic Indra belongs, like the three Asuras, to the common Indo-Iranian pantheon, for he appears among the daevas in Zoroastrian tradition, that is, he was among the divine beings rejected by Zoroaster as false gods. Even in the Vedas, where Indra and Varuṇa both rule as universal kings, the opposition between them is recognised, their characters being wholly different. Both are regal; but whereas Varuṇa rules by laws, to which he demands obedience from gods and men, Indra owes his power to his own overwhelming might. He is a fighter, wielder of the thunderbolt, nurtured on the intoxicating soma, hero of many myths, violent, lavish, reckless, sensual. He is held to embody the type of the Indo-Iranian warrior, mighty in combat and in his potations, and generous to his followers with the booty gained in battle—even as Indra is held to be most bountiful to his worshippers, although demanding from them in turn ample offerings, for it is these rather than ethical actions which secure his favour. The contrast between him and Varuṇa is strikingly expressed in a Rigvedic hymn in which the two gods state in turn their different claims to greatness.201 Varuṇa declares: “Lordship belongs indeed to me, the perpetual sovereign, as all the Im-

197 See above, pp. 4–5.
198 See Kanow, Die Indr, 18, 19.
199 Ibid., 21.
200 Oldenberg, Rel., 48. This interpretation is rejected by those who, like Kuiper (II VIII, 1944, 106 ff.) see Varuṇa as god of the primeval waters, and accordingly immeasureably ancient.
201 see Geldner’s translation.
mortals (acknowledge) to us. The gods obey Varuṇa’s will . . . I, Varuṇa, am king; first for me were appointed the dignities of Asura . . . I let the dripping waters rise up, through pi I uphold the sky. By pi is the son of Aditi the lord who rules through pi’s. Indra in his turn declares: “Men who ride swiftly, having good horses, call on me when surrounded in battle. I provoke strife, I the bountiful Indra. I whirl up the dust, my strength is overwhelming. All things have I done. No godlike power can check me, the unassailable. When draughts of soma, when songs have made me drunk, then both the unbounded regions grow afraid”. To this Varuṇa replies serenely: “All creatures know this of you . . . “. There is no trace here of hostility between the two gods, only a calm statement of their differences—the differences between an ethical ruler concerned to maintain right and order, and a bold warrior-chief, as amoral as an elemental force. For the Indians, it seems, Indra as the all-conqueror usurped the place of the Indo-Iranian god of Victory, known to the “Avestan” people as “Ahura-created Varthaughn”, and became the great champion against demons; whereas among the Iranians Victory retained his ancient place, and Indra was regarded (by Zoroaster at least) not merely as amoral but actively wicked, one who, in the words of the Rigvedic hymn, provoked strife, whirring up the dust.

It is in place of Varathaughn, it is suggested, that Indra appears after Mitra and Varuṇa as one of the divine protectors of the Mitanni treaty, and there he is followed by Nāṣatya, who in Zoroastrianism, as Nāgaihitha, sinks with Indra to the ranks of demons. In the Vedas a dvandra-compound occurs, Indra-Nāṣatya; and in the Vendidad these two beings are repudiated together as Indram . . . Nāgaihitha. Between their names comes that of Sauva, the Indian Sauva, who is not mentioned in the Rigveda, but appears in later texts as equivalent of the violent and wicked Rudra. In the Zoroastrian tradition he is known as “the chief of dvis . . . (who) works tyranny and violence, lawlessness and oppression.” The concept of Nāṣatya seems to have undergone considerable development in India, and there is no Iranian material to help establish the

ancient character of this god; but there was evidently an old link between him and Indra, and probably one also between him and Śarva (for Nāṣatya and Rudra are associated in the Rigveda). These three are the only divinities worshipped in India—and evidently also in pagan Iran—who are abjured by name as evil beings in Zoroastrianism; because, it seems, of an amoral and violent element in their characters.

In the verses quoted above from the Rigveda Varuṇa refers to himself as “the son of Aditi”. There is a group of lesser divinities associated in the Vedas with Mitra and Varuṇa, who with them are known collectively as the “sons of Aditi” or the “Ādityas”. Originally, it is thought, the phrase may have meant something like the “sons of freedom” or of “guiltlessness”, but in course of time the Indian myth-makers evolved from it a goddess Aditi. The gods who make up the Ādityas are nowhere systematically listed, and their number varies in different texts, being given as six, seven, eight and in later sources even twelve. In general the lesser Ādityas are, like Mitra and Varuṇa themselves, the personifications of abstracts; and two of the most prominent among them, Aryaman and Bhaga, likewise have Avestan counterparts, Airymanz and Gana, who also seem to have had a close association with the Iranian Ahuras.

The Vedic Aryaman is particularly linked with Mitra, and indeed twice appears in a dvandra compound with him, as Mitra-Aryaman. Neuter noun, aryaman, exists in the Rigveda meaning, it seems, “hospitality”, or “friendship towards a guest”, together with a masculine one signifying “friend to a guest”, or “friend” in general. In the Gāthās the parallel airyan occurs as a synonym of hāsi (Sanskrit sakhī, Lat. socius) “companion of. . . concept is of twin gods, invoked also as the Aids (the “Horsemen”). This appears to be solely an Indian development, see Konow, The Aryan gods of the Mitanni people, Kristiania Etnografiske Museums Skriffter, 3/1, Kristiania 1921, 37, Thieme, loc. cit.
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panion, friend\textsuperscript{219}. With reference to a social group this word seems to describe the members of the tribe or district—a larger community, that is, than the family or village,\textsuperscript{216} comprising those with whom one stands in a friendly relationship established through hospitality exchanged, or from whom hospitality may properly be looked for.\textsuperscript{217} The basic concepts of loyalty to an obligation formally entered into, and loyalty to the special obligations between host and guest, are plainly close. "As protector of the contract Mitra can also be considered as protector of friendship to a guest. He coincides then to a certain extent with Aryaman. More exactly: Aryaman can be thought of as a separate hypostasis of Mitra's".\textsuperscript{218} The lesser god never became associated with any natural phenomenon, and no myths attached to his name; but in the later Veda he is to be found decked out with traits borrowed from Indra, in order to enrich his concept as he is summoned to the sacrifice.\textsuperscript{219}

Aryaman is by no means prominent in the Avesta; but one of the great prayers of Zoroastrianism, composed in the Gothic dialect, is an invocation of him as "Desirable Aryaman" (called from its first words the \textit{Aryo\d{m}a i\d{y}o\d{y}}). This prayer has its place in the \textit{yasna},\textsuperscript{220} and is exalted in \textit{Ya\d{s} \textit{i}} as the greatest of \textit{matras} against sickness.\textsuperscript{221} It has been so used down the centuries, for Aryaman, perhaps as the "friend" of humanity, is held to be able to heal any of the 99,999 illnesses which can plague mankind.\textsuperscript{222} His prayer forms part also of the Zoroastrian wedding ceremony, when guests are entertained in friendship and hospitality. Similarly in the Rigveda Aryaman is invoked for the welcome which a suitor hopes to receive at his bride's house, a bride at her new home.\textsuperscript{223} The Iranian Aryaman plays a part also, according to Zoroastrian doctrine, in the future restoration of the world. The Saosyants, the Saviours, will themselves recite the \textit{Aryo\d{m}a i\d{y}o\d{y}} presumably to invoke the divinity's help in their great task of healing the world from evil; and it is he who, with \textit{Atar}, will melt the metal for the last great ordeal to separate the guilty and innocent on Judgment Day.\textsuperscript{224} In this there may be a trace of the old link between Aryaman and Mitra, for such an ordeal properly belongs, as we have seen, to Mitra, Judge of Creation and Lord of Fire. The popularity of Aryaman's cult never waned in Iran, and when in the 3rd century A.C. Manichaean missionaries translated their own scriptures into Persian, the divinity with whom they identified Jesus, the saviour and physician of souls, was Aryaman, the friend and healer, so that they presented him to the Iranians as Aryaman \textit{Yi\d{s}o} 225 (being perhaps influenced also in this by the rough word-play on \textit{Yi\d{s}o} and \textit{i\d{y}o}).

With Vedic Aryaman is invoked another of the \textit{\d{A}dityas}, Bhaga, the personification, it seems, of prosperity and happiness.\textsuperscript{226} The common noun \textit{bhaga} means "portion, share", i.e. of the good things of this world, hence "luck". Bhaga, like Aryaman, is associated with marriage, and this has been explained on the grounds that in ancient communities marriages were primarily made so that prosperity should come through children to help in the work, thus bringing incidentally happiness.\textsuperscript{227} Marriage in old societies was also commonly arranged as a means of establishing or strengthening friendship between families or groups, and has a strong contractual element. (As we have seen, the \textit{mitra} between husband and wife is explicitly mentioned in the Avesta.\textsuperscript{228} Bhaga is therefore also associated with Mitra, and has a social and to some extent a moral character. His Iranian counterpart, Baga, does not appear anywhere in the Avesta; but he is frequently honoured in early Old Persian nomenclature,\textsuperscript{229} which appears still to reflect the usages of Iranian paganism. Baga and Mitra are moreover set together in the Eastern Iranian proper name *Bagamihr (attested as Vakamihira at Mathurā\textsuperscript{230}); and in a Sogdian wedding contract the bridegroom is required to swear a solemn oath "by Baga and by Mitra".\textsuperscript{231} The Sogdian word for wedding itself, \textit{Baghānī-}
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Hepet, means literally, it has been suggested, “Baga-union”, a union presided over by this god. Moreover, the autumn feast dedicated in Western Iran to Mithra, the Mithraêana, seems to have been celebrated in Baga’s honour in the east, as the Bagakëna. Since Baga thus appears to have been much revered by the pagan Iranians, his absence from the Zoroastrian pantheon is perplexing, the more so since he seems to have been closely linked to the Ahuric Mithra, as the Vedic Bhaga was to Mitra. It seems just possible, however, that the identity of his name with the common noun baga, used generally to designate the pagan Iranian gods, may have brought about his eclipse within Zoroastrianism—that he was an incidental victim of the prophet’s struggle to end the worship of all divine beings indiscriminately.

Among the lesser Adityas of the Veda are Amśa “Share” and Dakṣa “Dexterity”. A host of such minor deities, the personifications of abstracts, appear in the religious literatures of the Indians and Iranians, some of them ethical in character, others (like Amśa and Dakṣa) representing qualities or things which are morally neutral. Only a few of these beings are found in both traditions, which shows that the deiﬁcation of such concepts continued as part of the living religious tradition of both peoples, long after their ways had separated. The religious intent behind such personiﬁcations appears to have been to obtain through the god thus worshipped the thing which he represented—whether this was the noble virtue of loyalty or the practical attainment of skill. The multiplication of minor gods may have been enhanced moreover by the fact that, as we have seen, Indō-Iranian deities are never invoked alone, but always in association. This must have encouraged the invocation with a great god of lesser, supporting divinities who might represent some aspect of his own character or personify some quality or thing within his gift. Thus in the archaic Ṭasna Ḥapānāhāti (in a section probably originally devoted, as we have seen, largely to *Vouraena) the Ahura is invoked not only with the Waters, his “wives”, but also with a group of divinities who appear, with the fructifying waters, to represent the sustaining, fecund aspect of creation. They are Aši (Reward), Iš (Prosperity), Ažiāti (Fatness or Plenty) Frasasti (Satisfaction) and Pāröndi (Nourishment).

Several of the words thus personiﬁed have, as well as their general meanings, particular associations with sacriﬁce and worship. Of these ﬁve beings only the last named, who is familiar also from the Younger Avesta, appears likewise in the Vedas, as the goddess Purahdû; and only the ﬁrst, Aši (who is capable of moral development) is invoked by Zoroaster in the Gahtas. There, however, the prophet is most deeply concerned with Ahura Mazdā himself and the divine beings of his own revelation; and it is rather in the Mihr Yašt that those gods appear who may be supposed to have had links with the Ahuras in pagan times. Few of these, however, have Vedic counterparts, and it is therefore not certain that all are pre-Zoroastrian. In place of the lesser Adityas of India a group of other “abstract” deities stand close to Iranian Mithra. One who is still of great importance in Zoroastrianism is the goddess Arštāt “Justice”—a ﬁtting companion to the protector of covenants. She is frequently invoked in the Zoroastrian liturgy with Mithra and with Rašnu, the “Judge”, who appears to be the hypostasis of the idea embodied in the common noun rašnu “judging, one who judges”. His name is linked with Mithra’s in the Sogdian proper name “Rašnumitr” (rašnumitr); and he is honoured in Old Persian nomenclature of the turn of the 6th/5th centuries B.C., at a time when Zoroastrian inﬂuences are not clearly apparent in the giving of names in Pars. It is probable, therefore, that Rašnu was a deity of the pagan period, who evolved in association with Mithra’s cult. With Arštāt he represents the Ahura’s judicial aspect. Mithra’s warlike one appears embodied in another of his associates, Hqm varati, “Valour” whose name is perhaps also to be found among Old Persian proper names at an early date; and his connection with the sun on its daily course brings into Mithra’s entourage Thwās, the divinised “Firmament”. Since these divine beings are all honoured with Mithra in his own yast, their association may well be old. It is noteworthy that it forms a pattern not unlike that of the relation of the six great Amśa Spantas of Zoroastrianism with Ahura Mazdā, in that these lesser gods are divinised aspects of Mithra’s own being, or personify phenomena associated with him, and yet at the
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same time are independent deities, to be hailed and worshipped in their own right.

In the Zoroastrian liturgy Mithra is regularly invoked with Rāman khvâstra “Peace possessing good pasture”. Darmerster pointed out that this being is probably a late hypostasis of what is spoken of in Yasnâ Haftangâhâst as râmâla âstârmâla “peace and pasture”, an expression conveying the idea of quiet thriving, of peace with security; and he suggested that the divinity thus evolved was brought into close connection with Mithra because Mithra himself, invoked as “of wide pastures”, was besought for these things by his worshippers. If, as thus seems likely, the concept of Rāman developed after Zoroaster taught, this divinity should not properly be considered here. Let us turn therefore to another of Mithra’s close companions who is named in his own yâst, the great Sraoša. Sraoša is also regularly linked with Aši, and like her he is mentioned in the Gâthâs. Once more a precise definition of the god’s name probably eludes us. The word is evidently derived, by s-extension, from the verbal root sra “hear”, and as a common noun it appears to mean the act of hearing or that, “obedience”. This rendering fits the Gothic passages where the word occurs. But there are derivatives of sraoša which suggest that it could also bear the sense of “discipline”. Both obedience and discipline are soldierly virtues, which might in itself help to explain Sraoša’s closeness to the warrior-god Mithra, from whom in fact he borrows many traits. Yet the word sraoša also appears, like the related sraothra “recitation”, to have a connection with something said. One of the characteristic epithets of the god Sraoša is tânu.mâthra “having the sacred word for body”, and in Zoroastrianism he is outstandingly the god of prayer, and strong therefore to protect against the powers of evil. In the Avesta he is the only divinity to have two hymns in his honour; and subsequently he became the only Zoroastrian divine being to be honoured in Muslim Persia, where he is known as Sarô, the angel who carries messages between God and men. In the Zoroastrian texts he is at times associated with Nairûopy.thâ, another divinity of prayer, whose name appears to mean “of manly utterance” (cf. Vedic nairûrysma). It occurs also, as Nairûnya, in early Old Persian nomenclature. Nairûopy.thâ has a curious epithet, peculiar to himself, of khâsrî.nâpat “son of the kingdom”; and he is on occasion associated with both Mithra and *Vouruma Apam Napat, the upholders of human society. His chief links are, however, with fire, before which men’s prayers were said, and with Sraoša himself. Another of his Avestan epithets is hraoûdha “of lovely form”; and in later literature certain myths attach to him, which celebrate his beauty. No original myths are told of Sraoša, and this is one reason why he has been held not to have been worshipped before Zoroaster. But, as we have seen, in India the “old” god Aryanama also lacks myths, and borrows picturesque traits when needed from other deities, so that this is not a cogent argument against the antiquity of a concept. A striking parallel to Sraoša is furnished by the Vedic Bṛhaspati, “Lord of Prayer”, who derives a number of epithets and traits from the warrior-god Indra. As has been observed in his respect: “Prayers and magic formulas are, together with the power of weapons, mighty disposers of battles; the priest accompanied the royal commander in the field. So there appears beside Indra, the heroic god of battles, Bṛhaspati, as priestly god of battles.” Bṛhaspati is shown in this character in the following verse (RV 10,13): “Fly around in your chariot, O Bṛhaspati, slaying the hostile, driving off enemies, shattering the host, crushing, victorious in battle, be you the helper of our chariots”. Prominent among the epithets of the Iranian Sraoša are “victorious” (vainânavînâ, vorotrajanâ), “strong of arm” (bânâz.âajabâ), “with mighty club” (dârsh.âdravâ). Like Bṛhaspati he drives his chariot to help against foes (Y.57.27-9); and he is called “heroic, swift, strong, mighty” (Y.57.11), the one “who returns victorious from every battle”, who gives protection from “the armies of the wicked who bear the banner of blood” (Y.57.25). It is probably, therefore, as god of prayer that Sraoša in his turn is so closely linked with the warrior-god Mithra. Bṛhaspati is worshipped as the “father of the gods” (RV 2,26.3); and Zoroaster himself, using presumably traditional terminology, calls
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Sraoša “greatest of all” (vispā.mazistōm, Y.33.5). Brhaspati is, however, a purely Indian divinity, Sraoša a purely Iranian one; and although their development is in many respects parallel, there is nothing to show how ancient is the worship of each.

Another of Mithra’s divine companions is the goddess Čistā, who is celebrated in the 16th yašt, and who evidently derives her name from the passive participle of a verb haet- “teach, instruct.”242 She is goddess of the way, the one instructed in the paths to be followed, in both the sense of the physical roads which man traverses and that of the paths of true belief.243 Among her epithets are “having good ways” (hupadhmyanā-), “having good paths” (havayananā-), “running well” (hauitvāilačinā-) and “very straight” (razištā-). Čistā also gives the quality of aškista- which appears to blend with the energy of health. She does not merely guide; she inspires with the power to continue on the way,244 and is thus an admirable companion to the god of loyalty.

Čistā has no prominence in later Zoroastrianism, where she has yielded her functions to two other deities. One is Daēna “Religion”, who may be a purely Zoroastrian hypostasis (like the pale figure of Čistī “Doctrine”, who has a minor role in the liturgy);245 Daēna took Čistā’s place as men’s moral guide, and Čistā’s hymn came to be called after her the Dēn Yašt. The second deity is the great warrior-god Varāhradāna, who is celebrated in Yašt 14, and who remains a dominant figure in Zoroastrianism. Čistā and Varāhradāna appear together among Mithra’s companions, and already in the Avesta they share a number of epithets.246 Varāhradāna was plainly the more powerful god, better able to protect against dangers; and today throughout the Zoroastrian community it is he who is invoked, as Bahram, for help by travellers, and it is his hymn which is recited on their behalf.247

Varāhradāna himself is the personification of victory.248 (A neuter noun varāhradāna, meaning literally the “smiting of resistance (varā-thra-)”,249 exists in this sense.) The divinity Varāhradāna is hailed, like the earth, with the epithet ahuradāta “created by the Ahura”,250 that is, by *Vouruna;251 and he accompanies *Vouruna’s brother Ahura, Mithra, in his daily journey across the sky to spy out good and evil252, for Victory attends the Ahuras, and grants success in battle only to the righteous, the ašaunav. The false and treacherous he crushes in his wrath.253 As giver of victory Varāhradāna plainly enjoyed the greatest popularity of old, and his yašt, though ill-preserved, contains what seem very archaic elements.274 In it he is hailed as mightiest of the gods, best-armed, most fortunate; and his power and vital force are seen embodied in ten splendid incarnations:275 a rushing wind, a golden-horned bull, a white stallion with golden ears and muzzle, a rutting camel, a fierce boar, a youth in the flower of life, a swift bird of prey, a horned ram, a wild goat, and an armed warrior. His characteristic manifestation out of all these is that of the boar, proverbial in Iran for its courage and fierceness; and in the Māh Yāšt he is pictured rushing along before Mithra in this shape, wild, aggressive, sharp-tusked and strong, with iron feet, iron tendons, iron jaws.276

The richness of Varāhradāna’s concept, its unity and coherence, and the archaic nature of the epithets with which he is hailed, strongly suggest that he is an ancient divinity, belonging in all likelihood with the Ahuras themselves to Indo-Iranian times.277 Yet no corresponding being is known from the Vedas. There is, however, an Avestan adjective varūthradāna, “victorious”, which is given to several other Iranian gods
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to appear suggests that this had come about by the 14th century B.C.;
and it is no wonder, therefore, that Vṛtraḥgaṇa should be wholly eclipsed
in the Vedas, and that there it is Indra who acts as martial helper of the
Asuras—fulfilling thus a function which is wholly characteristic of "Ahura-
created Varōraḥgaṇa," but less naturally becomes the mighty dea.282
Another divinity who, like Victory, appears essentially amoral, but who
also is "good" through association with the Ahuric religion, is Aši, goddess
of Fortune or Recompense, whom we have already encountered in the
Yasna Hāptaŋhāti. Literally aši- (< *aṁti-) means the "thing attained"
from the verbal root ar-"get;"283 and the common noun occurs in the sense
of what is acquired, either by luck or merit. In the Gāthās the word naturally
has the latter implication; but it is probably as a pagan goddess of
Fortune that Aši received her characteristic epithet of "great-gifted"
or "treasure-laden" (mazā-rayāi-).284 She drives swiftly in a chariot, perhaps
to bestow her bounty on her worshippers;285 and in some way she helps
speed the chariot of Mithra, although precisely how is obscure.286 Her
original connection with Mithra is presumably that of Fortune waiting on
the god of war; and Cumont identified her with the Fortune of Mithraic
monuments.287 Her name, qualified by the adjective "good" (her standing
epithet in Zoroastrian times), appears also on coins of the Kūšan kings,
in eastern Iran.288 Here she is represented as a female figure holding a
cornucopia. There were evidently myths told about Aši; and in her hymn,
Yāṣṭi, 27, she is said to have fled from both the Turas and the swift-horsed
Naotars, to hide herself under the foot of a bull and the neck of a ram,
without the foot of a bull and the neck of a ram,
and each time young boys and girls betrayed her.289 Zoroaster's patron,
Vistāpa, was a Naotara; but the meaning of the myth remains wholly
obscure.289 There is no doubt, however, from her Yāṣti that Aši, goddess of
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abundance, was also a goddess of fertility, and that she abhorred the immature as she did the barren—an abhorrence justified in this myth through her betrayal by children. The pagan concept of Aši as Fortune, most generous to those in whose house she, “the giver of prosperity, sets her feet”, is admirably conveyed in verses 6-14 of her yašt, verses which express a “free and sober recognition of the values of the good things of this world and .. frank pleasure in .. earthly riches .., in a world of which man is the centre and wherein the women, like the cattle, the gold, and the silver, minister to man’s enjoyment.”

Among the gifts bestowed on men by Aši is khwaranah, a word itself hypostasized as an independent divinity. It used to be thought that khwaranah—was a derivative of kwar (Skt. sur) “sun”, and that its primary meaning was therefore “glory, majestic splendour”. This led to a number of deductions about the “sunny” or “fiery” nature of the god Khwaranah. Bailey, however, challenged this interpretation, demonstrating that the commonly noun khwaranah, Pahl. khrvar(r)ah, is often used simply for the tangible things which a man may obtain in this world. He suggested, therefore, that its basic meaning was probably something like “good things which are worth pursuing”. A rendering of “(Good) Fortune” was accordingly proposed by him for the god’s name, and widely adopted. This interpretation emphasized what appears to be a basic similarity in the concepts of Khwaranah and Aši. Barr, accepting Bailey’s general interpretation, observed: “All good things—abundance of cattle, fertility, domestic happiness—appeared to .. the old Aryans .. as heavenly gifts that one could not hope to obtain if one were not on good terms with God. I think that one comes nearest to the original meaning of khwaranah” by using a religious expression: “all good gifts which come from on high”. Khwaranah is an expression of the divine blessing”. Thus in pagan Iran Aši appears to represent the good fortune which any man might experience though luck (and due sacrifices), whereas khwaranah seems rather to be a divine grace which descended on those favoured by the gods, endowing them with exceptional power and prosperity. Again there is no one English word adequate to render the name of the divinity personifying this; and the old translation “Glory”, although based on a false etymology, still seems sometimes apt.

The great and the mighty, kings and heroes, have their fame and splendour through khwaranah; and if it leaves them, their state becomes changed, their fortune or glory departs. Khwaranah as a divinity is known as abiding only with the eminent, the leaders among men, and as an attribute it is guarded particularly by the “Lords”, the Ahuras. Of all the gods Mithra is said to be the most richly endowed with khwaranah. In all the climes” it is he who is “giver of khwaranah—giver of rule” (khwaranah. dd. khrivar. dd.). The divinity Khwaranah is among those who drive with Mithra across the sky; and, as we have seen, Mithra and *Vouruna Apaṃ Napāt together play an especial part in its protection. Khwaranah was not conceived, it seems, in human shape, and its name remains neuter in gender. In the 19th yašt, which despite its dedication to the Earth largely celebrates Khwaranah, the divinity is described as having dwelt with the heroes of Iranian legend while each achieved his great or valorous deeds, passing from each in the shape of a bird when he was disgraced (like Yima), or perhaps in other cases simply when he died. It was with Zoroaster also, and with Kavi Vištapa and with Vištapa’s pagan forbears (dwelling briefly with their mighty foe Frawrasyan when he defeated Kavi Usan). As their glory it was called the Kavyān or Kingly Glory, and became identified with the Glory of Iran, Aryanam Khwaranah. Sometimes hostile forces are represented as trying to seize this. In Yašt 19, after it has left false Yima it passes into the keeping of Mithra; thereafter, fleeing from the monster Aži Dahaka, it is saved by Fire, and escapes to the mythical sea Vourukasha, where it is taken hold of by *Vouruna Apaṃ Napāt. Thrice the warrior Frawrasyan plunges naked into the lake seeking to grasp it again for himself; but each time he fails to attain “the Glory which belongs to the Iranian peoples, born and to be born.”
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escape of Khvarelah into the keeping of the Ahuras probably expresses a belief that the Glory of the Iranians might be fleetingly captured but could not be wholly lost to them, remaining in the grip of a foe. In the legendary history of Ardašīr Pāpakān, the first Sasanian ruler (which perpetuates perhaps the older legend of the Achaemenian Cyrus) the Kingly Khvarelah (Pahl. khwarrrah i kayakān) in the form of a great ram leaves Ardashīr, the last Parthian king, and runs after Ardašīr, springing finally upon his horse behind him, a sign that the sovereignty has now passed to him. Later in the story Khvarelah again appears in visible form, at a moment of great peril to Ardašīr, to lead him to safety: “They tell thus, that the Kingly Glory, which had been at a distance, stood before Ardašīr and kept moving step by step until Ardašīr had escaped unharmed from that dangerous place and the hands of his enemies.” As long as Khvarelah remained with a mortal, no foe could overcome him.

Although in the Iranian sources Khvarelah is represented only thus, as bird or beast, a Middle Iranian form of his name, Farraḥ (a variant of Khwarrah) appears as 𐎠陟𐎠𐏁陟𐎠𐏁 in several of the Kušān coins, set under different representations of a male figure, variously garbed and accoutered. This figure is diademed and nimbed, as are those of the Kušān kings themselves. In one representation it holds sword and sceptre, in another a purse in its outstretched hand. It is plainly impossible to rely on details of the iconography of the Kušān coins, but it seems likely that these different representations have as common factor Khvarelah’s link with royalty and rule.

The gods so far considered are all “abstract” (with the exception of Tiwāša “Firmament”), in that there was no natural object which one could look at and see as their regular physical embodiment; for although the association of Mithra and 𐐧𐐧𐐧𐐨𐐤𐐨𐐧𐐨𐐨𐐨𐐨 in all the places fire and water evidently already existed in the Indo-Iranian times, it was not an identification, nor essential to their being. There existed, however, another group of gods who represented physical phenomena, and who might be said actually to be those phenomena. In some of these cases the concept seems simple and direct, such as the sun (which is the sun, worshipped in Iran as Hvar (Vedic Surya), or Hvar Khshāta, the “radiant Sun”, and another that of the moon, Māh. Both have their Avestan yashts, and prayers are still directed to them in Zoroastrian observance. Both may be supposed to be ancient gods, indeed through the chance of a Babylonian record “Surya” is the first Indo-Iranian deity to enter history. It has been suggested that the concepts of the gods of moon and sun remained fairly undeveloped because each was so fully identified with the natural object, which could be regarded also in other ways—the sun for instance as a wheel impelled by other gods, or as the eye of heaven. The association with the god Mithra in particular is so close that the Zoroastrian prayer to the sun, the Khoršēd Niyāyēš, recited thrice daily in orthodox practice, is always immediately followed by the prayer to Mithra, the Mihr Niyāyēš, and may not be recited without it, and in Zoroastrian usage of the Sasanian period the sun itself could be referred to as the “god Mithra” (Mihr yazad), a practice represented in the living Persian language by the existence of the common noun mihr “sun”. The formation of Mithra tended, therefore, to overshadow that of Hvar.

In instances where the phenomenon divinised exists not as a single natural body, but in plurality, the ancient concept is necessarily more difficult to grasp, although the scope for personification is correspondingly greater. Oldenberg has set out the problem, taking as his example the Indian Agni: “Should one express the Vedic concept of the relation of Agni to fire in this way, that this is the favoured abode and sphere of activity of this divinity, who also disposes of other abodes and spheres of activity, or is Agni’s relation to fire that of inseparable unity of being? One can say that the element is the dwelling of the god, or is it the god’s body?” He goes on to point out that Agni’s name means fire; where fire is, there he is, and where there is no fire of any kind, he is hardly to be found.
found. On the other hand, the plurality of fires, being kindled, burning, dying out simultaneously in diverse places, and the variety of fire’s manifestations, in sun and lightning as well as in flames on earth, prevents absolute identification. Oldenberg concludes: “Originally Agni is the element provided with a divine soul, only thereafter an ideal being who can also be conceived as detached from the element.” These remarks apply equally to the Iranian fire-god, Ātāra, a masculine divinity whose name is presumably derived from an old neuter noun *ātār- “fire”, of unknown origin. Both he and Agni appear to be originally personifications of the ever-burning hearth fire, and as such they are to be found “in the dwellings of men” (mānāhā māṣāyākaṁ), rather than in heavenly abodes. “When Agni is called the messenger of the gods, when it is said that the gods have set him down in human dwellings, that they have established him for the sacrifice and given him as a reward therefor eternal youth . . . he appears always in a certain separation from the compact mass of the gods.” Living with men in their own houses, he is friend and protector, servant and master, and potent enemy of the demons of darkness and cold. The more exalted concept of the god evolved gradually through priestly speculations on the role of fire in their rituals, and on the links between fire burning here below and the sun blazing in the sky. Fire was looked on as the sun’s representative on earth; and as the sun in its rising and setting moved according to ritaśa, so fire too came to be associated with this cosmic force. In the Younger Avesta Āta is said to have his strength through Aša, and to protect the creation of Aša; and he is regularly invoked there on the “son of Ahura Mazda”. Apart from this recurrent and profoundly respectful appellation there is little sign of his personification, and none of the rich accumulation of epithets such as are heaped on Agni. The difference is probably due to the restraining influence exerted on myth-making by Zoroaster’s ethical teachings, whereas the Indian tendency to elaboration was especially fostered in Agni’s case by the enormous importance which the Brahmans came to attach to the ritual of sacrifice, in which for them fire had a central part.

The deification of water is even more complex than that of fire. Here also unity is broken into plurality, and into apparent diversity (from raindrops to the great ocean, from still wells to rushing streams); and in addition the element is both venerated and consumed. It is hardly surprising, therefore, that there was more than one water divinity both in India and in pagan Iran. In both lands the Waters themselves are divinised, being invoked as goddesses, the Āpās. The identification here of divinity and element is so complete that when the Vedic poet speaks of water as a wholesome drink he says that the Āpās, the goddesses, are wholesome to drink; and in a passage of Yasna Haftagānātī (Y. 38.3) the Waters are both venerated as wives of the Ahura, and celebrated as easy to cross and good to bathe in. There is thus a distinction in this respect between the Āpās and their “husband”, *Vouruna Āpām Nāpā; for he is a god who lives in the water, but who is not, like them, identified with the element. Nevertheless so wonderful is his nature that although the ocean is not big enough to compass him, yet he may be present in the bowl of water used in an act of worship.

Another water deity who in later times over-shadowed even great *Vouruna in Iran was the river goddess Arādvī Sūrā Anāhītā. Sūra is a common adjective meaning “strong, mighty”, and anāhīta, “undefiled, immaculate”, is likewise an adjective. Both are used of other divinities also. Only “arādvī” is special to this goddess, a word which is otherwise unknown. On etymological grounds it too is interpreted as an adjective, meaning “moist, humid”, but it was once thought that, substantivised, it formed the goddess’ name. Lommel has, however, presented a strong case for thinking that arādvī too is properly no more than an attribute. The original name of the Indo-Iranian goddess, he suggested, was Sarasvati “She who possesses waters”. In India she continued to be worshipped by this name, which she gave there to a small but very holy river in Madhya-deśa (the Punjab); whereas in Iran Sarasvati became, by normal sound-changes, *Harahvatī, a name preserved in the region called in Avestan Harakhvatī, and known to the Greeks as Arachosia—a region rich in
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321 Oldenberg, Rel., 105.
322 In this their ritual differed from the Iranian one, see Ch. 6, below.
323 The word aṣ- is grammatically feminine, and in the Pahlavi Beorshapām word is listed among the four essentially female things in the world (together with earth, plants and fish). See GBD. XV.9.1 (BTA. 143) (= Ind. B/B XVI.6, transl. West, SBE V. 61).
324 See Oldenberg, Rel., 45.
325 See Lüders, Varna 1, 48.
326 See Bartholomaeus, Air. Wb., 194-5.
rivers and lakes. Originally, *Harahvati was the personification of the great mythical river which flows down from high Harā into the sea Voavrakaša, and is the source of all the waters of the world; and just as the wandering Iranians called great mountains near which they lived Harā, and broad lakes Voavrakaša, so, it seems, they gave *Harahvati’s name to life-giving rivers; and their Indian cousins did the same. It sometimes happens, however, that a divinity’s name is gradually forgotten in favour of an attribute (thus in India the goddess Earth was regularly invoked as Pr̥thivī, the “Broad One”); and so, it seems, *Harahvati’s own name came to be eclipsed by her attributes arādva and sūrā, which in later times coalesced to give her the new name of Ardvāsīr. The third epithet, anahtid, was possibly added to the other two in fixed conjunction in order to help the identification, in Achaemenian times, of the Iranian river goddess *Harahvati arādvī sūrā with the alien fertility goddess Anahtis; but this is a matter which must be considered in a later volume.

The Avestan hymn to Arādvī Sūrā is one of the longest and apparently most ancient of the yạṣṭs. In it the goddess is described as a beautiful strong maiden, clad in beaver skins, who drives a chariot drawn by four horses—wind (vāyu-), rain, cloud and sleet. As one of the deities who bring water she is worshipped as goddess of fertility, who purifies the seed of all males, the wombs of all females, and makes the milk flow which nourishes the young. Like the Indian Sarasvatī, she nurtures crops and herds; but it seems less characteristic of a river goddess that Arādvī also bestows rich material possessions—horses and chariots, arms and household goods—and that warriors pray to her to grant them victory in battle and the destruction of foes. Some of the verses describing these aspects of her power correspond closely to verses addressed to Aṣī, goddess of Fortune; and it seems some blurring of identity took place between these two bountiful, chariot-driving goddesses. Linguistically Arādvī Sūrā’s yạṣṭ appears older than Aṣī’s, and so it has been assumed that where the two divinities have invocations in common, Aṣī was the borrower.

---

328 Old Persian Harahvatī, see Bartholomae, *Aiv. Wb.* 1788.
329 See Lommel, art. cit., 408.
330 Yf. 5.120. For the description of the goddess later in the yạṣṭ which derives apparently from a cult image see Vol. II.
331 Yf. 5.120.
332 Yf. 5.130.
333 Yf. 5.34 ff.
334 Yf. 17.6-11 = Yf. 5.130, 102, 127.
335 See Geiger, *Amsa Spenas*, 111-4. (Geiger was among the scholars who considered Aṣī to be part of Zoroaster’s own original conception, and he assumed therefore that this “abstract” divinity was later given substance through borrowings from Arādvī; but against this see further below.) On the two yạṣṭs see also Christensen, *Études sur le zoroastrisme de la Perse antique*, 8, Les Rayianides, 16.
336 See e.g. Yf. 5.33, which appears to have been borrowed from the *Mithra Yạṣṭ* (Yf. 10.1-14), but may rather derive from a lost yạṣṭ to *Vouruna Aṇāpa Nanāt*, whom as a water divinity Arādvī gradually eclipsed.
337 Yf. 5.101.
338 Yf. 5.3.
339 For the Rigvedic passages see Lommel, art. cit., 408.
341 Yf. 5.86, cf. v. 91.
342 See Lommel, art. cit., 411.
343 See *Zend-i Vahman Yạṣṭ*, III.5-7 (ed. BIA, 8, 107).
priestly learning. It remained, moreover, a part of her living cult for many generations, if a Greek inscription discovered in Asia Minor from Roman times has been rightly interpreted, for this appears to be dedicated to "the great goddess of high Harî" (Βασιλεύα). From this mythical mountain Aredvi flows down upon the sea Vourukuša, and other rivers carry her waters thence over all the lands. Rain, too, has its source in Vourukaha, from which it is released each year by Tiṣṭrya, god of the rain-star. He, it seems, is another Indo-Iranian divinity, whose name appears in the Vedas as Tiṣya; and the star which he personifies is usually identified as Sūris or Čânis Major (although the problem of connecting the rising of the dog-star with a rainy season for the Indo-Iranians at any period has proved a difficult one). To win the rain water from Vourukaha, Tiṣṭrya had to struggle annually with the evil forces which oppose him. There is the witch Dušārya "Bad Harvest", whom he must bind "with twofold bonds and threefold bonds... as if a thousand men were to bind one man"; but his fiercest foe is Ápaśa, "Dearth". Each year god and demon meet in the shape of horses on the shores of the lake. Tiṣṭrya is white, beautiful, with golden ears and muzzle, Apaša black, hairless and hideous. At first the demon drives Tiṣṭrya from the shore, but finally the god, strengthened by men's prayers, defeats his foe, and rushes into the waves. "He goes to all the bays of the sea Vourukaha, the mighty, beautiful, deep, and to all the beautiful tributaries and all the beautiful outlets in the shape of a horse. Then the waters flow down... from the sea Vourukaha." Elsewhere, as we have seen, the Waters are themselves personified as horses, driven by Ápaśa Napāt; and Lommel has suggested that Tiṣṭrya's is an old nature-myth, in which the rival stallions, god and demon, fight, and the victor goes to the Waters who desire him, and begets rain. "Then Tiṣṭrya rises again from the sea Vourukaha..."

...and the bold, wind (yâša-) drives the rain and cloud upon places, upon dwellings, upon the seven climes." One of the epithets particular to Tiṣṭrya in the Avesta is kšēviwr-vâsra, "swift-flying"; and twice in his yaša his going to the waters is compared, in its speed and directness, with the arrow shot by Árskhaša, the "best archer among the Iranians" (who in legend is held to have established the border of Iran by a stupendous bow-shot, which he died in making). It used to be thought that it was this simile which provided grounds for the later identification of Tiṣṭrya with Thrī, a divinity unknown to the Avesta, for his name came to be reduced to Thrī, and the Old Iranian word for "arrow", tigr, also developed to tīr. It is now known, however, that this word was still pronounced as tigr down to at least the 3rd century A.C., and long before this Thrī appears (as TEIPA) on Kusān coins where, although male, he is represented as Artemis with bow and quiver. Moreover, in Iranian tradition his festival, Tīragān, was regarded as celebrating Árskhaša's great arrow-shot, a tradition which probably goes back to Parthian times. It seems, therefore, that the association with arrows was proper rather to Tiṣṭrya, because of the ancient simile in his yaša, and was acquired by Thrī through his identification with the Avestan divinity, the fact that his name later became synonymous with the Persian word for "arrow" being accidental.

The festival of Tīragān, one of the greatest holy days of ancient Iran, is essentially a rain-festival, and though it is named for Thrī, the religious services solemnised on that day in Zoroastrian observance are all dedicated, in their Avestan liturgies, to the rain-god Tiṣṭrya. However, in the Middle Persian preliminaries to these liturgies, which are always recited before the Avestan words, the dedication (khrīnuman) is made to Teštar-Tir, ōtērēmānd, ērvišāmān "Teštar-Tir, the splendid, the glorious." Further, although Thrī is unknown in the Avesta, yet in the Zoroastrian calendar both the fourth month of the year is named for him, and the thirteenth day of the month. Nevertheless, the Zoroastrian services
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solicited on each thirteenth day are dedicated in Avestan to Tštrya, and in Middle Persian to Tšstar-Tir together. Moreover, every ŋiyayeš or yašč recited on that day ends with the Middle Persian words: rōz nēk nam, rōz pāh nam, rōz mubārak, rōz Tšstar-Tir yazad “day of fair fame, day of pure fame, auspicious day, day of Tšstar-Tir Yazad”. These formulas suggest a complete identification by the Middle Iranian period of Tir with the Avestan Tštrya. Yet the Irani Zoroastrians today know the ancient festival of Tirāgān as “the feast of Tir and Tšstar” (jašan-i Tir u Tšstar); and they also have shrines dedicated to “Tir and Tšstar”, the shorter name coming first, in contrast to the liturgical order. These popular usages point to an association between these two divine beings rather than their identification. However, a Pahlavi text states simply that “Tir is Tšstar”, which supports the liturgical evidence; and this is further confirmed by a piece of ritual which takes place during a drōn service in honour of the star-yaṣad Vānant, as it is solemnized among the Parsis. In this the drōn itself is cut into four pieces, assigned respectively to Vānant and his three associates, namely Tšstar-Tir, Sadvēš and Haftōrēn. It may be, therefore, that at some point theologians declared the identity of the two divine beings, but that the laity proved less malleable than the priesthood.

One of the striking facts about Tštrya and Tir is that their names, although both well attested, never occur together in any ancient source or setting. Tiri’s is altogether unknown in the Avesta (unless one regards the proper name Tirō.nakathwā, of doubtful interpretation, as compounded with his), whereas Tštrya’s role there and in the Zoroastrian cult is considerable (for he not only has his own yašč, but is venerated after Mithra in the Khosrauš ōnayayeš, which is recited thrice daily). On the other hand, no proper names are known which are formed with Tštrya’s, whereas there are a number, from early Achaemenian, Parthian and Sasanian times, with Tirī or Tir- as their first element. In the Parthian period Tir appears on the Kušān coins in eastern Iran, but not Tštrya. What is still more remarkable, although Tštrya is celebrated in an evidently ancient yašč, he is one of the few divinities so honoured who has no day named for him; whereas, as we have seen, Tir, who has no place in the Avesta, is prominent in the Zoroastrian calendar, with day, month and a noted festival. This can only mean that by the time the dedications of this calendar were evolved (probably in the late Achaemenian period), Tiri had come to be fully recognised and venerated by Zoroastrians. These facts all seem compatible with the theory that Tirī was a divinity first worshipped by the western Iranians, who incorporated his cult into Zoroastrianism at their conversion, associating him with Tštrya both because of a certain rough similarity in the names, and (presumably) because of a resemblance in their beneficent functions. No satisfactory etymology of the name Tiri has been proposed, nor any adequate explanation of a development of Tiri from Tiur. Nevertheless, it seems possible that Tiri is to be identified with the old Armenian god Tiur, who was perhaps adopted by the Armenians from the previous inhabitants of their land.

If the neighbouring Medes also learnt to venerate Tiur/Tiri, it may be the Magi who brought his cult with them when they embraced Zoroastrianism.

The Avestan Tštrya is called “lord and overseer of all stars”, and as his lieutenants he has other stars “of watery nature” (afštihrav) to help him. These are Tštryašavia (Canis minor), the Paoirānī (the Pleiades) and the Upaapāri (the stars in front of the Pleiades). There are also three great stars or constellations which according to the Pahlavi books share with him the rule of the heavens. Tštrya himself dominates the east. In the south is Štāvās (Antares), who aids him by scattering...
ing the rain-waters over the earth.\textsuperscript{375} The west is ruled by Vanant, the "Conqueror", who is Vega,\textsuperscript{376} and whose great task is to guard the "gates" in the mythical mountain in the centre of the world through which the sun passes daily.\textsuperscript{377} Vanant has his own short hymn, \textit{Yasti} 20, which is in fact a formula of exorcism; and tradition tells how in the 16th century the great Parsi priest, Deherji Rana, ended his life by reciting this \textit{yasti} in the presence of the emperor Akbar.\textsuperscript{378} The north is dominated by Haptöiringa (Usra Major); and since hell is in the north, he is especially invoked against demons.\textsuperscript{379} All four, Tiśtrya, Satavaēsa, Vanant and Haptöiringa, are called upon in that order in Zoroastrian observance on the day Tir of each month.\textsuperscript{380}

The ancient Iranians venerated the god of the sky above, \textit{Asmān}, and the goddess of the earth below, Zem. The link between Father Sky and Mother Earth is evidently very old; and in the Vedas the names of the two divinities Dyaus and \textit{Prthivī} (originally an epithet, the "Broad One") appear in a fixed compound, although the pair no longer had an important part in the literature or religious life. The Iranian word for the sky itself, \textit{asmān}, meant simply "stone", the vault of heaven being thought of as substantial and hard, forming as it were a shell about the earth.\textsuperscript{381} There is no hymn to the Sky-god in the Avesta; but the 19th \textit{yasti} is dedicated to Earth, Zem (although largely concerned with Khvārman); and Bailey has shown that the name of this pagan goddess survives in Khotozian Saka as \textit{ysama-śsandai} or (through her epithets only) as \textit{śandramata}.\textsuperscript{382} From these forms, used by the Buddhist Sakas for the goddess Śrī, he deduced an Old Iranian "Zem šyantā ōrmati, interpreted as "Bounteous beneficent Earth". Among the Sakas the goddess was evidently known also simply as \textit{śsandai}, "Bounteous One," or \textit{śandramata}, "Bounteous, beneficent one".\textsuperscript{383}

Between the solid earth beneath their feet, and what they regarded as the solid sky above, the Indo-Iranians apprehended emptily empty

\textsuperscript{375} Yāt. 8.9. In Sassanian times Satavaēsa's name, as Sadēwēs, was given to a rain-making divinity in the Manichaean version of the rain-myth, see Boyce, "Sadēwēs and Pestē." \textit{BSoS} XIII, 1937, 908-15.

\textsuperscript{376} See Henning, \textit{art. cit.}, 247.

\textsuperscript{377} See Darmsfetter, \textit{ZA II}, 415 n. 38.

\textsuperscript{378} See ibid., p. 644, and further in Vol. III of the present work.

\textsuperscript{379} Ibid., p. 418 n. 37.

\textsuperscript{380} Sīrōḵa I.15.

\textsuperscript{381} See in more detail in Chapter 5.


\textsuperscript{383} This provides a good parallel to the development postulated by Lommel, whereby *Harihavati arōdvī sūrā came to be invoked simply as Arōdvī Sūrā.

\textsuperscript{384} Despite the caution shown by some scholars it seems reasonable to suppose, in the light of the parallel Vedic and Iranian evidence, that Vāyu is an ancient god. According to Herodotus, 1.131, the "winds" were among the six natural objects worshipped, under "Zeus", by the ancient Persians. In VII.191 he records an especial ceremony in their honour. See Gray, \textit{Foundations}, 167.

\textsuperscript{385} See Yāt. 8.33, and for further references Gray, loc. cit.

\textsuperscript{386} Stein, \textit{Zoro. deities on Indo-Scythian coins}, 4 with fig. v.

\textsuperscript{387} Gray, \textit{op. cit.}, pp. 167-8.

\textsuperscript{388} E.g. Yāt. 10.9.

\textsuperscript{389} In Avestan A has become æ. This change is particular to Avestan. The Pahlavi form of the god's name is Vāy.

\textsuperscript{390} \textit{RV} 10.168-4; see A. Hillebrandt, \textit{Vedicische Mythologie} II, 296.

\textsuperscript{391} See Keith, \textit{Rel. and phil. I}, 139; Oldenberg, \textit{Rel.}, 227.

\textsuperscript{392} Yāt. 15.5. 37.
study has been devoted to the concept of the two Vayus; but it seems probable that Barr came closest to the heart of the matter in the following observations: "The Aryan saw in Vayu both the real wind that blows, hurries forth in the storm with violence and swiftness and is not to be resisted, and the first cosmic life-principle. In all living beings Vayu is the life-breath, in the Cosmos he is the breath of Life. But Vayu is also the wind that all the living breathe out at death. So he is both the god of life and death... .It could not be ignored by the Zoroastrians] that he hunts, attains and vanquishes both creations, that of the good spirit and that of the evil. All life is in his power". As the lord of life and death Vayu is both kindly and cruel; and he is conceived as a warrior-god, with golden armour and a golden chariot (the most swift, strong and mighty, who conquers at a blow. In one verse in his ṣalṭ he declares that he carries off the man who has been bound, and later tradition suggests that this means the man already fettered by death. As all men come to this, Vayu has the exclusive epithet of "all-conqueror" (vanābhrīpāya). Another Avestan text, the Agomadādā, celebrates his ruthlessness: all else may be overcome by the man of strength and courage, "only the path of the pitiless Vayu can never be avoided". This in itself appears sufficient to account for the awe which Vayu inspired, and the dread which in one aspect he aroused.

In his own hymn Vayu appears in unusual isolation; but in the later tradition he is associated or even identified with Rāma Khvāstra, and his hymn is called the Rān ṣalṭ. As we have seen, Rāma is probably a...

---

concept of Zoroastrian times, who was linked also with Mithra; but the reason for the close association between him and Vayu remains uncertain. Darmesteter suggested that, as with Mithra, the link was through Rāman's epitaph, since as god of the air Vayu also possessed "good pastures", the great spaces of sky in which the clouds live, the celestial "cows" whose milk is the rain. Another explanation, offered in a Pahlavi text, is that the "good Vay" is called Rām (a word which can mean joy as well as peace) because he guides the souls of the righteous on their way to Paradise, and so gives joy to them. Whatever the true explanation, it is presumably Vayu's abode in the empty air which brought him also into association with Zurrān "Time" and Iwāsā "Firmament", in the speculations of later Zoroastrianism. There is nothing, however, in Vayu's ṣalṭ to suggest that such speculations had any place in Iranian paganism. Zurrān himself has a minor role only in the Zoroastrian liturgy, and as a divinity is not mentioned in any of the ṣalṭs. His place in later theology and belief will accordingly be discussed hereafter.

As well as the "abstract" gods, and these gods of natural phenomena, the pagan Iranians evidently worshipped cult gods, namely Haoma and Gāus Urvan, divine beings who appear to have been created by the recurrent acts of worship. They will accordingly be considered in connection with the ritual. Linked with one of this pair of deities are two other divine beings. One is Gāus Tašar, whose name means "Creator of the Cow" (or "Bull"); the other is called together with Gāus Urvan (as he still is in Zoroastrian ritual). In the yasna he is called upon in association with the Gāthā Aoma Ṣpandās. Nothing is related of him, his character or functions; but it is generally agreed that he is to be identified with Vedic Tvastra, the "Fashiner". The prophet apparently also refers to him as Tīwarāster, a name etymologically identical with Tvastra. In the Vedas the "Fashiner" is the smith of the gods, and maker also of living creatures. It is probable that...
in pagan Iran, as in Vedic India, there were a number of creator gods; but it seems remarkable that Zoroaster should himself have acknowledged Thwór-star, and by use of the name Gōuš Tašan have assigned to him, apparently, a particular creative function (or ascribed to his possession of it). One can but suppose that the prophet saw this ancient divinity as a servant of Ahura Mazda, who had delegated to him one specialised creativity. 410 Outside the Gathas the word thwör-star occurs only twice, 411 and each time it appears to be used of Ahura Mazda himself—perhaps in emphasis upon the Zoroastrian doctrine of the one supreme Creator.

The other divinity who, like Gōuš Tašan, is regularly associated with Gōuš Urvan is Druvaspā. The name of this goddess appears in origin to be simply an epithet, meaning "possessing sound horses"; and she seems a secondary creation 412, evolved presumably after the Iranian warriors had learnt to harness the horse. Yást 9, called in Pahlavi Gōš Yāstī (for Gōuš Urvan) is in honour of Druvaspā; but only the first two verses show originality, the larger part of the hymn being made up of invocations very close to those found in the hymns to Ardāvi and Aši. In the opening verse Druvaspā is said to care for cattle, large and small; and she has been identified on one of the Kušan coins as represented by a male figure with a trotting horse, under which is written ΔPOOAΣCIO. 413 The fact that Druvaspā is a goddess makes it possible that she evolved originally from an epithet of the chariot-driving Aši, who in pagan times appears to have been a powerful divinity, probably much worshipped by fighting men.

Both Gōuš Tašan and Druvaspā appear as divinities defined by special functions. Another such being is the modest Hādīš, who is known only from a fairly "recent" part of the Avesta, and in the Pahlavi books. 414 It is possible, nevertheless, that he was a minor pagan divinity. His name means "Abode, Home", and the Sasanian glossators called him simply the "Spirit of the House" (mēnoq i khānag). According to his epithet Hādīš possessed pastures, bestowed grain and well-being, and was compassionate. The only legend recorded of him tells how he was sent as divine mes-

410 See Leumann, loc. cit. It has often been noted that Zoroaster uses the word dāmi also of the divinity Ārmaiti (V. 24:10; cf. Vr. 19:2); but Gershevitch, A.H.M. 169 suggests that this should be an adjective, meaning "of the Creator" rather than the noun "creator".

411 Y. 42:2; 57:2. On these passages see Gershevitch, A.H.M. 54. In his further discussion, in which he seeks to identify Gōuš Tašan with Śpenta Mainyu (as Darmesteter and others had done earlier) Gershevitch appears to force the evidence a little in the interests of the theory of Zoroaster's strict monotheism.

412 See Lommel, Die Yāstā, 57-8.

413 See Stein, Zoro. deities on Indo-Scythian coins, 3-4 with fig. ill.; Darmesteter, ZA II, 437.


416 For Thrita/Thraēstāona see the following chapter. For such divinised concepts as the seasons and times of day etc., see Gray, Foundations under their various names. There is also the lauding figure of Dāmōš Upamana, who accompanies Mithra in the form of a wild boar (Vt. 10:127). The meaning of his name is obscure, and he is little known outside the yazis. He is almost certainly therefore a pagan deity, whom Gershevitch (A.H.M. 166-9) has interpreted as the alter ego of Varāha, but it cannot be said that his arguments appear wholly conclusive. For other interpretations (none of them generally accepted) see Gershevitch, ibid.

417 On them see above, pp. 53-5.

418 Oldenberg, B. tr., 309-6.

419 Ibid., 297.

420 Herodotus, VII.114.
who at death failed to make their way up to the sunny abode of the Ahi-
ras. This dread lord was perhaps the pagan Yima, for his Indian coun-
terpart, Yama, is a lord of death, who seeks out those whose time has come
and takes them to his dark realm. Yama is popularly regarded with
awe and dread; and probably in Iran also the ruler of the kingdom of the
dead was feared and his messengers thought of with distress. There may
be said, therefore, to have been a dualism with regard to the divine al-
ready in the pagan period: a theistic as distinct from an ethico-social,
with opposition between the gods of the sky, dispensing prosperity and
happiness here and hereafter, and those of the underworld, to whom men
sacrilifed in order to avoid their dark and joyless abode. Through
Zoroaster's teaching this underworld came to be regarded as a place not
merely of negations, but of punishment, in fact as hell; and the daēvas
became, in their debasement, its inhabitants, to be execrated by all true
followers of the prophet.

421 On Yima/Yama see more fully in the following chapter.
422 The theistic dualism latent in Rigvedic thought was stressed by W. Kirfel, Die Kos-
mographie der Indus, 134-14."
These wicked beings could work evil at any time of day or night; but their powers were naturally thought to be greatest during the hours of darkness, and it was then that they did most harm, either through their own proper activity or in the service of wicked masters. One of the tasks of the god Tištrya was to combat in the night the malevolent pairikhā of the sky. He “overcomes the pairikhā, he conquers the pairikhā who fall as shooting stars between earth and heaven” (Yt.8:8). Mitra too, who with the sun puts darkness to flight, is a “smiter down of pairikhā” (Yt.10.26). The Vendidad contains a banning formula against the pairikhā “who approaches fire, water, earth, cattle and plants” (Vd.11.9). There is a pairikhā, Duzâyērā, who withers the crops and brings bad harvests (Yt.8.51.54); and another called Mēš, the “Rat”, who appears to be the demon-personification of rats and mice, and was probably conceived herself in rodent form. That pairikhās do sometimes appear as animals is further attested by the tale of the Kayanian hero Srit (Av. Thrata) who, wishing for death, sought out a pairikhā living in a forest in the shape of a dog. He slashed at her with his sword, cutting her in two. Two dogs then leapt at him, and he went on striking and cleaving until there were a thousand dogs, which tore him to pieces. That pairikhās, it seems, took on human form, and some made themselves enchantingly beautiful and so beguiled men to their harm (hence the perīš of later Persian folklore). In the Pahlevi translation of Yt.1.10 the word pairikhā is glossed as meaning one who lures a man through enchantment to grievous sin; and the hero Kārašāspa is said to have been accompanied by the pairikhā Khnaθhaiti, evidently to his undoing (Vd.1.10). That wicked men could sometimes learn to control pairikhās for their own ends, as others mastered yāstus, is suggested by the fact that Pitaona, whom Kārašāspa slew, has the epithet “of many pairikhās” (as.pairika)i, Yt.19.41.10

In Zoroastrian tradition there is a female spirit of evil, Nasuš, who is said to be “of all devo ... the most bold, continuously polluting and fraudulent”.11 She is the demon of the Corpse, or Decay; and in the Vendidad she is described as a hideous motled fly which comes from the north (the region of evil) and settles on the body, flitting from part to part.12 She is never called by the term pairikhā, but is a drug, a feminine noun also used in the Avesta of the male demon Būtiti,13 and for a few other nameless fiends.14 In the Rigveda, the cognate drug is also used of individual demons, male and female, as well as in the more general sense of “wrong, harm”,15 so this usage can safely be attributed to the pagan period in Iran, with the yāst, like the pairikhā, being an evil being of lesser powers.

Although the drug Nasuš is conceived in insect form, and Tištrya’s opponent Apaša, “Death”, appears, as we have seen, as a hairless, ugly horse,16 other arch-fiends seem to have human shape, although probably all in some way hideous or deformed. The only demon who is named in the Gāthās (but without a generic term to describe him) is Aēša, “Wrath”;17 and he has the standing epithet of khruṭru “of bloody club” which suggests that he was pictured as a savage ruffian. Astōvidhāh, “Dissolution” or “Death”, was imagined as having a noose in his hand with which to encircle his victim’s throat;18 and Būhyaštā, “Sloth”, is called “long-handed”, for she can stretch out to reach any man who has not the moral strength to resist her.19

However these demons were grouped or classified in pagan Iran, one distinction among them which strikes the modern student is that whereas some were held to assault man’s physical being20 or damage the material world around him, others laid siege to his moral nature. It seems unlikely, however, that this particular difference was clearly apprehended in pagan times. Hunger and Thirst, Sickness, Old Age and Decay were personified in the same way as Wrath or Envy or Sloth; and these personifications, like those of the “abstract” gods, were evidently conceived as distinct powers, with an existence and volition of their own. Thus a person in the grip of rage or hatred was regarded as the victim of an external force, no less than one who shook with fever or was pallsied with age; and if his consequent actions were harmful and transgressed the right (asa), this “sin” (aēnāh, agah) was regarded as an evil into which the particular
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14 See Bartholomae, Ais. Wh. 780 s.v. drug. In later times the word daeva was regularly used for male demons, drug (especially the infected nom. sg. drakh) for female ones.
16 See above, p. 74.
17 Y. 29.2; 30.6; 48.1. See further Gray, Foundations, 185-7.
18 See Gray, Foundations, 201-2. On the noose in connection with Indian Yama see Ch. 4, below.
19 On Būhyaštā see Benveniste, RHR CXXX, 1945, 14-16.
20 None of the names of individual demons of sickness occurs in the surviving Zoroastrian literature, but Benveniste has traced a probably ancient Iranian *Kla, demon of purpurial fever, who attacks the newly-delivered mother and seeks also to devour her child. See his article “Le dieu Ohrmazd et le démon Abasti”, JA 1960, 65-74.
demon had trapped him, and from which he in his turn would suffer through the intervention of the gods. As in Vedic India “it is the objective fact of the sinful act which is apprehended” rather than that of the consenting will, sin being more a religious than an ethical concept. A man could therefore hope to protect himself against sin (or free himself from it) by sacrifice and propitiatory prayers, in the same way that, if the gods were favourable, he could hope to banish illness or ill-luck by amulets, offerings and religious formulas. It was a matter of involving the greater, beneficent powers against the lesser, evil ones, and also of seeking to appease the latter so as to abate their malignancy. The help of the gods was in part to be sought by acting according to their will; but even if a man tried to walk carefully in the ways of asa, he might sin involuntarily through some unconscious trespass, or even through the acts of others. Thus if at the sacrifice the victim uttered a sound before it was slain, this for the Vedic Indian was a sin upon the man offering the sacrifice, for which atonement must be made through additional rites. Such concepts must in general have prevented a deepening of moral awareness, since the causes of wrong-doing were thus set on a plane with those of physical suffering and simple mischance, and much the same remedies were prescribed indiscriminately for all of them.

As well as demons and other malicious spirits, the Indo-Iranians imagined the world as peopled with fabulous creatures, some beneficent, others ravening and destructive. There is no identity between the marvellous beasts of the two traditions, so imagination presumably went on working in this field after the two peoples had separated—as indeed it demonstrably did in Iran even after the time of the prophet. Most of these strange creatures are mentioned in what seem to be old parts of the yaišt, or in the supplementary texts to Yasna Haptañhâasti (Y.41), and belong evidently to the pre-Zoroastrian world. One among them which is still celebrated in Persian epic and folklore is “the great Saena bird” (Y.14.41), the Saena maroqha (Pahlavi Sen maroq, Persian Simurg), conceived, it seems, as a huge falcon, which has its perch on the Tree of All Seeds or of All

21 Oldenberg, Rel., 295. Cf. Gonda, Rel. Indians, 40; E. W. Hopkins, Zikhs of India, New Haven 1924, 25 ff.; S. Rodhe, Deliter as evon evil, 135 ff. For the involuntary sin committed by the Iranian Kavasasha against fire see further below.
23 Cf. the curious, apparently late, legend of Gopatshâh, “who from foot to the middle of the body is an ox, and from the middle of the body above is a man”, on which see Bailey, BSOAS VI, 1931, 950-3. On Gopatshâh’s ritual activity at the sea shore see Boyce, JRAS 1966, 117.

Haling (Y.12.17), and which (the Pahlavi texts relate) by its great weight and the beating of its wings breaks the twigs of this tree and scatters its seeds, which wind and rain then carry over the earth. It is also said to suckle its young, and in the Persian epic the tale is told of how it reared the hero Zal, abandoned in infancy, in its own nest.

The Tree of All Seeds on which the Saena nests grows in the middle of the sea Vourukasha (Y.12.17); and round it, the Pahlavi books relate, there swims perpetually the Kara fish, of which the Avesta records that it has the sharpest perceptions, and even in the depths of the waters can perceive a ripple as fine as a hair (Y.14.29). Its task is to ward off all harmful creatures, and especially frogs, which seek to gnaw at the roots of the life-giving tree.

There is also “the ass which is righteous (ašavan) and stands in the middle of the sea Vourukasha” (Y.41.28), or at times strides purposefully around it. According to the Pahlavi books, this creature has three legs, six eyes and nine mouths, and is white of body, with a golden horn upon its head. When it stales, it destroys all harmful creatures within the waters, for it feeds on spirit (mêng) food only, and all things about it are pure. Ambergris is its dung. With it in Y.42 is reverenced the Vâsi Panâsa sadarâwar (Y.42.4), which according to the Bundahîn lives likewise in the sea Vourukasha. This appears to be a kind of leviathan, and is so huge that if it were to rush swiftly along from sunrise to sunset it still would not have covered as much ground as the length of its own body; and it rules over all denizens of the waters.

Another vast creature, known only from the Pahlavi books, is the bull Hadhayans, also called Srisok, which is so large that it alone in ancient days could pass over the barriers of water and mountain and forest that separate the seven regions of the earth, and it carried men on its back from one to another. Hadhayans appears to be originally quite distinct from

24 See Zādâyim III, 39 (ed. BTA, 30, lxxvii); Mêng i Khrâd LXII, 37-9 (ed. West, text 57, transl. 186), and further in Ch. 5, below.
25 Great Bundahîh XIII, 23 (BTA, 123).
26 Shâhânâmâ, Tehran ed. (pub. 1935-1936), I 133-4; transl. Warner, I 241-2. Here the Simurg is represented as a bird of prey, which rears the baby on blood instead of milk.
27 The Kara fish is mentioned also in Yd. 19.42.
28 See Gbd. XXIVa (BTA, 193).
29 See Gbd. XXIVb (BTA, 206-7). Nyberg, Rel. 285, argued, against the tradition, that Khura (“ass”) here was originally a “Turanian divinity” rather than a fabulous creature.
30 See Gbd. XXIVb (BTA, 193). Nyberg, ibid., again took the Vâsi for a divinity; and W. Wust, ARW XXXVI, 1940, 350 ff. understood it to be a “pointed blade” or “daggar”, worshipped as a symbol of lordship.
31 See Gbd. XIII, 36 (BTA, 127); XVIII, 9 (BTA, 159), XXIV, 22 (BTA, 197). On the name Hadhayans see West, SBE V, 99 n. 3; Christensen, Les types du premier homme... dans l’histoire légendaire des Iraniens, Stockholm 1917, I 147.
the Uniquely-created Bull (Gav aëvā-latā), which was the product, it seems, of learned cosmicogonic speculation.

There were other fabulous birds as well as the Saēna, two of which are regarded as particularly holy in Zoroastrian tradition. One, Karšiptar, the “swiftly flying”, is said to have spread the prophet’s teachings in Yima’s underground kingdom (Vd.2.42). Another, Ašo.zuštā, “Being loved of aša”, according to the Pahlavi books utters holy words (Avesta) in its own tongue, thus causing devils to flee away from barren places. The parings of human nails should be dedicated to this bird, so that it can guard them and prevent them being turned into hostile weapons by demons (Vd.17.9). Tradition identifies Ašo.zuštā as the owl, vigilant against dās at the time of their greatest activity, night; and the practice of dedicating nail-parings to it by uttering the appropriate words from the Vendidad is still observed by strictly orthodox Zoroastrians. Yet another legendary bird, patriotic rather than holy, is the Camrš, whom we have already met in the myth of Apam Naşht, pecking up non-Iranians as if they were grain. It is said to be the worthiest of birds after the Saēna, which it helps in the yearly task of distributing seeds from the Tree of All Healing.

These and other beneficent birds and beasts of fable oppose the demons and goblins which vex man in malice, and also the noxious creatures that inhabit the world, for which the generic Avestan term is hkhrastra. For the Iranians of old, who had naturally an anthropocentric view of life, hkhrastra included all creatures that were harmful to man, and to his domestic animals and crops. The term thus covered all beasts of prey and hungry rodents, as well as insects such as locust and wasp and thieving ant. It also included those creatures which, though not harmful, were repulsive to man, such as beetles and spiders, lizards and tortoises. Among these hkhrastras the frog for some reason was regarded as the epitome of evil, and as we have seen, it was chiefly against frogs that the Kara fish protected the life-giving Tree of All Seeds. The cat, too, although the enemy of rats and mice, was itself held to be a hkhrastra, like its larger relatives the lion and tiger. This was presumably because it is by preference a creature of the night, and even when domesticated was regarded by Zoroastrians as wayward and treacherous in contrast with the loyal dog. The nomad Iranians could have known it only as a wild animal, for plainly the cat did not dwell in their tents, and unlike the dog had no place in their social or religious traditions.

There were also fabulous khrastra, great monsters which were opposed not by other fabulous beasts, but by heroes of the human race. These naturally included serpents or dragons, azī, of which the most famed and formidable, at least in the later tradition, was Āzī Dahāka, three-headed and man-devouring. Another huge dragon, Āzī Sruvvara, was horned and yellow-green of body, consumed horses and men, and laid waste the land with its venom. There was also the yellow-heeled Gandarawa, which throbbed the waters of the sea Vourušā; and the stony-handed Saōvidhika, who was conceived apparently in semi-human shape, an Iranian Titan; for (in the Zoroastrian version of his legend) he boasted superfully that when he was full-grown he would summon the spirit of good from Paradise, and the spirit of evil from Hell, and harness them both to pull his chariot. There was moreover a huge evil bird, Kamak, and other hideous and horrible creatures who sought to destroy mankind and were themselves destroyed by valiant Iranians; for all these monsters were terrestrial creatures, inhabitants of this world. There is no trace in
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39 See Vd.5.36; Darmesteter, ZA II, 213 n. 15.
40 See Darmesteter, ibid., 212 n. 13; Rideouts, ed. Uvvala, I 276.16-277.5, transl. Dhabhar, 270. The cherished “Persian” cat belongs to Muslim Iran, see further in Vol. III.
41 On Āzī Dahāka in the Avesta and in later literature see Christensen, Dēnmonologie, 20-4.
42 Yi. 19.40, see Christensen, ibid., 17-18 and cf. Dādestān i divān, Pers. 71.4 (transl. West, SBE XVIII, 217). It is suggested that Āzī Vīdāpa, the “dragon with poisonous slaver”, this monster left its trace in the vīsāp of Armenian legend, see Benveniste, “L’origine du vīsāp arménien”, Rev. Ét. Arméniennes VII, 1927, 7-9.
43 Yi. 5.38, 19.41, see Christensen, op. cit., 18-20. The Iranian Gandarawa has, it seems, a counterpart in the Vedic Gudharva, a beneficent creature who inhabits the region of air and guards the heavenly soma, and who in later Indian mythology developed into a whole class of heavenly beings, who (pace Dumézil and his followers) have nothing but the name in common with the Iranian monster, see Geiger, Die Amsa Sūtras, 46.
44 Yi. 19.43-44, see Christensen, op. cit., 20.
45 See Darmesteter, ZA II, 626 n. 18.
46 On another group of terrestrial dragons, namely the vīsāp, see above, n. 42; and on the survival in Shaghni of a word apparently connected with Vedic Śūna-, the “Hisser”, see Morgenstierne, “An ancient Indic word for dragon”, J. M. Uvvala Mem. Vol., Bombay 1964, 95-8.
Iranian tradition of a dragon such as the Indian Vṛtra (a late concept, it seems\(^{47}\)), who guards the cosmic waters and is defeated by the gods themselves.

A number of great heroes are celebrated in the Avesta, and it appears that tales preserved by various individual families and tribes concerning their own ancestral figures were blended there with common traditions about “culture heroes” and “first men”. A few such tales and traditions evidently go back to the Indo-Iranian period, being known from the Vedas as well as the Avesta; but in each of these cases there are striking differences between the Indian and Iranian traditions. The most prominent and detailed of these ancient legends is that concerning Yima Khšaēta, “king Yima”,\(^{48}\) who as Jamšēd still dominates Persian story-telling. The Avestan Yima, son of Vivasvān, appears in the Vedas as Yama, son of Vivasvān. The Vedic Yama is the first man to have lived on earth and to have died. He therefore found for others the path to the subterranean kingdom of the dead, where in popular belief he reigns as a dread figure who in a large measure has been assimilated to Death himself, all-powerful and pitiless.\(^{49}\) As such he has traits that in Iran belong to Vayu as god of death, or to Astō.vidhātu, demon of dissolution. His is a call that all must heed when their time comes; and he sends his servants to carry off the doomed man “halted by the neck” (grivabhaddham), as Astō.vidhātu snare his victims with a noose. His power extends over all the dead except those who succeed in attaining Paradise on high, for “in heaven Yama is not”.\(^{50}\) The spirits of the dead travel to his realm by a downward path; but in RV.10.14.2 this gloomy region is called gavamū “cattle-pasture”, an expression which has been connected with Yima’s constant epithet of hāyōvaha “having good herds”.\(^{51}\) However, in the aristocratic tradition of the Rigveda Yama’s place is also set in Paradise above (e.g. RV.10.14.8), where he rules in happiness over the blessed dead.\(^{52}\)

In the Avesta the legends concerning Yima are more complex, and need considerable unravelling\(^{53}\). If this is done, however, the same basic components are found as in the Indian version. According to the second chapter of the Vendidad, Yima “of the good herds” ruled over all the world in the beginning, and in his kingdom there was no cold wind or hot, no sickness or death. After 300 years earth became too full of cattle and men, dogs, birds and red glowing fires; and he smote it with golden goad and whip, and it became broader by one third. After the 600th year of his rule he enlarged it again, and once more after the 900th. Thereafter (if one combines this Vendidad account with references in the Gāthās and the ancient Zām Yāṣ) it seems that Yima signed. Zoroaster himself alludes, though obscurely, to Yima deceiving the people, apparently in some way connected with the bull-sacrifice.\(^{54}\) In Yt.19.33 it is said that Yima allowed Zoroaster to entertain a lie in his mind, so that Khvarenah, the divine Fortune, left him and the days of his glory were ended. In the Pahlavi texts and Persian epic it is said that “Jam” sinned through arrogance, claiming that he himself was God.\(^{55}\) Presumably this is the legend alluded to in both Yt.19 (his claim being the “lie” spoken of there) and the Gāthās—Yima having perhaps instituted a sacrifice to himself, as if he were indeed divine. This story of his fall from grace (for which there is no Indian parallel) was presumably evolved by priests of the ethical Ahuric cult to account in moral terms for death coming to Yima; for according to the version of the legend in the Shāhānma Jamšēd died because he thus erred. Despite this development of his story Yima, Khšaēta, as Jamšēd, remains the greatest hero of Iranian tradition, the ideal of kingly power.

\(^{47}\) See above, p. 64.

\(^{48}\) On the title khšaēta see above, p. 69 n. 311.

\(^{49}\) On this aspect of Yima see in detail E. Arisman, ARW XXV, 1917, 380-4. It emerges from the later Vedas and the Brāhmaṇas rather than the Rigveda (on whose concept of Yima as mild king of the blessed in Paradise see further below). Arisman appears right when he argues (ARW XXVI, 1928, 259, 312-4) that it is the later texts which in fact preserve the older concept of Yima, which persisted (and persists) despite the more hopeful myth of the Rigveda.

\(^{50}\) See Arisman, ARW XXV, 382.

\(^{51}\) Ibid., 383 (citing the Kāthaka Upanisad).

\(^{52}\) See P. Thieme, Studien zur indischen, Wirtschafts u. Religionsgeschichte, 1970 n. 30. This region receives not only human souls but also those of duly sacrificed animals, see further in Ch. 4.

\(^{53}\) See further below.

\(^{54}\) The chief Avestan passages concerning Yima are Vd. 2; Y. 9.4.5; Yt. 5.2.5-6; 13.15-6; 17.28-31: 19.36-8. The Yima legend has been illuminatingly discussed by Lommel in the appendix to his Yāst S. 196-207, where he refers to interesting comparisons with Vedic material made byJ. Hertel, Hymnologia im Veda und Avesta, 1924, 23 ff. For references to earlier discussions see Gray, Foundations, 14 n. 1; Geiger, Analecta Iranica, 44-50; Christensen, Le premier homme, 12, passim. In recent years a good deal has been written (by S. Hartman, G. Widengren, R. C. Zahnker and others) on a supposed connection between, or even identification of, Yima and Mithra. This appears a wholly baseless hypothesis, originating largely in misunderstandings of Pahlavi and Persian texts. Against Zahnker’s arguments see in detail Duchesne-Guillemin, HJ VII, 1964, 200-2; against those of Hartman, Boyce, BSOAS XVII, 1955, 174-6, and see further below, p. 96 n. 75.

\(^{55}\) Y. 32.8. On this verse see Bartholomae, Air. Wb. 1866-7; Moll, Culte. 221 ff. It is, however, extremely obscure, and Humbach, Dīvikāha 1, 97, Lentz, A Locust’s Leg, Studies in honour of S. H. Tashjian, 1958, 312, translate in a way which contains no reference at all to either bull or sacrifice. Formerly, when it was generally thought that the blood sacrifice was absorbed by Zoroastrians, it was supposed that Yima’s sin lay in instituting or practising this rite; but this interpretation is no longer tenable. (On the Zoroastrian doctrine concerning animal sacrifice see below, Ch. 8.)

\(^{56}\) See notably Pahl. Ṛv. Idd. XXXI.1-10 (ed. Dhabhar, 101-2), where Jam is represented as having claimed that he had created all the seven creations, sky, water, earth, plants, animals and man, thereby speakling a lie. See also the Shāhānma, Tohrang ed., 1, 25-7, trancel. Warren, I 134.

\(^{57}\) On this see Lentz, art. cit.
and splendour, the “most glorious of mortals”. There are, moreover, traces in the Iranian tradition, as in the Indian one, of the dead king being regarded as lord of the departed in Paradise on high. Thus in the legend of the birth of Zoroaster it is said that the prophet’s spirit or fravashi, which had been dwelling with the Immortals, was led to the boundary of Paradise by Nairiyahsa, the divine messenger, and by Yima, from which it would appear that Yima was regarded as having his abode in Heaven, with authority there over souls. As for the evidently older belief that he ruled an underworld kingdom of the dead, it is possible, as we have seen, that the pagan Yima is to be identified with “the god who is supposed to dwell beneath the earth”, who was propitiated by the ancient Persians. (That the hero-king was known to them as well as to the Avestan people is proved by the occurrence of the proper names Yamakkä, Yamakšēddā at Persepolis.) This part of the ancient legend must have been impossible to reconcile with Zoroastrian doctrines, however, since in Zoroaster’s teachings this subterranean place had become identified with Hell, and its ruler was the malignant being who was hostile to Ahura Mazda. As such it could no longer be the abode of king Yima; and possibly for this reason a particular development of his legend took place in Iran, recorded only in the Vendidad. Here there is no reference to Yima’s sin and consequent death. Instead it is said that when he had reigned for 1000 years the gods came to an assembly with him and the best of the men whom he ruled; and they told him that winters were about to come upon the “bad corporeal world”, bringing cruel frosts and snow on mountain and plain. When the snow melted it would carry away stores of fodder, so that cattle would starve and it would be a wonder thereafter to see the footprint of a sheep. Yima was accordingly to build a var beneath the earth and to bring into it pairs of the best and finest men and women, and the best and finest animals, and the seeds of all the biggest and most fragrant plants, and also of the most edible and delicious ones. No people might enter there who had either physical or mental defects. The var was to be divided into three parts (which have been taken to represent the three divisions of Iranian society). Water flows there, and there is always pasture, green and never exhausted. This underground place has its own lights, which resemble the sun and moon and stars, and there a year passes as a day. To each couple a child is born every 40 years, and they live the happiest of lives under Yima’s rule.

The redemption in which the Vendidad survives is late (assigned usually to the Parthian period); and it is therefore perfectly possible that, as has been suggested, this part of the legend is also late, and shaped under foreign influence—that it owes its inspiration to Mesopotamian tradition of the great flood which afflicted the “bad corporeal world” (in itself a wholly Zendian conception). The shape and nature of Yima’s var have always been a puzzle; but if this structure derives from a floating ark, and has been awkwardly adapted to Iranian legend, much that is perplexing becomes less so. The flood itself appears to have been transformed into the sort of disaster conceivable on the Iranian plateau; and placing the var beneath the ground keeps this new version of Yima’s fate in accord with the ancient belief that he was lord of the underworld, where he welcomed the dead to “cattle pastures”, the Elysian fields of Iran. According to the Vendidad, however, Yima does not die, but becomes one of those great ones who pass living into the hereafter (the flood story requiring the survival of its hero). Like Arthur in Avalon, or Frederick Barbarossa in his mountain cave, the Iranian king is said to have withdrawn into a hidden place, where he exists tranquilly through the present sorry times. There is no suggestion, moreover, that other men on dying might find their way to Yima’s var, to which entry was possible but once, to escape the great disaster. The Vendidad legend appears thus to be an awkward adaptation of an alien tradition, at odds with both the other Iranian sources and the Indian ones. In time it came to be associated with the developed apocalyptic tradition, the opening of Yima’s var being one of the glorious events that will take place at the end of the eleventh millennium. The legend appears thus as a part of Zoroastrian scholastic learning, and it never entered, apparently, into popular tradition, for it is the old story of Yima’s sin and death which survives in the Book of Kings.

Although in the existing texts Yama/Yima is represented as the ruler,
not progenitor, of the human race, the Vedas know a consort for him, namely his twin sister Yami, by whom he has children. Her existence is not mentioned in the Avesta;21 but there is an Avestan common noun meaning (like Skt. yama) “twin”, and later forms of this word occur in Middle Iranian languages. The Pahlavi tradition records, moreover, a female Yimak, and it seems possible that she belongs to the old Indo-Iranian legend.22 However this may be, it seems inevitable that with priestly speculation about the origins of mankind Yima, the first ruler, should have been drawn into association with the first man.

In Indian tradition this is Manu, who, like Yama, is described as the son of Vivasvant, and who in some respects acts as the double of the legendary king.23 In Iran the name of Manu is preserved only in the compound proper name Manuščīthra “Of the race of Manu” (Yt.13.131), and in that of Menušag, who in the Pahlavi books appears as sister of Menuščīthra. These two are represented there as the descendants of Yima and Yimāg, who are themselves made the descendants, at seven removes, of Mašya and Mašyanag, the Iranian first man and his wife,24 but presumably the originally Iranian Mašya represented the same concept as the Indian Manu (the two words meaning “mortal” and “man”, respectively). According to Iranian legend Mašya and his wife came into the world from a plant, a rhubarb stalk that grew and divided and developed into separate human beings.25 These two, in the Zoroastrian form of the legend, first revered Ahura Mazdā, but were then seduced by the daevas and gave them honour instead.26 Because of this sin it was fifty years before
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21 It has been suggested that in Y.30.3 the dual yā yima “the twins” should in fact be taken as referring specifically to Yima and his sister, see Lentz, ar. cit., 132-3; but this interpretation appears rather forced. Against it see Gershevitch, JNES XXIII, 1964, 32-3.
22 See Geiger, Amula Sprachwissenschaft, 52. The Pahlavi passages are brought together by Christensen, Le premier homme II, 21 ff.
23 See, e.g., Bergaigne, La religion védique, I 88; Oldenberg, Rel. 281; Koichi, Rel. and phil. 112-3, 279.
24 This sole occurrence of the name Manuščīthra in the Avesta is with the adjective Airyavā. It was interpreted by Bartholomae, Air. Wb. 1173, as that of a Zoroastrian believer, but by Darmesteter (ZA II, 549 n. 279) and others as that of the ancient legendary figure. The fravashi of Thraetoana is reverenced in the same verse, (although with others intervening), and that of Yima in the preceding one. On Airyava see Bartholomae, Air. Wb. 199, Nyberg, Rel., 257-8, 293; Christensen, Études sur le zoroastrisme de la Perse antique, Copenhagen 1925, 23.
25 On the variant forms of their names see Christensen, Le premier homme, I, 9-10. It is one of the Pahlavi forms (“māh”, written as māh/meh) which has been confused by some with “Mīr”, wild deductions being drawn from this (see above, p. 93 n. 54). Virtually all the texts relating to this first human pair have been brought together by Christensen, Le premier homme I, 13 ff.
26 Ghd. XIV, 6-10 (BTA, 127-9).
28 But Ahura Mazdā then intervened, and they bore other twin children through whom the world became populated. The fact that the name Yima seems to have meant “twin” suggests variations here on an ancient legend concerning the origins of man.
29 Further, the rhubarb plant from which Mašya and Mašyanag grew is said in the Pahlavi books to have sprung from the seed of Gayōmard, Av. Gayō. maratān, “Mortal Life”. He too is a mythical First Man, who is probably to be identified with the Vedic Mārtand “Mortal Seed”, and therefore must also be regarded as of Indo-Iranian origin. In the Avesta and Pahlavi tradition he is regularly associated with the Uniquely-created Bull, and both appear to belong to the sphere of priestly cosmogonic speculation. They will be considered together therefore in a later chapter.
30 As we have seen, the Vedas and Avesta agree about the name of Yama/Yima’s father (illogically though it may be for a “first man” to have one). They also concur on his activity, for in Indian tradition Vivasvant is the first sacrificer. One term for the place of sacrifice is accordingly the “place of Vivasvant”, and the name Vivasvant can be used honorifically for the priest who officiates there. In Iran Vīvahvant was the first mortal to press the haoma. In reward for this the god Haoma granted him the boon of an illustrious son, Yima. (To this day, Zoroastrian women pray to Hūm if they desire sons who will be famous.) According to Y.9 the second mortal to press haoma was Athwa, to whom therefore was born the mighty Thraetoana; and the third was Thrita, who begot two sons, Urbakhshaya, a law-giver, and Karōšaspa, one of the greatest of Avestan heroes. With these names it seems that we pass from the world of myth into that of heroic saga; but there are a number of problems involved here also. Thus the name of the third haoma-presser, Thrita, means with suspicious aptness the “Third One”. Of him, “the most beneficent of the Sámas” (Y.9.11), we are told that he was the first and greatest of healers.
in the Zoroastrian observance it is he who, as King Frédéon (Faridān), is turned to for help, through religious services, prayers and amulets, to keep away or cure sickness.

The suspicion that Thraētaona and Thrīta were originally in some way closely associated (if not identical) is strengthened by the fact that the Vedas know a Thrīta Aptya, a mythical sacrifice who was the first to prepare soma. Despite phonetic difficulties it has been suggested that Aptya and Athwa are stem from a common original, namely an Indo-Iranian *Aptas, which yielded Av. Ṭhavāya by normal development, whereas Vedic Āptāyās appears to have been influenced by popular etymologizing, through which the name came to be associated with āp- “water.” It is undeniable that a great feat performed by Thraētaona Athwa is strikingly similar to one achieved by Thrīta Aptya. The Iranian hero fights the dragon Aži Dāhāka, serpent-bodied, three-headed and six-eyed. The Indian Thrīta overcomes the dragon Viśvarūpa, who likewise is serpent-bodied, three-headed and six-eyed. There is this difference, that Aži Dāhāka, like all other Iranian monsters, is a terrestrial beast which ravages this earth, whereas Viśvarūpa is conceived as a celestial one; but it seems that in Vedic tradition Thrīta’s deed became associated with Indra’s slaying of Viśva, having possibly even provided the heroic prototype for this later myth, and then become contaminating by it. In India Thrīta himself appears as a god, and the meaning of his name is emphasized by the evolution of two other Aptyas, Ekaṭa and Dvīta (the First and Second). Popular etymology having connected the “family” name with “water”, the trio were held to have sprung from Agni’s spittle. They follow Indra, as Brahmanīs follow a king, and take upon themselves the sin of killing the dragon, a sin which is washed away from them at each sacrifice with the pouring out of water. They are claimed as divine ancestors by the historical clan of the Āptyas; and opinion among Vedic scholars is divided as to whether the original Thrīta Aptya was a god from whom a priestly family chose to claim descent, or a mortal hero, whom reverence by his descendants elevated to the dignity of a divine being. The Iranian tradition undoubtedly supports the latter interpretation, for there Thrīta and Thraētaona are alike regarded as human beings, and it is not a divine Thraētaona who is invoked for help but his soul, his frašā, regarded as existing after his death here on earth.

In the Vedas there is mention once (RV 1.158.5) of a Thrātao, who appears obscurely, in a context which does not suggest any connection with the Avestan Thraētaona. On the basis of the existing data one can hardly hope, therefore, to reach certain conclusions; but the following interpretation of the Iranian evidence seems possible, and can be harmonised with the Vedic material on the assumption that there were secondary developments and assimilations in India. In the remote past there existed two great men of the house of *Āptas, one famous as a warrior, the other as a physician. The traditions concerning them became blended and confused, and ultimately in Iran only Thraētaona was widely celebrated, as warrior and physician (a double role already attributed to him in Y.13.132), whereas in India it was Thrīta alone who remained prominent. In Y.9, in the enumeration of haoma-sacrificers, the fact that Thrīta’s name means “third” (or is a homonym of the word for “third”) evidently led to his being separated from his kinsman Thraētaona and assigned the place of the third presser of haoma, namely Sāma, progenitor of Karsaspa. The link between Karsaspa and Thrīta exists only here. Elsewhere the former is known not as a son of Thrīta but as a descendant of Sāma, being famed throughout Iran as Sāma Karsaspa, Sāman

90 See Barthold, Aretchara Forschungen I, 2 ft.; I. F., 180; Gerschwitz, Studia, A. Fuglsang Oubria II, 105-6. The identity of the names was earlier insisted upon by Spiegel. Aretchara Periodō, 257, and has been widely accepted by Iranists.
91 Whether the proper name Thrīta/Thrīta originally meant “Third” or was merely interpreted as having this meaning because it was a homonym of the ordinal number has been much discussed; see Römer, op. cit., xxv-xvii. In Zoroastrian tradition other Thrītas are known: a Thrīta, son of Sāvyōrti (Yt. 5.72, 13.113); and a Thrīta (Pahlavi Sirt) who was a warrior at the time of Viśvāspera’s ancestor, Kavi Uso, and met his death from the hit(ai)-viśvāsa, as we have seen above. (His story is given more fully by Christesen, V. Khamaydā, 76-80. He is possibly to be identified with the warrior “Sirt of the Viśvāsa” whose frašūl, according to the Dīndar (ed. Sunjana, Vol. XIV, VII.5-2-11, Mund, 60, 17 f., see West, SBE XLVII, 77-80), was released from heaven and, coming to Viśvāspera, bestowed a marvelous chariot on him. A thought much akin to that of the Dīndar (and especially to the Dīndar) is to be found in the story of Kavi Uso as told in the seven-thousand son, which, if true, would make it the less likely that the name originally meant “The Third.”

92 See Hüllebrandt, Vd. Mythologie, 210. On Thrīta as the source of the sin committed (or otherwise committed by them on Thrīta, who lets it go on to humans) see Radh, Deipher as ev mir, 149-50.
93 This appears the common view among Vedic scholars. Römer regarded Thrīta as a divine being connected with water and soma; Macdonell saw in him a god of lightning, Bloomfield the scapegoat of the gods, whereas Grenda (Red. Indiens 1, 58) considers him an ancient divinity of Insha-type, who became largely overshadowed by the greater god. In general not much attention has been paid to the Iranian evidence in reaching any of these conclusions.
95 This explanation was first proposed by Geiger, Aramis Saptas, 78-9.
Karšap. According to this interpretation Thrita and Thraētaona, brothers, were both mortal men.

The existence of the Vedic parallels shows that the *Ātpas must have lived in the Indo-Iranian period, presumably, that is, some time before at least the second millennium B.C.; and it is small wonder that with the passage of so many centuries they should have become almost (or, in India, entirely) superhuman figures,44 and their deeds wholly marvellous. Thraētaona is celebrated in Iran not only for a miraculous gift of healing, but also for performing two fabulous feats. One is the defeat of Aži Dahāka, whom, however, he did not slay but fettered, to live captive until the end of the world, when he will break free for the last great battle. (Whether this is an ancient feature of the story, to be linked with Norse and other myths of the bound monster and the end of the world, or a late development of Zoroastrian eschatology, is discussed in another chapter.)45

The other stupendous feat attributed to Thraētaona relates to one Pāurva, the “wise steersman”, whom he flung into the air so fiercely that he sped across the sky for three days and nights, until Aradvi heard his prayer and rescued him, seeing him by the arms and bringing him safely down to earth, there to fulfill his vow of making 1000 libations to her at the river Raqha (Yt.15.56-5). The fact that the goddess succoured him suggests that Pāurva was not a wicked person, so this wonderful tale is probably an epic exaggeration of an incident in an actual fight between two warriors of old. (Minstrel-poets in general were reasonably chivalrous, and not given to blackening unduly a hero’s mortal foes.46)

There is no indication from external sources as to when the other great Avestan hero, Karšaspa, lived—no Indian parallels to assign him to remote antiquity, no link with any person known to history to set him in a later age. The facts, however, that many more stories are told of him than of Thraētaona, and that as well as accomplishing marvellous feats he is also celebrated in ordinary combat, suggest that he lived considerably later than the Āthychas;47 and it has been suggested that the Gudha, the tribute of the river Raqha at which he in his turn sacrificed (Yt.15.27), should be identified as a tribute of the Jaxartes (the Sir-darya).48 (Earlier the name Raqha had presumably been used by the nomad Iranians for some other river; and Markwart suggested49 that the Raqha at which the older Pāurva made his thank-offerings to Aradvi may have been the Volga.) Karšaspa offered sacrifice also by Lake Pīšnā (Yt.15.37), which tradition identifies with a lake near Kabul;100 and the pairīrka who followed him is said to have been associated with Vāhradhra, which is thought to be an ancient name for Gandhāra.101 From the Jaxartes to Gandhāra (around modern Peshawar and Jalalabad) is a very considerable distance; but Karšaspa’s legend seems to have wandered among the Iranians of the north-east (as did, for instance, tales of Gothic Eormenric and Ostrogothic Theodorici among the peoples of northern Europe), and to have acquired various local associations there. It is noteworthy that according to the Vendidad (I.17) the ancient Thraētaona (whose actual home was presumably in the Inner Asian steppes) was born in Varana, which has been identified with Skt. Varṇa, modern Buner;102 and later Rustam, a Sakta hero,104 became associated with places all over Iran. Such local connections must necessarily be regarded as historically valueless. Karšaspa’s own standing epithet in the Avesta is naire. manah “of many mind, valiant”, and in later tradition this partly replaced his proper name, so that in the Persian epic he appears both in a minor role as Karšap or Garšap,105 and more prominently as Narimān son of Sām, who is represented (with the interweaving of diverse traditions found in the Book of Kings) as father of Zāl and grandfather of Rustam.106 Naturally neither of these two Sakta heroes appears in the Avesta, and it was

44 The genealogy provided for Thraētaona in GBd. XXXV.8 (BTA, 293-5) has, as West remarked (SEV V, 132 n. 8), a highly artificial appearance and seems devised simply to link him and his father through a suitable number of generations with Vima in the Zoroastrian “history” of the world.

45 See p. 302, below. The antiquity of the Scandinavian doctrine of the end of the world itself remains doubtful, see, e.g. Chadwick, Celt of Ólöf, 13.

46 Thus in the yailas (in passages probably representing indirectly a heroic tradition) the warrior-foes of the “Aryas” themselves petition the gods; and although their petitions are necessarily rejected, they still receive the same sort of complimentary epithets as the Aryan heroes, e.g. the “valiant son of Vāyu” — Yt. 5.57. (On the special case of the Tsirīya Firūnas in see farther below.)

47 On the legend of Karšaspa as it is preserved in the Avesta, and in Pahlavi and

48 See Darmesteter, ZA II, 376 n. 49.100

49 Vd. 191. S. Lévi, JA, 1925, 65-9 (endorsed by Bailey, BSOAS X, 1942. 91 n. 1), proposed a connection between this place-name and that of the yakṣa of Gandhāra, Vajrīkha. (Nyberg, in accordance with his theory that Vāyu was once a supreme god, interpreted Vahhrdara, improbably, as deriving from *Vayu-khara “Made by Vāyu”, see his Religion, 317.)

50 See H. M. Chadwick, The Heroic Age, Cambridge 1952, Ch. III.

51 See Henning, BSOAS XII, 1947. 22-3.

52 See Th. Nöldeke, Das irnische Nationaltheos, 10-11; Christensen, Les Kayanides, 136-46.

53 On the chronological placement of Karšap in the later tradition (which varies with different texts) see Christensen, op. cit., 104.

54 See Nöldeke, loc. cit., Christensen, Les Kayanides, 129 ff.
evidently the artificial link with them which led to associations in later times of Karšāsp Nārīmān with Seistan (Sakastan) in south-eastern Iran.\footnote{For the Pahlavi and later references see E. Herrfeld. AMI, IV, 1931/2, 115 n. 1. Nyberg, followed by Wikander and Widengren, sought to establish an ancient connection between Karšāsp and Seistan, while localising his legend nevertheless on the Jaxartes and in Gandhāra. See also G. Cord, Ricerche storiche sul Sistan antico, Rome 1967.} This same link is found in the independent (but largely derivative) epic poem, the Garšāsp Nāma.\footnote{Ed. Habib Yaghmai, Garšāspnāma, Tehran 1937/1939. Translated by H. Massy, Le livre de Garšāsp, Paris 1951. In this poem Sām and Nārimān appear as the kinmen of Garšāsp.} According to legend, preserved in allusions in various passages of the Avesta,\footnote{Y. 9-10-11; Yt. 5:37-9; 13:16-17; 15:7-28; 19:14-24.} the curly-haired Karšāsp was mighty in strength and armed with a great club or mace, succeeded in laying hold of the Khvārōnah or Fortune as it left Yima of old. Like Thraētana, he was helped in various exploits by the goddess Ardāvī Srārā and by Vayu.\footnote{Much has been made by Nyberg and his pupils of this connection between Vayu and Karšāsp, although such a link is by no means particular to Karšāsp, who moreover himself seeks boon also of Ardāvī (as was long ago pointed out, in a reasoned criticism of Nyberg’s theory, by Christensen, Le premier chapitre du Vd., 50-1). Wikander developed further a theory (see his Die arischen Mutterkinder, Lund 1938) that Karšāsp was the hero of wild bands of youths, and characterised him as fierce and brutal given to orgies and “banner-bearing”, against the gentle Thraētana. There is nothing in the texts to support such a differentiation. Wikander postulated moreover a “Vayu-Karšāsp circle” and a “Nithra-Thraētana circle” (see his Vayu, 177). This appears to be a fiction, as does the attempt by Dumézil (Le probleme des Conteurs, 74 ff., cited by Wikander, Vayu, 164-5) to see in Thraētana and Karšāsp two “New Year” heroes who each killed a “New Year” dragon. There is no connection between dragon-killing and the New Year in Iranian tradition. See further in Vol. II, and the appendix to Vol. IV.} Some of these exploits appear to be the feats of a great warrior achieved against his peers. Thus he slew the nine sons of Pathanya, the sons of Nivika and Dāşavā, and Varašva Dānayana and Pitacona, who was befriended by patiriks,\footnote{Y. 15:28; 19:41. See Darmesteter, ZA II, 586 n. 19; Bartholomeau, Air. Wb. 1389, s.v. varātshāyī.} and the valiant Arāzšāman, strong and wise;\footnote{Y. 19.42.} and he avenged the death of his brother Urvākšāya upon his slayer, Hitāspa of the golden crown, whom he dragged behind his chariot.\footnote{Yd. 1-10.} Other of his chronicled exploits were against fabulous creatures. Several of the monsters already mentioned—Gendarawā, the horrid-haired Snāvidhka, the bird Kamak—met their deaths at Karšāsp’s hand. His most famous encounters, however, were with the horned dragon, Srūvara, whom eventually he slew. Once he came upon this monster as it slept; and taking its vast green flank for the earth itself, he left it at a forest fire and fell asleep.\footnote{The heat awoke the dragon, which rushed away, overturning the pot into the fire. Karšāsp, affrighted, leapt clear; but he incurred thereby a sin, for the fire which he had kindled had been polluted, and according to tradition the god Ātar remained implacable towards him, until at long last Zoroaster himself, with Gāus Urvan, pleased on his behalf and he was allowed to enter Paradise. (Gāus Urvan was concerned because the warrior-huntsmen would have dedicated to him the animal whose flesh was in the pot.) Other wrongful acts seem to have been attributed to Karšāsp, such as association with the paimhā khnāthis, and (anachronistically) hostility to the Zoroastrian religion. Nevertheless this old warrior of pagan times remained one of the great heroes of Zoroastrian tradition. According to one legend, he is among those who never died, but is sleeping still; and at the end of the world he will awake to slay Aži Dohakā as the monster breaks loose from the fetters with which Thraētana bound it. Yet according to the story concerning his sin against fire, Karšāsp died and his spirit passed a long age in the Zoroastrian limbo, exiled from Paradise. These two Zoroastrian developments of his legend perhaps belonged to different localities, and survive without being reconciled.} Fighting dragons appears to have been among the feats which an Iranian hero was expected to

\footnote{For references see Darmesteter, ZA II, 626 n. 58.}
perform, a dragon has its part even in the legend of Haosyaŋga, Hāŋgaŋ of the Persian epic, who seems essentially a "culture hero" rather than a warrior, one celebrated for discovering the arts and crafts needed by civilized man. Haosyaŋga has the epithet of Parādhāta, thought to mean the "first appointed", appointed, that is, to rule over the world. In the yaṣṭīs he is represented as praying to be allowed to rule all lands and all beings in them, and to destroy certain demons, "for the protection and governance of creation." In the version of his story which appears in the Book of Kings he civilised the world, teaching men how to mine and work minerals, to irrigate and sow and reap; and one day he encountered a fire-breathing dragon with eyes like pools of blood, and boldly hurled a stone at it, driving it off. The stone struck a rock and produced fire for the benefit of mankind.

Another culture hero is Takhma Urupi (Tahmūras of later tradition), who too in the Avesta seeks power over demons and men, and specifically the boon that he may ride the arch-friend (in Zoroastrian tradition Angra Mainyu) as his horse from end to end of the earth. In the Book of Kings he also is represented as teaching mankind useful knowledge, such as how to tame certain of the wild birds and beasts, how to shear their newly-gathered flocks and to spin the wool for clothing. In the epic he is represented as the son of Hāŋgaŋ, and these two, with Gayō.marātan, Yima and Thraeataena (Gayōmard, Jamšid and Farētdōn), Manuš.Čithra (Manuščehr) and one or two lesser figures, form the legendary "dynasty" of the Parādhātas or Pāzdādians. (It is interesting to note that, in contradistinction to Vedic tradition, not one of these beings is treated as a god.) It has been suggested that similarities in the stories of Haosyaŋga and Takhma Urupi may be due to these two being originally the culture heroes of different Iranian tribes. In the Farvarīd Yašt, 143-4, five divisions are recognised among the Iranians, namely the Aiyra (a term which the Avestan people appear to use of themselves), Tūrīya, Sairīm, Sāmīn and Dāhī. The eponymous founders of the second and third groups figure with "Aiyra" in the Pahlavi tradition as Ėrē (older "Aiyraēča,

128 A dragon appears even in the Pahlavi romance describing largely fictitious deeds of the founder of the Saanian dynasty, see Kārasmaq i Ardašīr i Pāpāhān, ed. D. P. Sanjana, Chi. VI ff. On dragon-killing as a motif in Iranian legend and generally see Benveniste-Renon, Vīra et Vṛtrāṅga, 184 ff.
129 YI. 5:21-2; 9:3-4; 10:7-8; 11:21-5.
134 On these peoples see, e.g., Christensen, Études sur le zoroastrisme de la Perse antique, 15-17; Syseberg, Rel., 240 ff.; Frey, Heritag, 40 ff.

135 See Christensen, op. cit., 24-5.
136 Treated in detail by Christensen in Les Kayanides.
138 See Chadwick, The Heroic Age, Ch. XVII. It is said, however, in one Pahlavi text that Kārašāpa and Haosyaŋga will accept the Good Religion when they come back to help mankind at the end of the world (see Pahlavi. Rev. Dv. XLVIII.4 & 51, ed. Dhabhar, 148, 149).
139 YI. 11-7; YI. 5:41-2; 9:18, 22; 19:36-64, 77, 82, 93.
amplified from the later tradition\textsuperscript{134} one learns that Frāgrasyan was the foe of Kavi Usān, the third of the line. After quarrelling with his father, Usān’s son Śyāvāršan took refuge with Frāgrasyan and married one of his daughters. Subsequently Frāgrasyan’s brother Kāravasāvzdza accused Śyāvāršan of treachery and he was put to death.\textsuperscript{135} Frāgrasyan also slew the “wicked Zāinigu”, apparently a foe of the Aryan; and for a time the royal Khwarñān dwelt with him (Yt. 19, 93), evidently because he established his power, briefly at least, over the Aryan themselves. Eventually, however, Śyāvāršan’s son Hāsravah, having reached manhood, avenged his father by slaying both Frāgrasyan and Kāravasāvzdza (Yt. 9, 21; 19, 77), and he re-established the rule of the kavīs, the Khwarñān passing now to him. This act of vengeance is only one among the feats of Hāsravah which are celebrated in the Avesta and tradition,\textsuperscript{136} but the greatness of this particular triumph is suggested by the fact that in order to achieve it he is said to have received physical help from Hāoma (Yt. 11, 7; Yt. 9, 18). This and the rescue of Pāurva by Arādvī Sūrā are the only instances in the Avesta of physical intervention by divine beings, so common in Greek heroic stories. The tale of help from Hāoma may originally in the pagan version have been a way of saying that Hāsravah roused his fighting fury for the great combat with draughts of haoma, as Indian warriors did theirs with soma, for Frāgrasyan was clearly the most formidable of foes. In what must be one of the oldest parts of the Avesta the Tūrīyan king is celebrated as having prodigious strength.\textsuperscript{137} He is said, moreover, to have possessed a fortress all of iron, built by him beneath the earth\textsuperscript{138} (presumably a poetic description of some impregnable stronghold). Since it is Kavīyā poets who tell of Frāgrasyan and his deeds, he naturally appears; however, even in the oldest allusions, as less glorious than his opponents, although the Khwarñān is allowed to dwell with him; and in the developed Zoroastrian tradition, in which even the pagan kavīs are cast as upholders of the Good Religion, he is presented as an arch-villain, with the standing epithet of miṣrya “deceitful”, one who deliberately opposes, not merely the kavīs themselves, but all good works of Ahuva Mazād.\textsuperscript{139} He thus enters the ranks of the creatures of Angra Mainyu, like the various maleficient monsters of fable, and becomes virtually timeless, fighting in remote epochs against the legendary Piśāchāns, yet seeking also to seize the Khwarñān of Zoroaster himself (Yt. 19, 82); and in the Pahlavi Dinkard he is explicitly said to have become a dēv, for whom there is no hope of salvation.\textsuperscript{139} What one may assume to be the oldest layer of Avestan material shows clearly, however, that in fact the mighty warrior Frāgrasyan was a heroic figure, who flourished during the reign of Usān, the third of the kavīs, and perished in that of their grandson Hāsravah, Frāgrasyan’s daughter’s child.

Hostility between Tūrīya and Aryan is indicated also in the Farvardīn Yasht (vv. 37–8), where the fravashīs of the just are said to give aid in battle against the Dānus, who appear to be a sept or clan of the Tūrīya people; and in Yt. 5 (v. 73) three warriors, presumably Ahrīyak, ask Arādvī to help them overcome certain Tūrīyan Dānus. In these circumstances much has been made of the appearance of a Tūrīya, Fryāna by name, at the court of Kavi Vištāspa himself. He became a follower of Zoroaster’s and is mentioned with the praise in the Gāthās (Y. 46, 12). There are, however, many instances from comparable cultures of a man of rank taking service under a foreign prince of renown, sometimes even when hostility existed between his own people and his new lord.\textsuperscript{140} Among the ancient Iranians there is the instance of Śyāvāršan himself, seeking refuge with his father’s enemy Frāgrasyan, and making his life among the Tūrīyas. There is no need therefore to refine upon the appearance of a solitary Tūrīya noble at Vištāspa’s court.\textsuperscript{141} Two descendants of Fryāna are mentioned in the Younger Avesta. One, Yōštā, was celebrated for a famous feat, not, in this instance, victory in physical combat but in a contest of wits, in which he solved all the riddling questions put to him by the wicked Akhīya, a sorcerer seeking to gain power through his defeat. Yōštā is represented as achieving this victory by favour of Arādvī (Yt. 5, 82), who, as we have seen, was able as a divinity of water to bestow wisdom; and a Pahlavi text sets out the

\textsuperscript{134} For the Pahlavi and later material see Darmesteter, ZA I, 111 n. 19; II, 636 n. 114; Christensen, Les Kayamids, 61–9, 109–17.

\textsuperscript{135} These details are known only from the later tradition, but harmonize with the Avestan statements that Śyāvāršan met his death through treachery by Frāgrasyan (Yt. 9, 18, 21; 19, 77).

\textsuperscript{136} Yt. 19, 57, 58. Frāgrasyan shares the epithet atvarābād, “having prodigious strength”, with Kavi Usān (Yt. 5, 45).

\textsuperscript{137} Y. 11, 7, et pass., in the later tradition.

\textsuperscript{138} See especially Yt. 19, 58.

\textsuperscript{139} Dk. III, 110, 13 (cited by Casartelli, Philosophy, 135 n. 6).

\textsuperscript{140} See, e.g., Chadwick, The Heroic Age, 330, 350–1.

\textsuperscript{141} On this slight basis a remarkable edifice of theory was erected by Nyberg and added to by Wikander. This Fryāna of the Gāthās and Yōštā Fryāna (see below) are the only two men of this line identified in the Avesta (the Pahlavi tradition adds a third, see also below), and very little is known of either of them. But Nyberg arbitrarily assigned to their family or sept various other persons named by Zoroaster (Beil. 248 ff), seeing the Fryānas as the community among whom the prophet practised his “Religious politique” (ibid., p. 263). He located them upon the Jaxartes (p. 252), and named Arādvī as their especial goddess (p. 261), with Korišāpa as their great hero (pp. 300, 307). They are held early to have adopted Yavu as their supreme god (p. 309), and according to Wikander (Yavu, pāsūn) there can be found in Yt. 15 traces of a “Fryāna” dialect as well as a “Fryāna” religion. All this belongs to the realm of fantasy.
details of the encounter.\footnote{Published by M. Haug and E. W. West as Appendix I to The Book of Arda Viraf, Bombay and London, 1872, 205-66. On riddle literature in general, as a widespread oral genre, see Chadwick, Growth of Literature III, 834 ff.} His fravǎši is honoured in the \textit{Farvardin Yalti} v.120; and in the same verse Ašā āhār, yahmai ūsta is reverenced, who according to Pahlavi tradition was also a Fryāna.\footnote{\textit{Dādestān i dānīg}, Pars. 89.3, see West, SBE XVIII, 256 n. 3.} His name, meaning "To whom righteousness according to desire", stems from Zoroaster’s own words (Y.43.1).

The heroic material in the Avestan yašt appears to derive from the traditions of different Iranian peoples over many generations; and it is only possible tentatively to distinguish historical fact and accurate genealogies from poetic fiction and fable. Personal names are probably reliable, but place names appear of doubtful value, since they often seem to have wandered with the wandering peoples or to have been newly associated with ancient stories. In the mass of material which has descended from pagan times there are seemingly preserved both secular and priestly traditions, transmitted by minstrel poets as well as by religious schools; and there are elements also of popular superstition and dread, in the tales of demons and witches and fearsome beasts. These intermingle with the stories of valour, which show also the power of the gods to grant men’s prayers and succour them in distress. All this provided a rich inheritance for the Zoroastrian priests of later times, when they came to develop a history of the world in accordance with the prophet’s great vision of it as a place continually divided between the warring forces of good and evil; and hence something of the content of pagan Iranian literature and tradition came to be preserved in the Zoroastrian holy books.

\footnote{1 The conclusions reached by Oldenberg in this section of his study of Vedic religion were to a large extent adopted and developed, with valuable additional data, by F. Arman, "Tod und Unterwelt im vedischen Glauben", I, ARW XXV, 1927, 339-87, II, XXVI, 1928, 187-249, \textit{for further bibliography.}}

\footnote{2 See, e.g., Herodotus I.140; II.62; IV.71; VII.117; Arrian, \textit{Anabasis} VI.59.5. The account in Herodotus VIII.24 of how after Thermopylae Xerxes had all but a thousand of the slain from his army buried in trenches, in order to conceal the true numbers of his dead, has of course no general significance. After the slaughter of the citizens of Kerman by Afghan invaders in the 18th century the Zoroastrians there were obliged by the sheer number of corpses to bury their dead, and this \textit{dakhma}, an enclosed mound of earth, can still be seen. Doubt is fairly generally felt about the words attributed by Xenophon (\textit{Cyropaedia} VIII.235) to Cyrus the Younger, whom he represents as agnostic about the future existence of the soul, asking that his body should be restored to the earth so that he might become part of her, she being the "benefactor of mankind". With regard to the canard by Onesicritus (recorded by Strabo, XL.11.3) that down to the time of Alexander the inhabitants of Bactria disposed of their dying simply by flaying them to dogs in the streets see Henning, \textit{Zoroaster}, 23-4; W. W. Tarn, \textit{The Greeks in Bactria and India}, Cambridge, 1938, 115-6. In general on what is known of ancient Persian funeral customs see A. Rapp, \textit{ZDMG} XIX, 1869, 13; XX, 52-6; K. A. Inostratzew, "On the Ancient Iranian burial customs...", \textit{transl.} by L. Bogdashov, \textit{JCOI} 3, 1923, 1-28; L. H. Gray, \textit{ERE} IV, 595.}\footnote{3 See K. Hoffmann, \textit{KZ} LXXIX, 1955, 238.}
ing to propitiate on her own account the god who is said to dwell beneath the earth." As for ancient India, in the Śatapatha Brāhmana (XIII.8.1. 20) it is said: "The (world of the) Fathers [i.e. the departed ancestors] is truly the world of the plants. To the roots of the plants they (the Fathers) go." In the Indian texts the paths that the gods traverse, the devayāna, which unite earth with heaven, are often distinguished from the "deep paths" which the Fathers take, the pitrīyāna. The latter are said in a number of passages to be "downward" ways, leading to a world below.

Yet in the Vedas the place of the dead which is chiefly spoken of is on high, in the sky; and it is widely held that the Indian funereal rite of burning the body developed in harmony with this later doctrine, the spirit (it was thought) being released to fly upward with the flames. It ascended to the third heaven, there to dwell with Varuṇa and Yama in a state of bliss, enjoying sun and light, soma, milk and honey, songs and melody and the joys of love. Such happiness could be experienced by a disembodied spirit was plainly inconceivable; and the Vedic Indians held that the physical body, its flesh destroyed by fire, was recreated and raised up, to be united again with the soul in Paradise. For this reason the bones were carefully collected from the funeral pyre, and any that were missing were symbolically replaced so that nothing should be lacking for this resurrection, which (it seems) was thought of as taking place soon after the soul's ascent. The characteristic funerary practice of North India in the Iron Age has been shown to be post-cremation burial in urns or pits.

The rite of cremation is barely attested among the Iranians (and in one of the two instances recorded it is represented as an act of deliberate desecration); but as far as beliefs are concerned, traces in the Avesta suggest that the Aryan Iranians shared the Vedic hope of a future life in Paradise, full of light and happiness and physical delights. In a fragment of the Ḥaḍōkhšt Naṣa which describes the arrival of the soul in Paradise it is stated that it is there offered spring butter to eat—the most delicious, evidently, of pastoral foods, and in Yasna 16.7 it is said: "We worship the sun-seeking abodes of aša, in which dwell the souls of the dead... the Best Existence (i.e. Paradise) of the followers of aša... (which is) light and affording all comforts". In the Vedas the sacrificers of horses, that is, the highly meritorious, are said to dwell near the sun, whose brightness makes this a place of the highest reward; and in both literatures there is emphasis on the light and radiance of Paradise, in contrast (presumably) to the "blind darkness" of the subterranean kingdom of the dead.

These similarities between Indian and Iranian belief make it appear that hope of such salvation on high was conceived already in the Indo-Iranian period, when presumably priestly ponderings on the immortality and blessedness of the heavenly gods prompted longings for a better lot in the hereafter for men also. It is possible therefore that an aristocratic funeral custom attested among the Iranians in antiquity was also connected with this belief. This is the costly rite whereby the body was embalmed and laid in a tomb-chamber, either free-standing on a stone plinth, like Cyrus' tomb at Pasargad, or cut in living rock, like those of the succeeding Achaemenians, or resting on the ground and covered with a great of the Egyptian king Amasis by having it burnt. "This was truly an impious command to give" (he comments) "for the Persians hold fire to be a god... and say it is wrong to desecrate a god with a human corpse." The only other recorded instance of cremation among Iranians in historic times within Iran itself is that of a young Chianite prince in the fourth century A.C.; his body was burnt and the bones were collected and carried back to his homeland to be buried (Aemenianus Marcellinus, XIX.2.1). The Soviet scholar A. M. Manilov has excavated at Tschikar and other sites in Tajikistan the remains of cremated bodies which he is inclined to associate with inroads by a new nomadic people, possibly the Chionites, at that time; see Frunkin, Soviet Archaeology in Central Asia, 70.

10 Widengren, Rel. Iran., 134, argued that the early Achaemenians did not believe in a resurrection of the body, basing this opinion on the words attributed to Perses (Herodotus, III.62) when he avowed to Cambyses that he had slain his brother Smerdis: "With my own hands I buried him. If of truth the dead can leave their graves, expect Astartes the Mode to rise and fight against you; but if the course of nature be the same as formerly, then be sure no ill will ever come upon you from this quarter." But this need be no more than a strong aversion to the fact of death. Corpses do not rise up again in this world, which was all that immediately concerned Perses and his questioner.

11 On this passage see Moulton, E.Z., 57. Sacrifices to a god of the dead to prolong the sacrificer's own life are well known from other lands. Cf., e.g., the story in the Yāngīna Saga, 29, that Aun, king of Sweden, sacrificed to Othin one of his own sons every tenth year, thus obtaining ninety additional years of life (see Chadwick, Cult of Othin, 4).

12 See Thomsen, Studier over idhe, Worthunde, 57; Keith, Rel. and phil. II, 424-2. For various other traces in the Vedas of the idea of the dead dwelling in the earth, either actually at the place of burial or in an underworld, see Keith, ibid., 410-15.

13 See Oldenberg, Rel., 546-7; Arman, art. cit. I, 339-43; Keith, op. cit., 411. See Oldenberg, Rel., 549; Arman, art. cit. I, 339-44. A similar development appears to have taken place, e.g., in Scand-inavia in antiquity, for when the conception of an afterlife in Valhalla replaced that of one spent by the spirit in its grave-ground, the cremation replaced the old practice of bone-burial. See Chadwick, Cult of Othin, 57-61.


15 See Oldenberg, Rel., 529-30; Keith, Rel. and phil. II, 405-6; Arman, art. cit. I, 309-47; Gordon, Rel. Indiens I, 130.


17 Herodotus III.16, where Cambyses is said to have disdained the embalmed body
mound of stones and earth, like those of the Saka princes. Even in the last instance the earth did not press upon the body, but space was left around and above it in the chamber; and possibly the custom of preserving the body and entombing it like this was linked with the hope that both spirit and flesh would in due course ascend to immortality above. Yet as late as the fifth century B.C. Herodotus records Persian practices which show that belief in an underworld kingdom of the dead persisted. We have already met Amenirdis' sacrifice through burial alive of chosen victims; and with it Herodotus records another such sacrifice of youths and maidens, observing "Burying alive is a Persian custom". From these instances it would appear that priests and nobles, while hoping for heaven for themselves, still believed in a general after-life beneath the earth, and were prepared on occasion to propitiate the ancient lord of darkness by sending him other humans to people his realm, whose bodies were laid in earth as the nearest gateway to his abode. This evidence of dual beliefs accords with the deduction made by Vedic scholars that originally, and for countless generations, the Indian restricted hope of Paradise to the leading members of their community, to princes and warriors and priests—to those, that is, who had the means or knowledge necessary to win the favour of the gods. Presumably therefore, when Amenirdis sacrificed the "children of distinguished Persians" rather than foreign captives or commoners, she was making a choice offering to the god of the underworld, the more surely to buy her own salvation. In the case of natural death a distinction appears between the funeral rites of noble and commoner, which was perhaps not solely dictated by a difference in means. Thus the impressive funerary chambers of Saka princes are associated with many humbler burials set directly within the earth.

Archaeologists have found that the rite of cremation was practised in the late Bronze Age by bearers of the Andronovo culture in Central Asia, who may possibly have been Indian peoples on their slow way south.19

17 For the literary references see above, p. 199 n. 2. On the Scythian tombs see E. H. Minns, Scythians and Greeks, Cambridge 1913, 85-8; M. Rotovtseff, Iranians and Greeks in South Russia, Oxford 1932, 44 ff.; and on the burial mounds of Saka princesses on the ll between the 7th and 4th centuries B.C., with references, K. Jettmar, East and West, n.s. XVII, 1967, 64-5 (who gives a detailed account of the elaborate structure of the tombs).

18 VII. 144.

19 One may compare the distinction apparently recognised of old by the Scythianians: "Othin possess the nobles who fall in battle, but Thor has the race of serfs." See Chadwick, Cult of Odin, 27.

20 See e.g., Frankin, Archaeology in Soviet Central Asia, 68-9, with references to the work of Mandelshtam at Tuikhar (14th-13th centuries B.C.).

21 See, e.g., Frankin, Archaeology in Soviet Central Asia, 68-9, with references to the work of Mandelshtam at Tuikhar (14th-13th centuries B.C.).

22 Immense burial grounds have, however, been discovered there from the same time and in association with the same culture, which perhaps belonged to Iranian peoples; and on the Iranian plateau a "vast cemetery" is known associated with the presumed Iranian occupation of Tepe Sialk. It seems, therefore, that burial was still the ordinary funerary practice of the Iranians when they invaded their new home; and that whereas among the Indians this rite yielded to cremation followed by interment of the bones, in Iran it was replaced more gradually by exposure, similarly followed by interment of the skeletal remains. There appears to be no evidence for this latter practice before the first millennium B.C.; and it is earliest attested in Central Asia itself, and in Eastern Iran. It has been suggested that it may indeed have evolved in Central Asia, which was a region particularly favourable to it, with its dry air and stretches of desert between oasis settlements; and it is possible that it developed, like the Indian rite of cremation, in connection with belief in an after-life in heaven, an ascent to Paradise above. For different though the two observances are, both seem linked with a common desire to release the soul swiftly and allow it to mount upwards, free from the body, instead of being shut down with the corpse beneath the earth. Still today those Zoroastrians who wear the rite of exposure think of it in terms of the body lying in sunlight instead of being thrust into darkness under the soil. Special stress is laid on the need for the "life-giving" sun to shine upon it: 24 and the


24 See G. B. Thompson, Foulée de Sialk près de Assab, Paris 1938-9; and briefly in his Iran, London 1962, 77-83.

25 From Achashenian times (e.g. at Kalaly-Gyr) and onwards the rite is well attested in Central Asia, see, with references, Frankin, Archaeology in Soviet Central Asia, 22, 92 (Kalaly-Gyr), 96, 99-103, 113, 123, 131. Post-cremation burials in cairns and stone enclosures from an early date were found by Aurel Stein in Baluchistan, see his account in Memoirs of the Archæological Survey of India 43, Calcutta 1931, 77-82. Down to the present century the Iron Age kilns of Afghanistan dispersed their dead by exposing them in wooden coffins on mountain tops (see Chr. Larsen, Indiskt Alterhumele 3, 2nd ed., Leipzig 1964, 520; cited by Schöbel, Erf Erf, 104); but it seems likely that this is a local derivative of Zoroastrian observance. It has been suggested that exposure should be regarded as a characteristic nomad rite, and parallels of a sort have been adduced from among the Turks of Central and N.E. Asia, as well as from Mongolia and Tibet (see, with references, Joannommet, JOCF 9, 1923, 9-11); but none of these parallels is pre-Zoroastrian, and the nomadic Scythians do not appear to have practised any such observance. (On Greek reports of Bactrian customs see above, p. 199 n. 2. Those attributed to the Massagetae are also post-Zoroastrian, as well as being particular in character.)


27 See Vd. 5.14.5.7-4.5.4; and the Pahlavi gos in Vd. 3.4 (Darmesteter, 2d ed., 16 n. 15) where it is lamented that men should be tormented "beneath the ground, not being beheld by the sun"—for this (spirit?) which has been in the sun's beholding has greater hope of Paradise) "(var zajin, ni h Nudekhild nigirten... 5 in 5 ad Nudekhild nigirten in bud, siedamurtar.) In the Pahl. Rtv. of Adufarzōgh, CXVII (BFA, Bombay 1959, text, 1 17-13; transl., 11 140) it is assumed that the purpose of digging up a dead body would be to expose it to the sun. For a purely practical explanation of the need for this exposure see
fundamental pagan concept was probably that the sun drew the released soul upward into the sky—the Iranians' veneration of fire being too great, evidently, to allow them to make a fire-path for the ascending spirit, as their Indian cousins did. Hence comes, presumably, the Zoroastrian usage whereby no corpse is ever carried to the place of exposure between sunset and sunrise—although formerly, when beasts of prey helped to devour the dead, the hours of darkness might otherwise have seemed as practical as those of day. Both peoples had, however, to reconcile this hope of an immediate ascent of the spirit with the evidently older doctrine that it lingered on the earth for three days after death, before departing downward to the underground kingdom of the dead. There seems little chance that a sufficiently firm chronology will ever be established for it to be known whether exposure was practised in Central Asia before Zoroaster's day; but the likelihood appears to be that the prophet, with the courage to innovate given him by his revelation, either evolved this rite or fostered it in connection with his own doctrines, because of the eschatological hope which it represented. Funerary customs are notoriously hard to change, however, even with a change of beliefs; and even in the aristocratic Rigveda there are still references to the rite of inhumation. One funeral hymn survives, for instance, in which a warrior is said to be laid in the ground, which is besought to cover him "as a mother wraps her skirt around her child" *(RV 10.18.11).*87 In pagan Iran too some nobles may have preferred simple interment to embalming or exposure, as being the custom of their forefathers, or because they preferred their spirits to remain close to their descendants on this familiar earth, rather than being released to ascend to an unknown heaven.88

As for entry into heaven, it is said in the Rigveda that Paradise is a place "where they sit who have done good" *(RV 10.17.4).*89 But it seems likely that by this was meant those who had been punitious in religious observance, the generous sacrificers, the open-handed givers of largesse, rather than those distinguished by ethical attainment. Nevertheless, the doctrine that a place in Paradise had to be earned must have carried the corollary that any other destination was for the less deserving; and scholars have accordingly been exercised as to whether a belief in Hell can be found already in the Rigveda.90 Oldenberg was inclined to interpret the few problematic passages which exist as justifying such an interpretation,91 and Konow, agreeing, linked the supposed doctrine with the evolution of the ethical Asuric religion of the Indo-Iranians.92 The place of retribution was, he suggested, thought of as one into which the Lords of heaven cast sinners, as earthly kings cast malefactors into jail. Jails hardly form part of a nomad tradition, however; and although such a doctrine can be clearly established for later times, no certain evidence for it can be found in the Rigveda. For the earliest period in India there seem to have been only the two beliefs, one in a joyful existence in Paradise above, the other in a shadowy, joyless one beneath the earth. It is the latter, Arbman suggests,93 which was called "death" by the Vedic Indian, who wished it, along with all other evils, in maledictions upon his foe; and it was from this "death" that he himself sought to escape, by due observances, sacrifices and prayers. Indeed it is thought that many of the Vedic rituals (like a number of Zoroastrian ones still today94) were performed with the hope of thereby obtaining "immortality", that is, a happy hereafter in the kingdom of heaven, instead of death or meregrey continuity, which was the evil thing, the *pābman*, that was dreaded by the bravest of men.95 Similarly in the ancient Iranian *Yasna Haptaŋhāiti* the worshippers seek ardently for "life (gaya-) and corporeality (ametātā-) in both worlds" *(Y 41.3)*, longed for by implication to escape the underworld kingdom of insubstantial "death".96 Yet plainly "the more people accustomed themselves to making entry into heaven dependant on certain... qualifications and to seeing in it a reward for the good behaviour of men upon earth, the

---

87 On this hymn see W. Cahand, *Die altindischen Todten- und Bestattungsbräuche, Amsterdam 1896*, 164; Geldner, *Der Rigveda übersetzt*, II, 152. On the very slight archaeological evidence (more deductive than circumstantial) for inhumation in Rigvedic times see S. Piggott, *Prehistoric India*, 286-7.

88 Among the pagan Scandinavians the rite of cremation, once introduced, was not universally adopted or maintained, certain Danish kings, for example, reverting to hoven-burial, apparently in order to remain in death among their people, see Chadwick, *Cult of Odin*, 37-51.

89 See Oldenberg, *Rel.*, 536.

90 See Arbman, *art. cit.*, I, 342-5.


92 *Die Inden*, 541.


95 See Arbman, *art. cit.*, I, 378, 384. The question of "immortality" is however complicated, since *ametātāv*, though often thus rendered, is literally "not dying", and can also be used for long life on earth, or continuance through descendants here. See Rodhe, *op. cit.*, 81 ff.

96 Cf. *Y* 41.5: 40-2; 41.2, 6 (all passages concerned with the two worlds—this one and Paradise on high).
more they also became inclined to see in the descent into the kingdom of the dead a consequence of past sins. This by no means signifies that the concept of the kingdom of the dead was simply replaced by that of Hell. Rather the two ideas lived on side by side and independently. Thus the later Vedic literature ... knows well both a general kingdom of the dead and also a hell [37]—a hell which was often conceived as an especial part of the underworld. A parallel development, on a strictly ethical pattern, can be seen in Zoroaster's own teachings concerning the hereafter, according to which there were three abodes, Heaven, Hell and a shadowy between-place for the morally indifferent, whose inhabitants knew neither joy nor pain, but merely existence.

Once hope had developed of a happy life in sunlit heaven, the negative kingdom of the dead must have come to seem more dreadful in itself, even without the presence of torments. It is probable, moreover, that ancient imaginings early created a number of ghostly terrors that made the way there more the fearsome. There seems to have been a common old belief in some dangerous crossing-place, possibly of an underground lake or river, [39] and associated with this there was apparently a myth of a pair of "four-eyed" dogs by whom the spirit must pass to reach even the drear haven of the kingdom of the dead. In India these hounds were associated with Yama, [40] who, as we have seen, was regarded there as lord of the underworld, and indeed as Death itself. This concept of him continued (and continues) in popular belief in India and among Buddhists, [41] but in the literary and aristocratic Rigveda Yama appears more often as a mild king of the blessed, dwelling with Varuna in the third heaven, playing upon a flute beneath a fig-tree. Evidently the development of belief in an after-life in Paradise had led to his translation from his ancient subterranean kingdom to heaven above. "Too closely linked with the ' Fathers' to be excluded from their company, he was elevated to be the king of Paradise." [42] The "four-eyed" dogs, Yama's messengers, which had lurked, Cerberus-like, on the dark ways of death now became guardians of the Vedic Paradise of Light. In Iran too Yima is sometimes found in

Paradise on high, [43] and there the place of the dogs is at the Činvatů Foroṭu. [44] This name means (it seems) "the crossing of the Separator", Foroṭu can denote crossings of various kinds, [45] and it is possible that in the remote past this term was used of a ford or ferry-place over underground waters, and that it was with the development of belief in Paradise on high that it became a bridge over an abyss, of which one end rested on the highest peak of earth, the other on the road to heaven. [46] Paradise itself (to judge from the Vedas) was thought of as ruled over by the Asuras/Ahruras; and there can be no doubt that it was to their "kingdom" that those souls were held to go who were āstavanjīvan, that is, who had acted and worshipped in accordance with āstava during their lives: "The man who behaves according to the law . . . established, and worships . . . in proper style in accord with āstva, becomes happy while living, and āstavan when dead." [47]

What complicates matters further for the study of Iranian beliefs about the hereafter is the use of two distinct terms for the departed spirit which, although they often appear as synonyms in the later Zoroastrian scriptures, seem in origin to have been in a measure distinct. Both are of doubtful etymology. One, uvaran, was used generally for the spirits of dead men and animals. [48] Thus in the arachit Yasa Haptaḥaiti the worshippers reverence "our souls and (those) of domestic animals which nourish us" (ahmaṅh . . . uvaran pasakānačā yāti nā jīviṣāti) (Y.39.1). The divinity which is the sum of the souls of sacrificed animals is called Gāz Urvan, "The Soul of the Bull". Originally, it seems, animal souls which had been consecrated were held, like those of men, to make their way downward into the hereafter, [49] to graze the shadowy pastures of "Yima of the good herds". Presumably, therefore, uvaran originally meant the disembodied spirit which went to dwell beneath the earth. The other term is frauasti, deriving from an Old Iranian *fravarit. Both the literal meaning of this word, and the significance of the concept, have been matter for prolonged

[38] Cf. the later Greek concept of places of punishment within Hades.
[42] Ibid., II, 223.
[43] See above, p. 94.
[45] This point is made by Nyberg, Rel., 185.
[46] Or possibly the Foroṭu was originally a bridge over underground waters. Cf. the Norse myth of a bridge leading to the home of the dead, Chadwick apud Mouton, Ez. 165; and for further parallels Söderblom, RHR XXXIX, 1912, 242 n. 6; Modi, CC, 79, n. 2.
[48] Thieme has abandoned his tentative association of uvaran with uvaran or "plant" in the light of the remarks of M. Mayhoffer, Studien zur indogerm. Grundsprache, Arbeiten aus dem Institut für altger. und vergl. Sprachwissenschaft, Graz, 4, Vienna 1932, 53 (a reference to the kindness of Professor Thieme himself).
discussion. Formally its obvious derivation is from fra and a verbal root var, with the abstract suffix -ti creating a feminine noun. Unfortunately there is a wealth of roots var, with a wide range of meanings. Lommel, who favoured var "choose", thought that the word was coined by Zoroaster himself, and that it signified that part in man which was capable of moral choice. The term does not in fact occur in the Gathas, but he considered it possible that it was a synonym for another problematic word, Gatha dañã (variably rendered as "conscience", "soul" or "self"). Most scholars, however, stress the absence of any reference to the fravisis by Zoroaster, and see in it therefore a primitive amoral concept which was ignored by the prophet. Such an interpretation was developed by R. Söderblom in his admirable monograph on the subject. He suggested that the original concept, dating back to a remote antiquity, had been of a terrestrial continuation of more or less the whole person surviving invisibly, a being of some menace, to be propitiated with offerings and called placatingly *fracvari* "protector" (from the base var "cover, enclose"), as a euphemism to designate the dangerous and powerful dead. This interpretation was broadly endorsed by Moulton, who, however, decided the word tentatively from the base var "make pregnant", and connected the concept with the fravisis' care for birth. "Ancestor-spirits" (he observed) "in a very early stage of human society are believed to be actually responsible for the pregnancy of women... it seems, therefore, at least possible that their name may have been at first a special cult-title of the ancestor-spirits as the powers that continue the race". By either of these interpretations the Iranian fravisis would be closely parallel to the Indian pitara, but also (it would seem) virtually indistinguishable from the urvan. A more convincing interpretation therefore appears to be that proposed by H. W. Bailey, who suggested that originally the word *fracvari* might have been used for the departed spirit of a hero, a possessor of *ṣṭiti* "valour". If this is so, then it must be supposed that among the warlike Iranians these once existed a hero-cult, in which those who had been strong and powerful in their lives were worshipped by their descendants as still being potent to help and protect them. The fravisis appears to have been conceived as a winged and warlike being, female, like the Valkyries, and an inhabitant of the air rather than one dwelling beneath the ground, who was swift to fly to the help of those of its kinsmen who had satisfied it with prayers and offerings. Probably, though, there were resemblances from the earliest times in ritual and observances between a specialised fravisis-cult and the general cult of the urvan, and these must have helped beliefs about the two to blur and mingle. The development of the concept of a Paradise in the sky was presumably another factor leading to confusion. If the fravisis is in fact by origin a hero-spirit, one would expect it to be the fravisis who would be first thought of as dwelling with the gods, but it is actually the urvan who is chiefly associated with Paradise. Possibly an age-old belief in the fravisis as ever-present helpers and guardians prevented their being readily conceived as having a dwelling remoter than the surrounding air; and it may also have been difficult to reconcile the idea of these winged beings with the presumably later doctrine of a resurrection of the body. Even in the more recent texts of the Younger Avesta phrases occur which suggest that the fravisis were thought of as living here below, for example Y.23.3: "I summon to the sacrifice the fravisis of each just person, wherever it may be upon this earth . . . ."

The oldest Avestan mention of the fravisis is in Yasna Haptyâhâiti. Here, as we have seen, in one passage the worshippers revere their own souls (urvan), the urvan being, it seems, the possession of every man; but in another (Y.37.3) they honour Ahura Mazdâ himself together with "the fravisis of the just" (alsañam fravisis). What distinction existed at this stage between the two concepts there is no means of knowing. The long hymn to the fravisis, the Farvardín Yašt (Yt.13), appears to be in part very ancient, in part strongly Zoroastrian; and here the beliefs in fravisis and urvan seem both separate and yet partially fused. In the later Avesta, as in modern usage, the identification tends to be complete, and the formula occurs: "We worship the souls of the dead, which are the fravisis of the just" (iristanam urvano yazamaide yaalsañam fravisayô). Even in the case of such an evidently ancient concept as Gâûs Urvan, there occurs variously in late passages the alternative expression Gâûs Fravisis. In all Zoroastrian invocations of the fravisis they are addressed as alsavan. This epithet, as we have seen, had an especial significance in

---

56 For summaries of some of the numerous interpretations, with references, see Moulton, E.Z., 271 n. 1; Gray, Foundations, 77-9; G. Gropp, "Wiederholungsgesten im Jang-Avesta", Hamburg 1966, 37. For a bibliography on the fravisis in general see Moulton, E.Z., 256 n. 1.
57 See his introduction to Yt. 13 in Die Yást's, 114 ff. Similarly Corbin, Erman-Jahrbuch XX, 1951, 109.
59 E.Z., 170.
60 Zor. Probleme, 109.
61 See Söderblom, art. cit., 194.
62 Fravarîd is the Middle Persian (Pahlavi-I) plural of Old Persian *fracvari ~ Av. fravisis, which in later usage came to be pronounced farvardín.
63 E.g. Y. 26.7.
64 Y. 13.7; Yt. 13.86; cf. Sîrda 2.12; and see Söderblom, art. cit., 397. In Yt. 13.74 the souls (urvan) of the five categories are worshipped and then (it seems) their fravisis.
pagan times as indicating the blessed dead; and it may be old custom that the frausis were regularly so described, in courtesy and hope, by their descendants. It is, however, also possible that it became invariable usage after the ancient pagan cult was assimilated by Zoroaster to his own ethical teachings.

The original belief about the urvan, conceived as inhabiting the shadowy underworld, was plainly that it lived there hapless and deprived, dependent on its kinsmen and descendants for comfort and sustenance. Not for such ghosts the delicate foods or “wish cows” of Paradise; they must look to those living still on earth to satisfy their hunger and to clothe them. Offerings for this purpose had to be made ritually and at specified times, in order that they should reach the spirits through the barrier of matter; and so ancient and deep-engrained were the customs concerned that they survived the change of belief in the destiny of the departed, and to this day gifts of food and clothing are still made by Zoroastrian and Brahman alike for the benefit of souls in Paradise. This anomaly existed already in ancient times, for it is plain that both Vedic Indians and pagan Iranians believed that the blessed obtain “not only long life there by the gift of the mercy of the gods; they obtain the merit of ... the sacrifices which they have offered, and the gifts which they have given to the priest, and at the same time they are nourished by the piety of their relatives on earth, as they have nourished in their turn their forefathers”. The spirits thus enjoy offerings made directly to them in the present, in ritual manner, or given to priests on their behalf. If food, for example, is placed abundantly before priests, the soul in heaven benefits. Among the Iranians it is likewise held that food given ritually to a dog, who in a mysterious way represents the spirit world, will reach the departed soul.

The rites for the soul are especially numerous in the first year after death. During this time the spirit was called in India a preta, a “departed one”, and was thought of as not yet fully accepted into the community of the Fathers. Exactly the same belief persisted among Zoroastrians, namely that the newly-departed soul led at first a somewhat separate existence. The responsibility for performing the rites on its behalf devolved upon the dead man’s next-of-kin or heir, and he should maintain them for at least 30 years. These three decades may be regarded simply as the span of a generation, each son thus performing the rites for his father; but it is a striking fact, pointed out long ago by A. Kaegi, that many Indian and Iranian rituals concerning the dead occur in triplicate or in multiples of three. Comparing these practices with similar ones among the Greeks and other Indo-European peoples, he argued for their great antiquity, “the religious feeling of antiquity ... being most deeply expressed and richly developed in catholic ministrations”, and the immense conservatism generally of the Indians and Iranians, and the similarity of their traditions in these matters, makes it virtually certain that living observances are still essentially those of ancient days. Among the Zoroastrians the initial rituals, which are many and prolonged, last for three days, during which the soul is thought to remain near the place of death or disposal of the body. At this time the family fasts (or now, since the Zoroastrians disapprove of fasting, abstains from flesh), and in pagan days undoubtedly gave themselves up to demonstrations of grief. On the third night three religious offices are said for the soul, during which a complete suit of clothing is consecrated for its use. On the third day an animal sacrifice is offered on behalf of the soul and the fat offering from it is given to fire on the fourth day at sunrise, when the soul is drawn up with the sun’s rays to make the journey to its new abode. Offerings are consecrated for it daily during the first 30 days, after which a second blood sacrifice takes place; and then offerings are made every 30th day (or month by month) until the end of the first year (formerly 360 days). Then another solemn ritual is performed with a third animal sacrifice, and offerings again of food and clothing. This concludes the observances of the first year. After that there is an annual ceremony with consecration of food-offerings year by year upon the day of death, for the thirty stipulated years.

The above are evidently the old essential rituals, since they were in the

---

67 Ibid., 50.
68 With regard to the wherabouts of the soul during this time, the Zoroastrian authorities differ as to whether this was at the place of death, or the dakhma, or the nearest sacred fire. On the Zoroastrian rituals see Kaegi, art. cit., 57 ff.; Modir, CC, 72-82, 202-4; A. V. W. Jackson, Persia Fast and Priest, 387-90; Söderblom, ERE IV, 502-4. On the Indian ones see Kaegi, ibid., 57-7; W. Caland, Allgemeiner Ahnenerkentl, Leiden 1893.
69 Wild demonstrations of grief among the Achaemenian Persians and other Iranians are nevertheless sometimes described by the Greek historians, see, e.g., Herodotus IX.54.
70 See Modir, CC, 81; Jackson, op. cit., 395 with n. 1.
71 Nowadays it is Parsi practice, which is being adopted also by the Irani Zoroastrians, to offer sandalwood to a sacred fire at dawn on the fourth day, instead of this ancient form of ḫahr, on which see further in Ch. 6.
main observed by Brahman and Zoroastrian alike; but naturally they have often been elaborated in the case of an exalted person. Thus Arrian relates that a horse-sacrifice was made every month at the tomb of Cyrus the Great— the sacrifice which according to the Vedas ensured the spirit a place near the sun. This observance, he states, was instituted in the reign of Cyrus' son Cambyses, and maintained continually by the same family of priests until the conquest by Alexander, a period of some 200 years. In modern times the annual ceremony for the soul of a great man has sometimes likewise been maintained over a long period. The most notable instance is that of the great Parsi priest, Dastur Merherji Rana, who died in the late 16th century A.C., for his anniversary ceremony is still performed by his lineal descendants in Navsari. The whole Zoroastrian community still keeps the annual observance for the soul of Zoroaster himself, which has thus been maintained over a span of perhaps three thousand years. The general practice, however, is that after a period of thirty years the departed soul receives only its share of the offerings and rites which are dedicated to "all souls", that is, to the company of the fravahis of the righteous, known in Middle Iranian as ardâd fravah or ardâd fravah.

Each year in ancient Iran a great festival was held which was dedicated to all the fravahis. This was known by the still-unnamed name of Hamaspamahgādāya, and took place (like the festival of the dead in various other lands) on the last night of the year. During the Sasanian

70 Anahita VI, 29, 7.
71 Fravah (later reduced to frâhr, frâhār) is a Middle Iranian dialect form of Av. fravah. Of fravarti, Ardâd Fravar has sometimes been treated by Western scholars as a yatang, a divine being representing all the departed souls of the righteous; but Göbl Urgwan represents all the departed souls of various animals (see, e.g., J. and Th. Bünauch, Studien auf dem Gebiete der griechischen und der arischen Sprachen, Leipzig 1888, 112, 437, Gray, Foundations, 137); but the Zoroastrian liturgies show that this is a misconception. Every religious service has its introduction or dīdēt, composed in Middle Persian, which contains its dedication in anticipation of the Avestan dedication uttered in the course of the ceremony itself; and wherever an act of worship is declared in Avestan to be alosing fravali-nam of the fravahis of the just, then according to the Middle Persian it belongs to ardâd fravah. More strikingly still, where the Av. formula contains the words vispaṭi amla fravah, the MP equivalent is vispaṭa ardâd fravah of all the righteous fravahis. The MP dedication for services solemnized on Farvardin Rōz, the day devoted to all the fravahis, is likewise to ardâd fravah. In the MP translation of the yasna (the phrase alosing fravali-nam) is similarly rendered by ardâd fravah. According to Zādoṣāpam X.3 (ed. BTA, 61-63), transl. West, SBE XLVII, 145, and XVI.3), the female divinities Spandarm and Ardvish were sent down to earth to guard the infant Zoroaster, together with ardâd fravard, that is, the fravahis of the righteous; West's comment, loc. cit. n. 2, that those three names represent "three female spirits" is slightly misleading.

72 None of the earlier attempts at analysing this word have met with general acceptance, see Bartholomae, Av. W. 1776. Herzfeld's subsequent attempt to link it with Av. sūḍhā "army" is also unconvincing.

73 For some parallels in other cultures see Moulton, EZ, 263.

period, because of confusions arising from calendar-changes, the observance was greatly extended and came to last to days. These days were named "the fravāši days", Rōzān Fravaragān; and it is as Fravaragān or Farvardagān that the festival is now best known. Apart from this alteration in duration and name, the Iranian feast of All Souls appears to have changed hardly at all down the centuries. Yl.13.49-52 describes it in the following words: "We worship the good, mighty, bounteous fravāšis of the just, who hasten to (their) homes at the time of Hamaspamahgādāya, then they wander here for the *whole night, wanting to experience this help: 'Who will praise us, who worship, who sing, who bless (us)? Who will acknowledge (us) with hands holding meat and clothing, with asa-attaining worship? The name of which of us will here be praised, the soul of which of us will be worshipped, to which of us will that gift be given, whereby there shall be for him [i.e. the giver] inexhaustible food for ever and ever?' Then whichever man worships them then ... him they bless, contented ... In that house there shall be troops of cattle and men, there shall be a fleet horse and strong *chariot, there shall be a *steadfast, eloquent man, who will worship us again with hands holding meat and clothing, with asa-attaining worship'. The festival is described in the following terms in a late Zoroastrian text: "All the fravāšis (then) come down on this earth and they all go back to their own (former) abodes ... Hence it is necessary for men that (during) these ... days they should put fragrant perfumes on the fire and should praise the souls, and perform the myasq and a浉lādēn and recite the Avesta so that those souls may be in comfort, joy and delight, and may confer blessings. And ... during those ... days they should not engage themselves in any other thing except in doing duties and good works, so that the souls may go back to their places with delight and pronounce benedictions." Further the historian Al-Birdini wrote of the Zoroastrian festival as follows: "During this time people put food in the halls of the dead and drink on the roofs of the houses, believing that the spirits of their dead ... come out from the places of their reward or their punishment, that they go to the dishes laid out for them, imbibe their strength and suck their taste. They fumigate their houses with juniper that the dead may enjoy its smell. The spirits of the pious men dwell among their families, children and relations, and occupy

75 On these lines see ibid., 521-2.
76 Saidar Bumbāxīm LII, 80, Dabhar, 125, transl. Dabhar, Rizayati, 542-3. On the festival as observed among the Parseis see Modi, CC, 437-50.
themselves with their affairs, although invisible to them”. Still today, in both the Parsi and Irani communities, houses are meticulously cleaned and made ready for the annual coming of the spirits, ritual offerings of food and clothing are laid out in an especially pure place, and a lamp is lit there to welcome them, which burns throughout the hours of darkness during the whole festival. The presence of the spirits is strongly felt by the living, and a sense of happiness and family piety informs the festival, with hardly any touch of that ancient dread associated with contact with the other world. Nevertheless Mithra, the great warrior and protector, was especially invoked, before the frausis themselves, in the night-offices of the festival; and there is a rite practised still in Iran at the end of the feast to bid the spirits farewell, which seems to have about it an ancient element of exorcism. At the first faint light of dawn on New Year’s Day a fire is lit on every roof and Avesta is chanted. As daylight grows stronger, it is believed, the frausis steadily withdraw until by the time the sun rises they have departed utterly. Nowadays they are thought to ascend, rising up through the air to their heavenly home; but presumably in remote, pagan antiquity they were held to retire again, before the sun’s rays reached them, into the kingdom of shadows beneath the earth. That the frausis are in general associated with the hours of darkness, like spirits of the dead the world over, is shown by the fact that Hamaspatha Mazda says originally to have been a festival of the night. Moreover, in every twenty-four-hour day one watch is dedicated to the frausis, namely Aiwisrithra, the time between sunset and midnight. There is something a little baneful about this period, for the powers of evil seem felt to be gathering strength during it, before the forces of good rally to smite them during Uush, the watch from midnight to dawn, which for Zoroastrians is under the protection of Sraosa. It is forbidden in their usage to solemnise any of the high rituals in Aiwisrithra, or even to make preparations for them. It is made ready, or water drawn, or milk procured, these things must be done in the daylight hours, or under the protection of Sraosa, but not while the frausis are abroad.

It was natural that darkness should have been dreaded, and that there should have been fear also of the spirits which inhabited it. In the Vedas one finds this fear more marked than among the Zoroastrians, as presumably it was also in pagan Iran; but, as has been pointed out, although there was constant anxiety lest injury come from the dead, this was due not to direct fear of the spirits of the dead, but rather to fear of death itself. “The dead has not a hostile nature, but the thing which has affected him is to be feared.” Men cared for their forefathers, and supposed them eager to aid them. It is only when they are not duly worshipped that the departed may be dangerous to their descendants; and even then it is suggested (in the Zoroastrian tradition at least) that their reaction is less anger at neglect of themselves than grief that, not having been honoured, they are then powerless to help their descendants. The same appears broadly true of the Vedic approach to the pilaras; and yet banning formulas occur explicitly in Indian rituals. Thus at the monthly ritual for departed souls, after the food-offerings have been made the following words are uttered: “Depart, ye Fathers... on your ancient deep paths, but return a month later to our house to eat the offering, with wealth in offspring, in heroes”.

It is in the spirit of this ancient formula, which both bids the spirits go and yet invokes their blessing, that at the end of their festival of All Souls (Mukti or Farvardigah) Parsis today still sometimes utter the words “Old people and new children” (junahn doslah ane navanh chokahn), thus expressing the hope that the next year it will be only the “old” souls who return, there having been no more deaths, but that new children will have been born to the house. It is natural that the departed should be thought of as concerned to continue the family, for it is through the birth of descendants that offerings and rites will be maintained on their behalf. Hence it is said of the frausis: “It is by their splendour and glory that females conceive children... give birth easily, have a wealth of children” (Yt.13.15); and still today among Zoroastrians the frausis are especially invoked at the time of marriage. Allowing them care for the survival of the family is linked with regarding the frausis as protective spirits.

78 See Nirangestān, ed. D. P. Sanjana, fol. 53 V I f., transl. S. J. Bulsara, Nirangestān and Nirangostān, 115 with n. 3.
79 Lommel, Die Yηy’s, 106; saw a possible element of exorcism in the use of sweet-smelling substances placed on the fire (as reported by Biruni); but it is in fact general practice in all Zoroastrian ceremonies to create fragrance to delight the divine beings and spirits. See, e.g. Moston, Ef., 285; Modi, CC. 301-2.
80 See Boyce, art. cit., 519. The custom is now maintained only in villages.
81 See Y. 1.6 et passim.
82 On the Zoroastrian divisions of the 24 hours see Ch. 19, below.
in general, who help their descendants to live and thrive. "Then when the waters flow out from the sea Vouruksi, then the mighty fravashi of the just advance, many, many hundreds, many, many thousands, many, many tens of thousands, seeking each to obtain water for her own family, for her own village, for her own tribe, for her own country" (Yt.13.65). And each, gaining the life-giving water, drives it away before her in rainclouds, saying: "May our land flourish and grow" (Yt.13.68).88

Yet even when the fravas is thus portrayed as cherishing and protective, what may be assumed to be their primary heroic role is not wholly eclipsed. Their striving to obtain water, each for her own people, is described in the following terms: "They fight our battles (each) in her own place and abode, where (each) had a place and dwelling to inherit, even as a mighty chariot-warrior should fight, having girt on his sword-belt, for his well-gotten treasure" (Yt.13.67).88 Further it is said: "Then when a powerful ruler of the land is threatened from before hostile foes, he calls on them, the powerful fravas of the just. They shall come to him to help, if they are not angered by him...; they are made to fly down to him like well-winged birds. They serve him as weapon and arms... so that, on account of this, not a well-drawn dagger, not a well-swung mace, not a well-strung arrow, not a well-darted spear or hurled stone shall reach its mark" (Yt.13.69-72). The fravas are "to be invoked in victories, invoked in battles" (Yt.13.23); and in the Zoroastrian tradition of Angra Mainyu's assault upon the world the fravas of the just are said to have been drawn up to withstand his attack upon the sky as warriors with spear in hand, like guards over a fortress.90

The fravas thus help in war, and they give aid also in peace. They are "givers of... a boon to the eager, of health to the sick, givers of good fortune to him who invokes them, worshipping, satisfying, bringing offerings" (Yt.13.24). In fact, like the Indian ātāras, the fravas receive reverence and supplication in very much the same way as the gods themselves, and are held to have the same capacity to answer prayers and bestow boons. It seems probable that protective powers, perhaps early attributed to the heroic departed, were magnified with the development of the doctrine that blessed souls might hope to dwell with the gods them-

88 It is evidently because of this link between the fravas is and the life-giving water that a number of verses from the hymn to Arodvī Sērā (Yt. 5) have been attracted to their cult, and form part of the beginning of Yt. 13.
89 Lommel, in attributing the original concept of the fravas is to Zoroaster, explained such primitive-seeming passages as later accretions (Die Yavānī. 108).
90 Gbd. VI a.3 (transl. BTD. 70).

This leads us to the vexed question of the history of the belief that the fravas is not only lives after the death of a person on earth, but has had a pre-existence as a spirit before that person was born—that it is in fact as immortal as the gods. As a group the fravas is are represented as present at the creation of the world; and in the Zoroastrian version of their hymn Ahura Mazda declares that it was by their splendour and glory that he set in order the creations of sky and water, earth and plants, cattle and men (Yt.13.1-17). "If the mighty fravas of the just had not given me help, there would not now have been cattle and men..." (Yt.13.12); and it is through them that the world is kept in growth and motion (Yt.13.14,16). The verses which describe these functions of the fravas is are in part heavily Zoroastrianized; yet there is good reason to think that the doctrine of the six creations is older than the prophet's teachings;92 and it is very probable that the fravas is were associated with it before his time. Some scholars have even held that "the idea of pre-existence... is a fundamental one in connexion with the Fravashis",93 but this seems a more doubtful proposition. As we have seen, the concept of the fravas is suggests the cult both of hero and ancestor, and it was presumably in a large measure the product of popular and family piety; whereas speculation about pre-existence and the creation of the world is much more likely to have evolved in priestly schools (for although his future fate may be of deep concern to the ordinary man, what has gone before this present life is little likely to engage his thoughts). The doctrine that the departed ancestors, at least of the great, had their dwelling with the gods appears to have developed in Indro-Iranian times, since it is common to the two peoples; but that of the six creations has no close parallel in Vedic India, and was probably the result of cosmogonic speculation by Iranian priests. It seems likely that there evolved along with this speculation the doctrine of the pre-existence of souls, who being now potentially godlike were held to share the immortality of the gods, stretching backward as well as forward in time; and since the fravas is were the mightiest members of the kingdom of the dead, this doctrine, it seems, came to be linked explicitly with them rather than with the ūruvan. Presumably then, since they were also the especial protectors of men, a part was attributed to them in shaping the world in which men were to dwell. According to this interpretation, belief in the
pre-existence of the fravâšis must be held to have evolved gradually during the pagan Iranian period, rather than being fundamental to their concept. 94

The developed doctrine came to be that each fravâši existed from the beginning of time in a spiritual (mênôg) state; that in due course it was born, clad in a physical body, into this world; and that after death it lived once more in a spiritual state, to be re-united again ultimately with its resurrected physical body. In both the second and third states the fravâši tended to be identified with the urvan, as these concepts merged. The question then was pondered as to which, in the present state of the world, was the most powerful, the unborn fravâši, or that of a living person, or that of a dead one? This again suggests the theorising of priestly schools rather than a point of any popular concern. The Zoroastrian answer was that the fravâšis of the great men of the faith, whether already dead or not yet born, were the most powerful, but that otherwise the fravâšis of the living were the strongest (Yt.13.17)—a doctrine which seems to reflect the profound universal instinct that it is better to be alive in the flesh in the present familiar world than to exist in any other state. In the Farvardin Yašt one finds the idea of possessing a fravâši apparently greatly extended, probably through the identification of fravâši with urvan. As we have seen, in the Yasna Haftâspâiti the souls, urvan, of useful animals are revered; but in Yt.13 (v.154) it is the fravâšis of these creatures which are invoked; and in this hymn even the gods themselves are held to have fravâšis, including (in the Zoroastrian redaction) Ahura Mazda and the Amesha Spentas (vv.80-6). Of this development Lömmel has justly observed: 95 “That a fravâši ... should be attributed to purely spiritual divine persons remains wholly incomprehensible to us. That would then have to signify, if anything, some sort of spiritual sublimation of the spiritual gods. And that is inconceivable. The suspicion is awakened that these, the highest beings, have been brought into the formula of invocation of the fravâšis mechanically, simply in order to set them at the head of the beings to be duly adored”. As he further points out, 96 a mounting tendency to seek to embrace everything within this formula led finally to the tautology that the fravâši of fravâšis came to be invoked (v.156). This was presumably a late development of priestly pedantry. 97

94 There are in fact some scholars who hold that it developed even later, within Zoroastrianism itself, see Söderblom, BHR XXXIX, 405
95 Die Yašt’s, 110. See also Corbin, Eratos Jahresbuch XX, 1951, 170-1; XXII, 1953, 102.
96 Die Yašt’s, 110 n. 1.
97 There is a curious statement in the Minj i Khvad (a text probably compiled in the 6th century A.C.), XLIX, 22 that the sameless and unnumbered stars represent the fravâšis of earthly beings (gêhâ-î); but this appears to be isolated and unreconciled with general doctrine.
CHAPTER FIVE
THE NATURE OF THE WORLD AND
ITS ORIGINS

There are many indications in the Avesta of the character of ancient Iranian beliefs about the nature of the world and its origins. Some of the most important occur in what appear to be oldest parts of the "great" yashts, and for this reason alone the ideas concerned can be attributed with fair certainty to the pagan period. They also agree in a number of respects with Vedic notions.1 In other points, however, they diverge from Indian concepts; and in general the Iranian theories show considerable systematisation, which suggests intensive thought and study in priestly schools. The results of this intellectual activity fortunately survive in unusual completeness and clarity in the Pahlavi work called Bundahišn or "Creation".2 This is a compilation concerned mainly with cosmogony and cosmology, which derives directly from lost parts of the Avesta itself together with their later commentary or zand. Its most ancient layers of material can usually be identified as such, since direct quotations from the Avesta are introduced by a standard formula, pad din gôwed "in the Religion he (i.e. Zoroaster) says";3 and this scriptural matter accords admirably with incidental allusions in the surviving Avestan texts themselves.

1 Indian ideas on cosmogony are set out in detail by W. Kiefer, Die Kosmographe der Indus nach den Quellen dargestellt, Bonn und Leipzig, 1920.
2 The text of this work was edited by T. D. Anklezarra, The Bundahišn, Bombay 1908, and transcribed and translated by B. T. Anklezarra, Zand-Ādāī, Iranian or Greater Bundahišn, Bombay 1936. References here are given, by chapter, paragraph and page-number, to this translation (which is accompanied by the folio numbers of TDA's edition). A facsimile of the text, from a better manuscript, was published in Tehran in 1911, as The Bundahišn, being a facsimile edition of the manuscript TD 1, Iranian Culture Foundation No. 88. The "Indian Bundahišn" is a shorter version of the same work, deriving from a different manuscript tradition. Its text was published with a German translation by F. Justi, Der Bundahiš, Leipzig 1868; and an English translation, with valuable notes, by E. W. West appeared in SBE V, 1901. Many of the passages cited below were transcribed and translated by Nyberg, "Questions de cosmogonie et de cosmologie mazdéennes", JA 1909, 103-310; 1911, 1-114; and by Zachner, Zoroa. A condensed account of the story of creation is given in Pahl. Rv. Dd. XLVI (ed. Dhabbar, 127-37, trans. H. K. Mirza, London thesis, 1940).
3 On this phrase see Henning, JRA 1942, 231 n. 8. He understood the "i.e." implied in göwed to be Ohrmazd himself; but the phrase so often introduces words or acts attributed to the Creator in the third person that it seems more probable that the speaker is regarded as Zoroaster, the prophet to whom God revealed all things, and who is held therefore to be the author of the whole Avesta.

The ancient theories about the nature of the world which are enshrined in the Bundahišn appear closely linked with Zoroaster's own doctrines, and indeed seem in a measure to have provided the basis for these. Yet since the prophet was himself so markedly and dominantly a moral thinker, inspired by his own immediate vision of the divine, there is a general probability that in matters concerning the physical world he accepted existing hypotheses rather than evolving theories of his own—that it was other thinkers before him who strove to understand the nature of creation, his own preoccupation being rather with its purpose. This probability is strengthened by the fact that the Zoroastrian version of the cosmogony shows certain anomalies, as if ancient amoral doctrines had been adapted by Zoroaster to convey his own wholly ethical interpretation of world history. The physical ideas underlying his doctrines may be safely presumed therefore to have existed already before his day, to be learnt by him in the zoolar schools in which he studied.

The ancient Iranian world-picture appears a coherent and orderly one, although there are abundant indications that formerly different theories about creation existed, from which an accepted doctrine was gradually evolved. According to the Bundahišn the cosmos was brought into being through a series of six creations—although to whose agency this was attributed in pagan times, or in what manner it was brought about, remains unknown. In the Avesta the verb used for the act of establishing the sky, waters and earth is vidāraya,4 which means "arrange, regulate" rather than "make"; and in the Vedas too a metaphor for building (rather than evolving) is often used of creation.5 In the Avesta the verbs tavars- and tas- are employed for animate things, and these have the sense of "shape by cutting, carve, fashion", so that in their case too it seems to be assumed that the raw material already existed. The presence in the Iranian pantheon of the divinity Gūš Tašan "Shaper of the Bull" suggests that in pagan times acts of creation were attributed to a number of gods, rather than there being one deity who was regarded as the creator. We have seen that the Iranian *Vouruna was regarded as a creator god; and in India Varuna is represented as having established heaven and earth, although the creation of different parts of the world is ascribed to diverse gods, Indra among them. Indeed in the Vedic hymns "certain great cosmic functions are predicated of nearly every leading deity individually. The action of supporting or establishing heaven is so generally attributed to

4 See, e.g., V. 13.2.4.5.
5 See A. A. Macdonell, Vedic Mythology, Strassburg 1899, 11.
them that in the Atharvaveda (19.32) it is even ascribed to a magical bunch of... grass".6

The first of the Iranian creations, according to established doctrine, was that of the "sky".7 This was conceived as an empty shell, perfectly round,8 and made of stone, which enclosed everything, passing beneath the earth as well as framing the space above it. The idea that the sky was made of stone appears to be Indo-European;9 and in Iranian languages the various words for "sky" (Av. asmān) originally meant simply "stone" or "stones".10 In Y.30.5 Zoroaster himself refers to the sky as being of "hardest stones" (khrādāstelīng asānā); and the tradition shows that this celestial substance was identified as rock-crystal11 (a hypothesis comparable with the Greek theory of the crystal spheres). This appears a reasonable scholastic essay in early physics, for the clear sky over Central Asia and Iran often seems to have the hardness and definition of crystal, as well as sharing its capacity to take on different and exquisite colours. Matters were complicated, however, by the fact that in the Iranian priestly schools rock-crystal came to be classified also as a "metal"—no doubt because of its brightness and because it, like precious metals, is won by quarrying veins within rock. The sky can therefore be said to be made of either stone or metal. In what appears to be a fundamentally old part of the Farvardin Yašt (Yl.13.2) it is described as being "in the form of bright metal" (ayāyāh kṣhrpa khaanēnāh); and both definitions are offered in the Pahlavi books. Thus in the Dādestān dāmig, Parsīn XC, the sky is said to have "visibly bright, being stone, of all stones the hardest and most beautiful";12 whereas in the Bundahšn it is described as "light, visible, very distant, of the substance of bright metal";13 and in a later passage of the same work it is declared that "the firmness of metal is from the sky, the true substance (bun gôhr) of the sky is metallic".14 This hard "sky" enclosing the world is compared in the Pahlavi texts to a storeroom containing all necessary things, and also frequently to a fortress that guards what is within it.15 Its protective nature is further indicated by a simile in Yl.13.2, where it is said to be "upon and around this earth just like a bird (upon) an egg".16

The second creation was that of water,17 which was thought of as filling the lower part of the globular "sky"; and the third that of earth. "And the water remained everywhere beneath this earth".18 The creation of earth is described as being in three stages,19 and perhaps Hertel was right when, comparing Indian and Iranian traditions, he suggested that the myth of Yima enlarging the earth derives from an older one of the gradual creation of land out of muddy water.20 The surface of the earth was conceived as having been originally a round plane, filling like a flat dish the exact centre of the "sky".21 From its surface there grew up in time mountains, which were thought of as having "roots" like plants, that went deep down under the ground.22 The first and greatest of these mountains was Hārā barazaiti, Pahlavi Harburz, Persian Alburz, the "lofty Watchpost",23 a great range encircling the rim of the still-flat earth. It is said in Yl.19.1: "As the first mountain there stood upon this earth high Harā, which encircles entirely the eastern lands and the western lands". The Bundahšn describes its growth in the following terms: "The first mountain which grew up was fortunate Harburz; from that, afterwards, all mountains grew up... Harburz kept growing till the fulness of 800 years: 200 years to the star-region, 200 years to the moon-region, 200 years to the sun-region, 200 years to the height of heaven".24 (As this quotation shows, in

---

6 GBD. I.54 et pass. The creations are given in their order in several Avestan passages, of which the oldest are probably those in Yl. 13, see vv. 2-10 et seq. In GBD. I. a. 3 (BTA, 21) it is said that "first the entire creation was a drop of water"; but this seems to reflect a more sophisticated development of later (probably Parthian or Sassanian) times.
7 GBD. I. a. 6 (BTA, 23).
8 See most recently H. Bizea, "Der steinerner Himmler", Ann. Acad. Reg. Scient. Upsalensis IV, 1966, 5-28, with references to particular studies in the Iranian field, Kuiper, II. VIII, 1964, 106 ff., argues from the Vedic material that in India there was no concept of a stone sky, but that "during the night the nether world was thought of as hanging over the earth in an inverted position" (p. 116). Indo-Iranian priestly speculations seem, however, based largely on analogy; and to the writer it appears improbable (and not adequately substantiated by the texts) that the Vedic Indians should have thought that the stone basin which held the sea could be nightly turned upside down over their heads without the water spilling down from it and drowning the earth, in accord with well-known physical laws. For Vedic ideas of a round "world" enclosed by an upper and a lower bowl see Kiefer, Kosmographie, 4*104.
9 For references to discussions of this word and its cognates see Bailey, Zor. Problems, n. t.
10 See the masterly exposition by Bailey, op. cit., Ch. IV.
11 Transl. by Bailey, op. cit., 126.
12 GBD. III.16 (BTA, 43). For bun in the sense of "true" see Benveniste, Rev. Études Arméniennes I, 1964, 7-9.
13 See, e.g., GBD. I. a. 6 (BTA, 23).
15 See, e.g., GBD. I.54 (BTA, 19).
16 GBD. I. a. 10 (BTA, 25).
17 GBD. I. a. 9 (see which passage see Bailey, Zor. Problems 137 n. 2).
18 J. Hertel, Die Himmelsform im Veda und im Avesta, 23 ff., and cf. Lemmel, Die Yāya's 195-7. On this myth see above, p. 93.
19 GBD. I. a. 8 (BTA, 23-5). For comparable Indian ideas see Kiefer, Kosmographie, 106 ff.
20 GBD. VI.1.2 (BTA, 77).
21 GBD. IX.2 (BTA, 95).
22 GBD. IX.1.2 (BTA, 93).
the ancient cosmography the stars were regarded as nearer to the earth than moon and sun.) The concept of all-encompassing Harā has its parallel in the Indian one of loka-loka, a ring of mountains surrounding all the continents of the earth.25 The Iranians and Indians both thought that the world was divided into seven regions, called in Avestan karśvar (Pahl. kešvar), in Sanskrit dvīpa. These regions the Iranians held had developed when rain first fell upon the earth, breaking it into pieces.26 The central region, which they called Khvarihratha,37 they believed, as large as all the other six put together;28 and this was the one inhabited by man. Zarōaster alludes to this belief in Y.3.2.3, where he says that by their deeds the daēnas had made themselves known “in the seventh part of the earth”.29

The Indians called this central region Jambūdvipa, and thought of the other six as ring-shaped continents which formed hollow concentric circles around it, separated one from the other by oceans.30 The Iranians held that each region was a solid circle, the six lesser ones being scattered around the “splendid clime of Khvarihratha”,31 but likewise cut off from it, although in various ways, by water, forest and rugged mountain.32 To the east lay Arzahzi, to the west Savahī; to the north-east Yuru-bar-bisti, to the north-west Yuru-jar-bisti; to the south-east Fradadāfšu, to the south-west Vidadhāfšu.33

In the very centre of the region inhabited by man both peoples held that there was a great mountain. The Indians called it Mount Mērō, or Sumērū.34 In Iran it had various names. It was there thought to have grown up from the “roots” of encircling Harā (which ran all under the earth), and to be therefore a part of that great chain. It was accordingly called the “Peak (Tāopa) of Harā”; and the Khotanseh Sakas, when they became Buddhists, used this old name, “Peak of Harā” (ṭhāira haravasya), to render Mt. Sumērū.35 In Pahlavi it was often called simply Tārā, or was referred to (since it is the most important part for man of the great mountain chain) just as Harā. Both Iranians and Indians believed that the heavenly bodies had their orbits in planes parallel to the earth, and that being below the “sky” they moved around this central mountain, which by intercepting their light caused night and day. It is “the Peak of high Harā . . . around which circle the stars and moon and sun” (Y.V.12.25).

“The sun is imagined to move in summer more slowly by day than by night, and in the winter more slowly by night than by day, the motions being only equal at the equinoxes, and on this is explained the difference in the length of day and night”.36

The Indo-Iranians shared evidently an ancient religious calendar divided into 360 days;37 and in the Pahlavi texts it is said38 that there were 180 windows on the eastern side of the Peak, 180 on the west; and that the sun came through an eastern window each day at dawn, and passed back through a western one at night. “When the sun comes out, it warms the kešvārs of Arzah, Fradadāfsh and Vidadāfsh, and half of Khvarihras. When it goes into the other side of the Peak, it warms the kešvārs of Savah, Vourubaršin and Vourujarišin, and half of Khvarihras. When it is day here, it is night there”.39 In the Mūhr Yašt it is said that “the sun goes forth across high Harā” (Y.I.10.118),40 and the Peak itself is described there as “much convoluted, shining . . . where there is no night or darkness, no wind cold or hot, no deadly illness, no defilement . . . neither do mists arise” (Y.II.50).41

Harā gives not only light but also water to the world (a belief that may well be older than the learned doctrine of the six creations). “Just as light comes in from Harburz and goes out from Harburz, water too comes in from Harburz and goes out from Harburz.”42 In Vendidad 21 there is an incarnation that links light and the waters, high Harā and the sea Vourukasha. The name of this sea means “having many inlets”; and in Pahlavi it either appears as Varkaš, or more commonly is translated as Frākhykvard.43 It was held to occupy “one third of the earth, to the

26 G.Bd. VIII.1 (BTA, 91).
27 On a possible etymology of this name see Gershevitch, AHM, 176.
28 G.Bd. VIII.1 (BTA, 91).
29 The fact that the prophet knew this division of the world means that if Babylonian influence had been exerted in this matter (as has been maintained by a number of scholars, see Kirfel, Kosmographie, 28* ff.), this would have had to have taken place very early, perhaps through contacts with Mesopotamia in the 2nd millennium B.C.
30 See Barnett, loc. cit. In fanciful later developments these oceans were said to be of such liquids as sugar-cane juice, clarified butter, milk and whey.
31 Y.I.10.15.
32 G.Bd. VIII.4 (BTA, 91); Mērō ig Khrad 9.X.5.
33 See, e.g., G.Bd. V. b.7-10 (BTA, 65-7).
34 See Kirfel, op. cit., 157. This concept too is thought by some scholars to originate in Babylon, see ibid., 14*15*, 31*.
37 In India this was a lunar calendar, see, e.g., Barnett, loc. cit.; in ancient Iranian theory both sun and moon years were regarded as being 360 days in length. See most recently Boyce, 1970, 513 ff. see Bailey, Zoro. Problems, 138; Boyce, art. cit., 515 ff.
38 G.Bd. V. b.11 (BTA, 67).
39 Cf. Vd. 21.5.
40 It is evidently because of the connection between the sun and Harā that Mithra is said to have his abode upon the mountain, built for him by the Immortals (Y.II.50).
41 G.Bd. XI.6 (BTA, 105).
42 See Bartholomae, Air. Wb. 1429-30.
south, on the skirts of Harburz”,
and to be “the gathering place of water” (Vd. 21.15). Upon its shore the rain-god Tīṣṭrya fights Apaọsa, and the 
fravāšis congregate to win water for their kinsfolk. It is fed un-
failing by the mythical river *Harahvaiti, which is as large as all the
other streams together which flow upon the earth. This huge river pours
down from the Peak of Harā into Voorukaša. “All the edges in the sea
Voorukaša are troubled, all the centre is disturbed, when Aravī Sūrā
Anāhita flows forth upon them, when she pours forth upon them” (Yl.
5.4). From the sea the river flows out two great rivers, which form the eastern
and western boundary (hindu-) of Khvaniratha. The word hindu- (Skt.
sindhu-), used thus to mean a river-frontier of the inhabited world, was
also applied generally, it seems, to any big river which, like the Indus,
formed a natural frontier between peoples or lands. The specific names
of the two mythical boundary rivers in Iranian tradition were the Vajhī
Dāityā, the “good Dāityā”, which flowed to the east, and the Raḥja, which
flowed to the west. In Pahlavi they are known as the Veh Dāitī or
Veh Rōd, “the river Veh” (the epithet “good” having been mistaken for
the proper name), and the Arang. According to the Bundahišn, these two
rivers having passed round the earth are cleansed and return to Voorukaša
(Frahkhvākard), whence their waters are carried up once more to the Peak
of Harā to descend again on the mythical sea, in perpetual motion.

In the centre of Voorukaša there stands a mountain called Us.hāndava,
“Beyond the frontier” (presumably in this case the “frontier” formed by
the waters of the sea itself). This mountain is said to be “of the bright
metal which is the substance of the sky”, that is, crystal, and around its
summit gather the vapours which as rain-clouds are distributed over the
earth by Aŋam Nāpā and bold Vāta, by Khvāranah set in the waters,
and by the fravāšis of the just (Yl. 8.34). Thus all the water that flows or
falls in the world comes from the sea Voorukaša, which in turn has its
source in the river *Harahvaiti Aravī Sūrā, descending from high Harā.

It is presumably because the Peak of Harā is of such inestimable benefit
to the world, bestowing on it the life-giving sun and the waters, that it has
the epithet Hukairy “of good activity” (Pahlavi Hukar); and this epithet
is used as another name for the mountain. Haoma is said to worship
Mithra “on the highest Peak on high Harā, which is called Hukairy by
name” (Yl. 10.88); and the worshippers of Aravī Sūrā praise “Mount
Hukairy the verdant, which deserves all praise” (Yl. 5.96). In the
Bundahišn “the lofty Hukar, through which springs the water of Ardvīsūr”
is called the “chief of summits”. Further, since this mountain was held to
be the highest point on earth, it was natural that, once the doctrine had
evolved that the souls of the happy dead ascended to Heaven, this
should be regarded as the place from where their upward journey began.
On it accordingly is said to rest one end of the Cinvatā Porōtu, the Cinvat
Bridge; and when (presumably in accordance with Zoroaster’s own teach-
ings) the crossing of this bridge came to be regarded as depending solely
on an ethical judgment, the Peak itself received yet another name, in
Pahlavi the Çağād i dādīg, the “lawful Summit”. In Vd. 19.98 “the soul of
the righteous one” is said to “go up above high Harā, above the Cinvat
Bridge”; and in the Bundahišn the explanation is given: “The Çağād i
dādīg is that which is in the middle of the world... on which is the Cinvat
Bridge. The souls are judged at that place”.

The complexities of belief about Harā have led us away from the chief
theme of the six creations, of which we have now considered three: sky,
water and earth. The fourth creation was that of plants. There appear to
have been various myths in the remote past about the origin of plant-life;
but according to the Bundahišn the first green thing grew up in the middle
of the earth (at the foot, presumably, of the Peak of Harā). This was a
slender stem, “moist and milky”, without twigs or bark or thorn, “and it
had in its nature the power of plants of all kinds”. This curious object
seems merely the product of priestly speculation, and has no name of its
own, being called simply “the plant” (kvāra). A plainly more popular
concept is that of a huge tree which is the source of renewal for all plants
upon earth. This grows in the middle of the sea Voorukaša, and is re-
ferred to in the Vendiddā as “the well-watered Tree, on which grow all...
plants of every kind, by hundreds, by thousands, by hundreds of thousands”.

44 Gbd. X.1 (BTA, 101).
45 Yl. 5.3 = Yl. 13.6. On the later epithet for Anāhita of *Bres.hārā see above, p. 74
with n. 145.
46 See Yl. 10.104.
47 On both meaning and use of the word Thiemte, “Sanskrit sindhu/Sindhu and Old
Iranian hindu/Hindu”. Memory Memorials Volume, 447-50.
48 Gbd. XI.1 (BTA, 105).
49 On these two rivers and their identification in later times with actual rivers see
Markwart, Wehrli and Arang, Untersuchungen zur mythischen und geschichtlichen Landes-
vinde von Osiran, Leiden 1938.
50 Gbd. XI c 2 (BTA, 113-5), XXVIII.8 (BTA, 247).
51 See Thiemt, art. cit., 449. (Otherwise Bailey, Mithratic Studies I, ed. Hannells, 6 n.,
takes us. khvānā to mean “high place”.)
52 Gbd. IX.8 (BTA, 03): hvan-a-kiran, be goh ir tasmā.
53 Gbd. IX.8 (BTA, 03): hvan-a-kiran, be goh ir tasmā.
54 Gbd. X.1 (BTA, 105).
55 Cf. Yl. 5.25, 9.8, 15.15 (Yima sacrifices to individual gods on Hukairy); Yl. 12. 23-5
(Rašnu is invoked “at Harā... at Hukairy... at the Peak of Harā”).
57 On this tree see Windischmann, Zor. Studien, 165 ff.
quely-created Bull, the Gav aevā dāta, in Pahl. the Gāv i ēv-dād, who was "white, bright like the moon, and three measured poles in height".⁶⁸ He, the first animal to live on earth, was slain. In the Zoroastrian version of the myth (which is the only one known from Iran), the Evil Spirit, Ahriman, killed him just as he had shrivelled up the "plant". Part of his seed was taken up to the moon, which has the epithet gau.štibra "having the seed of the Bull";⁷⁰ and from this seed, purified there, were born all species of beneficent animals. Part of it fell to the ground, and from it sprang many kinds of useful plants.⁷¹ The anomalies of this myth in its Zoroastrian version have often been pointed out. Presumably in its original pagan form the Bull died as a sacrifice and its death was essentially a creative and useful act from which good resulted, namely the generation of all other good creatures and plants; possibly, as has been suggested, it was the prototype of the yearly sacrifice made at the autumn feast of Mithra, offered to renew life the following spring in pastures and herds.⁷² In the Zoroastrian version of the six creations, however, although the Bull’s death brings good, it is itself bad, brought about by the Evil Spirit. Even in what may be assumed to be the more coherent pagan version the springing of plants from the dying animal’s seed duplicates the generation of plants in the myth of the fourth creation. This is doubtless an old anomaly, brought about by the schematisation of a diversity of myths.

According to the Bundahišn the Uniquely-created Bull lived its life on the bank of the river Veh Dāštī;⁷³ and on the opposite bank stood Gayō marāstan, Pahlavi Gayōmard, the mythical First Man.⁷⁴ He is also referred to occasionally in the Avesta simply as Gaya “Life”; but his full name means “Mortal Life”, and it seems to have been given him in antithesis to the “immortal life” (Vedic āyamṛtya-gāya) of the gods.⁷⁵ Gayō.marāstan is described as being “bright as the sun, and his height was four measured poles, and his breadth just as much as his height”.⁷⁶ This curious figure has been strikingly compared⁷⁷ with the Vedic Mārtāṇḍa, "Mortal Seed"⁷⁸ who was between the gods and men, for he was himself semi-

⁶⁸ Gbd. 1 a.12 (BTA. 25).
⁶⁹ See, e.g., Yl. 7-3, 5-6; Gbd. VI e. 2-3 (BTA. 81); VII.5-6 (BTA. 87-9).⁷⁰ Gbd. VI e.1 (BTA. 81).
⁷¹ See further below, pp. 172-3.
⁷² Gbd. 1 a.12 (BTA. 25).
⁷³ Gbd. 1 a.12 (BTA. 25).
⁷⁴ Gbd. 1 a.12 (BTA. 25).
⁷⁵ Gbd. 1 a.12 (BTA. 25).
⁷⁷ Hoffmann, art. cit., 85-103.
⁷⁸ See H. W. Bailey, intro. to the 2nd ed. of Zor. Problems, xxxii-xxxv, and Mythological Studies, I, ed. Hinnefeld, 16 with n. 32, who takes mārtāṇḍa as a vedāī-formation from mar-
divine, but men are his descendants. Mārtāṇḍa, like Gayō-marāta, is said to have been as wide as he was tall, the "seed" from which all human life was to come; and there can be little doubt that these two figures derive from a common Indo-Iranian myth, representing one of the varied attempts to answer the question of the origin of man.79 The fact that Mārtāṇḍa was regarded as the last of the Ādītyas brings this myth into association with the old Asuric religion.80

In the Zoroastrian version of the myth Gayō-marāta was slain in his turn by the Evil Spirit, and his seed, after being purified by the sun, was partly guarded by Nairyō-sahta (Nēryōsang), partly entrusted to the earth, from which after 40 years there sprang the rhubarb plant that grew slowly into Maśya and Maśyāng, the first mortal man and woman.81 From them came all the human race that inhabits Khvaniratha, and particularly, according to Yt. 13.87 "the family of the Aryan peoples, the race of the Aryan peoples". The bodies of Gayōmard and the Bull are both said to have been created out of earth; but their seed was from fire, not water, which otherwise is the ultimate source of all life.82

Man is the last of the six visible, distinct creations. There was held, however, to be a seventh creation, namely fire itself, which, though visible and perceptible in its own right, was also considered to pervade the other six, being "distributed in all".83 Not only is the seed of living creatures (animals and men) derived from fire; fire runs through the veins of the earth, keeping the roots of plants and animals warm, and air during winter; and it is seen in the sky in lightning and the sun itself, "mortal" and ānda "egg" (or "seed"), and compares Iranian *marta-taukhām "mortal seed" (attested in Sogdian *mar cryptography, Parthian and Middle Persian *mardahm, Persian mardam "man-kind"). Mārtāṇḍa could, however, he explains, also be derived from meta "dead"; and this error was made in the Brāhmaṇas, where a tale is told of how Mārtāṇḍa was still-born of the goddess Ādīti, her last offspring, and was brought to life by his brother Ādītyas "for progency but also for death" (see Hoffmann, art. cit.). In what is probably a subsequent development Mārtāṇḍa was identified as the father of the two first men, Yama and Manu, see Hoffmann, art. cit., 94.

The roundness of Gayō-marāta has led more than one scholar to see him as a microcosm corresponding to the round macrocosm, and hence as a figure of theological speculation rather than mythical imaging; but as Hoffmann points out (art. cit., 98) the microcosmic-macrocosmic speculations of the later tradition are nowhere in fact brought into connection with Gayō-marāta. He also rejects any association with the motive of the "world-egg" see ibid., 92 n. 22. On a connection of the round Mārtāṇḍa, like Gayō-marāta, with the sun, see Hoffman, ibid., 100.

80 See Hoffmann, art. cit., 99-100.
81 Gbd. IV. 5-6 (BTA, 127-79). There is a curious preceding passage (XIV.2) where it is said that the minerals came from Gayōmard's body: lead, tin, silver, copper, glass, steel, gold. Elsewhere (Gbd. I. 1.10, BTA, 25) several of these are said to have been part of the third creation, having been formed within the earth.
82 Gbd. I. 1.13 (BTA, 27); cf. I. 1.3 (BTA, 21).
83 Zādīśpram. I. 2.3 (ed. BTA 7, lxvIII); = Z.2.1 in the translation of West, SBE V, 159. See also Bailey, Zor. Problems, 122. Cf. Gbd. III. 8 (BTA, 39).

which is of the nature of fire and shares its heat and brightness. This brightness fire derives from the “Endless Light, the abode of Ohrmazd”, which lies above the rim of the sky.84 According to the Bundahish, fire was the last of the seven creations;85 but it is by no means always numbered among them, and does not so appear in the ancient Fārwardīd Yāsī, where the rest are repeatedly invoked. It is probable, therefore, that regarding it as one of the creations was a matter of interpretation. The fully-evolved doctrine may well have been that this element first passed into the being of the six creations proper when these became animated, forming as it were their life-force; for the theory was that in the beginning all was static: the sun stood still at noon above an earth which lay flat and bare upon the motionless waters, with the plant, the bull and Gayō-marāta existing quietly at the centre of an empty world. It seems almost certain that the pagan doctrine was that there then came threefold sacrifice, made presumably (like the first sacrifice in Vedic mythology) by the gods themselves.86 Even in the surviving Zoroastrian version of the creations, in which the pagan perspective has evidently been largely altered, the dried-up plant is pounded and its essence given to the waters to produce all other plants, just as the dried haoma is pounded in the living ritual and its essence offered in libation to water, for the benefit of plants in general. The mythical bull is slain and all animal life springs from its body; and the mythical First Man dies in order to beget mankind. These appear to be cultic myths of prototype sacrifices made to generate all living things. Of them human sacrifice was probably already largely abandoned by the late pagan period.87 The animal sacrifice is still occasionally made, however, in India and Iran, by Brahman and Zoroastrian, even in the present day,88 and the offering of soma/haoma is regularly maintained.

84 Gbd. I. 6.6 (BTA, 23).
85 E.g., Gbd. III. 7 (BTA, 39).
86 Cf. the Indian myth of Prajapati (the product likewise, it is evident, of priestly speculation), who was the first sacrifice, offered by the gods themselves, and the origin of sacrifice; see in detail S. Lévi, La doctrine du sacrifice dans les Brāhmaṇas, Paris 1898, 13-35.
87 The human sacrifice made by Amedius is propitiatory and apparently singular, unrelated to any regular cult; and the sacrifice of 18 foreigners at the Nine Ways appears somewhat similar, a propitiatory offering in time of war, like the sacrifice of a Greek sailor (see Herodotus VII.1.1, 180). The only other human sacrifices attested from pagan Iran are those made at Scythian royal funerals, evidently to provide the dead man with a repute in the hereafter. Widengren’s suggestion (Die Religionen der Iran, 110) that a passage in the Vendidad may refer to human sacrifice (and cannibalism) is based on a misunderstanding of the text, see Boyce, JIRAS 1956, 104 n. 1.
88 On the bull-sacrifice and its significance see H. Lommel, Rel., 182-3; Paṣaṇāma III, 1449, 207 f.; Gershevitch, AHR, 64 f.; U. Bianchi, Sir J. J. Zarhoshih Madressa Centenary Vol., Bombay 1967, 10-25; and further below, Ch. 8. On animal-sacrifice among the Zoroastrians in modern times see Vol. IV.
From these primeval sacrifices there came, it was held, movement and growth and productivity, which continued thenceforth not only through the proper motion of things, but also through the ceaseless care and energy of the divine beings. We have already seen how individual gods help the annual processes of nature, and how much also is attributed to the intervention of the *frawāsīs*, "who fashion the beautiful paths of the waters, which formerly stood, created, not having flowed forward, in the same place for a long time... who fashion the beautiful shoots of the plants, which formerly stood, created, not sprouting, in the same place for a long time... who fashion the paths of the stars, moon, sun, the endless lights, which formerly stood in the same place for a long time... then they now hasten onwards" (YI.13.53-7). At the beginning of the *Farvardīn Yāst* the six creations are constantly referred to, because of the care which the *frawāsīs* bestowed upon them. Though fire is not directly spoken of, the sun and other luminaries are mentioned; and in the ancient *Yasna Hāptan-hāstī* the worshippers venerate Ahura Mazda "who created cattle and order (āsa-), created waters and good plants, created light and earth and all things good" (Y.37.1). Here, however, if āsa is taken to represent fire (as in Zoroaster’s own teachings) then all the creations are named except the sky, for instead of the expected pair "sky and earth" one has "light and earth". Yet probably this is no more than poetic variation, with the crystal sky here represented by the light of the luminaries which move across it and distinguish it so splendidly from the dark soil.

Interwoven in the basically simple, intellectually severe doctrine of the creations there are, as we have seen, a number of what appear to be older myths, somewhat uneasily reconciled. Parallels may readily be traced for these archaic elements in various other lands, but no certain direct links have been established between them and the myths of other peoples. The Indian Purāṇa, the primal giant of Vedic mythology, who was sacrificed by the gods, has been compared with Gayāmarstan, since from this sacrifice the world was created with all that is in it; but the parallels are not close, and it is not possible safely to say more than that the germ of a common concept may lie remotely behind an idea which was developed differently by the Iranian and Indian priests. There may perhaps even be some distant connection between this concept and, for example, the Scandinavian belief in the primal giant Ymir. The idea of the fertilising bull-sacrifice seems widespread, but it has not proved possible to trace with certainty any parallel myth in the Vedas. As for the Tree of All Seeds, attempts have been made to associate this with the World-Tree of the Scandinavians—Yggdrasil’s Ash or the Irminsul of the Old Saxons, *quod Latinè dictum universālis columna, quasi sustinens omnia*.

This concept, however, probably itself developed from that of local sacred trees, often associated in their sanctuaries with a spring of water and held to have healing properties in their bark or fruits. The Tree of All Seeds growing in Vourukaša, and the Indian Jambū Tree, both seem mythical developments of such tree-cults. Evidence survives of tree worship in ancient Iran, for instance offerings by the Achaemenian Xerxes of golden ornaments to a beautiful plane tree, and the existence at the Achaemenian court of an artificial plane tree all of gold and jewel-adorned, which was likewise an object of cult. Still today there are Zoroastrian shrines in Persia where huge old trees are venerated, sometimes by the side of sacred springs, and the ancient and persistent cult of trees in India is amply documented.

As the mythical Tree of All Seeds may have had its actual prototype in some great sacred tree in a local sanctuary, so too the concepts of Vourukaša and high Harā were probably based on some particular sea or lofty mountain-range. Indeed the fact that Vourukaša is said to lie to the south of Harā fits with the theory that its original may have been the Black Sea or Caucanian, as known to dwellers on the steppelands to the north. It is useless, however, to speculate in any detail on such points, or to seek to identify any natural rivers as the original Vahīvi Dāitya or Rāhja—especially since the wandering Iranians of old appear to have been as unimaginative as any other colonists in the matter of place- and river-names, using traditional ones for the new mountains and streams which they discovered as they moved from place to place. Thus it is often impossible to be certain whether a particular name in the Zoroastrian books represents a mythical or an actual place; and if the latter, to know what point of time (and hence locality) the usage should be assigned. So wherever an

---

89 *See Chadwick, Cult of Othin, 72-80.
90 *Herodotus VIII*, 31.
91 *Xenophon, Hellenika*, VII. r. 38.
92 Notably in the village of Čan near Yazd, where the fire-temple is built under the branches of a sacred tree, a splendid old cedar, and the mountain-shrine of Pir-i Sahl between Yazd and Ardekan, which is overhung by a sacred tree growing beside a spring. For the cypress of Kishmar, said to have been planted by the prophet himself, see Jackson, *Zoroaster*, 163-4, and further in Vol. III.
93 *See Viennot, op. cit.*

---

94 *Cf. G. K. IV.12 (BTA, 129), where as Māya and Māyānak utter thanksgiving they say: “Ormazed created water and earth, plants and animals and stars, moon and sun”.
95 On him see, e.g., Gonda, *Rel. Indiens I*, 189-7.
96 *In perhaps the greatest detail by Zachner, *Zoroas.*, 137-40.*
original Harā may once have stood, the name Alburz now denotes for Persians the great chain of mountains which runs across the north of their country, dividing the central plateau from the Caspian plain—a range worthy of the ancient name, but one obviously remote from the homelands of the Avestan people, let alone from those of their remote ancestors on the Asian steppes. The semi-mythical Raḥṣa came in due course to be identified with the Jaxartes, and its companion the Daštīyā, “chief of rivers”, with the Oxus, but when Karšāspa is said to have worshipped at a tributary of the Raḥṣa this cannot be taken as a certain geographical identification, even if it were established when this great warrior lived. The later identifications of these river-names as they occur in the Pahlavi books have been carefully analysed, but are plainly irrelevant to their use in the ancient texts.

Another local name which is evidently traditional, and is also used at times with mythological connections, is Aryanoma Vaǰah, in Pahlavi Erānvēj. This is held to mean literally the “Aryan expanse”, and was perhaps once applied to the stretch of country occupied in their annual wanderings by the nomad Iranians. In the Zoroastrian works Aryanoma Vaǰah often appears as a mythical land, the place where all the great events of world “history” took place. It was there that Gayōmard and the Uniquely-created Bull stood, one on each side of the Veh Daštī which flowed through it (a statement that contradicts another tenet of the theoretical cosmography, that the Veh Daštī is one of the boundary rivers of Khvamaratha, at whose centre Aryanoma Vaǰah lies). It was there that the first animals were born of the seed of the Bull when he was slain, and there that Yima ruled, and came to the assembly of the gods. But just as the name Harā is used both of a mountainous area (home of Mithra and Arāvī Sūrā and supporter of the Čīnva Bridge) and of various local ranges, so the name Aryanoma Vaǰah appears to have been used both of a mythical land at the centre of the world, and also of whatever the “Aryas” or Avestan people found themselves living. (In the latter application it appears synonymous with Airyō.sayana, the “dwelling-place of the Iranians”, Yt.10.13.) Hence at some time it came to be applied, it seems, to Khwarezmia. So one has the contradiction that in the Vendīdat (Vd.1.2) Aryanoma Vaǰah is described as “the first, the best of dwelling-places and lands”, and yet is said to have a winter of ten months’ duration and a summer of two months (Vd.1.3), which is held to be a tolerable description of the Khwarezmian climate. Later still, when the influence of the Magi led to a transfer of the old traditional names to Media, Erānvēj was located “in the region of Azərbaycan”, that is, in the north-west of Iran instead of in the north-east.

The basically simple, schematised world-picture of the ancient Iranians was duly elaborated to accommodate the more striking geographical facts which were actually known to them. Thus in addition to the mythical Vooraḵaš, itself of sweet water, three large salt seas were recognized, in Pahlavi the Pūdīg (Av. Pūtīka), Syāwbum and Kamrūd. These of the biggest was the Pūdīg, whose name comes from the base ḫu “cleanse”. This sea was tidal, and was held to be directly connected to Frākhvārd (Vourukaš). The ingoing tide was thought to carry pure water back into Vourukaš, while the outgoing one, driven by high winds, bore all impurities away from it. What stretch of actual water was originally identified with the Avestan Pūtīka remains unknown, but in Sasanian times the Zoroastrian priests gave this name to the Persian Gulf, and regarded Kamrūd as the Caspian and Syāwbum as the Black Sea. There were reckoned to be 23 lesser salt “seas” or lakes110 (the same word is used for both), of which the most famous was Lake Kāša (Pahlavi Kayā-
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88 G.Bd. XVII.15 (BTA, 155).
89 See Markwart, Wehrat und Arang.
92 G.Bd. XI.1 (BTA, 129).
93 Vd. 2.21.
94 In Yt. 10.14 there is a description of Airyō.sayana which accords broadly with the identification of this area with Grōster Khwarezmia, see Ghershičovitch, AHM, 174-6. The
95 See Beveniste, art. cit., 271.
96 G.Bd. XXIX.12 (BTA, 257).
97 G.Bd. X.7 (BTA, 104).
98 G.Bd. X.8-9 (BTA, 103).
100 G.Bd. X.7 (BTA, 104).
101 G.Bd. X.17 (BTA, 103).
102 G.Bd. XI.2 (BTA, 105).
103 G.Bd. XI.8 (BTA, 107).
(although) in various lands and places they are called by various names”. All, that is, are held to derive ultimately from the river "Haravaiti as it flows down upon the sea Vourukaša and out from there. Similarly the names of mountains, already fairly numerous in the Avesta, are multiplied in the Pahlavi tradition; and in addition to the many listed in the Bundahišn it is said: "The local mountains which are in every place, in each locality and land . . . are many in name and number". There were reckoned in fact to be 2244 such diverse peaks, all held to have grown up from the “roots” of Harburz; and there are also the “little hills, those which have grown up bit by bit in various places”. Behind so much diversity and plurality there lay for the old Iranian thinkers a fundamental unity, a common origin. The same is true of plants and animals, held all to come from the one plant and the Uniquely-created Bull. Lists are given in the Bundahišn of plants and creatures arranged in various categories—for instance animals are grouped in five “classes” as in the Avesta: domestic animals, wild ones, and those that fly and swim and burrow beneath the earth. These classes are then sub-divided into genera and species, and the members of each species enumerated. Numbering is in general much used, and the lists given evidently provided mnemonic catalogues, this being how scholastic learning was formulated in the priestly schools, to be transmitted orally over innumerable generations. Much of what survives in the Pahlavi books has clearly been added to and elaborated since pagan times; but there can be no doubt that the fundamental doctrine of the six creations was already established before Zoroaster’s day, the achievement, doubtless, of many thinkers. As has been observed: “For the creation of a world-system, however fantastic and erroneous this may be, prolonged preoccupation is required with questions especially concerned with this subject.” Iranian cosmological theories must have been slowly evolved by the scholastically inclined, whose dominating interest would have been with the origins and physical nature of this world, rather than with moral and spiritual problems, but who nevertheless, in keeping with their culture and times, saw creation in all its aspects as being the handiwork of the gods.

CHAPTER SIX

THE PAGAN CULT

The Iranians of old, believing themselves to be living in a world created and sustained by many divine powers, evidently devoted much time and thought, wealth and energy to pleasing the gods on whom their lives depended. The purposes of their worship were plainly complex; but broadly speaking they offered gifts and praises with two main intentions: to win divine favour for themselves as individuals, so that they might prosper in this life and the next, and to strengthen the gods for the common good, so that they might be better able to maintain the physical world which is man’s present home. The pagan philosophy in this latter respect is vividly expressed (although in partly Zoroastrian terms) in Yajñti 6, the hymn to the sun-god: "When the sun ascends, the Ahura-created earth is purified . . . the running water is purified . . . all creation possessing aša is purified . . . And if the sun were not to rise, then the daevas would destroy all that is in the seven karšvars. Not one of the heavenly gods would find a place to abide or stay in this corporeal world. He who sacrifices to the life-giving sun, magnificent, swift-horsed, in order to resist darkness, in order to resist the daevas born of darkness . . . he rejoices all the divine beings of the heavenly world and this world" (Yajñti 6.2-4). Similarly, as we have already seen, rains were held to fall and plants to grow through the power of particular gods, who likewise needed to be strengthened by worship in order to perform their tasks. So Tistṛya cries aloud, driven back by the demon Apaostā: "Woe to me! misery, O waters and plants! . . . men do not worship me now . . . If men would worship me . . . I should take myself the strength of ten horses, ten camels, ten bulls, ten mountains, ten channelled streams" (Yajñti 6.23-4). When having been duly worshipped he attains this strength, he calls out a second time: "Well is me! well, O waters and plants! . . . well shall it be, O lands! The courses of waters shall surge out unhindered for the large-seeded corn, for the small-seeded grasses and for the corporeal world" (Yajñti 8.29). The worship thus offered not only gives the god new power but causes him to look kindly on the worshipper. So Mithra is represented as saying: "Who is he that worships me . . .? On whom may I bestow riches and fortune,

1 Cf. e.g., Yajñti 10.6 (Haoma growing according to the measure in which he is praised).
on whom health of body, on whom possessions affording much comfort? For whom shall I raise noble progeny hereafter?" (Yl.10.108).

The following statement about sacrifice in general applies fully to observances in ancient Iran: "In any sacrifice there is an act of abnegation since the sacrificer deprives himself and gives. Often this abnegation is even imposed upon him as a duty. For sacrifice is not always optional; the gods demand it... But this abnegation and submission are not without their selfish aspect. The sacrificer gives... partly in order to receive. Thus sacrifice shows itself in a dual light; it is a useful act and it is an obligation. Disinterestedness is mingled with self-interest. That is why it has so frequently been conceived of as a form of contract". To this day Zoroastrians put all major acts of worship, which are invariably accompanied by offerings, under the protection of Mithra, lord of the contract.

To judge from the similarity of ritual offerings still made by Zoroastrians and Brahmanas, these belong to a tradition deriving from the Indo-Iranian past. Those of the Zoroastrians include, in the various major rituals, milk, pure water, and the sap of plants, i.e. kāma and the pomegranate; corn (in wheaten cakes); fruit and vegetables; butter and eggs; domestic animals and fowls. In lesser ceremonies wine also is consecrated. The general term for such offerings appears to have been myazda, Skt. mâyādha, méda, which was often used of the blood sacrifice, but probably meant originally the pith or essence of any offering, that part of

it which was especially assigned to the gods. Thus in Avestan usage myazda plainly comprised both solid and liquid offerings, and could be qualified as being "of flesh and wine" (gaomant, madhumant, Vd.8.22). Another term, which must originally have meant only "libation", is zaôhtra, Skt. hâdr, which comes from the root zaô/haê "pour", but already in the Avesta this word was sometimes used as a synonym for myazda, and in some Middle Iranian languages it meant especially the blood sacrifice. The semantic development was presumably that from remote antiquity it was used not only for liquids but also for substances which liquefy in heat, such as animal fat, and hence by degrees came to be applied also to oblations generally.

Of offerings it has been said: "Usage seems to limit the word sacrifice to designate only sacrifices where blood is shed. To restrict the meaning... in this way is arbitrary. Due allowance having been made, the mechanism of consecration is the same in all cases, there is consequently no objective reason for distinguishing between them... By the Hindus... the objects offered... are all considered as equally living; and are treated as such... When a libation of milk is made... it is not something inanimate that is offered up, but the cow itself, in its liquid essence, its sap, its fertility." The same approach is found in Iran. Yet despite this "generic unity of sacrifices" the blood sacrifice must always have been the rarest and most highly regarded; and the great merit of an act of worship with animal offering is stressed in a number of Pahlavi texts. This was partly of course because of its costliness to the sacrificer; but plainly it was not only the expense, and therefore the degree of self-abnegation involved, which set this particular offering apart and invested it with peculiar solemnity. The shedding of blood involved in itself a kind of crime against the victim, and it was necessary therefore to observe the prescribed rituals most strictly, so that the act of destruction should be limited to the creature's physical life and its spirit be released to depart to the other world, there to "nourish the eternal life of the species". In the Rigveda the sacrificial animal is assured: "Truly you do not die, you do not suffer harm. By paths easy to traverse you go to the gods".

---

3 The word "sacrifice" was coined by the English translator to render "sácântit", defined by Hubert and Mauss as "the subject to whom the benefits of the sacrifice accrue", as distinct from the priest who actually dispatches the victim. The "sacrificer", that is, in the Vedic yajurveda, the Zoroastrian giver of the fravashim (see above, p. 10).
4 See Boyce, BSOAS XXXII, 1969, 267-9; and cf. Thieme, Mitera and Aryaman, 54.
6 Animal sacrifices have been abandoned at the major rituals by both communities, Parse and Zoroastrians, probably since the end of the last century; but they are still offered on some other occasions by a minority of Zoroastrians.

7 See, with references, Boyce, JRAS 1966, 105.
8 Hubert-Mauss, op. cit., pp. 12-3.
9 Ibid., 13.
10 See Boyce, JRAS, 1966, 102-3.
11 Hubert-Mauss, op. cit., 97. On the soul of the animal wrongfully slaughtered not reaching Ghuš Urvan see Vf. 14:54-6 (on which verses see further below, p. 111).
In the Pahlavi books it is stressed that to take life except in this way, as a sacrifice devoted to the divine beings, is to be guilty of the sin of “destroying existence” (bādyōzadāt); and certain religious rites were prescribed therefore at the killing even of wild animals. In Iran the belief appears to have been that the creature’s consecrated spirit was absorbed into Gāos Urvan, the “Soul of the Bull”; and it seems probable that the origin of this divine concept was indeed in the sacrifice itself, the repeated “release” of the spirits of individual animals creating the personification which is the sum of them all. (It was evidently later that theologians identified Gāos Urvan with the soul of the Uniquely-created Bull, from whom all animal life had come, and so established a cycle and a unity, with animals tracing their physical life from the Bull’s seed, and their souls returning at death to be re-absorbed in his soul.) That the thoughts of worshippers were directed at a sacrifice to the soul of the victim, in Iran as in India, is shown by the following passage in the Yasna Haptaŋhāti, that part of the Zoroastrian liturgy which once accompanied the central part of the blood sacrifice. There those taking part reverence “Gāos Urvan and (Gāos) Tašan, then our souls and (those) of the domestic animals which nourish us . . . and the souls of useful wild animals” (Y.39.1-2).

In the remote pastoral period of the Indo-Iranian peoples, when they were dependent on their herds of cattle, the sacrificial beast must regularly have been the cow or bull; and this continued to be the most highly regarded offering, both because of costliness and because of the religious symbolism in connection with the first, creative sacrifice of the Bull. Even in the days of their impoverishment the Zoroastrians of Yazd made this great offering yearly at what seems to have been an ancient shrine to the waters, a practice maintained until the late nineteenth century. When the horse was domesticated among the Indians and Iranians (probably after 2000 B.C.) the horse sacrifice also became one of great worth and charged with significance. In the yāsás horses are regularly mentioned among the beasts offered up by kings and heroes; and in historical times horses were especially devoted to the sun, “under the notion” (Herodotus records) “of giving to the swiftest of the gods, the swiftest of all mortal creatures”. They were also, it seems, sacrificed for the souls of the illustrious dead, to ensure them a place in sun-illumined Paradise. Occasionally in the Avesta itself a stipulation is made about the nature of the animal appropriate as offering to a particular god. Thus both Tīštṛya and Varathraghna should receive only an animal that is all of one colour, whereas Mithra might be worshipped, it seems, with offerings of all colours and many kinds—not only the cow and bull, sheep and goats, but also winged fowl. To judge from current practice, once a particular beast had been devoted to a divine being (which might happen months before the sacrifice took place) no other could be substituted, for any reason whatsoever: that animal belonged to the god.

It is the common practice among Indians and Iranians, as we have seen, to devote each sacrifice to a particular deity, who is called down by name, with the proper ritual words, in order to hear the praises offered him and to receive the gifts of his worshippers. Thus in the hymn to Arādvi Sūrā the goddess is invoked: “Because of this sacrifice, because of this prayer . . . come down, Arādvi Sūrā Anāhītā, from those stars above to the Ahura-created earth, to the sacrificing priest, to the overlying, hollowed hand, that you may aid him who, devout, brings you offerings . . .” Many boons, it is said, were sought of this goddess. “Brave warriors will ask of you swift horses and the supremacies of fortune (khvarnah). Priests who recite . . . will ask of you wisdom and holiness . . . Maidens will ask of you a strong master in the house. Women giving birth will ask of you an easy delivery. And all these things you, having power, will grant them,
adequate to interpret the Indo-Iranian act of sacrifice simply as a food-offering to the gods, modelled, with its ritual of invocation, prayer and praise, on a banquet offered to an earthly king to secure his favour, with invitation, courteous words and panegyrics. Such mundane acts of hospitality provided, no doubt, a pattern for men’s behaviour toward the gods, their divine guests, and the desire to proffer to these unseen visitants offerings which would please them was undoubtedly strong; but it nevertheless appears as only one element in the purpose of the Indo-Iranian sacrifice. Other elements have sometimes been classified as magical, in that the intention behind them was to work directly upon the physical world without the intervention necessarily of a deity. In India these magical elements grew to predominate, so that in time the sacrifice came to be regarded there as a means of controlling the gods themselves, rather than as an act whereby to seek their favour; but in Iran such a tendency, if it existed, was effectively checked by Zoroaster’s reform.

In addition to sacrificing to the gods on high, the Indo-Iranians made regular offerings to fire and water, two elements which played a vital part in their daily lives, and which seemed to possess a spirit and animation which led to their being readily personified. The zāthra to fire consisted of a small part of the sacrificial victim, which was placed upon the flames. In Zoroastrian Iran, it seems, no blood sacrifice was ever made without the fire receiving this allotted portion, and the practice undoubtedly goes back far into pagan times. In Old Indian ritual the prescribed part of the animal was the omentum (one of the fattiest parts of the entrails). As soon as the victim was slain, an incision was made and the omentum removed and given to the fire. Strabo records from hearsay the same custom among the Persians, who were reported (he says), when sacrificing, to lay “a small piece of omentum” on the flames. He himself at the beginning of the Christian era saw how Persians offered sacrifice to fire “by adding dry wood without the bark and placing soft fat upon it”; and in the 17th century A.C. an Italian visitor to a Zoroastrian fire temple in Isfahan saw fat from the tail of a fat-tailed sheep being offered thus to the
sacred fire. This observance was continued among the Irani Zoroastrians down to the early decades of the 20th century. Fat was plainly chosen for the offering because it sustained the fire, encouraging its flames to burn more brightly. Later in India melted butter was often used instead; but the only zaithra to fire attested in Iran continued to be that of fat from the sacrificial victim; and for this there is abundant literary evidence, from the Gāthās down to the Persian Rītāyans and Parsi ordinances of modern times, in addition to the testimony of foreign observers.

The rite evidently evolved originally in connection with the hearth fire, whose cult appears to be of high antiquity, belonging indeed to the sedentary Indo-European period. When the Indo-Iranians became nomadic, each family must have carried its house fire in a pot on the seasonal migrations, re-establishing it on a new hearth wherever the tribe pitched its tents. Texts and practice show that the hearth fire remained an object of cult for Zoroastrians even after they established temple fires; and it continued to be of primary importance in the Brahmanic religion also. In the Zoroastrian prayer to fire, the Ātaš Niyāyeh, fire is invoked as "worthy of sacrifice, worthy of prayer, in the dwellings of men (mnānāhu māyēkānāhu)." To it fuel should be given, "dry, exposed to light", incense (bādīhi), and due "nourishment" (pithrua). The Fire of Ahurā Mazda gives command unto all for whom he cooks the evening and morning meal, from all he solicits a good offering and a wished-for offering and a devotional offering. The Fire needs the service of "one of full age", "instructed", and traditionally each man established his own hearth fire when he set up his household, and this was allowed to go out only when he himself died. The deeply ingrained instinct to give gifts to the divine beings, to sacrifice, was readily evoked by the personified fire, because fire visibly needs offerings and visibly consumes them. Another verse of the Ātaš Niyāyeh runs: "Fire looks at the hands of all who pass by:"

“What does the friend bring to the friend, the one who goes forth to the one who sits still?" In later times Zoroastrians have said their family prayers regularly in the presence of this "friend", the house fire; and during the centuries in India when the Parsis had only one temple fire, most households there perfurce made all their ritual offerings to the fires upon their own hearts.

The zaithra to fire can thus be considered as originally a due portion given to the hearth god of the meal which his own flames were to cook for his worshippers. It was indeed a form of sharing, a mutual compact in which each played his immediate part. The same offering, it is evident, was also made to ritual fire at the place where priests performed the high ceremonies. Such fire was, it seems, sometimes kindled especially for the purpose (with bowstring and wood, or flints), sometimes created from embers taken from a hearth fire; and being of the same nature it, like the house fire, received the zaithra of fat. This offering acquired an especial importance in Iran because fire there developed great significance in the general scheme of things as interpreted in the zaithra schools: according to their cosmology, as we have seen, each individual fire represented also the cosmic fire which pervades all the other six "creations", and which is in particular the life force in all animate things, plants, animals and men. Therefore in offering zaithras to either hearth or ritual fire men not only strengthened those particular flames, but through them gave renewed life to the cosmic fire, which itself sustains all being.

The nomad Indo-Iranians depended on fire for warmth and light and cooked food; but water was the very source of life, and the wells and streams at which they and their herds drank were evidently as much venerated by them as the fires upon their hearths. To this day reverence for water is deeply ingrained in Zoroastrians, and in orthodox communities offerings are regularly made to the household well or nearest stream. Indeed it has been truly said that it would be quite just and reasonable to call Zoroastrian water- as fire-worshippers. One libation which is still frequently offered in the most traditionalist Yazdi villages appears

39 J. F. Gemelli-Careri, A voyage round the world (1664), Ch. 7; Eng. version in Aramsham Churchill's A collection of voyages and travels, London 1704, IV, 141a.
40 Y. 30; On the meaning of dāsī in this passage as "oblation of fat" see Gershovitch, JRAS 1952, 178; Humbach, IF LXXXIII, 1957, 50; Die Gāthās I, 82 and II, 17; Zaehner, Dawn, 34 with 325 n. 8; Boyce, BSOAS XXXIII, 1970, 32.
41 For references see Boyce, JRAS 1966, 100-10:Henning Mem., Vol., 77-8.
43 AN, 7.
44 AN, 16.
45 AN, 8. The word pithrua is a derivative of pitu- "meat".
46 AN, 13.
47 AN, 8.
48 AN, 14.
49 See Boyce, BSOAS XXXI, 1968, 66 n. 100; Kotwal, BSOAS XXXVII, 1974, 664-9.
50 The sacrificial fire (āharārya) of ancient India was maintained by a rich man at his own house, together with his hearth fire, (gāthārya), and a third fire, the dākīnārya. Only the gāthārya was, however, kept continually alight, and embers from it were taken to recreate the other two fires for rituals; see Oldenberg, Rel., 346-52; Hillebrandt, Ritualliteratur, 68 ff. (on the house fire and its cult). For the highest ceremonies fire was kindled anew, see Oldenberg, ibid., 351; Gonda, Rel. Indiens I, 130, with references. The house-fire was allowed to die with its owner, as in Iran.
51 See above, pp. 140-41.
52 C. P. Tieße, Geschichte der Religion im Altertum, German transl. by G. Gebrich, II, 179.
ancient both in character and name; for it is called āb-sār, that is, the "ząthra to water". It consists of milk to which are added two things from the vegetable kingdom (such as flower-petals, or herbs, or small fruits). This libation is poured slowly into the water with recital of Avesta, usually by a priest, but sometimes also by women or girls. It seems probable that it owes its ingredients to cosmic speculations of far-off pagan times: the "creation" of water nourishes plants (represented by the vegetable offerings) and both directly and through them cattle (represented by the milk); and so elements of these other two "creations" are returned to it, consecrated by holy words, in order to strengthen it to continue its life-giving activity. The intention is thus the same as with the zândhra to fire, to sustain the object venerated; and again, each single well or stream was regarded as being linked with the cosmic water, since it had its ultimate source in the sea Yorukak. All the water in the world was held to return there periodically; and in the Bundahišn (which contains so much ancient material) it is said that water which receives more libation than impure matter (āb kē hikhr ham ud sōhr wē) goes back to its source in three years, whereas otherwise it takes nine. By making these libations, therefore, the worshippers were helping to maintain the creation of water, and thereby the whole world, in purity and good order.

It is impossible to establish precedence between domestic observances and priestly rites, to know, that is, if the former were simplifications of the latter, or if the latter evolved from the former; but the fact is that the three things which we have now considered, namely food-offerings to a particular god, the offering to fire and the offering to water, all of which can be separate acts performed by the laity, are also the elements which together make up the main Indo-Iranian priestly rite known in later times as the yazhā or yasna, that is, "the act of worship". The pagan ritual evidently evolved considerably, however, after the separation of the two peoples, so that although the components remain the same, the services have developed very different characters in India and Iran; and how far, on the Iranian side, this is due to advances made already in pagan theology, how far to Zoroaster's reform, must inevitably remain a matter for reasoned speculation. What distinguishes the yazhā/yasna from other acts of worship is that it centres on the preparation and offering of somā/homa. This offering has been termed the focal point of Vedic religion, and it was evidently of great importance also in pagan Iran; for together with the animal and human sacrifices it reproduced, it seems, one of the three great prototype sacrifices which in the beginning brought life into the world—in its case the life of plants, which sustain the existence of animals and men. A comparison of texts and observances makes it appear probable, however, that the cult was elaborated and given enhanced significance by the Iranians, whereas, being essentially amoral, it was circumscribed and subordinated in ethical Zoroastrianism, although elements of its old power survive strongly even in the reformed faith.

The Indo-Iranian *soma was a plant which, when crushed, yielded a substance that, mixed with water or milk, was a powerful stimulant. It took its name simply from the verb saw- "press, crush"; but what the original plant was which was so called is much debated. The Brahmanists said explicitly that they no longer possessed the soma of old, that it did not grow in their land. What was prepared in the yazhā was therefore merely a substitute. The matter is not discussed in the Zoroastrian texts; but for hundreds of years the Iranians have known and used a species of ephedra as haoma. This plant grows throughout Central Asia as well as on the mountains of Iran. It has tough, fibrous stems which need to be crushed to release the pith, and this pith has hallucinatory properties. The plant corresponds, moreover, well enough with the (admittedly brief and vague) descriptions of haoma given in the Avesta; and if one considers the immense conservatism of the Iranians, it seems very possible that some species of ephedra was in fact the original *soma of the Indo-Iranians. This plant does not, however, satisfy the much more elaborate and poetic descriptions of soma to be found in the Vedas, and it seems un-

---

45 See above, p. 144.
46 The identity of soma has recently been made again a matter of lively discussion, initiated by G. Wasson in his massive work Soma, divine mushroom of immortality, Ethnopsychological Studies I, New York/The Hague 1969, with a contribution by W. D. O'Flaherty, 95-147 (reprinted, without the illustrations, New York 1971). He proposed an identification of soma which was not among those previously considered, namely with the fungus Pana nitens. His book was the subject of a review article by J. Brough, BSOAS XXXV, 1974, 331-62, which brought a rejoinder from Wasson, Soma and the fly-agaric, Botanical Museum of Harvard University, 1972, at the end of which are listed the principle reviews by Sanskritists, botanists, ethnologists, and others of his original book. To these add since J. Gershovich, "An Iranianist's view of the Soma controversy", Memorial Jean de Menasce, ed. P. Gigoux, Paris 1973, 43-75.
47 O'Flaherty apud Wasson, Soma, the divine mushroom, 120 f.; Bogue, Hermin Mem., Vol. 62, both with references.
48 Pulverising in a mortar appears to have been the Indo-Iranian practice, maintained by Zoroastrians, for which the Brahmanists substituted pounding on a stone covered with a bell's hide, see V. Henry in Caland-Henry, J. Apigniomo II, 474 f.; Hellerbrandt, Ritualliteratur 15. That *sūma needed to be crushed appears to be against its identification with a soft-shelled mushroom, see Brough, art. cit., 338-9 (with Wasson's response in Soma and the fly-agaric, 43-2; though however he ignores the Iranian evidence in suggesting that the site of pounding may have been a late development).
49 For various observations on ephedra and its effects see O'Flaherty apud Wasson, Soma, divine mushroom, 126, 138, 149-3; Brough, art. cit., 360-1.
likely that the identity of the ancient plant will ever be decided with agreement between students of the two religions.

From the Avesta one learns that the haoma plant was “of many kinds” (journavaradah), which means presumably that, as with the ephedra, there were many different members of its botanical family. It was green (zinn.gona), with pliant shoots, fragrant, fleshy or milky (gaomun), and grew on mountain tops and in river valleys, being nurtured first on high Harā by clouds and rain brought by the south wind from the sea Vouruksha. When crushed it yielded a drink which exhilarated and gave heightened powers; and this was the only intoxicant (madha) which produced no harmful effects. "All other madha are accompanied by Warth with the bloody club; but the madha of Haoma makes one nimble".76 "The madha of Haoma is accompanied by its own righteousness (aśa)".68 The Vedic priests similarly praised soma, contrasting its workings with those produced by a fermented drink (surā). "Soma is truth, prosperity, light, and surā untruth, misery, darkness."69 Soma, it seems, quickened and enhanced those qualities of which each individual man had need: warriors drinking it readily worked themselves up to battle-fury and became formidable foes, whereas the poet experienced it through a sense of inspiration, of possession by divine power, and the priest acquired mantic wisdom.70 The evidence for the haoma cult in Iran is scattered but considerable. The most interesting text concerning it is the so-called Hām Yāst, which though it exists only in Younger Avestan is clearly in essence very ancient. It survives as part of the yasna liturgy (Y.9-11) in which it precedes and accompanies the first ritual drinking of the paraahoma (that is, the preparation made from haoma). In the verses spoken before this takes place the worshippers invoke the god Haoma, the "green one", calling down his intoxication, and seeking from him strength, victory and health.71 He, they say, can grant power to the whole body, ecstasy of all kinds, and the ability to overcome every foe, whether two-legged or four-legged.72 One of his epithets is varsha-rjan "victorious"; and still for Zoroastrians it was the practice to solemnise a yasna to Haoma in order to secure the defeat of a hostile army.73 In the epic tradition it was Haoma who helped Kapi Haosravah to overcome the mighty Fragrasyan;74 and there can be no doubt that in ancient times the "warrior" estate had its share in his cult. It is thought that some evidence for this may have been found at Persepolis from the early 5th century B.C., for there the treasury has yielded a surprising number of beautifully wrought stone pestles and mortars, of the kind used in preparing the paraahoma.75 97 mortars have been recovered, and 80 pestles, most of them inscribed. The inscriptions, in Aramaic, are brief and fairly uniform in character; but they contain puzzling usages and some unknown words, so that their full import is as yet uncertain. The following is a translation of one among them:76 "In the administration of 'The Fortress', under the authority of Mithrapāta, the yagn, Vahufarnah made this large pestle of stone, with one large mortar. Under the authority of Dāta-Mithra, the treasurer. Delivery of year 15(?)."

The number of vessels found has led to the suggestion that these were votive offerings, made by men of rank who themselves used the pestles and mortars in the haoma cult; but some of the mortars seem to have been broken and mended before they were inscribed, which makes them hardly worthy of a gift to a god; and not a single drinking vessel has been unearthed. The finds remain at present, therefore, enigmatic.

In the Zoroastrian yasna the first preparation of paraahoma is made from haoma twigs pounded up with pomegranate leaves, infused in pure water and strained through a sieve which once was made of bull's hairs taken from a sacrificial animal.77 The infusion is now drunk by the priest, representative of the sixth creation, man; but it seems likely (to judge from the text of the Hām Yāst) that this first paraahoma is in fact the vestige of the ancient madha which was partaken of formerly by warrior and poet as well as priest—indeed by the initiated of the whole community.78 Probably in olden times it was made simply of haoma infused in water, the pomegranate being a borrowing from the second paraahoma of
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60 Y.10.12.
61 Ibid.; on this word see Brough, art. cit., 349-50.
62 Y.9.16, cf. Y.10.5, where there is mention of its "roots, shoots and spriks."
63 Y.10.4.
64 Gaomun, Y.10.12, is a hapax, and its precise significance doubtful.
65 Y.10.17.
66 Y.10.10; Yt. 8.33.
67 Y.10.8.
68 Yt. 17.5.
70 See Brough, art. cit., 339-40.
71 Y.9.17.
72 Y.9.18.
73 See Rödysat: Unvala, I, 284-5, Dhabhar, 278.
77 On this ritual observance, and on the development among the Parsis of the usage of keeping a sacred bull, the varāya, to yield these hairs (varus) see further in Vol. III.
78 For further, textual, reasons for thinking that this paraahoma was not in ancient times a part of the yasna see below, pp. 285-6.
the Zoroastrian rite, which is purely sacerdotal in character. This is made
of three ingredients, haoma, pomegranate and milk, resembling thereby
the saotra to water offered still by Zoroastrian villagers; and the second
parahamaa is in fact prepared and offered as a libation, being poured,
when the service of consecration is over, into a source of pure water (a
well or running stream). 79 This priestly āb-žōhr was always associated, it
seems, with the ātas-žōhr, the offering to fire, and hence with the blood
sacrifice; and this close ritual association is attested in the ancient Ysna
Haplaghāta, which appears to be the Zoroastrian reworking of a liturgy
to accompany these twofold offerings.80 In it both Ātār and Āpās, Fire
and the Waters, are invoked to receive their portions, in solemn ritual
terms: “Approach us, O Fire, with the joy of the most joyful . . .”, 81 “We
call upon you, the Waters . . . Down (we call you) O good ones, (to be)
grateful for and pleased with (your) shares of the long-armed offerings,
ye living Mothers.” 82

Fire and Water thus received their portions at every solemnisation of
the yasna, although each service as a whole was also dedicated to an
individual god. Haoma too, from whose “body” the offering to the Waters
was made, always received his stipulated share of the blood sacrifice,
namely “the two jaw-bones with the tongue and left eye” ;83 and in the
Hom Yāst the god curses the man “be he priest, farmer or warrior, who
harms or withholds his portion.” 84 This fixed share of each sacrifice was,
it seems, set aside for Haoma because he was conceived in the pagan
mythology as the divine priest—evidently an Indo-Iranian concept, for
the same role is attributed to Soma in India (where too soma was regularly
offered with blood sacrifice).85 A mortal priest was entitled to a fixed por-
tion of every sacrifice which he made, and so a share was assigned likewise
to the invisible one. In the Mihr Yāst it is said that Haoma “was the first
to offer up haomas with a star-adorned, spirit-fashioned mortar upon high
Hara”, 86 and as the “swiftly-sacrificing saotra” 87 he made sacrifices in the
spirit world to other gods—Druvāspā, Mithra and Sraoṣa are named.88 It
seems that it was the repeated consecrations of para-hamaa which first
created the concept of a god Haoma, just as it was repeated sacrifices of
animals which shaped that of Gāsūr Urvan; and the fact that the two
offerings were regularly made together led in time to the myth of Haoma
presiding over both. As often happens in the history of religions, “imagina-
tion has given firstly a status and a history and consequently a more con-
tinuous life to the intermittent, dull and passive personality which was
born from the regular occurrence of sacrifices.”89 It was presumably
because haoma played so great a part in daily life that in this case the
divinity thus created acquired a rich mythology, with, naturally, the
various aspects of his character being all related ultimately to the plant
which he represented. Since this plant was regarded as chief of medicinal
herbs (being wholesome for man and beast) the god Haoma was rever-
enced as a healer, able to bestow health and strength.90 Prayers properly
addressed to him bring well-being.91 and if pestilence threatens, a yasna
should be solemnised in his honour.92 Then because of the intoxicating
property of the plant, and its ability to awake battle-fury, he became him-
self a fighting hero. Yet as lord of plants he could also give good harvests,
and yasnas were devoted to him so that he might vouchsafe them,93 and
since he could bestow not only fertility but also the highest qualities of
mind and body, women prayed to him for illustrious sons.84 (The heroic
Thrāṭaoma and Kṛṣṇa spā were both, as we have seen,95 born to their
fathers because the latter pressed haoma for drinking.) Then, although he
is the divine sacrificer, Haoma is compassionate to the animals whom he
nurtures through plants, and careful that the rituals should be observed
whereby their souls can attain their appointed place in the hereafter. He
is therefore regarded, with Gāsūr Urvan and Gāsūr Taśan, as a divinity
with especial charge of animals.96 In all this, as in his aspect of priest, he
was evidently conceived anthropomorphically; yet so close was his asso-

78 See in more detail Boyce, J R S 1966, 112-17.
79 For the Nirgēštān passages which establish this see Boyce, Henning Mem. Vol.,
68-9.
80 Y. 36.2.
81 Y. 38.x. The offering is “long-armed” because it reaches up to the gods, see Gershe-
vitch, A H M, 180.
82 Y. 11.4. On the symbolism of these particular portions see Dachezen-Guillemin,
83 Y. 11.5-6.
84 See, e.g., Keith, Rel. and phil. II, 347.
85 Y. 10.90. (On the interpretation see Boyce, Henning Mem. Vol., 66 n. 49. The above
translation is that favoured by Darmesteter, Lommel and Henning.)
86 Yt. 10.89.
87 Yt. 10.88. In these associations the link between Haoma and the blood
sacrifice seems doubly stressed, for Drūvāspā as protector of animals is closely allied to
Gāsūr Urvan, and the especial connection between Mithra and the animal offering seems
old. The verse to Sraoṣa derives from that to Mithra, see below, p. 271.
88 For references see Boyce, Henning Mem. Vol., 72.
cation with the plant *haoma* that invocations of him often blend the concepts of divinity and herb. Thus at the beginning of the *Hūm Yāst* Haoma is represented as approaching Zoroaster himself, who addresses him with these words: "Who are you, O man, the fairest whom I have seen of all the corporeal world?" And Haoma replies: "I am Haoma. Gather me, press me for drink, praise me for strengthening." In his human shape he is hailed as "green-eyed" (*sairn.ōśtra*) but this greenness comes from the plant. As plant and god he has the epithet of "furthering *aśa*" (*aśa.ācīraḥ*), which associates him with the Ahuras, the guardians of order. He is therefore fittingly called *kuhravat* "of good wisdom" (Soma being similarly invoked as *sukraḥ*). Another distinctive epithet of his is *dīroṣa*; (Vedic *dīrvaḥ*); but the meaning of this is much debated.

To turn back from this god of the cult to the cult itself, the problem existed, for the Iranians as for other peoples, of how offerings made to the divine beings should be actually conveyed to them. The *zādhras* to fire and water were consigned to these two elements, to be consumed by the one and absorbed by the other—true sacrifices, therefore, which were wholly lost to the worshippers; and in Indian ritual a little of every offering, even of the liquid *soma*, was placed on the fire, the "mouth of the gods", to be consumed by it on behalf of the divinity concerned. The Iranians, however, gave to fire only those offerings which were intended for it itself (dry wood, incense, fat). As for the gods in general, according to Strabo, the Persians claimed that they required only the "soul" of the victim; and certainly still today the Zoroastrian priests are at pains to release the "soul" or essence of each offering, conceived of as its colour or body, to gratify the divinity. This they do by slicing open fruits and vegetables, grilling wheaten cakes, and roasting or seething the flesh of the sacrificial animal. Thereafter almost all of what has been consecrated is divided up, by the man who has made the offering, between priests and the poor, and his friends and kin. Yet there is also a practice, of which the Persians did not perhaps tell Strabo, whereby a portion of the sacrifice is set aside and conveyed to the god in a different way. In the account given in the *Bundahīšn* of the first blood sacrifice to be made by man it is said that the portion for the fire (*bahr i ātakī*) was laid directly on the flames, but that the portion for the gods (*bahr i yāzādān*) was tossed up into the sky, and a vulture swooped and carried it off, "as in recent times dogs have eaten the meat" (*tūn nazādit gōṣī sagān khvārd*). Certainly to this day at holy festivals and solemn rituals orthodox Zoroastrians gather up a little of every kind of food which has been consecrated and give it to a dog, with recitation of Avesta. Moreover, the strictly orthodox used never to eat food themselves without first giving something to a dog; and it remains the clearly-realised belief in the most conservative villages of Iran that what is thus given to a dog reaches the other world of gods and departed souls. Hence it is general still among pious Zoroastrians of the old school to give a dead person's food thrice a day to a dog for the three days that the soul remains on earth; and at all ceremonies of remembrance a portion of the food offerings is given to a dog, the living intermediary between the seen and unseen. A link between the dog and the souls of the dead is found also in the Vedas, so that this belief presumably has its roots in the Indo-Iranian past; but that the dog can act as representative of the gods themselves, receiving on their behalf a portion of the offerings, seems a purely Iranian concept, which perhaps developed only slowly through analogy with practices on behalf of the dead. The usage with regard to the divine beings is today perhaps most clearly to be seen with Haoma's share of the sacrifice. This is now represented in the ritual by the dead animal's tongue; and while this is being consecrated to Haoma it is roasted, which releases the *bōya*, and thereafter it is given ceremonially to a dog.

Since the portion of the dog is necessarily small, even with this ritual development most of the offerings remain to be shared among the worshippers. In the case of the blood sacrifice great importance was attached in both Iran and India to seven portions of the inwards of the victim, which in present Zoroastrian usage are called the *andom* or "parts". In Iran these are prepared in an especial way for roasting, and are then consumed with particular concentration of mind and spirit. Especial rites
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were used in India also for the preparation of the seven portions, for it was held that they in particular represent the ḫaṇḍa of the blood sacrifice. "An essential part of all rituals is ... the communal eating of the ḫaṇḍa, that is: an especial part of the sacrificial food regarded as the ‘blessing of the sacrifice’. In the Agnīhotra this ḫaṇḍa is the remains of the sacrificed milk, at the full- and new-moon sacrifices it is a part of the sacrificial cakes ... at the animal sacrifice, a part of the animal, at the soma-sacrifice a part of the soma drunk after the sacrifice."

The Avestan word ḫaṇḍa, etymologically identical with Vedic ująśaḥ, appears in this same way by Zoroaster himself. In India ḫaṇḍa is personified as a goddess, and a personification of ḫaṇḍa appears likewise in the Gāthās, notably in Y.50,8, where the expression padāśī ... ḫaṇḍa “in the footsteps of ḫaṇḍa” has been felicitously compared with Vedic ู่yāśaḥ padē “in the footsteps of ḫaṇḍa”, both expressions containing an allusion to the goddess of sacrifice “whose footsteps drop with fat” (ṛṣṭapadē).

The importance attached by Zoroastrian and Brahman to partaking of the consecrated food and drink leads readily to comparisons between their observances and the communion meals of other faiths; and Hubert and Mauss sought to establish that the blood and soma sacrifices of India both involved the death of a god, and so, through many comparisons with other religious observances, they brought these into association with the “Christian ritual of sacrifice”. The same comparison has more recently been made by Zechner with the Iranian haoma-ritual. It happens that in Y.11.4 Haoma is called the “son of Ahura Mazda” (a term more frequently applied to Fire). By emphasizing this, and selecting other material to throw into prominence the “death” of the god, his “resurrection” in the parahaoma, and his “resurrection”, with his death again in the next act of worship, it is possible to present the Iranian haoma-offering as if it were the Christian communion rite in an older and less familiar form. But if all the material is properly taken into consideration in its own religious setting, the haoma-ritual with its intention appears as something very different. As Keith has pointed out with regard to that of soma, this is basically “the offering to the god of the intoxicating drink, which in itself, on the other hand, creates the conception of the god Soma”; and it is only later in the Brāhmaṇas that the thought is expressed that the pounding of the plant involves the death of soma. The passages containing this idea show, however, that there was “no serious or real feeling for the death of the god: they are products of speculation, not of deep religious conviction”.

In Zoroastrian literature there is not even a trace of such a thought. As for the blood sacrifice, Keith’s comments on the Brāhmaṇic observance apply also to the Iranian one: There is not the slightest sign in the elaborate ritual, nor in the formulae which are recorded in full, that there was any idea that the death of the victim was the ritual death of one of the gods, or that the ceremony was a sacrament, in which the worshippers renewed or strengthened their union with the god by a common meal... The ḫaṇḍa is the divine power present in the food when eaten: there is no question of the death and eating of a divinity.

This divine power is brought into the offerings through the act of consecration, that is, through sacred words or mathras uttered by the priest, and rituals duly performed by him with right intention. Very great power was attributed to mathras; and in later Zoroastrian practice every ritual act is not only accompanied by sacred words but set around by them, so that they form an invisible barrier between it and the forces of harm.

This was probably pagan usage also, for the ancient Yasna Hadāyāhāti consists of seven chapters, six of which appear to encircle, in two groups of three, the central one, which originally accompanied the highest point of the ritual, the main sacrificial offering. In due course in the Zoroastrian liturgy the whole Yasna Hadāyāhāti came to be enclosed by Zaraster’s own Gāthās, the most sacred of mathras, which again were divided into two groups and set around it to provide it with complete security; and the Gāthās themselves were in time enclosed in their turn by the other texts of the Yasna, so that the liturgy grew to be like a fortress with many curtain walls, each helping to give protection and greater strength to what lay at the centre. It was of the greatest importance that such walls should be strong, that is, that the mathras should be properly conceived and spoken, so that the rituals which they accompanied should be fully effective.

The priest performing the rituals was required to be in a state of complete ritual purity, and had to concentrate all his own ritual power,
through his thoughts and the gaze of his eyes, on the objects to be blessed. Once the divine power had been brought into the offerings, only those might partake of them who were in a fit state to do so. Preliminary lustration was essential, either with pure water or with urine of cow or bull—another practice common to the Indians and Iranians. This ritual requirement meant that cattle were always kept by priests, who were necessarily familiar with their handling; and this is therefore an observance which has given constant life to the ancient cow-symbolism of nomad days. In Iran and India cattle-urine is used for both outward and inward cleansing; but Zoroastrian observance requires that purity of body should be accompanied by a fit moral state. In pagan Iran the qualifications demanded of worshippers tended to be more arbitrary, with moral and amoral conditions intermingled. Thus Arødví Súra Anáhitá forbade those to partake of her zoṭhras who were crazy, or distempered, lying, cowardly or spiteful; but she also rejected the leper, the blind and deaf, and all those physically deformed. The bandit and the prostitute were among those banned from the offerings to Tíṣtra; and in order to partake of Mithra’s zoṭhras a worshipper must bathe on successive days and nights and undergo ritual chastisement, presumably to drive out sin. Así, a pagan goddess of abundance, forbade her offerings to the sterile—old men and women, young girls and boys.

The actual place of sacrifice in Zoroastrian and Brahman usage is of great simplicity, and its lack of any permanent features (such as an altar or fixed fire-stad) can readily be understood as being due to millennia of nomadic life on the steppes. All that is needed is a small flat space upon which a sacred fire is kept, a sacred fire kept by the Zoroastrians a pāvi or "pure place", by the Brahmans a vedi. The vedi, usually prepared at the house of the sacrificer, is either slightly raised or slightly sunk, and irregularly shaped, being narrowest in the middle. The pāvi is flat and rectangular, enclosed by a shallow furrow. Nowadays the pāvi is usually a permanent area, stone-flooried, with a fixed "furrow" set in the stone; but it is still permissible to make any clean place that can be sanctified and kept sanctified during the course of the ritual. In the Indian vedi the soma is strewn with grass, now called kusa but formerly barhis. The Iranians too used to strewn grasses, which they called baršom, later baršom. Two concepts appear to have existed concerning this strewn. It was spread beneath the feet of the sacrificial animal, and the flesh when dressed was laid upon it for consecration, because "the victim has plants as its body; verily thus he (the priest) makes the victim have its full body". It was also thought that the grass formed a seat for the gods when they came as guests to receive the offerings—for one could not expect the divine beings to be ever present in the neighbourhood of vedi or pāvi, as they might be thought to dwell in a temple or permanently holy place. (Temples do not seem to have been established even by Zoroastrians before the 4th century B.C., and had no place in the pagan cult.) Fire was always present at the Indian and Iranian rites, burning in a low container at a level with the priest's eye and hand as he sat upon the ground; and after the ceremony was over, the sanctified strewn was burnt as the dry vegetable matter of rituals by Zoroastrians to this day.

From the strewn, it seems, the priests used formerly to take up a handful of the grass and hold it while reciting, apparently to share in its pure and protective powers, conceivably also as acknowledgement that all flesh is grass, and priest and victim kin. In time twigs or rods came to be used for this purpose instead of grass, but in both Iran and India the name for these twigs, held in a bundle by the celebrating priest, continued to be the same as that of the strewn. In the Avesta baršom has both meanings. In living Zoroastranism the custom of the strewn has been abandoned, and baršom means only the twigs held by the priest. In Zoroastranism as in Brahmanism the number of these twigs varies according to the ceremony. Nowadays they are only a few inches long, but ancient sculptures show the baršom as between one and two feet in length.

The vessels and utensils used in the religious services are, like the pre-
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inct itself, of a basic simplicity, and are readily portable. Each thing is purified and consecrated anew (like the pāvī) for each ceremony or series of ceremonies; and when the service is over its sanctity ceases and it may be freely handled. The utensils needed for the yasna today appear essentially the same as those used in the Indo-Iranian period, since they and those of the Brahman rite seem in the main to share a common ancestry. They are a container for fire; bowls for the various liquids (water, milk, the parahaoma); a knife or knives; a pestle and mortar for pounding the haoma-twig; and a hair-sieve for straining the pul." In the Younger Avesta mention is made of mortars of stone and of metal; and the Persepolis treasury has yielded its beautifully-fashioned mortars and pestles of polished stone, as well as ones of bronze. In present times these vessels are always of metal. The ritual knife must likewise be wholly of metal, haft as well as blade, since other materials (such as wood or horn) are more porous, and it is held that they cannot be properly purified for consecration. The container for fire is also now regularly of metal, although in Iran in the not very distant past clay ones were also sometimes used.

Priestly rituals were not, however, confined to the pāvī and the ceremonies performed there. Zoroastrians sometimes call those which must be solemnized within a sanctified precinct in the highest purity "inner" rituals; but there are also a number of "outer" rituals, which are minor ones that may be celebrated anywhere—at home, on the mountains, by streams, or in the fields. One regularly performed is the āfrinagān or ceremony of blessing, which may be solemnized in honour of any member of the pantheon, to reverence him, to secure his favour, or to thank him for benefits received; and this probably continues some form of pagan usage. Animal sacrifice, too, was by no means restricted to the pāvī and the priestly haoma ceremony, but was offered also as a separate rite, as the yāstes abundantly attest." It was thus, evidently, that it was observed by Herodotus in the 5th century B.C., when it was performed in a manner very similar to that still practised at their mountain shrines by the Zoroastrians of Yazd. At such sacrifices the victim (as always, well fed and cared for) is decked out with ribands tied around its horns, and is led or often carried shoulder-high up the mountain to the sound of pipe and drum. There it is borne in joyful procession seven times around the holy place (a living rock), against the direction of the sun, and then is led away to be killed at a little distance. The sacrificer (who until the present generation was always a priest, the only man sufficiently pure to perform this high ritual act) kisses the animal's cheek before slaying it, in a gesture of kinship and contrition. Certain mahātrus or passages of Avesta are prescribed to accompany the act of sacrifice; and afterwards the priest consecrates the appropriate portions to Haoma. The rest of the flesh is seethed in a cauldron and partaken of by the sacrificer and those with whom he chooses to share it, some portions being always given to the priest and the poor. These observances appear to be very ancient, of a type probably carried on through millennia by the Iranians at high and holy places, in homage, as Herodotus records, to God, and to "Sun, Moon, Earth, Fire, Water and Winds."

Such sacrifices at Zoroastrian shrines may be made by an individual whenever he wills, and for a variety of reasons—in worship or thanksgiving, as an act of penitence, or in self-dedication to some vow. This was presumably true also in the pagan past. A priest's presence is necessary at this or any other major rite; and it is through the performance of ceremonies that down the generations the Iranian and Indian priests have received the wherewithal to live, sometimes in princely fashion, sometimes humbly. Gifts to the priests, called dāksitā by the Brahmans, ašādād by the Zoroastrians, were regarded as an essential part of a ceremony, and whereas Zoroaster is represented as making the full priestly haoma sacrifice (see V. 5.104), heroes, as laymen, offer only the blood sacrifice (see, e.g., ibid. 20-81 and further below. p. 266 with n. 82, on the priestly rite).

104 See Boyce, "RSOAS XXX, 1967, 43.
105 See Boyce, "JRAS 1966, 108-9; and cf. the Indian practice, Hillebrandt, Ritualliteratur, 73.
106 See Boyce, "RSOC XXX, 43-4.
107 Herodotus states, accurately, that the flesh was seethed; cf. the Indian practice at the puṣtavānkhā, Hillebrandt, Ritualliteratur, 123. Soothing rather than roasting was a practical matter at these mountain sacrifices, with no domestic oven to hand.
108 It must be emphasised that it is only the Iranian branch of the Zoroastrian community that maintains these ancient rites of sacrifice, and even in Iran they are in process of being abandoned. On the similarity in intention of the ancient Vedic sacrifices see Hillebrandt, Ritualliteratur, 73.
109 Middle Persian ašādād (with its variant ašāwaštād) means literally "given to a righteous man," an ašawm, i.e. a priest. The Avestan term is not recorded.
were they lacking the ritual would not be complete or effective. They "belonged to the sacrifice as ambrosia belongs to the gods, as rivers to the sea".

In Zoroastrian Iran the cult is unified, and traces of more varied practices are to be found chiefly in prohibitions. Thus in a passage in Yasht 5 the prophet is represented as asking Ahravî Sûrâ how sacrifices should be made to her, and she replies that zaôthras may be offered only between sunrise and sunset. If any are offered during the hours of darkness, then "these zaôthras which come to me too late . . . the dævas receive them, running, clapping their hands, leaping, shouting, because, not being received (by me) they go in sacrifice to the dævas". In the Nirangæstân it is said forcibly: "He who makes a libation to the Waters between the setting and the rising of the sun does no better than if he were to cast it into the jaws of a . . . dragon." Similarly in the Brâhmanas evil powers are represented as ever vigilant and hopeful of intercepting the offerings made to the gods. In both Iran and India the morning is regarded as the most auspicious time for religious rites; but whereas in Vedic India this was merely the favoured time, in Zoroastrian Iran there is an absolute prohibition against celebrating the yasna at any other period of the day. In India it is permissible to make an offering of soma after sunset, so that there may in this be a divergence between the ahuric and dævic cults; or the distinction may lie between Zoroastrianism and Iranian paganism. Moreover, even before hostility developed in India between worshippers of the two groups of gods, there must have been beliefs in evil powers which might benefit from wrongly-offered worship, and so grow strong to man’s detriment—hence, evidently, the insistence that rituals and prayers should be carried out exactly, so that worship might be effective and please the divinity for whom it was intended. For it is only when well-worshipped (huyašt-) that the god is favourable. "Who" (demands Mithra) "thinks that I am to be worshipped with a good sacrificium (huyašt-), who with a bad sacrifice (dužyasti-)?" Woe to the . . . man on whose behalf a priest who is not righteous (aśavōn), who is not instructed, who does not embody the sacred word, takes his stand behind the barasar (twigs), even if he spreads the barasar (grass) out fully, even if he performs a long act of worship." "O men, is . . . Gauš Urvan, created by the Creator, wise, no longer worthy of sacrifice and prayer" (demands the aśavōn priest) "since now the dævic Vâyûmuras and the men who worship dævas make the blood flow, shedding it like water . . . ? Since now the dævic Vâyûmuras and the men who worship dævas bring to the fire these plants called haporsî, the wood called nomadhî." Plainly when such obscure black practices prevailed, the souls of the animals butchered in droves, without proper rites, did not ascend to Gauš Urvan, to strengthen and gladden him, and thereby the whole physical creation. Some of the rites thus rejected as "dævic" by Zoroastrains were evidently in origin propitiatory, intended to appease the powers of evil. Among these appears the Old Persian observance described by Plutarch: " . . . pounding in a mortar a herb called ‘omomi’ they invoke Hades and darkness; then having mingled it with the blood of a slaughtered wolf, they bear it forth into a sunless place and cast it away." Among the Brahman propitiatory rites are performed each day. Thus of the five "great offerings" (mahâyajñā) which are obligatory for householders twice daily, one is an offering for the demons, to be placed by the household rubbish-heaps. At high rituals the blood of the animal sacrifice is offered to the powers of darkness, being poured into a hole in the ground to the west of the tōdī. It is part of the greatness of Zoroastrianism that the prophet set his face unflinchingly against any such conciliation of the forces of evil.

As well as private daily observances by each individual, and the daily rites performed by priests for the maintenance of the world, there were evidently seasonal festivals in which the whole community joined. As we have seen, pagan Iran had its religious calendar, going back, it seems, to Indo-Iranian times, since Indians and Iranians had in common a religious year of 360 days, divided into 12 months of 30 days each. In India this is still used by Brahmans, and is called the savana year, because by it were
regulated the seasonal pressings of soma. The savana year is an artificial one, which is kept in relation with the natural year by the fairly frequent intercalations of a thirteenth month; and the ancient Iranians too are said to have intercalated frequently (every 6 years, in theory at least) to keep their religious year in accord with the seasons. The “Avestan” people, like others, must have distinguished the months by names; but the only pre-Zoroastrian month-names to survive are those of the Old Persians. The meanings of these are by no means wholly clear, but they seem to be of a mixed kind, referring to farming activities, religious observances and the like.

In this old religious calendar there were evidently a number of feast days. The Indo-Iranian year appears to have been divided into two seasons, called by the Vedic Indians ay nanoparticles. One reckoning of these nanoparticles was that they ran from the spring to the autumn equinox, from the autumn to the spring. For the Indians the first of these was “spring and summer and the rains”, and this they called the “season of the gods” (devayana); the other, autumn and winter, being the time of darkness and death, was the “season of the fathers” (pitryana). The pagan Iranians appear to have marked the dividing equinoxes, which they too considered as the poles of the natural year, by two great feasts. That of the spring equinox is still kept joyfully by Zoroastrians, and probably many features of the present festival go back to pagan times, for it is essentially an occasion for rejoicing at the end of winter, and is celebrated out of doors amid the renewed greenness of earth. The feast of the autumn equinox appears to have been dedicated of old to Mithra, and is known from Achaemenian times as the Mithräkäna (later Mihragän). The festival was thus celebrated when the sun with which Mithra is linked had achieved its yearly task of ripening the crops and bringing increase and fatness to herds. Sacrifices were accordingly made to Mithra in thanksgiving. In some Iranian villages Zoroastrians still bring an offering from their crops to the fire-temple at Mihragän, and each household then sacrifices an animal to the yazata. As well as being a thank-offering, the blood sacrifice at this festival had probably a symbolic meaning also. It may well have been offered, that is, in re-enactment of the death of the mythical “Uniquely-created Bull”, from whose body in the beginning sprang the seed of animals and all useful plants, the intention being to ensure that corn and grasses sprouted afresh in the coming year, under the quickening sun, and that offspring were born again to the herds. This is held to be one of the purposes of the bull-sacrifice to Apollo at the Athenian Bouphonia, and of similar sacrifices at the harvest-celebrations of other peoples, “The periodical return of the sacrifice at times when the earth became bare assured the continuity of natural life”. Such significance attaching to blood sacrifice at the Mithräkäna would account for the central part assigned to the offering at this festival, and for the persistence of the rite into the twentieth century. It might also help to account for the essential role of the bull sacrifice in western Mithraism. In Iran itself, as the Mīhr Yādšt shows, any domestic animal may properly be sacrificed to Mithra, for all useful creatures represent the “Uniquely-created Bull”. (There the cow/bull sacrifice itself came to be ritually associated rather with Ardashī Sūrā presumably because of the connection of the cow and her milk with fertility and libations to the waters.) There is no doubt that, though animal sacrifice was general in the worship of the Iranian gods, it had a particular significance in the worship of Mithra, who thus had an especial link with the divine sacrificer, Haoma. The old pagan association of animal sacrifice with the intoxicating haoma-offering is perhaps further emphasized by the odd Sassanid observance whereby Mithräkäna was the one day in the whole year upon which it was proper for the king himself to become drunk, whereas the gift of 20,000 colts at Mithräkäna to the Persian king by the satrap of Armenia was perhaps made at that particular festival because of Mithra’s connection with the “swift-horsed” sun. The ethical side of Mithra was also honoured at his feast, as known from Sassanian and later times; but here the problem of distinguishing between pagan and Zoroastrian elements in his cult is at its most acute, and so consideration of these aspects of his festival is best deferred.

Both Indians and Iranians further divided the year into six seasons, the yāśtra rata or “times of the year” of the Avestan people, although it has...
been suggested that the similarity in this case may be due to parallel developments rather than stemming from a common Indo-Iranian system.\(^{178}\) Each of these seasons is marked by a feast.\(^{179}\) Two celebrate the solstices, namely Mādāhyāti.su.m ("Midsummer (feast)") and Mādāhyāti.ya ("Midyear (feast)"). The others were apparently pastoral and farming festivals, which have been interpreted as follows: Mādāhyāti.zarāmarya ("Midspring"), when cattle were first driven out to pasture, Paitīshahunyay ("the feast of bringing in the corn"), and Ayāthirma ("the feast of homecoming"), when the herds were brought back from summer grazing-lands.

The season introduced by Mādāhyāti.ya, at the winter solstice, ended with the spring equinox, and on its last day, which was therefore officially the last day of winter, "the season of the Fathers", was celebrated Hama-spathmādāyaya, the festival of the fravalis.\(^{180}\)

It is not known when the year began for the Indo-Iranians, but some suppose it to have been at the autumn equinox,\(^{181}\) for the Iranian word for "year" (Av. saras-, OP. thard-) corresponds to Skt. sarad- "autumn, year". "Harvest and the great festival associated with it" have frequently been chosen by peoples of different lands as the turning point of the year; but this turning point need not necessarily be of any wide significance.\(^{182}\)

For a pastoral people, who presumably tilled very little of the earth, spring is likely to give more sense of beginnings, with the new grass growing strongly for their herds, and calves being born; while the fact that the festival of the winter solstice was called by them "Midyear" shows that at some time the "Avestan" people regarded the summer solstice as the start of the year. The Vedic Indians too knew two feasts at the solstices, dividing the year for them into udarōyana and dakṣināyana, the "left" and "right" seasons\(^{183}\); and this may be older than the division into devayāna and pītyāna, since observation of the solstices is simpler than of the equinoxes.\(^{184}\)

It is, however, perfectly possible that several annual "beginnings" were recognized simultaneously, as has been known with other peoples, for instance the Jews of old: "on the first day of Nisan is the beginning of the year for the kings and for the festivals. On the first day of Elul is the beginning for the tithing of cattle. On the first day of Tishri is the beginning for the years (i.e. the civil calendar), and for the Sabbatic year and the Jubilee years, for the plants and vegetables. On the first day of the month Shevat is the beginning for the tree-fruit."\(^{185}\) If the Jews could recognize four new-year days, the ancient Iranians may well have had two or three. But whatever the situation was in this respect when Zoroaster was born, the prophet evidently chose (if choice was then necessary) the feast of the spring equinox to be the New Year for his people, plainly because of the deep religious symbolism which he saw in the annual renewal of life at this season. He called it, it seems, the "New Day," Middle Persian Nō Rōz;\(^{186}\) and as such it is still celebrated by his followers, and even in Muslim Iran. He also, according to tradition, refounded the five seasonal feasts and Hama-spathmādāyaya as holy days of his faith, in honour of the great Amaša Spanta of his own revelation and the creations which they guard;\(^{187}\) and it is the fact that in Zoroastrian observation the first of these feasts is Mādāhyāti.zarāmarya, "Midspring", which proves that for Zoroaster the "New Day" fell at the spring equinox, and not in autumn or at midsummer.

A number of other festivals of evidently pagan origin survive as major Zoroastrian feasts, clearly because there was no contradiction between their observance and the spirit of the reformed faith. One which was indeed wholly in conformity with Zoroastrianism was Sāda or the "Hundred-Days Feast", which appears in origin an ancient fire-festival, held (like similar festivals in many lands) in the depth of winter, to drive back the forces of cold and darkness and help the sun regain its strength. This feast received its name because it was held one hundred days before Nō Rōz and the return of spring (or, in some places, one hundred days after

---

178 See Taqizadeh, Old Iranian calendar, 15.
179 On the seasonal feasts, later called gāh and gāhābārs, see R. Roth, "Der Kalender des Avesta und die sogennanten Gāhābārs", ZDMG XXIV, 1880, 649-720.
180 See above, pp. 122-4.
183 Kaye, Hindu Astonomay, 47; Taqizadeh, op. cit., 14-16.
184 See Nilsson, op. cit., 312-2.
186 It is of course pure conjecture that the prophet himself used an Avestan expression meaning "New Day" for the feast; but there is ample evidence for the existence of the more actual term "New Year" (*nava-sard*); see W. Eilers, Der alte Name des persischen Neujahrfeierns, Ab. Abh. d. Wissenschaften u. d. Literatur in Mainz, 1935, No. 2, 19, and it seems possible that the name "New Day" was given by him as having an eschatological implication also.
187 Had these feasts originated as Zoroastrian holy days, with no previous history, one would expect them to have had religious names rather than ones linking them to the pastoral and farming year. Traditionally, however, their foundation was ascribed to the prophet (see Brāhm, Chronology of ancient nations, 210); and this suggests that it was he himself who adapted these existing seasonal feasts to give cultic expression to his new doctrines. The fact that the names of the festivals survive only in Younger Avestan forms is naturally of no historical significance in itself: it does not, that is, enable one to determine the epoch at which they were first used. Nor can the existence of a harvest festival (Paitīshahunyay) prove the lateness of the scribes, for even in their nomad days, it is thought, the Indo-Iranians had some knowledge of farming, however limited a part it played in their lives.
the seasonal feast of Ayāthrima, which marked the beginning of winter).184 By Zoroastrians it was (and still is) celebrated with a huge fire lit as darkness falls near a shrine to Mithra (lord of fire and the sun), and close to a stream, since part of its symbolic purpose was to warm the waters and prevent the demon of frost from freezing them fast and so tightening his deadly grip on the world.

As well as this great fire-festival, a feast of the waters, (dedicated in current usage to Aradvi Sirā), is also evidently of pagan origin, and remained a great annual occasion. Another major festival maintained in Zoroastrian times was the *Tirikāṇa, Pahl. Tiragān. This feast, known popularly among the Zoroastrians of Iran as the “feast of Tir and Teštar”, was celebrated as a rain-festival in Yazd and Kerman down to the present century, with a number of pretty observances meant to act as rain-spells.185 It is probable that most other divinities of pagan Iran (except cult-deities such as Haoma and Gānš Urvan) had their own especial days of veneration, as they have in Zoroastrianism. In addition there must have been, then as later, particular local cults, which probably often, as in Hindu India and Zoroastrian Iran, centred on the veneration of majestic trees, which were honoured as the representatives of the “creation” of plants, which both lives and gives life to men and cattle.186

As for the ways in which festivals were celebrated, in Zoroastrianism the same essential rituals are solemnized at all festivals, with due liturgical modifications—as the mass is solemnized on all holy days in Catholic Christendom. Since the same is broadly true of Brahmanic usage, one may suppose it to have been the case also in pagan Iran. It is likely, therefore, that the essential rites of offerings to the gods, and to fire and water, were made on all occasions, then as now, and that the particular intention of each act of worship was defined by its dedication to a named divinity, and by the recital of special maθras and songs of praise. In addition there were evidently annual observances attached to individual cults, in connection with the divinity’s especial powers and functions.

With regard to the celebrants of the rites, presumably in pagan as in later times the laity not only made their own private devotions but also conducted a number of domestic rituals, such as caring for and making offerings to the hearth fire and local stream or well, and preparing offerings for the family fravašis; but all major ceremonies were evidently solemnized by priests, who were trained in the proper way to approach the gods. The laity acquired merit in such observances by providing the offerings and rewarding the priests; and they shared in the act of worship by partaking of the consecrated saθras. The basic similarities in these respects between the Zoroastrian and Brahmanic cults is yet further testimony to the tenacity of the religious tradition of the two peoples, a tradition which in observance as in beliefs seems in many respects to have been moulded and fixed during the far-off days of their shared nomadic past.

---


185 See further in Vol. IV.

186 See above, p. 143. For a particular instance of the veneration of a tree in Zoroastrian Iran see Boyce, Festchrift für W. Eilers, Wiesbaden 1967, 150.
PART TWO
ZOROASTER AND HIS TEACHINGS
CHAPTER SEVEN

ZOROASTER

Materials for the life of Zoroaster are to be gleaned from the following sources: firstly, the Gāthās themselves, which apart from the evidence which they furnish that the prophet belonged, from the language which he spoke, to the north-east of Iran, supply allusively a number of facts about his family and about incidents in his life. It is not known, however, in what order the Gāthās, now arranged metrically, were originally composed, or how many years of Zoroaster’s existence they span.1 Secondly, there is the Younger Avesta. Here the names of the chief personages of the Gāthās recur, and some others are added for Zoroaster’s family circle, presumably from living tradition; but there is little reference to events, and virtually nothing biographical. The reason for this is evidently that this material was irrelevant to the liturgical texts which alone survive, and was assigned to two books of the Avesta which were especially devoted to the life of the prophet, namely the Spênd Nask and Čihrādā Nask.2 These works, whose age is unknown, have long since themselves disap-

1 In his translation of the Gāthās (Zoroastre, Étude critique avec une traduction commentée des Gāthā, Paris 1948; Eng. transl. by M. Henning, The Hymns of Zarathustra, London 1953), J. Duchesne-Guillemin arranged the hymns in what he suggested might be their original order, judged from their content. See also his article “L’ordre des Gāthās”, La Nouvelle Clio V, 1953 (Milanges A. Caronni), 31-7. It is impossible, however, to hope for finality in this matter. Some scholars maintain that the last hymn in the formal arrangement (V: 53) is not by Zoroaster himself; but this appears to be a minority opinion. M. Mâlî went further in arguing that none of the Gāthās could be attributed to Zoroaster. He saw them rather as the liturgy “of an office representing the dramatic struggle of two opposed camps, for which the stake is the purification of the world from all evil” (Namens VIII, 1961, 36 = Zarathustra, ed. Schlerath, 327); and as such, he maintained, they must have been the work of various unknown authors, who made use of the name of Zoroaster (whether or not a historical person) simply as that of an “archetypal” figure. In putting forward this interpretation Mâlî ignored the artificial arrangement of the Gāthās, which shows that the collection was set in order after the composition of the individual hymns. He also failed to consider the problem of why, unless the Gāthās were invested with some especial sanctity, they should have been preserved in an ancient stage of the Avestan language instead of evolving linguistically, like the rest of the Yasna. His arguments against the “pillar passages” (see below) as evidence for the authenticity of the Gāthās seem likewise unconvincing. In general Mâlî held that the Zoroastrians’ own tradition that their religion had been founded by a prophet evolved late, through adaptation to pressure from Islam and a desire to conform to the pattern of the dominant religion. Such an interpretation cannot be accepted in defiance of all the ancient evidence to the contrary. Studies of the Gāthās down to 1962 have been surveyed by B. Schlerath, “Die Gathas des Zarathustra”, OLZ LVII, 1962, 356-89, repr. in Zarathustra, ed. Schlerath, 336-59. See also Duchesne-Guillemin, “Les hymnes de Zarathustra”, RHR 1961, 47-66.

2 See West, SÆE XLVII, ix-xvi.
peared; but there are important sections of certain Pahlavi books, notably the Dinhard and Selections of Zadspram, which evidently derive from them, with some explicit citations; and briefer passages on this theme occur scattered through other Pahlavi works. These Middle Persian texts, taken together, constitute the third source for knowledge of the prophet's life, and with the Younger Avesta represent the tradition.3

In dealing with this tradition it is necessary to distinguish between the facts, which are what will concern as in the present chapter; the legend, already delineated in the Younger Avesta, whereby the prophet's story was so shaped that he himself became an actor in the teleological drama of which he spoke so much; 4 and the embroideries, proper to hagiography, of supernatural endowments and miraculous adventures, which have their due place in the Pahlavi books and appear in most popular accounts of Zoroaster. The teleological legend is of considerable importance in developed Zoroastrian doctrine, but must necessarily be considered after a discussion of the teachings of the prophet himself, in order that it may appear how it grew out of them.

The facts of Zoroaster's birth and life, as far as they can be determined from these three sources, appear as follows: he was of the Spitaman family (Spitama being evidently a fairly remote progenitor of his house), the son of Pouroosasp and Dughdhhvā. Among his more immediate forbears was Hāčatasp, whom the tradition knows as his great-grandfather. These personal names appear appropriate to a people with a pastoral tradition. That of the prophet himself, in Avestan Zarathushtra, probably means "he who can manage camels", a skill which among a nomad people deserved

3 The most important of these texts were translated by West, op. cit. (1907), with an introduction and notes which are still valuable. The Dinhard texts with others (but without those from Zadspram) were published in translation with translation and notes by M. Mollé, La légende de Zoroastre selon les textes peklevins, Paris 1907, who included the Vaidisth i dāji, a text known to be a fabrication made in India in the 19th century A.C. The 17th-century Zaradvit Nāma is a poem which has no independent authority, but which introduces few novelties, except such as are clearly flights of fancy. (See the ed., with French translation, by F. Romberg, St. Petersburg 1904.) Almost all the material relating to Zoroaster, from Iranian and foreign sources, was brought together, with full references, in a useful but uncorrected work by A. W. Jackson, Zoroaster, the prophet of ancient Iran, New York, 1909.

4 Mollé, who has done the most extensive recent work on the life of the prophet, deliberately neglected to make any such distinction, because he believed that Zoroaster (if he ever existed) had already become a legend before his name was used by the unknown "composers of the Gāthās". In this he followed Darmesteter, ZA III, 131, "La légende de Zoroastre"; but this belongs to that small part of the great French scholar's work which has found no general acceptance.

5 See Y. 46.13; 51.12; 53.1, et pass., in the later literature.

6 The earliest reference to his father's name is probably that in Yt. 5.18. His mother's is supplied by an Avestan fragment, see Darmesteter, ZA III, 131.

7 Y. 46.15.

8 It appears to be the Old Persian form of it, Zara ustra, which yielded Greek Zoroaster, whereas the Medean Zarat ustra produced Middle and later Persian Zarzist. The name of the prophet's father (like those of several others persons connected with him, including his great-grandfather), was compounded with the word ustra "horse", Pouroosasp signifying "possessing gray horses"; 9 and his mother's name, Dughdhhvā, means "one who has milked, milkmaid". These names may well have been traditional in his family, rather than having any particular relevance to the circumstances into which he himself was born.10 According to the tradition he had four brothers, two older than himself, two younger. Their names are given in a late Pahlavi work,11 but owing to the ambiguities of the Pahlavi script it is not certain how exactly they should be read.

Nothing is known of Zoroaster's parents except their names; but whatever Pouroosasp's own calling, it seems that Zoroaster must himself have been dedicated from childhood to that of priest.12 In the Gāthās (Y. 33.6) he refers to himself as zaatar, that is, a fully qualified priest; and in the Younger Avesta the more general term, əryan, is used of him (Yt. 13.94). The Gāthās themselves, to judge from their intricacy of style, could only have been composed by a man who had undergone a rigorous professional training, which enabled him to pour passionate new thoughts into an elaborate and conventional literary mould. General evidence concerning the priesthood from India and Iran shows that this training began ordinarily at about the age of seven, when a child would be consigned with others to the care of a religious teacher.13 From that time onward his studies would necessarily claim most of his waking hours, for there was much to learn: rituals and their significance, the art of composing māhris and duly invoking the gods, priestly lore about the nature of this world and the next, together with all the complexities of polytheistic beliefs. After finishing the basic training undergone by all aspirants to the priest-

9 See Bailey, TPF, 1953, 40-2, who interprets the prophet's name as *zūrāt ustra "he who drives camels", from the base zar- "move". For earlier interpretations see Jackson, op. cit., 12-14, 147-9.

10 See Geschevitch, JNES XXIII, 1964, 38.

11 See Bartholomae, AIr. Wb. 503.

12 See Bartholomae, AIr. Wb. 746.


14 This point was argued in detail (against Mouhot and others) by H. Lommel, "War Zaraustra ein Bauer?", KZ LVIII, 1931, 248-65, repr. in Zarausthra, ed. Schrader, 33-52.

15 See above, pp. 7-8.
hood, the prophet must have continued studying in a zaotar school, where deeper theological questions were pondered. The Gāthās and Vedas together suggest that some opposition was sensed of old between the cults of daēva and ahūra, and argument and controversy were probably lively on this theme among his people. Zoroaster's great hymns suggest, moreover, that his spiritual gifts carried the prophet on far beyond merely dogmatic studies, leading him to seek out teachers versed in mantic lore, that is, in the inspired apprehension of the divine. He refers to himself as an initiate, vaisêhāna, "one who knows", and his great visionary hymn, Y. 44, is composed in a literary convention which "stretches back in unbroken continuity to Indo-European times"—a convention which is known only to married mantic utterances. Although Zoroaster's own contribution to religious thought was to be unique, he belonged, it seems, to a long line of lesser visionaries and priestly seers, whose literary and spiritual disciplines had been transmitted over countless generations.

The only chronology for the events of Zoroaster's life comes from the tradition, which in this respect seems schematized and unreliable, proceeding for the most part in round decades. By the Old Iranian reckoning a boy reached manhood at fifteen, at which age he was invested with the sacred girdle, and probably (in the case of an Ahriman) initiated priest. According to the tradition, it was five years later, when he was twenty, that Zoroaster left his parents' house against their wishes, and took to a wandering and questioning life. This time-scheme may well be roughly right, since it allows for that period of intensive study which the prophet evidently completed before giving himself up to his own private and individual quest for truth. The depth and intensity of his spiritual search can be deduced from his own words in the Gāthās. Finally revelation came to him (according to the tradition in his thirtieth year, which was conventionally the time of full and sage maturity). Allusions to the manner of it, in Y. 43, are amplified in one Pahlavi account. Here it is said that Zoroaster was attending a gathering met to celebrate the spring festival (Maidhyāk zarama); and that he went at dawn (according to ancient ritual practice) to fetch water from a river nearby for the haoma-ceremony. He waded deep into the current to draw the purest water; and it was as he returned to the bank—himself necessarily in a state of ritual purity, emerging from the pure element, water, in the freshness of a spring dawn—that he had a vision. He saw standing on the bank a shining being clad in a garment like light itself, who, tradition says, revealed himself as Vohu Manah, Good Intention. By him Zoroaster was brought into the presence of Ahura Mazda and the other five Immortals, before whom "he did not see his own shadow upon the earth, owing to (their) great light". And it was at that moment that spiritual enlightenment came to him.

This revelation appears to have been the first of a number of times when Zoroaster saw the Lord, or felt conscious of his presence, or heard his words. As has been justly said: "We do not understand Zarathushtra until we see in the Gāthās the underlying cause of his zeal: the meeting with God ... Zarathushtra's certainty was the result of a vision, a visible manifestation ... he had 'seen' and perceived the Lord". The God whom he thus beheld called the prophet imperatively to his service, a summons which he wholeheartedly obeyed. "For this I was set apart as yours from the beginning" (Y. 44.11). "I who have set my heart on watching over the soul in union with Vohu Manah, and as knowing the rewards of Mazda Ahura for our deeds, while I have power and strength, I shall teach men to seek after the right (ashvata)" (Y. 28.4).

Zoroaster therefore bestowed himself, inspired by his great vision, on an unrivaled task of teaching a new doctrine to his fellow-men. His

---

21 This ritual act has become obscured for the Parsis because for centuries they have drawn pure water for religious ceremonies from wells. In the Iranian villages, however, such water is still brought from streams, and for high rituals it is thus fetched at first light, so that it may be of the greatest possible purity, unpoluted by any diurnal activity. That this is a very ancient tradition is shown by the existence of the parallel Indian apōnapāya ritual, whereby a priest fetches water at dawn for the "mixing of the drink", i.e. the soma, from a stream of running water near the vedē, see Hildebrandt, Ritualliteratur, 129. Naturally in Zarathustrian tradition the river to which the prophet went came to be identified as the Vajihāvī Dīvyā, and it is said to have had four branches, to which symbolic significance is attributed. On this see Molé, Namen VIII, 1906, 61 n. 17 (= Zarathustra, ed. Schlerath, 132 n. 21). Molé, like other scholars, assumed that Zoroaster was described as going to the river in order to make the libation of parahoma, rather than to fetch pure water for its preparation; but the text says clearly "for the sake of pressing the haoma" (hām wandāna raī). The standard interpretation is in any case ritualistically impossible for several reasons, none being that the long ceremony of pressing the haoma cannot even begin before the sun rises.

22 Zādīstrām, XXI.9.

23 Söderblom, The Living God, 131-2, 134; cf. Harr, "Principia Zarathustricae", Eld og Vest, Årshåndlinger forlaget A. Christensen, Copenhagen 1945, 130-1; H. H. Schraeder, "Gott und Mensch in der Verkündigung Zarathustras" Corolla, Ludwig Curtius zum 60 Geburtstag dargebracht, Stuttgart 1937, 195-6 (repr. in Der Mensch in Orient und Occident, 1960). For other Zoroastrian references see Zoroaster's beholding God see Y. 31.8; 33. 6-7; 43.5.
words, which he calls "unheeded" (agūṣā) (Y. 31.1), fell at first upon stony ground. According to the tradition ten years passed during which he converted only one person to his beliefs, his cousin Maidhyōmaḥ, who in the Parwarīn Yāsū is honoured after the prophet himself, as "the first to give ear to the inspired utterance (māṭhra-) and teachings of Zoroaster" (Yt. 13.95).44 Although the figure of "ten years" can plainly not be regarded as precise, the process of conversion was evidently painfully slow, and brought with it, it seems, potential danger to the new believer, as the following words suggest: "One coming over to his side ... one must make him known to the kindred (bhvaṭē-) in order to protect him from bloodshed" (Y. 46.5).23 The prophet speaks of his own poverty and the fewness of his supporters (Y. 46.2), and of the wickedness of the kavīs and karavāns (probably the seers and working priests of the land),27 whose hostility to himself is implied. He laments to Ahura Mazda: "To do that which you told me was best shall cause me suffering among men" (Y. 43.11); and he names some of those who most afflicted him:28 the "very great Bānivāna" (Y. 49.1) with his "wicked teacher, long ago a rebel from righteousness (aṣa-)") (Y. 49.2); and Grūhma, who sought to prevent Zoroaster’s message being heard, and who maintained rites which the prophet rejected (Y. 32.13-14). He also indites the kavī’s "catamite," who in the depth of winter obstructed him and his servants and horses, who were shivering with cold (Y. 51.12).29

While he struggled to preach his new religion Zoroaster continued, it seems, to practise as a priest; and towards the end of the great Y. 44 (v. 18) he asks the Lord: "Shall I receive for my reward (maṣā-), through righteousness (aṣa-), ten rasses with a stallion and a camel, which were promised to me, O Mazda, together with your gift of wholeness and life (huvarvālai and amovrālai)?". The reward spoken of here has been compared with the gifts of cattle made to priests by Vedic princes; and the words have been interpreted as a prayer by Zoroaster for the success of his mission, since such gifts were a sign of approval and acceptance.30 By another interpretation the prophet here seeks his reward from God himself.31 The union of cattle and life as gifts from on high is traditional;32 and the general implication of his words, it is suggested, is to ask whether his pious striving will meet its due reward in this life, as well as in the hereafter. Whichever interpretation is right, it is agreed that Zoroaster expresses himself in this verse in an idiom that was wholly natural for a working priest.

After long years, discouraged by the obduracy of his fellow-countrymen, the prophet resolved, it seems, to depart from them, crying out in darkness of spirit: "To what land to flee, where shall I go to flee?"33 From the kindred and sodality they thrust me out. Not satisfying to me is the community to which I should belong, nor yet the wicked rulers of the land" (Y. 46.1).34 The expression dāhyu “land” had broad implications, meaning, as we have seen, at times probably no more than one enclosed valley, ruled by its own chief; and the linguistic evidence of the other Greek and Younger Avestan texts suggests that Zoroaster did not in fact travel far from his birthplace. In his new land he was better received. There, it seems, he won the ear of its king, Hutaosō, who in course of time “thought according to the religion, spoke according to the religion, acted according to the religion, ... believed devotedly in and understood the Mazda-worshipping religion, and gave fair name to the community” (Yt. 9.26).35 It was probably through his wife that the king, Kavi Vištāspa,36 was converted to Zoroaster’s teachings, “and came forward as the arm and help of this religion, the Ahuric, Zoroastrian ... and set it in the place of honour” (Yt. 13.99-100).

The conversion of Vištāspa is traditionally said to have taken place in Zoroaster’s forty-second year (a figure undoubtedly reached by later calculation). Thereafter the prophet evidently saw his doctrines accepted and spreading steadily, while he himself lived in honour in his new home,
God's prophet among men. For an Iranian priest marriage is a professional qualification, 37 and according to tradition Zoroaster married thrice. His first wife, whose name is not recorded, bore him a son, Isat.vəstra, “Desiring pasture”, 38 and three daughters, of whom the youngest was called Pouručistā “Very thoughtful”. 39 Her marriage is celebrated in Y. 53. By his second wife, who is also nameless, he had two sons, Urvatat.nara, “Commanding men”, and Hvaro.čithra, “Sun-faced”. 40 His third wife, Hvovi, did not, it seems, bear him any children. She belonged to the powerful family of the Hvōga (”Possessing good cattle”), and among her kinsmen was Jāmāspa, who is warmly spoken of in the Gāthās, together with Frašaștra of the same house. 41 According to tradition, Frašaștra was Hvovi’s father, and Jāmāspa, remembered as Vištāspa’s minister and wise counsellor, was the man to whom Zoroaster gave his own daughter Pouručistā in marriage, the two families becoming thus doubly related.

According to the tradition, Zoroaster lived to be old, in precise figures (of doubtful worth) until he was 77 years and 40 days, Accepting his teachings involved Kavi Vištāspa in battles with neighbouring princes, who seem bitterly to have resented the establishment of a new faith in their midst. Their names appear in various passages in the yaśts, notably in Yt. 5.109, where Vištāspa is represented as asking this boon: “That I may crush Taθryanvant of bad religion, the daθan-worshipper Paθana, and the wicked Araθat.aspa”. In these struggles he was valiantly supported by his brother Zairivair (Pahlavi Zarēr), who overcame the daθan-worshipper Humayaka (Yt. 5.113); by Zairivair’s son Bastavair (Yt. 13.103), and by Jāmāspa Hvōga (Yt. 5.68-9), who was evidently as brave as he was wise. The chief hero of these wars in the religious tradition is, however, Vištāspa’s own son, the “just and valiant Spontōdhāta” (Yt. 13.103), the Islahidīr of Persian epic. The survival of Zoroastrianism is proof of the tradition that these early battles were fought triumphantly by the upholders of the new faith.

The account of the early days of Zoroastrianism thus furnished by the Gāthās, in conjunction with the yaśts and the Pahlavi books, although meagre and lacking in detail, appears wholly probable in the light of the general history of religions: Zoroaster, a man of faith, had his searching after truth confirmed by a revelation, and felt divinely called to preach a new doctrine. He met with hostility from those who already knew him, left his own country, and found his message more readily received by strangers. Once a ruler had been converted to the new faith it flourished and became firmly established. Casual details provided by the sources (of proper names, personal relationships and isolated events) give this account, fragmentary though it is, an impressive reality.

The problem is to assign this relation of events, in itself harmonious and acceptable, to a time and place. As for the place, the most important single testimony is the language of the Avesta. Within the family of Iranian languages this belongs “between the Western Iranian dialects as spoken in present-day Persia, and the Eastern dialects on the Indian frontier and to the North of the River Oxus”; 42 and although the material for comparison is scanty, it can at least be said that this ancient tongue has features in common with that recorded in Khwarezmia from the second century A.C. 43 There is nothing, however, to establish exactly where the people who used it lived in Zoroaster’s own lifetime. Moreover, “Younger” Avestan, in which most of the Zoroastrian holy works are composed, differs from the “Gāthic” Avestan which the prophet spoke not only as representing various later stages of the language, but also through small dialect differences here and there. 44 On the linguistic evidence alone, therefore, the place where Zoroaster was born, and the “land” to which he went, can only be assigned somewhat vaguely to the north-east.

The geographical data are unhelpful, partly because of their paucity (there are none in the Gāthās themselves), partly because of a natural tendency of the Iranians, like any other migratory people, to carry familiar names along with them and give them to new mountains and rivers, lakes and valleys where they settled. A further complication was later added through the pious inclination of followers of the prophet to identify places in his story with ones in their own familiar countries. This process probably began early, so that one finds legendary events attached of old to particular places in, for instance, Seistan, far to the south-east, 45 asin

37 A number of the higher rituals may only be performed by a married priest, one who is fulfilling his allotted role, as a mature man, in the scheme of things.
38 See Yt. 13.98, and cf. GBd. XXXV. 56 (BTA 301), Ind. Bld. XXII.5 (transl. West, SBE V. 142).
39 See Yt. 13.139 (where the names of her sisters are also given).
40 See Yt. 13.98 and GBd. XXXV. 56; and on the meanings of the names Bartholomeo, Ar. WB. 1536, 1849.
41 See Y. 51. 17-18 and cf. 46. 16-17; 49. 8-9; 88.8. Frašaštra probably means “having strong camels”, see Bailey, TPS 1953. 25. The name Jāmāspa has “horse” for its second element.
44 See A. Meillet, JA 1917, 183 ff., K. Hoffman in this Handbuch, I.v.a., p. 6.
45 See above, pp. 104-02, and below, Ch. 10.
historical times they came to be associated by the Medean Magi with places in Azerbaijan in the north-west.

As for the time at which Zoroaster lived, since both the known dates—the 6000 years before Plato of the Greeks, and the 258 years before Alexander of the Sassanian priests—have been shown to be artificially calculated on erroneous bases, it has to be accepted that no reliable tradition existed about this. This is not surprising, since the Iranians of old had clearly little interest in history, and no means of establishing an absolute chronology for any events. Once again, therefore, one is left with such evidence as the Avesta itself provides. Linguistically the Gāhās appear very old, comparable indeed in antiquity with the Rigveda, whose compilation, it is thought, may have begun somewhere around 1700 B.C. The world-picture which underlies Zoroaster’s theology is correspondingly archaic; and his imagery, as we have seen, is drawn from the ancient pastoral tradition of his people, which was gradually modified as they became settled. In the absence of any sound external evidence, therefore, it seems natural to conclude that the prophet lived sometime between, say, 1400 and 1000 B.C., at a time when his people were perhaps still dwelling in northern Central Asia, before moving south in their turn to fix their abode in Khwarezm.

This conclusion, vague though it necessarily is, receives support from the testimony of the “Younger” Avesta, of which even the oldest parts appear linguistically considerably later than the Gāhās. This contains only one doubtful allusion to a place in Western Iran. Otherwise it belongs wholly to the north-east and east. It is not at all homogeneous, and many generations evidently contributed to its composition, during whose lives the language steadily evolved from its ancient “Gathic” stage. One of the oldest texts, the Farvardin Yašt, contains references to Iranian peoples whose names are wholly unknown from the records of the Greeks and Achaemenians, which provide some knowledge of Eastern Iran from the 6th and 5th centuries B.C. There are also allusions in this Yašt to place-names which are similarly lost to history. Another text (later both linguistically and evidently in content), namely the first chapter of the Vendidad, contains a list of seventeen other regional names, most of which can be identified with known areas in North-eastern and Eastern Iran. None of these names occurs in the Farvardin Yašt, and the two texts seem in this respect to span a long period, during which the faith with its scriptures evolved among the Eastern Iranian peoples before finding a hearing among their cousins to the west. Had it been otherwise, and had Zoroastrianism been carried in its infancy to the Medes and Persians, these imperial peoples must inevitably have found mention in its religious works. It seems likely that Zoroaster’s teachings reached the Medes as early as the 7th century B.C., together with a canon of religious works already so venerable that no obvious western imprint was ever thereafter made on them, even when further material came to be added. The prophet himself must therefore have flourished centuries earlier, and this accords with the fact that the Greeks in the 6th century learnt of him from the Persians as a figure belonging to immense, remote antiquity.

Assigning Zoroaster’s life to a period in distant prehistory helps to explain how it is that many details of it have been lost, so that only salient facts—together with the precise bits of information imbedded in the Gāhās—survive in the religious tradition. Virtually nothing is known of the years which he spent in dignity and honour at Vistāşpa’s court, but in the end, it is said, he died in venerable age, struck down by an assassin’s hand. The Pahlavi books record that his slayer belonged to the Turīyas, an Iranian people who figure repeatedly in the Yašt; and that he was a harapan, presumably, that is, a priest of the old religion. Even his name is given, as Brāđēśa or the like (the exact form cannot be determined from the Pahlavi). That in the end a fanatic should have slain the prophet seems wholly credible in the light of the fierce religious controversies and holy wars depicted in the Avesta; and before we press on to glean what can be learnt of the early history of the faith, we must first address ourselves to the major task of elucidating Zoroaster’s own teachings and seeking to discover what was so new and challenging in them that they should have awakened either self-sacrificing devotion or deadly hate, so that Zoroastrianism received, like nascent Christianity and Islam, an early baptism of blood.

46 See below, p. 286 n. 38 and in Vol. II.
47 See above, p. 3.
48 A recent calculation sets the composition of what 45 years to be an ancient part of the Farvardin Yašt at 200 years at least after the Gāhās, see T. Burrow, JRAS 1973, 139. See further in Ch. 10.
49 I.e. Ragha, on which see Gershevitch, JNES XXIII, 1964, 36-7, and further in Vol. II.
CHAPTER EIGHT

AHURA MAZDĀ, ANGRA MAINYU AND THE BOUNTEOUS IMMORTALS

All the indications suggest considerable intellectual activity in the priestly schools of the "Avestan" people before Zoroaster was born; and this activity appears to have led to sober philosophical concepts, by which it was sought to establish a primeval simplicity and unity behind the diversity of physical phenomena. Thus it was postulated that at the beginning of the world there had been only one plant, one animal, one man; and that from these unique prototypes had come the vast variety of present being. There was also, one may reasonably deduce, vigorous discussion in matters of ethics and worship, for controversy about the cults of daeva and ahura is not likely to have originated with Zoroaster. Probably during his years of training as a priest, and his time of wandering thereafter, the prophet studied and disputed with more than one master and pursued more than one course of intellectual and spiritual inquiry. What is certain is that he must also have spent many hours in lonely meditation, before his ponderings led him both to newly formulated doctrines and to the illumination of his vision at the river's bank, which gave his intellectual conclusions the force of revealed truth, and filled him with the sense of mission necessary for their promulgation.

The core of Zoroaster's new teachings appears to have been his apprehension of primeval unity in the sphere of the divine also, a counterpart to the primeval unity already held to have existed for physical things. In the beginning, he taught, there was only one good God, only one divine being worthy to be worshipped, a yazata, namely Ahura Mazda, the Lord Wisdom. At first all divine goodness was comprehended within his person, and plurality and diversity came about only because of the existence also of evil divinity—for together with Ahura Mazda in the beginning, and likewise uncreated, was another being who was opposed to him, the Hostile Spirit, Angra Mainyu.1 These two Zoroaster saw with prophetic eye at their original encountering: "Now these two spirits, which are twins, revealed themselves at first in a vision. Their two ways of thinking,

1 The expression Anga Mainyu occurs once in the Gathās (Y. 45.2). It is commonly used in the rest of the Avesta in its later dialect form of Ágra Mainyu, which yields the familiar Middle Iranian Ahriman.
into two ‘twin’ Spirits of opposite allegiance’. But however one may refine upon the interpretation, it remains doctrinally utterly alien to the Gāhās and to the whole orthodox Zoroastrian tradition that evil should in any way originate from Ahura Mazda; and Lommel was evidently right to reject the hypothesis as “a misunderstanding arising from a rationalistic, lifeless interpretation of the word (twin).” This term was clearly chosen by the prophet as a metaphor to express the equality in state of the two unrelated beings, and their coeity. By using it he emphasized, with characteristic concentration and force, that (despite their total opposition) they were peers at the moment when they made their fateful choice.

This choice, whereby each of them according to his nature laid hold upon an external principle of good or evil, changed the opposition between them to an active one, which expressed itself in creation and counter-creation, or the making of “life and not-life” as the prophet expressed it. According to the tradition Ahura Mazda’s first creative act was to bring into being other lesser benign divinities to aid him, who were likewise worthy of worship, yazata: “Ohrmazd first created the lordship of the yazatas (yazdān khvaidāih)”. Among them he evoked first of all seven great ones, who in the tradition are especially known as the seven Bounteous Immortals, the Amāša Spantas: “First he created the Bounteous Immortals who (are the seven origins; but) and then the rest.” There are diverse ways of indicating how Ahura Mazda gave the lesser yazatas their separate existence. In the Gāhās Zoroaster speaks of him as being the “father” of individual Amāša Spantas, and this expression recurs in the Younger Avesta, where he is likewise called their “ruler” and “creator”. They are revered equally as forms with which he “mingles himself”; and this verb (rađhwaya-) seems chosen to convey the essential unity of all beneficent divine being. In a Pahlavi text this is expressed instead by a simile, Ohrmazd’s creation of the Bounteous Immortals being compared to the lighting of a torch from a torch. Zoroaster’s own words show that he conceived the prime instrument in the act of creation to have been manah, thought: “You, O Mazda, created for us in the beginning by your thought material objects and consciences…” (Y. 31.11). The purpose of this creativity was seen as precise and reasoned; and in general Zoroaster’s teachings, though filled with passion and moral purpose, have a firm intellectual basis, being logically derived from his first grand premise. Throughout the history of the faith Zoroastrian theologians insisted accordingly on the vital part which reason had in their beliefs—as was most fitting in the worship of Ahura Mazda, himself the embodiment of all wisdom.

In his Gāhās Zoroaster invokes, as well as Ahura Mazda and the seven Bounteous Immortals, the “other Ahuras” who can only be Mithra and *Vouruna Apaṃ Napāt*. He also refers by name to a number of the lesser yazatas: Sraoša, Aši, Gōš Tašan, Gōš Urvan, Tušnāmaiti, Išā—beings who win mention in his hymns, it seems, because of their close association with the rituals of sacrifice and worship. It is clearly implied in the prophet’s words what is stated in the tradition, that all these beings were part of the creation of Ahura Mazda, brought into being to help him oppose the forces of evil and owing him utter loyalty and obedience. This is the monotheism of Iran, preached by Zoroaster and maintained in the face of all adversity by his followers down to the 19th century A.C. That in the beginning Ahura Mazda alone existed as a being worthy of worship, the solitary yazata, wholly wise, just and good. He is the only uncreated God, and is himself the first cause of all else that is good, whether divine or earthly, sentient or insentient—for after bringing into being his divine helpers he proceeded, through them, to fashion the world and all that is good in it, as a further means of confounding evil and bringing it in the end to nothingness. Zoroaster sees him as “the creator of life”, dādar-

---

7 Gershevitich, art. cit., 13.
8 See his Rel., 27-8. Similarly Schaefer, op. cit., 290; Moutouz, EZ, 133; Söderblom, The Living God, 215; Corbin, Ernanos-Farbühch XX, 1951, 153 (who stresses that orthodox Zoroastrianism could tolerate no compromise over “the absolute heterogeneity of Ohrmazd with regard to Ahirman”). Further Bancher, Zanmān i Ohrmazd, Ch. 5. The “Zurvanite” interpretation has, however, been upheld by I. Gershevitich, R. C. Zaschner and others.
9 GB, 1.15 (transl. BTA, 11).
10 GBD, 1.53 (transl. BTA, 17); nazdās Amakrāspand dād i haft bān, pas wārīg. Cf. ibid. XXVI, 225 (BTA, 233).
11 For references to the particular passages see Lommel, Rel., 31. This usage, like that of the word “twins” in Y. 30.4, is plainly metaphorical. See Spiegel, ED IV, 24.
12 See Y. 19.16.
13 Y. 13.81. In general on YAV passages on the seven Amasha Spantas see Lommel, loc. cit. Various other yazatas are explicitly said in the YAV to have been created by Ahura Mazda.
15 Y. 30.9, 31.4, in a compound: mazād abardākhi “Mazād (and the other) Ahuras”. On its grammatical interpretation see Bartholomae, Av. Wb., 293. The expression has given great trouble to those scholars who have held that Zoroaster himself believed in one yazata only, namely Ahura Mazda. See further below, p. 225.
16 For references see Bartholomae, Av. Wb., under these various names.
17 It was only then that the double effects of Christian missionary activity and a dominant European culture began to undermine the traditional beliefs of Western-educated Parsis. See in detail in Vol. IV.
18 The fact that this was seen by Zoroaster as the purpose of creation led Gershevitich (JNES XXIII, 13) to translate the kim ... yazatam of Y. 30.4 as an injunctive rather than a pretatio, rendering the words accordingly: “In order that they might meet (in battle) the two Spirits first created life and not-life...”
ayhāš (Y. 50.11), and his constant epithet throughout Zoroastrian literature and invocation is Dādvah or Dādār, "Creator". It was he who, according to Zoroaster’s vision, “as primal being thus thought to himself: “Let the blissful places be filled with light”;

18 who he who “established the path of the sun and the stars”, 20 who “set firmly both the earth from below and the sky, (to keep them) from falling”; 21 who “oked swiftness to the wind and clouds”; who “created both light and darkness ... both sleeping and waking ... by whom (were made) dawn, noon and night” who in fact “Creator of all things through (his) Bounteous Spirit” (spōntā mainyā vispaŋm dātar). 23 Since his creation included all beneficent lesser divinities, they, the yazdās of Zoroastrianism, cannot properly be called “gods”, for this word suggests the independent divine beings of a pagan pantheon—and it is a striking fact that the old Iranian term for “god”, baga, is rarely used in the Avesta. 24 On the other hand, the origin of most of the yazdās as pagan divinities, and their position still as beings worthy of worship in their own right, makes them more than the angels with which other monotheists have bridged the gulf between man and the Deity. 25 In general it is probably best, therefore, to leave the Zoroastrian word yazata untranslated, to represent a concept unique to this great faith.

A term used generally in Zoroastrianism to describe Ahura Mazdā and all his creation is spōnta, an adjective which appears to mean “possessing power”, the noun spanah meaning “supernatural power”. 26 When applied
to the yazdās it meant “having power to aid”, hence “furthering, supporting, benefitting”. Naturally through constant religious use the word acquired overtones of meaning, and various translations have accordingly been proposed, including the word “holy”, which with its own development of meaning from “mighty, strong” to “sacred”, provides what is in some ways an ideal rendering. The commonest usages are, however, “bounteous” or “beneficent”, these terms being preferred in order to avoid confusion with the rather different concepts of Christianity. The adjective spōnta is applied to the whole of the good creation, material and physical, and ancient usage may lie behind this. The fixed use of this attribute with the noun āmōsa “undying being, immortal” (Ver. amrta) appears, however, to be a purely Zoroastrian development 27 (although not attested in the Gāthās themselves, where no collective term occurs). As well as being used for the seven great yazdās first created by Ahura Mazdā, 28 the expression Amōsa Spōnta is applied generally in the tradition to all the divinities brought into being by him, who were effective and beneficent in contrast to the false gods, the daevās, who, Zooster taught, were destructive and hostile to his creation. Presumably before Zooster preached, dividing good from evil with the firmest of barriers, the Iranians had sprudently invoked “All the Immortals”, *Vispe Amōsa, as their Vedic cousins continued to invoke the Viśe Amrta, 29 and the Zoroastrian expression marked a sharp rejection of pagan usage and doctrine.

The adjective spōnta is frequently used by Zooster of Ahura Mazdā himself, 30 as well as its superlative, sponitsa “most bounteous” (Y. 30.5). The prophet’s attitude to the great Creator was one compounded of awe, devotion and trust. He knew him as a person, for he had seen him not only in his original vision, but also in other subsequent moments of revelation, when he both apprehended the Lord in the here and now, and saw him with prophetic eye in the dark backward and abysm of time: “Then I recognized you as bounteous (spontas), Ahura Mazdā, when I saw you as primal at the birth of life” (Y. 43.5); “Then I recognized you, Mazdā, in (my) thought as being the beginning and the end... when I

Balto-Slavonic Stroke (suggested originally by Bopp) argued nevertheless for a meaning of “understanding, wise” (verstehend), see his posthumous Die Gāthis des Zarathustra, ed. B. Schlerath, Basel/Stuttgart, 1971, 16–17. J. Gonda, Orients 17, 1940, 103–203, sought to maintain as well a link suggested independently by W. Culand and by Geiger (Amrta Spōnta, Ch. 1) with Vedic *pan- which he analyses as meaning originally “strengthen, invigorate”, and only secondarily, in religious usage, “praise”.

28 Their number varies between six and seven according to whether Spōnta Mainyā is reckoned among them or is identified with Ahura Mazdā himself.
29 See Thieme, loc. cit.

19 Y. 31.7
20 Y. 44.3
21 Y. 44.4
22 Ibid.
23 Y. 44.7. On the possible dependence on this verse of II Isaiah 44.1–3 see Morton Smith, "II Isaiah and the Persians", JAS XXXIII–IV, 1963, 415–21; D. Winston, History of Religions V, 1966, 186–9. It seems probable that when Zooster attributed to Ahura Mazdā the creation of dawn, noon and night he spoke as a poet rather than a theologian, using (as oral poets especially are apt to do) a fixed grouping of words. The Zoroastrian doctrine of creation (see the following chapter) is that the world fashioned by Ahura Mazdā knew no alteration of day and night, but that time stood always at noon until Angra Mainyu attacked, bringing darkness as well as death.

24 For the handful of occurrences see Bartholomae, Av. Wb. 921. In the Mīhr Yadd, which preserves so many archaic usages, Mithra himself is said to be “of greatest insight among the gods” baghanam ... atkhastuvisi (Yl. 10.14); but in the later tradition of Persia he is never referred to as *Mīhr-bay, but always as Mīhr-yazd modern Mithrized). On these usages see further Henning, JRA 1944, 134–5; BSOAS XXVIII, 1965, 250. In the Parthian and Middle Persian versions of the Manichaean scriptures it is Ormazd himself who is regularly given the title bāg or bāy, deriving from bā you. This perhaps represents Zoroastrian usage of Western Iran with regard to the supreme God.


26 See Bailey, BSOAS VII, 1934, 288–92; Nyberg, Rel., 92–5; Schoeder, 2DMG XCV, 1940, 401 n. 9, 408. Lommel, proceeding from the accepted identification of Av. spōnta with
comprehended you with my eye as the real Creator of order (aša), as Lord among the deeds of life” (Y. 31.8). Yet for all the grandeur of Zoroaster’s new vision, it is recognizably an Ahura of old, the great Lord Wisdom, who thus revealed himself to him as supreme God. Mazdā inhabits, in Paradise, the “sun-beholding dominion (kšatra-)” (Y. 43.16), the “house of song” (Y. 45.8). Here is the “throne of the mightiest Ahura” (Y. 28.5), from which he watches “with flashing eye” over the sins of men (Y. 31.13); and the righteous, the ašavans, can find the paths to his dwelling there (Y. 43.3, cf. 33.5). That these beliefs and expressions have Iranian roots is shown by the Vedas, from which one learns that the righteous, the rāvans, will make their way to the sunlit, song-filled kingdom (kšatra-) of Paradise, ruled over for them by the lesser Asura, Varuna. When the Lord Wisdom revealed himself to Zoroaster, it is evident, moreover, from random phrases that the prophet apprehended him, as was only natural, in human form; “This, Mazdā, with the tongue of your mouth tell us for the knowing” (Y. 31.3, cf. 28.11); “by the hand with which you hold those rewards...” (Y. 43.4). The anthropomorphic concept of Ahura Mazdā is stated explicitly in the tradition.31 It is revealed by a passage of the Avesta that Zoroaster ... spoke to Ohrmazd saying ... ‘your head and hands and feet and hair and face and tongue are visible to me even as are my own, and you have such clothes as men have. Give me your hand, so that I may take hold of your hand’. Ohrmazd said: ‘I am intangible spirit (mōnī šigārūr); it is not possible to take hold of my hand.’” One of the Avestan epithets which is unique to Ahura Mazdā is hukhrstoma “of fairest form”.32 This anthropomorphism by no means restricts the grandeur of the supreme Lord, who wears the crystal sky as his garment (Y. 30.5), and it is uniform in many respects close to the anthropomorphic concepts of Jehovah and Allah. To state, however (as is often done), that Zoroaster apprehended the Creator as disembodied, invisible Spirit is to import alien and anarchistic ideas into the Gāthās, and to ignore the evidence of the prophet’s own words.

In the light of Vedic evidence about the asuras it can be safely assumed that even before Zoroaster became his prophet the Lord Mazdā was a moral deity; and in Zoroaster’s teaching the conflict between him and his adversary, Angra Mainyu, was wholly a struggle between the right, aša, and the false, drug. Behind this ethical dualism (which itself had evidently some pagan roots) there lay also, as we have seen, an Indo-Iranian tradition of theistic dualism,23 of an opposition between the gods of the bright sky, with life and happiness in their gift, and the lord of the dark kingdom of the dead beneath the earth.24 For Zoroaster this subterranean realm appeared as hell, a place where sinners went to suffer punishment; and it seems possible, therefore, that it was its ruler, who even in pagan times was regarded as claiming those unworthy of heaven, who suggested to him the concept of the “Hostile Spirit”, so that he saw “Ohrmazd in the height and Ahriman in the depth.”25 In the absence of evidence this must remain conjecture; but such a hypothesis could help to explain why Zoroastrian tradition Angra Mainyu is seen both as actively malignant, a militant foe, and also as a mere shadow, a negation of good; for traditionally existence in the kingdom of the dead was characterised by a lack of substance, by a spectral quality without positive capacities, a nothingness.26 It was this existence which the Vedic Indians considered as truly “death”,27 and such a belief may lend significance to Zoroaster’s statement that “when these two spirits first met, they created both life and not-life” (Y. 30.4), immortality in Paradise and “death” beneath the earth.

In the pagan religion, to judge from the Vedas, aša was conceived as an impersonal force whose action was for the benefit of the world; but for Zoroaster there existed both the principle aša and Aša who was a divinity, one of the seven Bounteous Immortals of his own great vision. In the Gāthās (as in the partly pagan Yasna Hapta Hāthā) the principle aša has a dominant role. The righteous man is still described as ašavan, “possessing aša”, and each person is urged to surpass the other in aša (Y. 53.5). The divinity Aša is, moreover, the most often named of the Aša Spantas, by the prophet himself and in the Younger Avesta. Zoroaster prays that Ahura Mazdā will show him Aša, and Ahura Mazdā commands him to go to Aša to learn (Y. 43.10-12), for Ahura Mazdā is of the same mind as Aša (Y. 29.7). One thus finds in the Gāthic conception of Aša/aša the same pattern that we have already met in relation to the “abstract” gods of pagan times: aša, “righteousness” or “justice” is a quality which can manifest itself in many ways in daily life; and Aša is a divine being who personifies that quality, and who may be invoked and prayed to for its

32 Nyberg, JA 1931, 119-25, argued for the identity of the primitive chthonic god with Zurvān; but this suggestion can only be entertained if one regards Zurvān himself as an ancient deity, which seems unlikely (see further in Vol. II). On the possibility that the ancient king of the underworld may have been Yima see above, pp. 92, 117.
33 GBD, XXVIII.12 (RFA, 249).
34 See above, p. 115.
possession like any other god. Being just, which we regard as a property of a man’s inner self, was apprehended by Zoroaster “as something which guided him, a power which worked upon him. For us it is subjective, but in ancient Iran it appeared as something objective, distinct from and —being immaterial—above a man. And since it was experienced as effective, it was something living, hence a personality”. Even as a divine being Aša remains neuter, like the common noun. Gender, however, does not always seem of importance in Indo-Iranian concepts of divinity, in which, it has been observed, “the activity of a god, even of an important god, is often more prominent than his person”. In the case of Aša and one of the other “neuter” Immortals of the Gāthās, Vohu Manah, the personification is emphasised through the description of Ahura Mazda as the “father of Aša” (Y. 44.3; 47.2) and “father of Vohu Manah” (Y. 31.8; 45.4); and in the later tradition, where there is loss of grammatical gender, these two and the other “neuter” Gathic Amša Spenta, Khshathra, all came to be regarded as masculine divinities.

“In the Gāthās Aša is ... set ... in sharpest opposition to the Drug, ‘deceit, denial of the divine order and of all that has holy power in itself’.

The Kṛgveda knows a corresponding antithesis between rta and druh, but it is quite different, imprecise and accidental. It cannot be doubted that the whole division of existences according to the dividing line Aša/Drug, by which in the word of men the asavan, “possessor of Aša”, stands over against the drugwet, “he who has the Drug’s nature”, is Zoroaster’s own work and is based on the most personal experiences he has had with both deities and men. Zoroaster stands in a battle of life and death. His opponents in the fight, daevō-worshippers, deny him and his God, and he brands them as Drug ‘deceit’. He himself has seen into Aša’s order, and he proclaims it for him who will hear. But he who has heard must choose whether he will fight with thought, word and deed on Aša’s side for the life-strengthening powers, or will follow the Drug”. In Zoroaster’s teaching Ahura Mazda created Aša, and presumably the Hostile Spirit is similarly held to have brought forth the Drug. Yet in Y. 31.10 the Drug refers to the “creation of the Drug” (dāmī- drūj), apparently in antithesis to the “world of Aša” (ašahyā gaēβd, Y. 31.1); and there are traces in his thought of what seems to have been the pagan concept of aša and drug existing independently of the gods, rather than being evoked by them; for the fact that Ahura Mazda and Angra Mainyu chose between good and evil suggests that these principles pre-existed them. The question of the origin of evil is not, however, one to which any philosopher of antiquity furnished a wholly satisfying answer; and as a prophet and moralist Zoroaster was presumably more concerned with the practical consequence of what he had apprehended than with pursuing this problem with full intellectual rigour.

The wickedness of the false gods, the daēvōs, like that of Angra Mainyu, also appears from one passage to be attributed to wrong choice; for in Y. 30.6 it is said: “The daēvōs chose not rightly, because blindness came upon them as they consulted, so that they chose the worst purpose. Then together they betook themselves to Wrath (Aēšma), through whom they sickened the life of men.” In another verse, however, Y. 32.3, the daēvōs are said to be “of the race (tihras) of evil purpose”, which suggests that Zoroaster thought of them also as being “begotten” or created by Angra Mainyu, as the Bounteous Immortals were “begotten” or created by Ahura Mazda. (That Ahriman “miscreated” the dēvos is explicitly stated in the tradition.) Zoroaster nowhere names any of the daēvōs, and it is only from the Pahlavi books that one learns that there were numbered among them great Indar, Nābhaithya and Savoel (Vedic Indra, Nāsatya and Īśvar). The prophet’s stern inditement that their intent was evil and that they consorted with Wrath accords with Vedic descriptions of the swashbuckling, amoral Indra, and suggests that Zoroaster damned these gods as false, not to be worshipped, because in his eyes they stood for might instead of right, and lured their worshippers (perhaps through their greed for offerings) into destructive feuding and violence.

Even as Ahura Mazda acted through the yazaitas to create and sustain this sponita world, so, it seems, Angra Mainyu used the daēvōs to shape his counter-creation, which the prophet calls “not-life”, ajaīyā. This word occurs only in Y. 30.4, in opposition to gaya- “life”, and may well have been coined by Zoroaster to express his own concept of the wicked creation. He is not more explicit; but the tradition tells that this “not-life” embraces all that is evil, morally or physically (from man’s point of view), evil being for Zoroaster something which preys, vampire-like, on the sponita creation, rather than existing independently and self-sustained.

In contrast with the corrupting activities of the daēvōs, the task of the

---

38 Earlier Moulton (EZ, 151) was led by this similarity to point out, conversely, that the concept mishra/Mithra was “quite in the Catholic spirit”.

39 Lommel in Zarathustra, ed. Schlerath, 237 (on the six Bounteous Immortals in general).

40 Gonda, Rel. Indicns 1, 28.

41 See Thieme, Zarathustra, ed. Schlerath, 405-6.

42 Barr, Ost og Vest, 134.

43 Y. 31.7, 8: 45f.

44 Gβd. I.49 (BTA, 15).

45 On these three daēvōs see above, pp. 53-5, 83.
Bounteous Immortals is to further the "world of aša", so that it does not decay or wither, spoil or become impure. The great seven of Zoroaster's own vision are particularly concerned with this duty, for they are not only the first-created of the yazatas, but remain the closest to Ahura Mazda. Partly because of this closeness, partly because of the occurrence in the Gāthās of corresponding common nouns side by side with the yazatas' names, partly also because of a widespread conviction that Zoroaster preached a continuing rather than an original monotheism, a number of scholars have interpreted the appearance of these beings in the prophet's own hymns as representing no more than the isolation of different aspects of Ahura Mazda, which were first venerated as independent divinities by his followers. That this cannot properly be maintained against the evidence of the Gāthās themselves has, however, been amply demonstrated by B. Geiger. Among the passages which he cited to show that Zoroaster himself worshipped these great beings as divinities are the following: "You who are the most mighty Ahura Mazda, and Ārmaiti, and Aša who furthers the world, and Vohu Manah, and Khšathra, hear me, pity me ... [imperative plural]" (Y. 33.11); "For you shall I harness the swiftest steeds ... that you [pl.] may draw near, O Mazda, Aša, Vohu Manah. May you be ready for my help" (Y. 50.2); "Consider my affairs wherein I am active, O Vohu Manah, my worship, O Mazda ... my words of praise, O Aša. Grant, O Armaiti and Haurvatāt, your portion with everlastingness" (Y. 33.8); "If Aša is to be invoked, and Mazda (and the other) Ahuras, and Aša and Ārmaiti ..." (Y. 31.4); "To you, Ahura, and to Aša, shall we offer sacrifice ..." (Y. 34.3); "You [pl.] shall I worship, praising, O Mazda Ahura, together with Aša and the best Manah, and Khšathra ..." (Y. 50.4). In Y. 51.20 Zoroaster speaks of Aša, Vohu Manah and Ārmaiti as being of one will with Mazda—a thought that is preserved in the tradition; and he envisages the Paradise for which men should strive as "the good abode of Vohu Manah, Mazda and Aša" (Y. 30.10), "the pasture of Aša and Vohu Manah" (Y. 33.3). That these and other of his utterances mean what they purport to mean, namely that the prophet himself venerated all these beings as individuals, together with Ahura Mazda, has the un-wavering support of the whole Zoroastrian tradition down to the 19th century, as well as that of a majority of Western scholars. With regard to the alternate theory (that to Zoroaster they were merely "aspects" of God) it has been justly said: "The fervour of piety has nothing to do with such ... subtle distinctions, but addresses itself to divine Beings, whose beauty is felt here as fascinating and whose power is recognized as effective". That attributes of a great god, having been isolated, should then be invoked and worshipped as independent divinities was already a characteristic of the pagan Iranian religion, as we have seen strikingly in the case of the lesser Ahura, Mithra: for around him, the Lord Loyalty, are grouped "Justice", "Judging", "Valour" and "Obedience" (Arštāt, Kašnu. Hām. varātī, Sraoa); and close though these beings are to him, each has his or her own separate life, and all receive worship and offerings to secure their individual favours. Nor are these divinities less "abstract" than those of Zoroaster's own revelation. Reverence for deities who personified "abstractions" appears a dominant feature of Indo-Iranian worship, as does also the linking of such "abstract" personifications with concrete phenomena—Loyalty with fire and sun, Truth with water. The mould in fact was already old in which Zoroaster cast his new doctrines.

The names of the six Bounteous Immortals of his revelation, together with the epithets which became fixed for them in later tradition (for they are not invariably or even regularly attached to them in the Gāthās) are as follows: Vohu Manah "Good Intention" or "Good Thought", Aša Vaišta "Best Righteousness", Khšathra Vairīya "Desirable Dominion" or "Kingdom"; Spenta Armaitī "Bounteous Devotion" or "Obedience"; and Haurvatāt and Armārāt, "Wholeness" or "Health" and "Life". As these six have so vital and particular a part in Zoroastrian doctrine, it is necessary that they should be considered in detail, both singly and together. As a group, which was how Zoroaster beheld them in his great vision at the river-bank, the six Amaspa Spontas form a heptad with the Creator or with his Bounteous Spirit, Spenta Mainyu. With the latter they are seven beings who are "of one mind, of one voice, of one act; whose mind is one, whose voice is one, whose act is one, whose father and ruler is one, the Creator, Ahura Mazda. Of the seven they beholds the soul of the other, thinking upon good thoughts, good words, good deeds ... they who are the creators and fashioners and makers and observers and guardians of the creations of Ahura Mazda" (Yt. 19.16-18). The "creations" thus referred to were, as the tradition plainly shows, and as appears incompletely from allusions in the Gāthās themselves, the series of six which, with that of pervading fire, make up this world according to the pagan cosmogony—a heptad.

49 See above, p. 59.
50 On the meaning of amarsatī see Thieme, Studien zur idg. Wortkunde, 29 ff.
51 C. Zādtāravār (ed. BTA, 150/xviii).
therefore, each of which was assigned to one of the heptad of the Amasā Spāntas, as follows (in order of the creations): the crystal sky, which enclosed the world like a fortress and dominated the earth, belonged to “sun-beholding” Khāṣṭhra.59 Dominion, who thus (since, as we have seen, crystal was classified as a metal) was lord of metals also. Water, upon which all life and well-being ultimately depends, was assigned to Haurvatāt, “Health”. Earth, lowly, submissive and fecund, belong to Ārmaiti, Devotion, who thus formed a pair with dominating Khāṣṭhra, lord of the sky. The plants which nourish the animal kingdom were assigned to Amārātāt “Life”, who because of the association both of the divine concepts and the physical creations was closely linked always with Haurvatāt. Beneficent animals belonged to Vohu Manah; and man, the last of the six creations, was the especial care of Ahura Mazda himself, or (as in Yt. 19) of his Bounteous Spirit.58 Finally the creation of fire, which runs through all the others, was allotted to Aša, personification of the order that should pervade the world. The association of the seven Immortals with the seven creations is fully set out in the Pahlavi literature, as in the following passage:54 “In that material world of mine, I who am Ohrmazd (preside over) the just man, and Vahman over cattle, and Ardvahšīt over fire, and Shahrevar over metals, and Spandarmād over earth and virtuous woman, and Hordād over waters and Amurdād over plants. Whoever teaches care for all these seven (creations) does well and satisfies (the divine beings); then his soul will never belong to Ahriman and the dēvs. When he has cared for them [i.e. the seven creations] then these seven Amahāraspandān care for him... (It is) my will and it is needful, the care and satisfaction of these seven Amahāraspandān... Tell it also to mankind, so that they may not sin and become wicked, and so that Paradise, the light of Ohrmazd, may be theirs.”

It is notable that here the order in which the Amasā Spāntas are named does not tally with the chronological order of the creations. This is frequently the case in Pahlavi works, and has evidently two causes: one is the relative ethical importance of individual Amasā Spāntas, which brings it about that Vohu Manah and Aša, who guard the fifth and seventh creations, stand first in dignity among the Immortals, after Spānta Mainyu or Ahura Mazda himself, and so are often named before the rest. The other is that some of the creations form natural pairs, that is, sky and earth, water and plants; and so one finds their protectors, Khāṣṭhra and Ārmaiti, Haurvatāt and Amārātāt, frequently placed together in this way after the first great three. These variations in grouping are one of the factors which have obscured for inquirers the exact correspondence between the seven Amasā Spāntas and the seven creations. A further cause for confusion arose (probably already in the Parthian period) when some learned Zoroastrians sought to harmonise their own doctrine of the seven creations with Greek philosophical ideas about the four elements of fire and water, air and earth, thought to make up the world. Thus in those Pahlavi books which are most influenced by Greek learning the Zoroastrian term for “creation” (dahāšīn) is partly replaced by one adapted to mean “element” (zahāy).58 Syriac Christians regularly accused the Zoroastrians of venerating the “elements”,57 and thus the fundamental theological doctrine of the creations, based on ancient Iranian scholastic theory, became confused by contamination with alien concepts.

In what is evidently the genuine Zoroastrian tradition each one of the great beings of the prophet’s revelation is represented as “lord” (ratu) of his or her creation (Ārmaiti, Haurvatāt and Amārātāt are female. Spānta Mainyu is masculine, and the other three, as we have seen, are represented by neuter nouns); and the relationship between divinity and thing is similar to that between, for example, Mithra and the sun. It is not, that is, part of the fundamental concept of the yazata, but is very close—so close that just as the name Mithra (Mhrr) can be used for the sun itself, so already in the Gāthās, and all through the tradition, the actual names of the Amasā Spāntas can represent their particular creations.58 Mithra, it appears, became linked with the sun because of its fiery nature;58 and similarly each of the Amasā Spāntas has an especial connection with the creation he or she protects, a connection which in some instances appears natural and immediately apparent, in others is more subtle, needing pondering to be understood by non-Zoroastrians. Two whose link with their creations seems simple and direct are the constantly associated Haurvatāt and Amārātāt, Lords of the second and fourth creations. One has only to suppose that it is “through the influence of powers hostile to the gods that there arise failure of crops and drought. These in the elemental sphere are the opposites of plants and water. Cattle have no more
grazing or drink, men lack milk, which is the basis of all nourishment. Then there comes, before wretchedness and spoiliation have reached their worst point, the longed-for rain. With the water life is renewed...plants sprout, health and prosperity return. Here there exists an entirely clear causal connection between...water and plants and the divinities of Life...and Health. Further, in the kingdom of God which is to come on earth, which was continually present to Zoroaster’s mind as the goal of human striving, will be found health of the body and life everlasting, presided over by these two AmasSpantas. “In your kingdom (khšāthra)...those two which are both yours, Health and Life, (shall be) for sustenance” (Y. 34.10.11). The concept of Amaratāt appears of particular significance in this setting, since in pagan idiom “life” used thus meant salvation in Paradise, against “death” or mere existence in the land of shades. One has here, therefore, beliefs which in essence are universally comprehensible, but whose working out is typical of the Indo-Iranian tradition, with the linking of “abstract” and material, this world and the world to come.

With the loss of grammatical gender in Middle Iranian, Haurvatāt and Amaratāt, as Hordād and Amurdād, came to be regarded as masculine beings; but their fellow-divinity Spanta Ārmaiti (Middle Ir. Spandārnad) remained and remains strongly feminine, being linked with Mother Earth, “which bears and endures all”43. There are a number of characteristically allusive references in the Gāthās to the association of Ārmaiti with the earth: “She has given us a goodly home...For her, through Aša, did Ahūra Mazdā cause the plants to grow at the birth of the primeval world” (Y. 48.6). She is created “for the care of cattle, if she takes counsel with Vohu Manah” (Y. 47.3); and she is advised: “Through the labour of husbandry let the ox grow fat for our nourishment” (Y. 48.5). As the earth Ārmaiti will give up the bones of the dead on the last day (Y. 30.7), and in the present she has an especial care for both husbandry and the husbandman.43 (In later times the annual festival in her honour was called the “farmers’ festival”. With regard to this association of Ārmaiti and the earth it has been observed:44 “To practice submission, especially submission to God, is indeed the business of every upright man. In the social gradation, however, it has for millennia been so, that obedience and devotion have been looked for especially from the peasantry, who are the most closely bound to the soil”. There is thus excellent reason for seeing in Devotion or Obedience the guardian of earth. Whether such a concept existed before Zoroaster’s time has been much debated. In a late Indian source (Sāyana’s commentary on the Vedas, made in the 14th century A.C.) some yajnas were identified with the earth; but it has been suggested that this was a parallel development in India, which took place independently of the Iranian tradition. Recently, however, evidence has been adduced from Khotanese Saka (which is held to preserve usages from Iranian paganism),46 which points to the possible existence of an old link between devotion and the earth. For there existed in Saka two expressions: yṣama śiandai, < *ṣamā “bounteous earth”, which was used for “world”; and śaṇḍramata, < *šaṇṭama “bounteous, devoted”, with which, when the Sakas became Buddhists, they rendered the name of Śrī, the Indian goddess of Fortune. On the basis of these usages it has been suggested that pāgār Iran may have known a goddess “Bounteous, devoted Earth”, who was thus identified through her epithets with the alien Śrī; and that her attribute aramata “devoted” may have provided Zoroaster with inspiration for the Bounteous Immortal Ārmaiti, who kept the old association with Mother Earth.46

The submissive Ārmaiti is regularly paired with Khšāthra, “Dominion” or “Kingdom”; and presumably Zoroaster saw in the crystal sky, strong, hard, and arching protectively over the earth, a fit representative of lordship in its benevolent relation to lowly obedience. The sky, though so noble a symbol, is, however, remote and untouchable, and it is Khšāthra’s further association with metals here on earth that brings men into contact with his creation. In the Gāthās the only mention of metal concerns the river of molten metal at the end of the world, and in neither of the two passages concerned is a connection with Khšāthra made (although there is probably doctrinal significance in this final purification of earth by the fiery substance of the sky).47 It is in the tradition that Khšāthra’s lordship

43 Lommel, Zarathustra, ed. Schelkrich, 260. For parallels in Indian thought see Thieme, Studien zur ind. Wortkunde, 29.
44 Lommel, loc. cit., 261.
45 See A. V. W. Jackson and Moulton, EZ, 163-4; and cf. Vd, 18.31. This is not incompatible with the idea of exposure of the dead, since the bones of the body are nearly always in the end burned, see above, pp. 110, 113. In the tradition “Spanta Ārmaiti” is also said to yield up at the resurrection those born from the seed duly entrusted to her after jahitam motivated, see Vd, 18.46-52.
46 For some Yav. and Pahlavi passages on the link between Spanta Ārmaiti and earth see Bailey, Pashkirtit W. Elders, 1957, 139-41.
47 Lommel, loc. cit., 261.
48 See S. Koenig, Persian Memorial Volume, 220-2; Bailey, Khotanese Texts IV, Cambridge 1951, 12.
49 See above, p. 75. Since women, like peasants, were expected to be devoted and submissive, Spanta Ārmaiti is also the guardian of women (cf. the Pahlavi passage cited above, p. 264), who, like farmers celebrate her festival with special devotion.
50 On this see further in the following chapter.
is expounded in all its fullness, from his care of the “metallic” sky above to his association with this molten stream, and then further with the warrior’s armour and weapons (belonging fitly to strong Dominion), and with the beneficent ruler’s largesse of gold (which mirrors again the protective role of Kshāthra towards Armaity). Although Kshāthra’s guardianship of the sky is clearly stated, it is his general protection of metals which is usually spoken of, since it is through this that Zoroaster’s followers can exercise that stewardship of his creation which is one of their religious duties. The sky had its vital part in the Zoroastrian genesis, but it cannot be either served or wronged by man in his daily life. Thus it is said in a late passage in which are set out man’s duties to the seven creations: “Let it be known that no one can take hold of the sky nor can anyone defile it”. The sky is the only one of the creations of which this is true; and this explains why Kshāthra’s lordship over it (rather than over terrestrial metals) is referred to only in learned cosmogonic works and not in ethical writings, which seek to direct behaviour. Since these cosmogonic treatises survive only in Pahlavi versions which were not adequately published before the present century, this caused Kshāthra’s link with the sky to be overlooked until recently by European scholars. As a result the perfect correspondence of the seven Anāma Spantas with the seven creations was obscured, and this was yet another factor helping to confuse this central doctrine and to conceal the strong dogmatic framework of Zoroaster’s teachings. The effect of these teachings—the unique sense of responsibility felt by his followers, members of one creation, towards the other six—can, however, be clearly traced from ancient to modern times, and is one of the distinctive characteristics of Zoroastranism. This has been acknowledged by almost all students of this religion: it is only the theological basis for it which has so long baffled inquiry.

In the Gāthās Zoroaster’s thoughts about kshāthra as a thing tending mostly to the “dominion” or “kingdom” of God, which was conceived, it seems, both as heaven itself, thought of as lying just above the visible sky, and as the kingdom of God to come on earth, which is also represented by Kshāthra—hence, presumably, his standing epithet of vaīrya “desirable”; for as Christians pray to God, “Thy kingdom come...”, so also Zoroastrians long to establish the kingdom of Ahura Mazda here below. The heavenly aspect of kshāthra/Kshāthra has plainly a pagan origin, for in the Vedas Paradise is the kṣatra of Varuṇa, the kingdom of heaven which for their own happiness men longed to attain. In this regard kshāthra was linked closely with amartē, the “life” which might be won in the society of the gods above. The concept of Kshāthra, like that of his partner Armaity, is thus rich in implications, in layers of accumulated meaning, both pagan and specifically Zoroastrian.

For a Western inquirer the least readily comprehensible of the links between an Immortal and his creation is undoubtedly that between Vohu Manah, Good Intention, and cattle. This is alluded to in several Gāthā passages where, characteristically, Zoroaster names the physical creations and then in parallel constructions the divinities that guard them, as, for instance: “O Mazda, who... created cattle and waters and plants, give me Haurvatāt and Amartē... through Vohu Mazda” (Y. 51.7). The “cow” 73

73 Before Lommel’s demonstration (Rel. 123 ff.) that the Anāma Spantas were already associated with their creations in the Gāthās, it was generally held that the link between divinity and thing was part of a postulated corruption of Zoroaster’s teachings. It was F. C. Andreas (see apud R. Köster, Die alteltestimischen Mythenübersetzungen, 316 Anl., 324 n. 1) who suggested that the development might have taken place under foreign influence, through knowledge of the 5 Chinese elements: fire, water, earth, gold (metal) and wood (plants). He suggested that Ahura Mazda was first identified as protector of man and Vohu Manah as protector of animals, and that the other five Immortals were then assigned each to one of these Chinese elements. This interpretation was very generally followed; and when it was linked, as commonly, with the idea that the Anāma Spantas were merely aspects or organs of Ahura Mazda, rather than divinities, it produced a highly artificial system, with no evident relation to the realities of Zoroastrian faith and worship. For the most recent discussion of this interpretation see Lommel, “Die Elemente im Verhältnis zu den Anāma Spantas”, Festschrift f. E. J. Mason, 1964, 355-377, esp. Zarathustra, ed. Scherlath, 377-96.

74 See Lommel, Zarathustra, ed. Scherlath, 264; I. J. Sarapourwala (The Divine Songs of Zarathushtra, Bombay 1951, 347) rejected the translations of “kingdom” or “dominion” as “giving a distinctly Christian colour to ancient Zoroastrian ideas”; but this coloration seems in fact due to Christian influence having borrowed certain of its ideas from Zoroastranism. On the “cow” in Zoroaster’s thought see, with references also to other works on the subject, G. G. Cameron, “Zarathushtra the Herdsman”, JI X, 1969, 207-31. Western recognition of the symbolic meaning of the Gāthā cow-imagery has brought about a greater harmony with Parse interpretations than formerly.
is said by the prophet to have chosen for herself "the cattle-tending herdsman as a just lord, as a promoter of Vohu Manah" (Y. 31.10). Here one enters a world of unfamiliar thought and imagery, behind which lies evidently the ancient dependence of the Indo-Iranians on their cattle. The cow was to them what the sheep was to the Israelites; and those who come to the Gāthas with a Christian background need to transpose the imagery of cattle and herdsman into the more familiar one of sheep and the good shepherd in order to appreciate its religious impact. The Gāthic imagery appears even more complex, however, than the Biblical metaphors. To Zoroaster, as to the Vedic poets, the maternal, mild, beneficent cow represented the "good" animal creation upon which man's life depended; and it was also, it seems, a symbol of goodness suffering in this world from evil—as the cattle of Central Asia suffered from marauders, driven from their green pastures along dusty ways to death. As a symbol of what is beneficent (sponita) and in accord with aša the cow also represents the beneficent and just man, and the herd of cattle the community of the righteous (like the "flock" of Judaeo-Christian tradition). Further, since the same word, gān, is used in Avestan for both cow and bull, another strand in the complex cattle-imagery derives from the myth of the Primeval Bull, the first sacrifice and a source of life. There was also the element of the recurrent sacrifice of bull and cow, man's greatest material offering to the gods. In Y. 29, which is wholly devoted to the "cow" and cow-symbology, there is a verse (v.7), in which Zoroaster appears to allude both to this sacrifice, which yielded the oblation to fire, and also to milk from the cow, from which libation was made to the waters—the two offerings which sustain the material world. 79 It was not, plainly, in these devout and regular sacrifices, whereby the creature's spirit and flesh were both consecrated for the general good, that "passion and cruelty" against cattle were thought by Zoroaster to show themselves (Y. 29.1), but rather in the laying waste of pastures (Y. 32.9), riotous slaughter (Y. 32.12) and the driving off of herds—actual happenings of his own time and place, which also symbolise the sufferings of goodness everywhere. 80 The individual man's yearning to possess the "luck-bringing cow" (Y. 47.3) or the "cow in calf" (Y. 46.19)—types of healthful increase, of the state of

78 On the metaphorical use in the RF of such terms as "cow", "ox" and "pasture" see W. P. Schand, "Das Rind auf der Weide", IF I.XIV, 1958/9, 1-12, with Cameron's general comment, art. cit., 266 n.

79 That this verse was concerned with the ritual offerings of the yazna was stated by Molé, Culte, 455, but he followed those who have interpreted dzāraš as a libation of butter, according to Vedic ritual, rather than an libation of fat, as in the only and well attested Iranian rite (see above, pp. 153-4 and n. 40).

80 On the social implications for Zoroaster's own day see below, p. 254.

being *spontá*—is also therefore to be interpreted as his desire to possess goodness, and so become ašaevan and enter the kingdom of heaven. Through the development of this image the righteous man in general may be termed a "herdsman" (sāstrya). Thus it is asked: "How, in accordance with Aša, shall he, the herdsman, upright in deeds, obtain the cow...?" (Y. 51.5). "How, O Mazdā, is he to secure the luck-bringing cow, who desires it, provided with pastureage, to be his?" (Y. 50.2). This image admirably symbolises and summarises the Zoroastrian ethic. The actual sāstrya must care for soil and water and plants, for the sake of his animals. He must therefore tend and conserve the good creations of Ārmait, Haurvatat and Amartat, as well as that of Vohu Manah himself. He cherishes rather than destroys, and needs patience and self-discipline, putting sloth behind him. He also needs courage to guard his charges against wild beasts and cattle-thieves, keeping them safe in their pastures. He is in fact a "good shepherd" expressed in terms of a different culture, and thus furnishes a metaphor for the moral man. The wicked may correspondingly be termed the "non-herders among the herders" (*fšnaša aššyantā*) (Y. 49.4, cf. 46.4).

With such complexity inherent in the cattle-imagery, it is not hard to understand why the cow, although not itself capable of choice but only "good" by nature, should nevertheless have appeared to Zoroaster as the symbol of a motion towards goodness, of the good intent which yearns to enter into the tranquillity of the kingdom of heaven. Thus it was, seemingly, that Vohu Manah appeared to him as lord of the creation of cattle; and so the name of this divinity can actually be used to represent cattle, as that of the other Amoša Spontas can be used to stand for their creations at will.

Nothing is said in the Gāthās to identify the divinity who is lord of the sixth creation, man; and this is perhaps because Zoroaster felt himself, inspired as he was, to be filled as he spoke with this being, the Bounteous Spirit of God, Spontá Mainyu—for the tradition shows that it is Ahura Mazdā who, directly or through his Spirit, is regarded as the protector of man, the only one of the six creations who is capable of exercising that power of choice between good and evil which Ahura Mazdā himself had exercised in the beginning.

The seventh creation, fire, pervading the others, is fittingly in charge of Aša, personification of the principle which orders and regulates the world. 81
The links between fire and Ash are explicit in the Gāthās. Fire itself has the significant epithet "strong through Ashā" (Ashā, aqāh, Y. 43.4; cf. 34.4, 47.6); and to venerate Ashā offerings are made to the fire. This cultic connection appears as an inheritance from the pagan world, even though the personification of Ashā seems Zoroaster’s own; for it has been said of the Vedic concept of ṛta: "Ṛta is by no means the law of the material world only, but also of ... the religious world. The order of the cult is an essential part of the universal order, which is maintained as much through this power as through that of the gods... The fire upon the altar, where the flame is kindled every day ... is ... the womb of ṛta (RV 10.61.6)." The fire in its container in the pārī or vedī represents the greater fire, the sun, whose rising and setting depends on Ashā, and which itself regulates the times and seasons of the world. This link is indicated in Yāsna Hāptagāhī: "The most beautiful form of forms we then devote to you, Mazda Ahura, these lights here and that highest of the high, that which is called the sun" (Y. 36.6). These lights here are evidently the scattered fires of earth. These, moreover, had been linked from Indo-Iranian times with the concept of truth, through the part played by fire in ordeals to test veracity. Zoroaster appears therefore to have been developing richly complex pagan ideas when he termed the good creation "the world of Ashā" (Ashā, aqāh, Y. 31.1). The Ashā whom he himself proclaimed as a divinity is invoked more often in the Gāthās even than Vohu Manah, and when these two greatest of the Immortals are named together, it is Ashā who most often stands first.

Pagan concepts, of Ashā, of Khshathra and Ārmaiti, haurvatāt and amorzdā, thus appear to have played a part in the conception of five among Zoroaster’s great Immortals. Only Spanta Mainyu, the Spirit of God, and Vohu Manah, who led the prophet into God’s presence, seem to belong wholly to his new revelation. Spanta Mainyu is by his nature somewhat apart from the rest, as is shown by his virtual absorption in the tradition into the person of Ahura Mazda himself. In the case of the other six, although Zoroaster evidently conceived them also as yazatas, invoked them, prayed to them and made offerings to them, yet at the same time he had ever in mind, as the Gāthās show, the things or principles which they personified, and on which his meditations were constantly fixed. There is thus continuous juxtaposition in his verses of divinity and thing, and a translator can often only hope to be right when he renders the words concerned as one or the other. The following verses yield examples of such interminglings: "If Ashā is to be invoked, and Mazda (and the other) Ahuras, and Asha and Armaiti ... then let me seek by the best purpose (vahista-manah), that mighty dominion (Khshathra)" (Y. 31.4). "Ahura Mazda, uniting himself with Vohu Manah, together with Khshathra, with sun-possessing Ashā, answered them: “We make choice of your bounteous, good devotion (Ārmaiti), it shall be ours” (Y. 32.2): "The man of good will has promised to hold fast to the deeds of this good purpose (Vohu Manah) and to bounteous devotion (Spanta-Ārmaiti), having known her (i.e. Ārmaiti) who is of the Creator, companion of Ashā" (Y. 34.10). The instant passage of thought from quality to divinity is bewildering to those of another time and culture; and what made the matter initially harder for Europeans was that all early translations of the Gāthās were in German, a language which lacks any means of distinguishing in writing between common nouns and proper names (all alike being spelt with initial capital letters). This fact denied the translators any simple means of indicating such transitions of thought, and so encouraged the mistaken assumption that there was uniformity—that one must choose between one or other interpretation, that Ashā, Ashā, for instance, must always in the Gāthās be either a principle or a yazata. Much scholarly debate over this matter appears therefore to be wide of the mark.

There is then the further complexity of the link between the divinities and their creations, which requires a constant mental effort if one is to enter the religious world thus presented. In this connection Lommel has wisely observed: "For us... Good Purpose and the tending of cattle are admittedly two wholly different things. But must it always have been so? Could not at a certain epoch abstract and concrete have appeared to the human spirit as of unified being, the abstract as the inner reality of the concrete? So that, for instance, Pious Devotion and the earth were the spiritual and material aspects of the same thing. A division of this kind in general goes very deep in the Avestan concept of the world, and if this touches on "speculation", I do not know why this word so readily attracts the adjectives "learned, priestly, theological" wherein apparently it is intended to characterise a secondary development—secondary in opposition to the way of thought of a creative time or personality. I do not believe that speculation was solely or even predominantly a matter for theologians as distinct from the creative prophets, who were able to unite
visionary perception with meditative speculation. Or do we consider something which is strange to us, and therefore appears artificial, as speculation, when it is unsought primary intuition?"

To this last question it is naturally impossible to return an answer; but there can be no doubt as to the general proposition that Zoroaster was both a visionary prophet and a meditative thinker. He was also a priest; and, as we have seen, the Gāthās show that he continued to pursue this calling while preaching his new message. His verses accordingly are full of allusions to religious rituals and ceremonies, allusions which are occasionally plain, but more often glimpsing and cryptic, so that they have only slowly been understood.87 He speaks of addressing Ahura Mazda in prayer with hands outstretched (Y. 28.1), the words flying upward like harnessed steeds to fetch the divine being to his worshipper (Y. 50.7). He refers to gifts (rātā) and offerings (myazyāt) and to the blood sacrifice with the zastrānas to fire and water. "With the footsteps of Hā88 shall I circumambulate you, O Mazda..." (Y. 50.8). "This maṇḍra for fat Ahura Mazda, of one will with Aša, has created for cattle, and milk for those that crave nourishment [i.e. the waters], the Bounteous One by his decree" (Y. 29.7).89

The former, almost universally held conviction among scholars that Zoroaster was passionately opposed to animal sacrifice arose partly, it seems, from a preconception (that such sacrifices could not form part of a lofty ethical faith), partly from a wilful assumption that the blood offering was never made by his followers. In fact the Younger Avesta, the Sasanian inscriptions and the Pahlavi books are all full of allusions to it,90 and in

87 Thus it was possible for scholars of earlier generations to assume that Zoroaster was not in fact a priest, but a member of one of the other two estates; see, e.g., Mouhot, EZ, 116-8; Hertel, Die Zeit Zoroasters, Leipzig 1934, 31 (challenged by Lommel, see Zarathushtra, ed. Schlerath, 33 E). The chief work on the priestly technical terms in the Gāthās has been done by H. Humbach (see his Die Gāthas, passim, with bibliography of his separate articles ibid., I, 104; M. Molé (see his Cultes, passim, and references to his earlier articles, ibid., xxviii), and P. Thieme (ZDMG 107, 1957, 67-104). A summary of their findings is given by R. Rudolph in a survey-article, "Zarathushtra—Priester und Prophet", Nüremberg VIII, 1961, 91-110, repr. in Zarathushtra, ed. Schlerath, 270-313. With regard to the ritual all these scholars adopted the common Western premise that the blood sacrifice was alien to Zaraoastranism at every epoch.

88 Goddess of the sacrifice, see Humbach, IF LXIII, 1937, 42-3 and above, p. 164.

89 See Boyce, BSOAS XXIII, 1970, 32-3.

90 The significance of this weight of testimony was coming to be acknowledged by Western scholars in the 1960's, see Zahnert, Deum, 1961, 84-7; Duchesne-Guillemin, La religion, 1962, 99-102. The facts of animal sacrifice in Zoroastrian rituals had been clearly stated by Parsi scholars long before this, see S. J. Balsara, Ah-potadaha and Nirangtacaha, Bombay 1915 (where the relevant passages are given in the detailed index under "sacrifice"); B. N. Dhabbar, Pattrdya, 265 n. 15; J. C. Tavadia, JBRAS 1945, 45. They were also recorded by those European scholars who had contact with the Parsis in the 18th and 19th centuries, namely Anquetil du Perron, Hang and Darmesteter, and by chance travellers in the 17th century.

the "orthodox" Sasanian period willingness on the part of converts to partake of the meat of sacrifice was regarded as proof of their sincerity.91 The rite was moreover regularly and frequently performed by both branches of the living community down to the last century.92 But the Parsis had to abandon the greatest of the traditional sacrifices, that of the cow, when they settled in India; and as the centuries passed they came to regard this particular blood offering with as much repugnance as the Hindus themselves. When they established influence over their Iranian brethren in the mid-19th century they persuaded them accordingly also to abandon it. But they made no objection then to the Iranians continuing to offer up sheep, goats and fowls, as many Parsis still did themselves at that time. Latterly, however, in the early decades of the present century, the Parsis wholly abandoned the blood sacrifice, and many members of their community came to reject the practice with a vehemence which foreign scholars have transposed into the distant past, reading into every Zoroastrian reference to cruelty to the cow a condemnation of this rite. This is, however, wholly anachronistic. The ancient Iranians, exposed as they were to the bitterly cold winters of the Asian steppes, were meat-eaters, living evidently largely off their herds, as other nomads were to do after them. In Avestan the standard word for food is pīta "meat", whereas in later Iranian languages of the settled period this was replaced by nān or its equivalents, that is, "bread". That the prophet himself did not question the older practice is shown by his adjuration to Spenta Armaiti, already cited: "through the labour of husbandry let the ox grow fat for our nourishment" (Y. 48.5). The Vedic Indians too were flesh-eaters; and still today, despite the general Hindu dislike of taking life, the Brahmins in their highest ritual, the yajña, both offer and partake of the blood sacrifice.93 Until the general observance in the Zoroastrian yasna also;94 for the old custom held good in both faiths, that the best of what man himself ate he should offer to the divine beings, his guests, and partake of in communion with them in the act of worship. There was also the belief, as we have seen,95 that since man must take life in order to live

93 For references see Boyce, BSOAS XXIII, 31, 52-53. With regard to general Hindu abstinence from meat, it has been noted that this is stricter among Brahmans living in the hottest parts of India than among their northern brethren (see J. A. Deloche, Indiennes maniérismes, customs and ceremonies, transl. and ed. by H. K. Bousfield, 3rd ed. Oxford 1940, 110-14). Buddhist Mongols of Central Asia continued to be voracious despite the precepts of their faith, the climate and their living conditions demanding it.
95 Above, pp. 149-50.
himself, he should temper the wrong of destroying another creature's physical existence by devoting its spirit, through consecration, to the divine beings, so that it at least might live on. The blood sacrifice was thus a disciplined act, reverently performed according to established rites with decent care for the beast to be slain, and remote from acts of wanton cruelty. There is no justification for supposing, therefore, against the testimony both of his own words and the practice of his followers, that Zoroaster felt called upon to condemn this traditional form of worship, any more than the Buddha after him, or Jesus, or Muhammad. 

Circumstances brought it about that Buddhists, Jews and Christians eventually abandoned the rite, but this was not due to the teachings of their prophets; and Islam maintains it to this day, without its stature as a great ethical faith being on that account impugned. Modern urban man, able to be carnivorous without ever seeing death, tends sometimes to confused thinking on this score.

Since the 19th-century view was that Zoroaster rejected all rituals except a contemplative reverence for fire, Western scholars also held for a time that he condemned the offering up of haoma; but since this is acknowledged to have been the central rite of Zoroastrian observance down the ages, opinion was earlier revised in this respect; for, as has been said, "it seems contrary to the evidence of the history of religions that a cult which had been fervently denounced by the founder of a religion should have been adopted ... by that founder's earliest disciples". In this case the assumption of fervent denunciation was based on a Gothic verse, Y. 48.20: "When, O Mazda, wilt thou smite the faith (māthra) of this intoxicant (mada), with which, out of enmity, the pagan priests (harapan) deceive and with which, by their will, the evil rulers of the land (deceit)?"

The term mada is, however, of wide application, and can be used of anything which exhilarates the spirits; and in view of the honoured place enjoyed by haoma in Zoroastrianism it seems that the mada condemned here by the prophet must be something else, perhaps a debilitating drug such as opium or hemp, which enslaves those who take it in chains of addiction. The words which he uses are very strong (for māthra literally means either excrement or urine), and evidently expressed the harshest condemnation. The only other piece of positive evidence adduced from the Gāthās for the prophet's condemnation of the haoma cult comes from an obscure verse, Y. 32.14, where amid some puzzling account of evil-doing the term dirawa occurs. This is a word of disputed meaning, which is known only as an epithet for haoma; but since translations of the Gothic passage in which it occurs differ widely, no sound deduction can be drawn about its implication there. As for negative evidence, there is the fact that there is no explicit reference to haoma in the Gāthās. Considering the character of these hymns, this is a weak argument to rely on, especially since a reason for this particular omission is not hard to find. In the pagan cosmogony which underlies the prophet's teachings the animal kingdom, which he saw as protected by Vohu Manah, is represented by the Bull (ga); but the vegetable kingdom, protected by Amartāt, is represented not by haoma but by the Plant (urtarā), which holds within its single stem the essence of all other plants. According to the Gāthās, just as Vohu Manah is linked with ga, so Amartāt is linked with urtarā, a concept which embraces haoma and every other beneficent thing that grows.

There is thus no reliable evidence from the Gāthās to set against the tradition and the observance of Zoroaster's followers, which testify to his

---

89. For the references to dāhīr, tās, and offerings to fire. The only direct evidence for Zoroaster's supposed rejection of the blood sacrifice is that extracted from three highly obscure Gothic verses, Y. 32.12.14, on whose rendering no two scholars wholly agree, and which cannot therefore properly be used for deductions running counter not only to the whole of the later literature and practice, but also to other more lucid passages in the Gāthās themselves.

90. The Zoroastrian teaching concerning sacrifice is admirably expressed in a passage in the Slavonic Book of Ezekiel (ed. A. Vaillant, Paris 1932, 16): "He who beholds the soul of cattle as lawless towards his own soul, but he who brings a sacrifice of pure cattle, it is a healing, he heals his own soul. He who causes the death of any beast without following the ritual prescription is, this being an evil law, lawless towards his own soul." See S. Parre, Namen, Supplement XVIII, 1970, 83-4. In 1965 the writer was present on a number of occasions in Yazd and its villages when blood sacrifice was offered by Zoroastrians with due religious rites, which require all possible care for the animal up to the last instant (for details see Vol. IV); and she also passed the municipal slaughter-house of Yazd on a hot summer's day, where flocks of frightened thirsty animals were waiting in the dust outside the building; and there could be no question as to which way of meeting its end was kinder to the beast. Even in the slaughter-house, however, the Muslim butchers would dedicate each animal to Allah before cutting its throat, as is required by their own religious law.


92. On this word (Yav. mada) see recently W. O'Flaherty and R. Gordon Watson, Soma, divine mushroom, 134-5; J. Brough, ESOAS XXXIV, 349-9.

93. See Bartholomae, Air, 1th, 1169.

94. If, that is, it ever had the meaning in Avesta of skt. māthra. This interpretation is favoured by Watson (op. cit., 29) because, it seems, the urine of the cater of amanita muscaria has the same hallucinogenic property as the original mushroom, and is therefore sometimes drunk to produce intoxication in its turn. He suggested, therefore, that it was for this reason that Zoroaster deliberately chose the term māthra to condemn the mada which Watson, like most earlier scholars, assumed to be haoma. Brough, while accepting the assumption, denied this special significance to māthra here, see art. cit., 343-8, with Watson's response, Soma and the fly-agaric, 34-5, and further Gershevich, "An Iranianist's view of the Soma controversy", Mémoires de la Société de Mésopotamie, Paris 1974, 405-53. If the mada of Y. 48.10 is not haoma, however, argument and counter-argument are alike irrelevant to it.

95. See above, p. 162 with n. 102.

96. See above, pp. 157-8.
maintenance of the blood sacrifice and haoma cult, together with the other rites of the ancient Ahuric religion. In the Younger Avesta the prophet is shown making his due acts of worship as a priest, "with haoma-, with corn, with flesh, with barosman-, with skill of tongue ... with offerings (zaoltra-), with well-uttered words". Like his forefathers, it seems, he devoted his offerings to diverse divine beings, but with one weighty reservation: he venerated only those who were spunta, who belonged to the good creation of Ahura Mazda, and whose worship he knew through revelation to be sanctioned by the Lord. This is expressed in the last verse of one of the Gathas (Y. 51.22), with reference, it seems, to an act of worship which he had just solemnised in honour of some unnamed divinity: "At whose sacrifice Ahura Mazda knows the best for me according to righteousness (asa-). Those who were and are, those I shall worship by their names and shall approach with praise". The phrase "those who were and are" appears to paraphrase the word ameša "immortal", and "at whose sacrifice Ahura Mazda knows the best" is a limiting qualification similar to spunta, propitiation of the destructive powers being wholly forbidden.

This restriction appears, however, to have been Zoroaster's only break with the old tradition of making tangible offerings to the divine beings. Thus he declares: "Then to you, Ahura, and to Aša have we given as offering (myapsa-), with veneration, all the material possessions (gaētha-) in our power" (Y. 34.3). The reference to Aša, lord of fire, together with the use of the word myapsa, and the fact that gaētha in the plural frequently refers to cattle, all suggest that the prophet's thoughts were turned here to the blood sacrifice, the greatest of man's gifts to the gods. The question then arises, what for him was the purpose of making such offerings? The answer seems to be that he accepted traditional beliefs in so far as to hold that such acts both pleased and invigorated the spunta divine beings, who, according to his dualistic doctrines, were not wholly powerful, though wholly good, and who therefore needed every source of strength to battle against evil. There is a Gothic verse said daily by Zoroastrians as part of the prayer to fire, which according to one interpretation runs as follows: "Arise for me, O Ahura! Take strength through devotion, O Holiest Spirit, Mazda! (Take) power through the good offering (ādā-), strong might through righteousness, plenitude through good intention" (Y. 33.12). The prophet sees the offerings as a means also of attacking evil directly. "I who sacrifice would keep from you, O Mazda, disobedience and bad intention" (Y. 33.4). Moreover, since both devotion and sacrifice (ārmait, īdā) are good in themselves, the merit of offering them will accrue to the worshipper's store of goodness in the hereafter (Y. 49.10), and so help to make the kingdom his at judgment day. Zoroaster's beliefs about the value of sacrifice thus appear to have had much in common with those of his pagan forbears, who also, it seems, thought of the rite as of threefold merit, benefiting the gods, the corporeal world, and the sacrificer himself. The prophet adapted the old beliefs to his own ethical teachings, however, by enjoining that offerings should be made only with good intention and to spunta beings, so that they might help to bring about the salvation of the good creation and the redemption of the righteous man. That material offerings were not, moreover, enough in themselves he made abundantly clear in another verse which is still spoken daily in the presence of fire: "Then as gift (ādā-) Zoroaster gives to Mazda the life indeed of his own body, the choiceness of his good intentions, and those of his acts and thoughts which accord with righteousness, and (his) obedience and dominion" (Y. 33.14). Moreover, the prophet declares that "at the gift of veneration to your fire I shall think of righteousness to the utmost of my power" (Y. 43.9), material and spiritual being thus inextricably intermingled.

These last words provide what seems the clearest indication that we have of how Zoroaster, a priest, reached his complex doctrine of the seven great Ameša Spantas and the seven creations: through pondering, that is, on the daily rituals in which he had been trained since childhood, which must, through ceaseless repetition, have been as familiar to him as drawing breath. These rituals, as we have seen, had as one of their main purposes the furthering of the creations of fire and water. The other creations of plants and animals were also consecrated through the service; and probably the pagan Iranian priests, pondering like their Brahman cousins on the significance of religious rites, had already, before Zoroaster preached, brought these daily observances into relation with their theories about the sevenfold formation of the world: thus the sky was held to be

---

104 Y. 5. 104; for this rendering of *tyaues see below, p. 269 n. 82.
105 For this translation by W. B. Henning see apud Boyce, BSOAS XXXII. 1969, 18. The verse had earlier been translated in a variety of ways, none wholly satisfactory grammatically. On its later adaptation, the yekeš hātem prayer, see p. 262 below.
106 On the meaning of this word see above, pp. 145-9.
107 For this interpretation see Humbach, Gathas, I 103. If 42. The rendering of Spañšita Mainyö as a vocative addressed to Ahura Mazda rather than as an instrumental is that of Kavanji Kangö (see Taraporewala, The Divine Songs of Zarathushtra, 34).
represented in the ritual by the metal implements, water by the pure water used in sprinkling and libation, earth by the soil of the pārā, plants by haoma and pomegranate, the wheaten cakes and stew of grass, animals by the sacrificial beasts, and also by milk, butter and the bull's hair of the sieve, and man by the celebrating priest himself. The seventh creation, fire, was ever present in its brazier, at all rituals. Thus in celebrating the yasna the priest, himself a member of one of the creations, purified and strengthened the other six which make up the world in which man lives, and upon which his life depends. Zoroaster's own contribution appears to have been twofold: in meditating on the significance of the ritual for the diverse material creations he reached, it seems, his doctrine of the one supreme Creator, God of gods, who had made them all, and to whom every act of worship should ultimately be directed; and he added a further dimension to the meaning of the ritual itself by seeing in it an ethical purpose also, apprehending in and behind each thing which he as priest handled or looked upon something immaterial, a virtue which was also a divinity, a quality to be desired and striven for in daily life and a yasata to be invoked for help in its pursuit. So through these rituals, performed primarily to benefit the physical world and to honour its Creator, priest and worshippers could also, according to Zoroaster's new teachings, seek a moral good, which likewise was a benefit to the physical creation of Ahura Mazda, since this, the prophet held, was itself ethical in concept and aim, the work of a Being who was wholly good.

By what processes, intellectual, intuitive, or mystical, Zoroaster reached these doctrines can never be known, or by what stages he evolved them. But whether his belief in the supreme Creator was arrived at first, or whether he reached this through meditating on the lesser Immortals who guarded each creation, in his final system these two doctrines, of the one original God and of the six great divinities whom he first called into being, are indissolubly linked. Through his doctrine of the great Amesha Spantas, themselves personifications of what was spiritual and desirable, and yet at the same time guardians of the physical world in all its solidity, Zoroaster wove together abstract and concrete, spiritual and material, seeing morality in the physical, and apprehending in all beneficent and whole-

some things a striving, whether conscious or unconscious, towards the one ultimate goal—the recreation of the harmonious and happy state of being which had existed before Angra Mainyu and his creatures damaged the originally perfect world of Ahura Mazda. As a result of his teachings, Zoroastrians have a unique sense of religious duty towards their fellow-creatures and their environment. By caring for the well-being of animals and inflicting as little suffering upon them as is possible in this now imperfect world, by nurturing plants and trees to their fullest growth, by tilling and enriching the soil, by keeping water and fire unpolluted, even by working and cherishing metals so that they are useful, fair and bright, a Zoroastrian both honours the individual Amesha Spanta concerned and contributes his own small part towards keeping the world spanda. At the same time he, as a member of the sixth creation under the especial charge of Ahura Mazda, has the duty to make his own physical and moral being his prime care, in order that he may himself reach full stature. As the crown of creation, he must make a dwelling within himself for all the other Amesha Spantas as well as for Spanta Mainyu, the Spirit of God. It is not enough that he should tend animals carefully; he should also receive into his heart their protector, Vohu Manah, Good Intention. He must embody Khəstān, Dominion, in himself by exercising proper authority: “Every man has authority and a kingdom—the king, the baron, the head of a district or village, the master of a house. The last has authority over sons and men-servants, his wife over daughters and maid-servants... Each can and should in his place exert right authority.”

Each should also in due season show submission to those above him, and to God, thus making Armaity his own. By self-discipline, through temperate enjoyment of the good things of this world, a man may also hope to ally himself Haurvatat and Amraftat, Health and Life; and in all his thoughts, words and actions justice or righteousness should prevail, so that Asa is always with him. When these great seven abide in a man, the forces of evil have no power to invade or control him. This is the essence of Zoroaster's ethical teaching. Moreover, since Zoroastrianism knows no fugitive and cloistered virtue, it is also the duty of each believer to aid

111 The association in this way of the six Amesha Spantas with the ritual implements and offerings is still thus understood by Iranian priests and orthodox fireworshippers, see Boyce, Zoroas. XXXIII, 1970, 28 n. 39, and further in Vol. IV. Vohu Manah's approach of understanding of Zoroastrian doctrine on this point, but was handicapped by his assumption that the Gāthās represented a co-ordinated liturgy, and by seeing the great Amesha Spanta “less as autonomous divinities than as functions playing a part in the structure of the sacrifice” (an interpretation which seems a half-truth). See his article in Numen, VIII, 1961, 58 n. 12.

112 This doctrine is still observed by orthodox Zoroastrians in their own lives, a fact of which the juddās becomes perhaps most keenly aware through contact with village communities, where representations of all the "creations" are encountered naturally in the course of daily life. See further in Vol. IV.

113 This doctrine is expressed in divine hortatory Pākhāvi texts, see, e.g., J. M. Jamasp-Asana (ed.), Pākhāvi Šāzi, Bombay 1932, 45-69 — Čidag Andvari i Paryōdālas, § 27; transl. Ziefle, Teachings of the Magi, 24 (for other translations see this Handbook, IV.2.1, 52 n. 5).

and cherish other good men in the struggle of life, “for (every) just man is the counterpart of the Lord Ohrmazd”. The sense of responsibility towards one’s fellow-men is one of the strongest characteristics of Zoroastrianism.

The Immortals are not themselves regarded as passive in this, waiting merely to be made guests of the righteous man. “O Bounteous Armaítī”, urges Zoroaster, “instruct men’s consciences through aša—” (Y. 33.12). “Armaítī” he declares, “pleads with the spirit in which there is uncertainty” (Y. 31.12). Once a man had chosen rightly, then “to him came Armaítī, with Khāsthra, Vohu Manah and Aša” (Y. 30.7). These beings are actively beneficent, spontha, caring for the good. Stress has been laid, however, by some scholars on the lack of individual characterisation among them, as if this should mean that they were imperfectly apprehended as yasatas. The truer explanation seems to be that Zoroaster saw them both in vision and as a matter of doctrine, as a group of peers, equal in power and beauty, and united in the one purpose of furthering the creation of Ahura Mazda. There was no scope, therefore, for the development of individual mythological traits. Comparing the moral with the amoral, one finds a similar lack of individual traits among the Vedic Maruts, who likewise were regarded as “brothers of equal age, of equal birth, of one mind and one abode”. But whereas the Maruts act as a group, the Amaša Spantas have their distinctive tasks, and thus are distinguished by their functions, although so closely united, and are often separately invoked.

Ahura Mazda, being wholly good, comprehends in his own being all the qualities which are personified by the six Amaša Spantas individually, which can also be possessed by Ahura Mazda’s especial creation, the just man. This emerges from various passages of the Gāthās, such as the following: “To them [i.e. just people] Ahura Mazda, uniting himself with their? good intention (vohu-manah), through his? dominion (khsastra) answered, being well acquainted with their? righteousness (aša): “Your good beneficent devotion (spontha-armaitī) we choose for ourselves, it shall be ours” (Y. 32.2). This verse provides yet another illustration of the use of what are also the proper names of the Amaša Spantas as common nouns—with the usual element of doubt, as to whether all of them are being so used (for one could also understand the opening lines as meaning: “Ahura Mazda, uniting himself with Vohu Manah, through Khsastra, answered, being well acquainted with Aša…”). Such transitions and ambiguities supply another reason why some Western scholars have characterised the Amaša Spantas as “shadowy abstractions”. But as we have seen, to the Indo-Iranians the passage of thought from a quality to the god who personified it was not difficult, nor was there anything necessarily “shadowy” about the being thus apprehended. This adjective appears particularly inept when applied to the radiant divinities of Zoroaster’s own vision, whose light obliterates for him his own shadow upon earth. Moreover, ambiguities about quality and yasata appear natural in the Gāthās themselves, which were composed, it seems, in a deliberately subtle, esoteric, priestly convention. In the Zoroastrian tradition (partly founded, one must presume, on plainer and more general expositions of his doctrines addressed by the prophet to the people at large) there is no ambiguity whatsoever concerning the divinity of the Amaša Spantas, although the double concept of personification and quality naturally persists. As has been justly said: “The whole Zoroastrian system from the beginning to the end, from the Gāthās to the latest Rāvahats, postulates the existence of the Amshaspands as a cardinal tenet of faith”.117

It seems natural that Zoroaster as priest should have been concerned to give his new doctrines expression in observances, so that belief could declare itself through worship and be sustained by it; and there is no reason therefore to doubt the tradition that attributes to the prophet himself the founding of the feasts later known as the gahāmbārs. It appears, however, that his “founding” was in fact a re-dedication of five pagan festivals of the pastoral and farming year,118 together with a sixth, that of the fraurāsī, or All Souls.119 These festivals were left their ancient names, but each was now devoted to one of the six creations, in due order, through the year: sky, water, earth, plants, animals, man.120 In the existing Zoroastrian liturgy all such festivals are consecrated to Ahura Mazda as the “high Master” (ratu-borsant), supreme over all. The sixth festival of All Souls is, however, especially his, the day upon which man, his particular creation, remembers other men who have lived on earth before him, and above all those “who have conquered for righteousness” (yoi ašā vao-

118 See above, pp. 173-4, 175 with n. 157.
119 See above, pp. 172-4.
120 The common assumption in the West that these festivals were only brought into connection with the six creations in later i.e. Sassanian times is connected with the other assumption, now shown to be untenable, that the link between the Amaša Spantas and creations was not part of Zoroaster’s own teachings. The fact that the names of the festivals survive in Yav. forms proves nothing about the date at which the festivals themselves were first instituted, since naturally names would change with the changing language (cf. English Easter < OEng. Ēaster, connected with the pagan goddess Eostre).
Thus, it seems, Zoroaster absorbed into his ethical religion the powerful pagan cult of the \textit{frawais}, allowing this great festival for the departed the culminating place still in his own religious year. The six \textit{gahāmbārs} remained of the greatest importance in Zoroastrianism, feats of obligation which to ignore constituted a sin that “goes to the Bridge”, to be answered for at Judgment Day. They have been kept devoutly by rich and poor alike, and are especially times to meet together for worship and joy, to forgive offences and to foster loving kindness among all true believers. Their purpose, to celebrate the six creations, was clearly apprehended, and they alone among the Zoroastrian feasts attracted no myths or semi-secular customs down the years. They continued in fact “Gothic” both in spirit and observance.

There was, however, the doctrine of a seventh pervasive creation, that of fire; and this creation came to be associated with the traditional feast of the spring equinox. It seems very likely that Zoroaster himself gave to this re-dedicated festival the name of “New Day” (Middle Persian Nō Rōz), for he saw it evidently as an annual symbol, through the resurgence of nature, of the final resurrection and dawn of the “new day” of eternal bliss.

For Zoroastrians this is therefore a feast of the resurrection, an equivalent of the Christian Easter (which may owe something indirectly to its inspiration); but it is also consecrated to fire, for its dedication is to Rapithwina, the spirit of summer noon, who, personifying blazing heat, is the helper and associate of Aša, lord of fire.

As a festival of one of the creations Nō Rōz, like the six \textit{gahāmbārs}, is a feast of obligation, the only other one in the Zoroastrian calendar; and being the last of the seven it was celebrated with sevenfold offerings (as it still is today, even in Muslim Iran)—offerings which were evidently symbols of the seven Amāsa Spantas with their seven creations, whose worship was thereby annually complete, Nō Rōz being at once both the ending and beginning of the devotional year.

Zoroaster’s profoundly original concepts of the one Creator and of the six Amāsa Spantas grew harmoniously, it seems, out of the pagan Iranian religion and its observances, a noble development due to the religious and moral genius of the prophet himself, but one prepared for by the thoughts and worship of generations of his predecessors. His new teaching had old roots, and there is nothing to suggest that he sought to cut it off from them by breaking generally with inherited beliefs and usages. Thus, despite the statements of generations of Western scholars (which by now have had their influence upon the Parsis), there is not the smallest piece of evidence to suggest that his proclamation of one original Godhead led him to deny the present existence of other yazatas, lesser created beings according to his revelation, the servants of the Lord, to whom veneration should be duly accorded. Even the abhorred daēvas were acknowledged by Zoroaster as divinities, powerful to influence men; but their worship alone was rejected by him, on the grounds that they were wicked and sought, in company with the demon Wrath, to trouble and delude mankind.

Apart from the seven Amāsa Spantas, almost all the yazatas known to us from the Avesta appear to have been worshipped in pagan times. Each can be shown to aid the good creation in some way, either by furthering the material world, as do the nature gods, or by helping man to live his life on earth happily and well. The term Amāsa Spanta can therefore be applied to them generally. Of these lesser divinities a few only are mentioned in the \textit{Gāthās}; for it is plain that Zoroaster’s own spiritual life centred on Ahura Mazda and the great six, and that his reverence for the other yazatas was inherited and instinctive, and in no way occupied his ardent thoughts. Yet even so the prophet twice speaks of the Lord Wisdom together with his brother Ahuras, in a close dovandv compound. The first passage runs: “(May) Mazda (and the other) Ahuras (come) hither, and Aša …” (Y. 30.9); the second: “If Aša (is) to be invoked, and Mazda (and the other) Ahuras, and Aši and Armaiti …” (Y. 31.4). Despite the wording of these lines, which indicate that Aša and Armaqāti are not numbered among them, some scholars have sought to identify the Ahuras here with the Amāsa Spantas of Zoroaster’s own revelation, seeking thus to maintain the theory of the prophet’s strict monotheism (the Amāsa Spantas being then treated merely as aspects of God). There is no evidence, however, to support this interpretation, for nowhere else is the term ever applied to any of this group of divinities, or to any lesser yazatas other than Mithra and *Vouruna Apaṃ Naštā.

In the second verse just cited the name of Aši occurs as well. We have met this divinity already as a goddess of Fortune, and one epithet used of her by Zoroaster, “great-gifted” \textit{māzā rayi}- (Y. 43.12), richly suggests the pagan concept. But in the ethical \textit{Gāthās} the common noun aši is used in the sense of reward (for good or ill), rather than for unmerited acquisi-

\footnote{Y. 26.6.}
\footnote{See above, p. 175, and farther Ch. 9 and re below, and Vol. II.}
\footnote{See Boyce, \textit{Pravāhakat}, Studies presented to F. B. J. Kruiper, 201 ff.}
\footnote{See Boyce, ROAS XXXIII, 1970, 528 with n. 161.}
\footnote{\textit{Aēmēn}, “Wrath”, is the only demon to be named by Zoroaster, apart from Angra Mainyu and the Drug, see above, p. 87.}
\footnote{See Boyce, ROAS XXXIII, 1970, 36-7, with n. 87.}
\footnote{On the three Ahuras of Iranian tradition see above, p. 23 ff.
It has been suggested that the reason why, of all the lesser beings of the Zoroastrian pantheon, Sraoša and Aši are particularly mentioned in the Gāthās is that they, like the seven great Immortals, have an especial connection with the religious services which seemingly provided the basis for Zoroaster's meditations: Sraoša because he is tāna mātha “having the sacred word as body”, and so is represented by the liturgy itself (in the same way that the great Immortals are represented by the offerings, ritual objects and the celebrant); Aši because the ceremony duly performed requires recompense for the priests, and so she is represented by the astādā, the obligatory gift to them. In the Younger Avesta Sraoša remains close to the seven Immortals, whereas his “sister” Aši is much less prominent. Perhaps this is partly because she, the giver of rewards, could not dwell in men’s hearts as could the god Obedience and the others, and so she remained a little outside the inmost group of ethical divinities, all of whom can be immanent in man. Her concept appears altogether simpler than that of the seven Immortals and Sraoša, for she personifies only recompense (whether tangible, or a sentence of doom or bliss), whereas each of the others personifies a quality, but protects something else through which he may also be represented (be it prayer or cattle etc).

Zoroaster also names in the Gāthās a small group of divinities who appear especially associated with the sacrifice. There is Gāus Tašan, “Creator of the Bull”, who in Y. 29.2 is mentioned alone, but who appears with Aša in Y. 46.9, and with Ardaiti in Y. 31.9. In Y. 29 Gāus Urvan, the “Soul of the Bull”, figures largely, the divinity with whom the spirit of the sacrificial animal is united at death. In Zoroastrian ritual Gāus Tašan and Gāus Urvan are regularly associated, as in this hymn, particularly in connection with the animal offering. Zoroaster also speaks of īṣa/iṣa, sacrifice and yasata of the sacrifice (Vedic Iṣā). In Y. 49.10 he refers to laying up in heaven the merit of “veneration (ānus-) and devotion (ārmaiti-) and sacrifice (īṣa-)”. In Y. 50.8 he offers worship to the Lord: “In the footsteps of Īṣa I shall circumambulate you, O Mazda, with hands outstretched”; and in Y. 51.8 he says: “To him who secures for himself indeed by Īṣa (and) by Aša the good dominion (kshāthra-) ... (to him) comes, for (his) deeds, the best thing [i.e. Paradise], O Mazda”. Although the rites of Īṣa are performed to this day by a few orthodox Irani Zoroastrians, the yasata herself is not venerated by name in the

128 See Boyce, BSOAS XXXIII, 1970, 33.
129 On astādā see above, pp. 159-70.
130 On these two divinities see above, pp. 141-2.
131 See Boyce, Henning Memorial Volume, 78-9.
132 See above, p. 164.
133 See Boyce, JRAI 1966, 107-8.
later tradition. Nor is another divinity who is spoken of once by Zoroaster, who says: "The best Tušnâmiti taught me to proclaim: "Let a man not be desirous of pleasing the many wicked" (Y. 43.15). This yazdâ takes us into the realm of contemplation, for she personifies "Silent Thought", and as such has her fitting place too at the worship of God. The personification in this case seems only slight (to judge from her absence from the later scriptures), but it is in harmony with various others to be found in the Yasna Haftanghâhât.

For all their wide-ranging thought, their ethical and metaphysical content, the Gâthâs thus appear closely linked with the ancient rituals of the yazna—not indeed as liturgical texts composed to accompany these rituals step by step, but rather as meditative works based generally upon their celebration. It is for this reason, presumably, that they were preserved by the followers of the prophet as part of the liturgy of this divine service itself. This interpretation helps towards an understanding of the striking mingling of concrete and abstract in the prophet's words, since his thought appears to have been reached through the tangible rites of worship, so that when (for example) he made the sacrificial offering to fire he meditated upon good intention and righteousness, and actually saw in this offering, and in the flames to which he gave it, the divinities Vohu Manah and Asa. This also explains why the names of the Gothic divinities are used by him so often in the instrumental case. As the priest made the act of worship with the offerings, so man should direct his life with good intention and righteousness, and with the help of the divine beings who personify these qualities. It further aids understanding of why in the Gâthâs Ahura Mazda is addressed now in the singular, now in the plural, as if united at times with the lesser Immortals; for he was present at the yazna through his Bounteous Spirit, Spanta Mainyu, and the other divinities were present too, in close collegiality, so that all had their share in this holy act, which was one that brought about "a continual streaming out of divine energy, which with the energy of man protects the world", but which also, in Zoroaster's teaching, was an act of self-dedication by the worshippers, through which they offered themselves to God, and sought to bring him and the great Immortals into their own hearts and lives.

---

106 It is usual, following Geldner (see Bartholomae, Alt. Wb. 658), to identify Tušnâmiti with Armâni; but this appears to have been done in the interest of maintaining the theory of Zoroaster's strict monotheism (Armâni being thus treated as an "aspect" only of Ahura Mazda). No adequate reason for it has been advanced. Otherwise Nyberg, Uld. 2:12-2.

107 Lehmann, Die Perser, 221. The "monothestic" school have interpreted this addressing of Ahura Mazda in the plural as due to his being associated with one or more of the Avesta Spantas as known "aspects"; but why addressing a divinity in connection with a particular aspect of his own character should lead to his being conceived as two persons is by no means clear.
creation of Ahura Mazda, and hence good. Indeed what is remarkable in Zoroaster's teachings is that he evidently regarded the gôrôs state as better than the menôg, since in it the menôg creation received the added good of tangible and sentient form. "The transfer to the gôrôs state by no means signifies in itself a fall, but completion and plenitude." Unlike the menôg creation, however, the gôrôs one is open to assault and corruption by Angra Mainyu and his malignant powers; for the purpose of Ahura Mazda in establishing "corpooreal life", astavaitiastana, is actively to oppose evil, to create such conditions that all who are spōna, gods and men, may struggle in harmony with the spōna physical world against the external forces of wickedness and make an end of them. This doctrine has been characterised as a "pro-cosmic dualism", since according to it the material world is good and evil attacks it from outside, whereas in the "anti-cosmic dualism" of such faiths as Manichaism and Orphism the world itself is considered essentially bad, and belongs to the evil powers.

The Zoroastrian theological works distinguish between unlimited time, that is, eternity, and limited or bounded time, within which the events of cosmic history take place. This limited time is divided into two vast periods. The first is that which followed the making of their choices by Ahura Mazda and Angra Mainyu; during it Ahura Mazda created all things, first in menôg and then in gôrôs state, both perfect. This time is accordingly referred to in the Pahlavi books simply as Bundahîshn "Creation". In the Slavonic Book of Enoch, which apparently derives in part from Zoroastrian sources, it is said: "Before everything was, before all creation came to pass, the Lord established the Aion of Creation. Thereafter he created all His creation, the visible and the invisible." According to the Zoroastrian tradition, Ahura Mazda achieved the wondrous act of creation while celebrating with the six Amâna Spantas a menôg act of worship, a spiritual yasna; and this may well be original to Zoroaster's teachings, considering the deep significance which he evidently attached to this religious office.

The second period within limited time is called in Pahlavi Gumêšîn or "Mixture"; and it begins with the assault by Angra Mainyu on the gôrôs creation. The pagan concept of the world in its first state was most probably, as we have seen, that it was static and empty except for the one man, one plant, one animal; and that it was brought into movement and growth through a threefold sacrifice by the gods. This doctrine underwent a radical and somewhat awkward change in Zoroaster's teachings, according to which the original static world was perfect, alteration coming to it not through beneficial sacrifice but through the malicious assault of the Hostile Spirit. The killing of Gayô.marstan and the Uniquely-created Bull, and the destruction of the Plant, all spōna creations, were accordingly evil acts; but out of them the embattled powers of good snatched advantage for their cause by creating from what had perished more men, plants and animals. Thus the old doctrine, that through the sacrifice of life more life was produced, survived, but the motive for the act and the identity of the actors were altered, without this affecting the general doctrine and practice of sacrifice in the present time of Mixture; for once death and destruction had been brought into the world, immortality ceased for gôrôs creatures, and was replaced by the inevitable processes of birth and death. In this state of things devout sacrifice has a spōna function, furthering the struggle of the good creation—a function which will continue till the last sacrifice takes place at the end of limited time, and immortality becomes again the lot of all God's creatures.

Another discrepancy exists with regard to the cosmogony which was apparently present already in the pagan doctrines from which Zoroaster proceeded, namely that whereas in its original state the gôrôs world had only a unique representative of the creation of man, the menôg world already knew the plurality of frazâs—although apparently only one

---

8 Gbd. III.23 (BTA, 43); cf. Pahl. R. Dd. XVI.b (ed. Dhabhar, 47-9).
9 On the importance of the name for creating, maintaining and renewing the world see Mold, Culte, 83-147; and cf. Corbin, art. cit., 160.
10 In Gbd. IV.20 (BTA, 51) it is said that, before Ahriman came to the bull, Ohrmazd gave the animal "medicinal mang" (mang i bilar) "so that its distress would be the less". It has been argued that this "mang" was not a sleep-inducing narcotic, but a deadly poison (Hennig, Zoroaster, 32); but apart from the contrary testimony of other Pahlavi occurrences of the word (see below, p. 280), this interpretation appears impossible on theological grounds. Death is an evil which belongs to Ahriman, and it is he who brings it upon the creatures of Ohrmazd.
Soul of the Bull. Such anomalies could hardly, however, be avoided as different traditions and beliefs were woven together into one system, which in itself was complex and related to past, present and future.

Angra Mainyu’s assault is represented as affecting each of the seven creations. First he pierced the crystal sky in order to penetrate the gētīg world; next he sullied water, making it salt, turned parts of earth to desert, and destroyed the plant, animal and man; and coming lastly to fire, he “mingled smoke and darkness in it”, thus blighting all the beautiful creation of Ahura Mazda. Then the seven creations rallied their forces and counter-attacked, and so the great struggle of the time of Mixture began. In this struggle Angra Mainyu is himself aided by evil powers of his own begetting, the dāhnaus and demons, who do not, it seems, any more than their dread master, themselves possess gētīg forms, but who are often able, by suborning the creatures of Ahura Mazda, to enter into them, so that these become the embodiment of spectral but aggressive evil. Thus the world has become “mixed”. This second period, when good and evil contend, stretches away to the end of “limited time”, when Ahura Mazda’s creation will be restored once more, in gētīg form, to its original perfect state. This glorious moment is termed Fraš.kašt (Pahlavi Frašegird), the “Making Wonderful”. Therewith history ceases and eternity stretches out again unbroken, uneventful; for, wickedness having been destroyed, Ahura Mazda and all sperta gods and men will live for ever in perfect, untroubled goodness, harmony and peace. This eternity to come constitutes the Third Time, called in the Pahlavi books Wizāršn, “Separation”, for then goodness will be separated from evil again and forever. In a sense therefore Zoroaster’s concept of time is cyclical, with a return in the Third Time to the perfection enjoyed at the end of the First; but it is “the concept of cyclical Time which is not the Time of an eternal return, but the Time of a return to an eternal origin”. There is no ceaseless recurrence of events, that is, as in Babylonian cosmic speculation, but a linear development to a once more changeless state.

13 See, e.g., GBd.IV.10-28 (ETA, 49-53).
14 Gbd.IV (ETA, 71-82). In this chapter the mēng creations (i.e. the mēng ī asman etc.) are represented as flying back through their gētīg forms.
16 These doctrines naturally produce their problems, and in fact in the tradition many species of creatures are regarded as inherently dāhnaus (e.g. wolves and scorpions), and actually generated by evil acts (see Ch. 13, below).
18 These phrases fraša- ha- is Gothic; but the compound fraša-kašt (with ašt instead of 4.) belongs to a different dialect from that spoken by the prophet himself.
19 Cotham, German-Jahrbuch XX, 132.

There is no trace in Zoroaster’s own utterances of any fixed chronology, or of any speculation about the world-age in which Fraš.kašt will be brought to pass; but in the Gāthās, as in the Christian gospels, there is a sense of urgency, of the end of things being at hand. “An eschatological mood is prevalent … On earth the horizon is not far off”, with this belief in an end to human history Zoroaster appears to have made another profound break with pagan ideas, whereby (to judge from the Veda) the generations of men were seen as succeeding one another remorselessly like waves of the sea. The strong sense inculcated by Zoroaster of both time and purpose, of all mankind and all sperta being striving towards a common end, a foreseeable goal, has been held by some to be the most remarkable characteristic of his teachings.

The present struggle is a hard one, with each man’s wise choice and actions being needed to sway it; but the issue to Zoroaster’s mind was plainly not in doubt. Angra Mainyu and his legions are formidable and inflict harm generally, for even the man who is good by choice cannot escape cruelty and suffering at the hands of others, or afflictions such as famine, disease, bereavement and death. Yet in the end, the prophet was convinced, this dreadful power would be broken, defeated by the unity and positive force of the world of good. Zoroaster’s radical dualism, of two separate principles from the beginning, thus ends with the destruction of the evil one, so that Ahura Mazda will finally reign supreme, his sway at last undisputed. This is the goal “to which the whole of creation looks forward; it is regarded as being the inevitable consummation of a rational process initiated by God, and it is never supposed for one moment that there is any doubt that it will come to pass. The phrase used for this process is paxnašdān i š Frašegird, which can be translated as the ‘continuous evolution towards the Rehabilitation’”. This Rehabilitation or Making Wonderful is “the natural culmination of the fructifying power of the Good Religion; it is the triumph of the positive forces of physical life allied to a positive morality of justice, generosity, and concord, over the bleak negation of physical death and the chaotic forces of injustice, avarice, and discord … The Good Religion can thus be seen as the religion of creative evolution, which culminates in … the elimination of all that militates against life and happiness.”

Although Zoroaster yearns for this time to come, the Gāthās show nevertheless that his followers are faithful to his teachings when they seek
meanwhile to enjoy this world, in so far as it is Ahura Mazda's creation. It was in the spirit of the old religion (as exemplified, for example, in Yasna Hapianhâdâ) that the prophet asked of the Lord the joys of body as well as spirit: "To me who would approach you, O Mazda Ahura, through Vohu Manah, grant the blessings of life, both that of material (existence) and that of the mind" (Y. 28.2). "All your things of the good life, which have been and are and are to be, O Mazda, in your pleasure distribute them" (Y. 33.10). Yet even when he adapts what were probably old formulas for seeking the bounty of pagan gods, Zoroaster adds words which show that for him material possessions could be enjoyed only in association with the moral life, so that he asks for both "the rewards of wealth [and] the life of good intention (râyâ aši vañhûs gâm manâhâh)" (Y. 43.1), expecting that the faith revealed to him, which was "the best for beings" (hâtam vãhîšhâ), would cause men doubly to prosper, bringing them "benefit" in both the corporeal and incorporeal states.

The Avestan word for "benefit", sava, is from the same verbal root as saosânta, a term of great importance in Zoroastrianism. In form saosânta is a future active participle, with the literal meaning therefore (when used as a substantive) of "he who will bring benefit", "future benefactor". Thrice in the Gathas the word occurs in the singular, and in general it has been interpreted in these passages as being used obliquely by Zoroaster of himself. In Y. 48.9 it alternates in fact with expressions in the first person singular ("When shall I know these things?... May the Saosyanta know how his reward shall be"). Y. 45.16 is an obscure verse for which a number of translations have been proposed; but it contains a reference to the "religion of the Saosyanta" (saosyantë ... daënä), a phrase which occurs again in Y. 53.2. This expression has generally been understood as meaning Zoroaster's own revelation, but Lommel thought that in the latter passage at least the reference was rather to the teaching of a yet greater man whom the prophet expected to come after him to crown his work. Although there might not seem a very strong case for this interpretation of the text considered in isolation, yet it accords with the fact that down the ages Zoroastrians have nurtured a deep and ardent hope of a coming saviour. That this hope was engendered by the prophet himself seems almost certain, when one considers the depth of his faith, and that it must have been plain to him that Frašo karati would not be achieved within his own lifetime. There seems indeed a direct reference to this hope in Y. 43.3, which in Lommel's translation runs: "And the man shall come who is better than a good man, who would teach us, for this physical existence and for that of the mind (= "spirit"), the straight paths of salvation ("benefit") to the true (real!) things with which Ahura Mazda dwells—(a man) who is faithful (?)—resembles you, O Mazda, who possesses the right knowledge and is wise".

From other verses of the Gathas it appears that Zoroaster also used the word saosyanta in the plural in a more general sense, for those coming after him who as good men and leaders of the people will help bring about Frašo karati. "Then shall they be saosyanta for the lands who through good intention (vohu manâhâh), by actions in accord with righteousness (aša), prepare the satisfaction of your teaching, O Mazda, for they shall be the appointed opponents of Wrath" (Y. 48.12). "When, Mazda, shall the dawns appear for the world's attaining of aša-, through the powerful doctrines, the wills of the saosyants?" (Y. 46.3). He further, it seems, with his sense of the closeness of the gêtig and mênôg existences, thought of himself and other good men as still being saosyanta, helpers in the struggle against evil, in the life after death. "May we", he prays, "be those who shall make it, the world, wonderful (Fraša-)" (Y. 30.9). Down the generations his followers after him have prayed daily in the yazna: "May we become saosyantas, may we be victorious, may we be beloved, helpful comrades of Ahura Mazda, as just men, who think good thoughts, speak good words and do good deeds" (Y. 70.4). "As saosyanta", they resolve, "we shall destroy the Drug" (Y. 61.5).

A complication in the linear interpretation of cosmic history, as evolving from the mênôg to the gêtig and then, after corruption, being "made wonderful" again while still in the gêtig state, is that during the present time of Mixture individual souls are continually being forsed, by the evil of death, to leave the gêtig and return again for a while to the mênôg state. As they do so they are judged on what they have done in this life to aid Ahura Mazda's cause, and a temporary place is assigned to them accordingly (for whether he chooses to act well or ill, man is the creature of Ahura Mazda, to whose decree he must submit). This individual judgment anticipates the Last Judgment which all will undergo at Frašo karati.

22 Y. 46.10.
23 On this verse see Lommel, Rel., p. 228.
24 For references see B. Schleierm. Avesta. Wörterbuch, Vorarbeiten 1, 80.
25 Against attempts to interpret daënâ in other ways in this verse see Gershevitch, JAOS LXXIX. 1959, 199.
26 Rel., p. 229.
27 Lommel, Rel., p. 228-9. The doctrine of the coming Saviour was subsequently developed in connection with the legendary life of the prophet, and will be considered accordingly in Ch. 11, below.
28 For references to the secondary literature concerning the individual judgment see recently Ph. Gigoux, "L'enfer et le paradis d'après les sources pehlvanes", J.A 1966, 242 et al.
The pagan Iranians had presumably held, as did the Vedic Indians, that almost immediately after each blessed soul ascended to Paradise it was there re-united with its resurrected body, to live a happy life of full sensation. But for Zoroaster complete happiness could come only with a return to the first gātā condition, with the reunion, that is, of soul with body in a physical world restored to a flawless state. For him it was this earth, the world of the seven Bounteous Immortals, which, made wonderful again, would be the true Kingdom of God. According therefore to his teachings (as they reach us largely through the tradition) the redeemed will live in a mīndag state, incorporeal, during the rest of the time of Mixture, to be united with their resurrected bodies only after the Last Judgment, when the earth shall render these up. Later generations of Zoroaster’s followers vexed their minds over this doctrine, for since “imperial Caesar, dead and turned to clay, might stop a hole to keep the wind away”, how could even God reassemble the scattered components of individual bodies, long ages after their dissolution? The theologians’ answer was that to remake is easier than to make, and what God in his wisdom had done once he could do again. In Zoroastrian doctrine the resurrected body is called the “future body” (Pahl. lan i pasēn), an expression which may well have evolved to distinguish Zoroaster’s teachings from pagan Iranian beliefs in this respect. The doctrine of a future resurrection was sufficiently striking to be among the “Magian” beliefs recorded by Theopompus in the fourth century B.C., and to be repeated on his authority by other Greek writers.

It is thus in spirit only that each individual receives his or her deserts immediately at death. In his teachings on this matter Zoroaster appears, characteristically, to have kept the beliefs of his forefathers while re-interpreting these in a way that filled them with moral significance. The old tenet, as we have seen, was apparently that those who had acquired merit in the sight of the gods (largely through keeping prescribed observances, and especially through sacrificing) could hope to ascend to heaven, crossing safely over the “Bridge of the Separator”, the Činvatō Paratā; whereas the undeserving fell from this bridge down into a nether world, to live there as hapless disembodied shades under the rule of the Lord of the dead. Zoroaster taught instead that at the Bridge a strict moral judgment took place, in which favour bought of the gods had no part. Instead each man’s thoughts and words and deeds, accumulated by him since he had reached maturity, were carefully weighed in scales of hair’s breadth precision. If those which were good outweighed the bad, he was saved, whereas if they were lighter he was doomed to the underworld, which for Zoroaster was a hell of torment, the “dwelling place of Worst Purpose (Afīsta-Manah)—” (V. 32.13), where the wicked shall endure a “long age of misery, of darkness, ill food and crying of woe” (V. 31.20). “Bless shall depart from the right-despising wicked”—(V. 53.6). As for the man “whose false (things) and what are just balance” (V. 33.1), who “makes his thought (now) better (now) worse” (V. 48.4), for him Ahura Mazda has appointed “a separate place at the last” (ibid). This is the Misvan Gātā, in Pahlavi the Gāyī i Hammistāgan, the “Place for the Mixed Ones”, which, like the old pagan kingdom of the dead, is an abode of shadows, a place of grey existence lacking both joy and sorrow.

The soul of a dead man departs this earth, in Zoroastrianism as in ancient tradition, at the end of the third day after death, just as dawn begins to show. It is met on its upward journey by a female figure, and if its late possessor has been righteous, anāvath, in this life, she is young and beautiful, and after the judgment of the scales she leads the soul rejoicing over the Bridge to Paradise; whereas if he has been wicked, dērōvant, she is a hideous hag, who clutches it in her horrid arms and plunges with it off the Bridge down into hell (the Bridge itself being held to be broad and safe for the virtuous, the width of nine spears, but contracting to the narrowness of a blade-edge for the damned). This female figure comes
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29 See above, p. 140 ff.
30 Y. 30.7 (on which see above, p. 206 n. 6); cf. Vd. 18.31. The same doctrine (with less apparent dogmatic justification) is found in both Christianity and Islam, and in both cases is widely thought to derive ultimately from Zoroastranism.
31 For the Pahlavi passages see Mold, Cadle, 119-6, Zachner, Dawn, 317.
32 No Avestan term for the “future body” is known, and Zachner (Dawn, 316) interpreted the Pahlavi expression as being linked with Zoroastrianism, since he observed: “it can scarcely mean anything but the final and perfect form that the ‘first body’, that the total cosmos or macrocosm, the ‘body of Zorvan or finite time’ takes on at the end of time when time itself merges into the Infinite”. To the present writer this definition seems doubtfull in the extreme. The expression lan i pasēn is used exclusively with reference to the individual and the hereafter, and belief in it was a required article of faith (as in Christianity), not a matter of theological speculation. See, e.g., Jammasp-Assana, Pahlavi Texts, 43.18-44.6: “I must have no doubt about the three-night’s judgment, the resurrection, and the future body (lan i pasēn)”.
33 I.e. Diogenes Laertes and Aeneas of Gaza, see C. Clemen, Fontes Historiae Religiosae Persicae, Bonn 1920, 75, 95; W. S. Fox and R. E. K. Pemberton, “Passages in Greek and Latin literature relating to Zoroaster and Zoroastranism translated into English”, JCO 14, 1929, 81, 109.
34 See above, pp. 116-17.
35 That is, the age of fifteen. In the tradition it is held that the actions of a child are partly or wholly the responsibility of its parents, and “go to the Bridge” to be weighed on their account, for good or ill.
36 The term Misvan Gātā is known only from the Younger Avesta, see Bartholomae, Ar. IIb, 116-7. On the later elaboration of a threefold division of Hammistan, to correspond with what was probably an old threefold division of heaven, see Gignoux, JI 1968, 495.
37 Dinkha IX, 19, ed. Sanjana, Vol. XVII, transl. West (as 20.3), SBE XXXVII, 220.
evidently from the pagan past (when probably mortal women were not thought of as capable of attaining Paradise, whose pleasures the Vedas are depicted solely for the delight of men); but the belief was accepted, it seems, by the prophet and harmonised with his own teachings, in that the beauty of this companion now depended solely on a man’s moral endeavours. The term he used for her was Daēnā (Pahlavi Dēn), a name whose interpretation is complicated by the fact that there exists also the yazati Daēnā “Religion”. Almost all scholars agree that there are two common nouns daēnā, both used by Zoroaster himself, and usually held to be distinct and possibly differently derivates from the same root, namely dē “see”; and the two divine beings seem to personify one or other of the concepts which these two words convey. Thus the Daēnā of the Cinvat Bridge, it is suggested, is ‘she who sees or recognizes (the truth)’, while the other Daēnā, “Religion” represents “that which is seen or recognized (as the truth)”. If this is so, both terms have moral implications, and perhaps therefore the first was deliberately adopted by the prophet as a specific ethical name for the previously amoral figure of the welcoming Maiden. What complicates the matter is the varied use of Daēnā/daēnā in the Gāthās. In at least one passage the term appears to express exactly the idea conveyed by Pahlavi Dēn in the Hadūhīhī Nasf, being used of the Maiden whose appearance is moulded by a man himself during his own life. Thus in the verse quoted above with reference to the Mīrava Gāh, Y. 48.4, the prophet says: “he who makes better or worse his thought, that one, by his deeds and words, (makes better or worse) his daēnā; she follows his leanings, wishes and likings”. Other passages can be interpreted as referring directly to the same conception, as for instance Y. 51.13: “So the Daēnā of the wicked man shall destroy for herself the assurance of the straight (path); his soul (urvan-) shall suffer ... at the Bridge of the Separator because of his deeds and because of having turned aside from the tongue’s path of truth (ašā-).” This can be understood as referring to the act of the spirit-hag, shaped by the sinner’s deeds, in plunging off the Bridge with his soul, and so losing for both the way to Paradise. On the other hand, it is possible to take daēnā here as a parallel concept to urvan “soul”, and to understand the words as meaning that both will passively endure punishment at the Bridge; for, as Hambach has demonstrated, the two terms are often used together, and now one, now the other seems the active partner, and now both are passive, or active. Thus the karapans and kavīs are among those “whom their own soul (urvan-) and daēnā [or Daēnā?] shall torture when they come to the Bridge of the Separator” (Y. 46.11). In Y. 31.1 Zoroaster says that “at first”, that is, in the period of Creation, Ahura Mazda made “material objects and daēnās and acts of will”; and sometimes he speaks of the daēnā as a part of a man’s own being. “This doctrine do you proclaim to me, to (my) daēnā?” he entreats Ahura Mazda (Y. 46.7); and in Y. 49.4 he says that men of ill-will have established the false gods “by the daēnā of the wicked man (drag-vant-)”. In another passage he declares: “He has been wicked (drag-vant-) who was very good to a wicked man, he just (ašvan-) to whom the just man was a friend, ever since you created the first daēnās, O Ahura” (Y. 46.6). On the basis of such occurrences the word has been defined as meaning “the sum of a man’s religious and spiritual characteristics” and variously translated as “conscience” or “self”. Such renderings do not account, however, for the Daēnā of the Bridge; and it seems possible, therefore, that once again one has here the characteristic Old Iranian development of a thing (in this case a man’s conscience, that faculty in him which should see and determine what is proper conduct), and a hypostasis or personification of this, shaped by the actions permitted by it, which Zoroaster identified with the pagan Maiden of the Bridge. If this is so, it would seem that there are two pairs of Avestan words, namely daēnā/Daēnā “conscience/the Maiden of
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39 There are of course exceptions. Thus Nyberg (RD., 114, 1) held that there was only one word daēnā, which he rendered as “Schauende” or “Schauenseele”; “Daēnā is at once the ‘seeing seer’ or ‘seeing soul’ set in each man, conceived as his religious organ, and the collective unity of all ‘seeing ones’, thus the fraternity of ‘those who see’, or the cult community, the religious society” (ibid., 118). Molé thought similarly that there was only one word daēnā, which he interpreted as meaning “religion conceived as the aggregate of rituals whose acceptance decided the posthumous fate of the soul and helped it to triumph at the judgment of the Cinvat Bridge. This daēnā is not individual: but, for each man, she corresponds to the model to which he has conformed during his life, she also represents the community of the dead” (art. cit., 184). He accordingly translated all occurrences of daēnā as “religion”, which in places seems decidedly forced. On the connection sought by a number of scholars between daēnā and Vedic ādīkā see (ibid., 182-5).

40 See Lommel, RD., 1501; cf. his YSb, 103.

41 Lommel, RD., 1501; suggested that daēnā was a term coined by Zoroaster to replace fravāšī, which does not occur in the Gāthās; and this was refined upon by Corbin, Eravas-Jahrbuch XXI, 1953, 142, who saw the daēnā as the development of “dualidote”, as the mēngīc counterpart of the gūtā fravāšī, incorporated in the individual’s body. This interpretation hardly satisfies, however, the various uses of the word in the Avesta.

42 Haddōhīhī Nasf, 11-32-33, see Asa and Haag, The Book of Arda Viraf, Bombay 1872, 284 ff, 311 ff.

43 For this translation see Gershevitch, JIRAS 1952, 175.

44 The Gāthās 1, 56-8.

45 Barbaraeleyes, Art. Wh, 666.

46 See differently, but with the same postulated pattern of a hypostasis and a part of the terrestrial being, Corbin, Eravas-Jahrbuch XX, 1951, 158.
the Bridge", and daēnā/Daēnā "religion/the yazatā Religion". In the tradition the hypostasis of the first pair is named only once, in the Hadhōkhah Nash, being otherwise referred to simply as the Maiden (kanig or da ḫl) or Woman (vaŋ), probably by a tradition even older than Zoroaster's preaching. One of the inscriptions of the great priest Kirdēr shows that whatever expression was used, belief in this Daēnā continued to be a living one in Sasanian times, for he describes seeing in vision what appears to be his own Woman, leading his likeness by the hand safely across the Bridge.47 The Sogdians of that period also knew the Maiden (diwēkh), who is "a man's own action" (yē yapē bēkōy), and who conducts him to Paradise.48 In the ancient Yasnā Hāpiyanaštāti (39.2) there occurs a striking instance of daēnā in what seems to be the sense of "conscience": "We worship the souls (urvan-) of the just, wherever born, men and women, whose better daēnās conquer or shall conquer or have conquered"; and in the Younger Avesta the word occurs several times either together with urvan, or with words for other divisions of a man's inner being, as for example, Y. 264: "We worship the life-force and daēnā- and power of perception and soul (urman-) and frauši- of the first teachers and the first hearers ... who have conquered for the right".

There is no evidence as to how the Činvatā Paratū itself acquired its name—whether the Separator was originally water, or a chasm, or some power who waited there for souls to attempt the crossing.49 In the Gāthās Sraoša is referred to, in association with Aša, as appointing rewards and punishments (Y. 43.12),50 but it is not said which divinity indicates "by the pointings of the hand" (Y. 34.4) the way which the soul is to take after its trial.51 According to the tradition the judgment is carried out by a tribunal of three yazatas: Mithra, lord of the covenant, unserving in his equity, presides over it, with Sraoša and Rašnu as his fellow judges. It is not unusual in Zoroastrianism for a lesser divinity to be named on occasion rather than a greater one, because he is felt to be more immediately present, or more directly concerned with the worship being offered, or the activity described. (Thus, as we have seen, Nō Rōz, for instance, is dedicated to Rapithwina rather than to Aša, whom he aids.) It is perhaps therefore because Sraoša, protector of prayer, is immediately concerned with the yazatu, which Mithra guards only remotely, that the prophet names him in Y. 43 rather than the presiding Ahura. Aša is not directly concerned with the judgment in the tradition, and in the Gāthās she is subordinated in this connection to Sraoša.52 As for Rašnu, this yazatu, as the hypostasis of judging,53 was especially fitted for this function, and according to the tradition it is he who holds the scales in which good and evil are weighed (to which Zoroaster alludes in Y. 48.8).

In the scales of Rašnu, the tradition tells us, actions weigh most heavily, then words, then thoughts; but all three contribute to the total of man's good or evil achieved on earth—a noble ethic which is much emphasised in the Gāthās54 and which, like the doctrine of the seven Amāsā Spantas, appears to have arisen directly from Zoroaster's meditations as a priest. (The Indian texts, and especially the Brāhmaṇa, show that for a pagan act of worship to be effective the priest was required to celebrate it with a right intention, with correctly-chosen words, and with precise rituals. If the act of worship were defective in any of these three elements, it would fail to reach the god to whom it was offered but would instead be appropriated by evil spirits.55) In Zoroaster's teaching the actions which "go to the Bridge" to weigh down Rašnu's scales on the side of good include the performance of religious services, with offerings and sacrifice. The merit of these is stored with that of other good deeds, words and intentions in Mazdā's "house" (Y. 49.10);56 and the soul of the happy man who during his lifetime has laid up enough such treasure in heaven will, having crossed the Bridge, mount upwards with his Daēnā to be received into the "Best Existence", into the "fair abode of Good Intention and Righteousness" (Y. 30.10). There "Mazdā Ahura ... will give perpetuity of communion with Haurvatat and Amoratāt, with Aša and Khāštura and Vohu Manah" (Y. 31.21). It is striking that Ardaiti, guardian of the earth, is not mentioned here or in other similar verses;57 for she comes fully into her own only with Frōšt-karot, when the kingdom of heaven will be established upon earth. It is for this wished-for time that "Devotion
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47 See Ph. Gigouze, "L'inscription de Karit a Sar Malhād", JA 1968, 403 (II. 47-2). In GBD. XX.12-15 it is said that the righteous soul, going up to the Bridge, meets first the likeness of "a fat cow in full milk", then that of the Maiden, and thirdly the likeness of a fertile garden. These elaborations derive, it seems, from the Zoroastrian tendency to triplicate things, combined with a desire to embroider on the delights that await the adorain.
49 See above, p. 117.
50 See above, p. 225.
51 There is no real ground for assuming (with Mainson, EJ. 190, and other scholars) that Ahura Mazdā himself was the judge at the Bridge. The place of the supreme God, in so far as any one place can be assigned to him, is high in Paradise itself, and it is entry into his presence there which is the supreme moment for the blessed soul. (See Hadhōkhah Nash II.37, Aṣa-Haŋ, AYN. 289/314).
52 See above, p. 957.
53 See Khosrow, Die Gathas I, 55-6; Darmschuster, Ormazd et Ahriman, 8-13.
54 See similar Iranian beliefs; see above, pp. 170-71.
55 On this verse see above pp. 210, 132.
56 E.g. Y. 31.8.
57 On the connection existing also between Rašnu and Aša see Gerstein, AHM, 195.
(Armaiti-) makes undiminishing dominion (bhāṣṭra-) grow" (Y. 28.3).

The Gothic account of the end of the time of Mixture is again a matter of cryptic allusions. The tradition tells of a great battle in which the yazatas, strengthened by their own and by man's many minor victories, will meet the forces of evil in direct combat, with the Bounteous Immortals pitted against dāēnsa and demons, and will utterly defeat them. There appears to be an allusion to this in Y. 44.15, as the time "when the two armies meet".58 and also perhaps in Y. 48.1, when the prophet speaks of how "at the accountings Asa shall overcome the Drug". His references to the last things are more clearly, to the final great ordeal by which evil will be purged from the world. This the tradition describes as submersion in a river of molten metal, to be undergone by the whole physical world and by all humanity, both those still living in the flesh and the greater host of the departed, gathered together again in mēnēg state from heaven and hell. "Then fire and Airyman Yazad will melt the metal in the hills and mountains, and it will be upon this earth like a river. Then they will cause all men to pass through that molten metal ... And for him who is righteous, it will seem as if he is walking through warm milk; and for him who is wicked, it will seem as if he is walking in the flesh (pad gēēg) through molten metal".59 So Zoroaster says: "What reward you will give to the two parties, O Mazdā, by your red fire, by the molten metal, give (us) a sign in (our) souls—the bringing of harm for the wicked man, benefit for the just." (Y. 51.3). The initiate, he declares, "the man who knows (vidvânt-)" will refrain from committing sins, "through eagerness (for that) which shall be proclaimed (as) prize ... by the glowing metal" (Y. 32.7); for it is after this ordeal that the final blessing is to be granted to the righteous, of the union of their souls with their resurrected bodies, so that they may enjoy peace and happiness forever on an earth restored to its primal state of good.

In the tradition as recorded in post-Sasanian times this doctrine of the ordeal is given a humane interpretation; for it is said that the fierce torment of the burning metal will finally purge sin from the wicked, so that all men will then "be made clean" and will enter into the kingdom of God on earth.60 There is little reason to suppose, however, that this was the original doctrine taught by Zoroaster. As Lommel has pointed out,61 an ordeal by molten metal was one which was in fact imposed by the Iranians of old, with liquified metal being poured on the breast of an accused person. If innocent, it was held, he would survive unscathed, if guilty, perish.62 The miracle expected of the divine powers was that they would intervene to save the righteous man, not to rescue the wicked, thereby confusing justice.63 This appears originally to have been the expected outcome of the last ordeal also, that it should finally distinguish between the asavans, who would survive unhurt and rejoicing, and the dragavants, who would perish in the fiery flood. Such is the doctrine presented in the Slavonic Book of Enoch, which is older than the final versions of any of the Pahlavi books, and which seems in this passage to be presenting an almost pure Zoroastrian doctrine.64 "When all the creation was created by the Lord will come to an end, and every man will go to the Great Judgment of the Lord, then the times will perish, there will not be any more years, or months, or days, the hours will not be counted any more, but the Aion will be one. And all the righteous that will escape the Great Judgment of the Lord will join the great Aion, and at the same time the Aion will join the righteous, and they will be eternal. And there will not be in them any more either labour or suffering, or sadness or the expectation of violence ... Happy are the righteous who will escape the Great Judgment." Similarly Lactantius, quoting the Oracle of Hystaspe and probably drawing therefore on an Iranian prophetic tradition of high antiquity, says:65 "Hystaspe ... having described the iniquity of this last time, says that the pious and faithful, being separated from the wicked, will stretch forth their hands to heaven ... and will implore the protection of Jupiter [i.e. Alura Mazdâ]: that Jupiter will look to the earth, and hear the voices of men, and will destroy the wicked". Ahriman's own evil legions will, it seems, perish themselves in the last battle. Ahriman and his consort Az, the spirit of Greed, will escape back to hell:66 but "the
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58 This passage may, however, be taken as referring to the context of the "armies" of good and evil men in the present time, see Lommel, Rel., 222, 227.
59 G.Bd. XXXIV.18-10 (BTA, 289). On the part played by Airyaman, either as friend or healer, see above, pp. 96-9, and further below. In Pahl. R. Bd. XVII.70 (ed. Dhabhar, 750) it is said to be Shahrevan who will "melt the metals of all the mountains".
61 Rel., 219 ff.
62 This is explicitly stated in Sêf. XV, 17, ed. Kotwal, 63 (see above, p. 33).
63 It is noteworthy that in expounding the later teaching in the Dd. Mannêlîr is forced to say in the cause of justice that although sinners will thus be finally saved, yet "the recompense of the souls of the righteous, on account of their greater justice and greater virtue, will be a better place and a higher position and more peace and joy" (Ed., Pars. 36.16, ed. Dhabhar, 68).
64 Ed. Vaillant, 62; transl. Pines, art. cit. (above, p. 230 n. 8), 79.
65 Other Institutions, VII, 18; transl. W. Fletcher, The works of Lactantius, Edinburgh 1871, I, 408-9. On the antiquity of the Iranian traditions lying behind the Oracle see Benveniste, "Une apocalypse pehlavie ...", RHR CVI, 1932, 374-80; and for other works also apparently dependent on it, referring to the final destruction of sinners, see D. Winston, History of Religions V, 1960, 207 n. 64.
66 G.Bd. 34.78, 30 (BTA, 292); cf. Zand-i Vâhman Vôd VI, 35 (ed. BTA, 67, 124).
molten metal will flow into hell, and that filth and corruption within the earth, where hell has been, will be burnt by that molten metal and become clean". The metallic substance of the sky, Khâthra, will thus purify and redeem the beneficent earth, Ārmaïtâ, and all will again be purity and joy.

The stern doctrine of utter destruction for evil-doers and evil, with salvation only for the good, accords with Zoroaster's noble anger against wickedness, and his passionate longing for a world that was wholly just. Its tolerant interpretation belongs to a more urbane and softer age. Yet, as Moulton has wisely remarked, Zoroaster "is not in the least bound to have been rigidly consistent—no eschatological system ever was or could be consistent and logical". Thus the doctrine of the annihilation of sin and sinners leaves in question the fate of the widdlingly bad, the dwellers in the Misvan Gâtu; but even apart from such logical difficulties it is perfectly possible that the prophet himself modified some of his less essential teachings during the course of his long life (as other prophets of historical times, among them Mani and Muhammad, are known to have done thereafter).

Since the yasna with its rituals appears crucial to Zoroaster's thought, it is probably again part of his original doctrine that, just as the time of Creation began with the first "spiritual" yasna, so that of Mixture will end with the celebration of the last "spiritual" yasna, which according to the tradition will be solemnised by Ahura Mazda himself or by his deputy (variously designated as Sztaô or the Szosyaunt). At this service the last sacrifice will be duly made, that of the bull Hadhayans (even as the Uniquely-created Bull was the first creature to die at the beginning of the time of Mixture). All the righteous will partake of the zaôthra from it and of the parahâma prepared from the mythical "white haoma", and thereby their resurrected bodies will become as immortal as their souls. Presumably it is also through the offerings made to fire and water at this last divine service that the earth, already purged by the molten metal, will regain its original unchanging perfection. In the Zoroastrian religious year this coming state of bliss is prefigured annually in the celebrations of

"GBd. 34:31 (BTA, 98-3); cf. Pahl. Riv. Dr. l and XLVIII:86 (ed. Dibhabar, 101, 154). Also Flutarch, Jgs and Osiris, Ch. 47, see Chamber, 45, Fox and Pemberton, 52, Moulton, EZ, 330. On the total annihilation of all evil from the universe see also Dr. Pur. 46:101-2 (ed. Dibhabar, 106, transl. West, SRE XVIII, 118). The fate of Ahura has been considered by L. Cassirere, The Philosophy of the Mazdaian Religion under the Sasanians, transl. F. J. Tammage, 64-8, Zacher, Drama, 314-6.


[47] On this last yasna see GBd. XXXIV:23 (BTA, 289-91); Zâdspram XXXV:15-6 (ed. BTA, 153-4, cxxiv-v; transl. Moul, Gâde, 93).

Nô Rôz, of which it has been justly said that its purpose is "to return to the point of departure through eliminating the defilement which has accumulated during the past year. Nature is born again, but not only nature: men and their society share in her awakening. Defilement is shed, sins are expiated ... As a result the festival ... necessarily has a double aspect. In relation to the year which has just finished it constitutes a drawing to a close; it is "the end of time". In relation to that which is commencing it is a beginning; the day of creation, of the birth of the world ... The cosmic aspect and the eschatological one coexist and cannot be separated". Râpinwân, to whom the festival is immediately dedicated, is, as the divinity of noonday, the lord of ideal time, of the perfect primeval state, of the completed resurrection, and of Frâskhâri; and each year when he returns to the earth in spring this is a foreshadowing of the final triumph of good. As Zâdspram says: The making of Frâskhâri is like the year, in which at springtimes the trees have been made to blossom ... Like the resurrection of the dead, new leaves are made to shoot from dry plants and trees, and springtimes are made to blossom." In the present ritual the zaôthra (zâd) who celebrates the service of thanksgiving at Nô Rôz faces west. "For every other communal jâšn ceremony the zâd faces east. The reason for the difference is perhaps this, that in facing east the priest honours the rising sun, which represents light springing up to fight against darkness and evil; whereas in the jâšn of Râpinwân it is the time of light triumphant which is celebrated, when goodness will be fulfilled and at rest."7

The Last Time whose coming is thus annually foreshadowed is one when righteous men will become like the Immortals themselves, of one thought, word and deed, unageing, free from sickness, without corruption or decay. Thus they will experience perfect happiness in the restored world of Ahura Mazda's creation, knowing once more the joys of the senses as well as those of mind and spirit, through the means of their recovered bodies. (Whether the mênôg gods themselves will also then take on gêlig form is nowhere discussed in the surviving texts.) The wheel will thus come full cycle, from the end of "Creation", when the gêlig world was made in its perfection, to the beginning of the Third Time, "Separation", when "limited time" will cease. Meanwhile all the sorrows and strivings of the present period of Mixture are necessary, so that Angra Mainyu may be
destroyed, and evil ended for ever. Zoroaster thus saw a noble purpose for humanity, the dignity of a great aim to be pursued in alliance with God. He also offered men a reasoned explanation for all that they had to endure in this life, seeing this as affliction brought upon them by the Hostile Spirit, and not imputing to the Creator, who was to be worshipped, the sufferings of his creatures here below.

In one respect, however, the earth made wonderful at Frašš. korat will be different from the earth as it was first created, in that no return is prophesied to the original uniqueness of living things. Mountain and valley will give place once more to level plain; but whereas in the beginning there was one plant, one creature, one man, the rich variety and number that have since issued from these will remain for ever. Similarly the many divine beings who proceeded from the one God will continue to have their separate existences. There is no suggestion of their re-absorption into the original Godhead, but they will walk for ever with perfect men in the perfect kingdom of God upon earth: "Then Ohrmazd and the Amabraspends and all yazads and men will be (together) in one place ... And it will be entirely the creation of Ohrmazd." 75

Zoroaster's eschatological teachings, with the individual judgment, the resurrection of the body, the Last Judgment, and life everlasting, became profoundly familiar, through borrowings, to Jews, Christians and Muslims, and have exerted enormous influence on the lives and thoughts of men in many lands. Yet it was in the framework of his own faith that they attained their fullest logical coherence, for Zoroaster preached both the goodness of the physical world, and the unwavering impartiality of divine justice. According to him, salvation depended upon works alone, and there could be no intervention, whether compassionate or capricious, by an omnipotent Being to alter their consequence. With such doctrines, belief in the Last Judgment had its full awful significance. Yet though these doctrines acquired their ethical depth and logical cohesion in Zoroaster's revelation, separately they all derived, it seems, from elements in the old Ahuric religion which nurtured him, which was itself a faith of justice and morality, rooted in respect for aša.

74 With regard to animals, however, some theologians evidently held that these "will merge, according to (their) lineage, into the Uniquely-created Bull"; whereas "those kinds of plants which are important ... will not decrease, but every place will resemble a garden in spring, in which there are all (kinds of) trees and flowers." [Pahl. Ria. Dd. XLVIII.109, 107, ed. Dhabhar, 1930-40, transl. H. R. Mirza, London thesis, 1940].

75 Ibid., XLVIII.99, 100 (Dhabhar, 137).
CHAPTER TEN

THE UNRECORDED CENTURIES

The early history of Zoroastrianism is wrapped in deep obscurity. Many generations must have lived and died before mention was made in any written record of the lands where Zoroaster taught; and knowledge of the faith's infancy, like knowledge of the prophet's own life, has to be gleaned therefore from meagre indications in the Avesta, amplified a little by the tradition. From these sources we learn that the anger which Zoroaster's own countrymen turned against him when he first preached was felt by neighbouring princes against Vištāspa when he adopted the new doctrines, and that they took to the sword to convince him of error.

The battles which followed must have been fought in Zoroaster's own lifetime (if the tradition of his longevity is to be trusted); and the allusions to them in the yazīdī are amplified in the Pahlavi books and the Persian epic. There is also a Pahlavi fragment of epic verse, the Ayādgār-i Zarērān, which celebrates the deeds of Zarivair, Vištāspa's brother and captain of his forces in the fighting against Aratatasp, chief of the Hyaonas. This prince appears to have been enraged at hearing of Vištāspa's conversion, and according to the tradition he sent messengers to demand that the kavi should abandon the pure Mazdā-worshipping religion which he had received from Ohmrāz and become once more "of the same religion" (hamkēš) as himself, since the new faith was a "great hurt and vexation" (grān zyān ud duśkhwērīh). On Vištāspa's resolute refusal fighting followed, with great slaughter, but victory in the end for Vištāspa. The yazīds indicate struggles with other Iranian princes who were equally hostile to the new religion, but the survival of Zoroastrianism attests the truth of the claim that Vištāspa set his adopted faith "in the place of honour" among peoples before his dynasty was somehow swept from power—for he himself seems the last of his line to have ruled.

1 See above, p. 188.
3 See Yt. 30, 3.109. The prince figures in Pahlavi as Arjāsp. The Avesta records also the name of his brother, Vandaromainīš; Yt. 5, 116.
5 Ayādgār-i Zarērān §§ 10-11.
6 See above, p. 188.
7 Yt. 13, 100.
Other unknown princes must have protected the young religion after the downfall of the haevs; but the further slight references in the Avesta are to spreading Zoroaster’s teachings not by the sword, but through missionary endeavor. Thus in a part of the yazna liturgy composed in the ancient Gathic dialect the words occur: “We reverence the return of the priests (ādāvān) — who travel afar (to those) who seek Asa in (other) lands” (Y. 42.6). These “other” lands seem all to have been inhabited by Iranians, to judge from the Farwandī Yasti, which preserves the names of a number of peoples and places where the faith was early received. In it (vv. 143-4) are praised the ōravátis of righteous men and women not only among the Aryas (as the “Avestan” people evidently called themselves), but also among the Tūryas, Sairimas, Sānus and Dāhīs; and the personal names, like those of the peoples, all seem Iranian in character. The ōravátis are also honoured of individuals in the lands of Muṣṣa, Raozdavā, Tanyā, Aṣbī and Apakhšā. As has been said: “We suffer the torments of Tantalus with regard to these names, whose secret will probably always elude us.” One can only presume that they belonged to regions in the remote north-east, at some distant time in the prehistory of that area. The fact that individuals are named suggests that beyond Vištāspa’s own kingdom the new religion made its way at first only slowly, with the conversion of small groups here and there. Even were the region known at the time it might well, therefore, be difficult to trace the initial spread of Zoroastrianism through it. This is especially so since, although the prophet’s teachings were in certain respects profoundly original, he nevertheless retained large elements of the old religion, including, it seems, the cult and most of the pantheon. For Iranian converts there was, therefore, no sharp and sudden plunge into a new culture, and little variation is accordingly to be expected in personal names, no striking change in outward worship, and small visible alteration in the way of life. These facts make the progress of Zoroastrianism against the pagan religion difficult to determine even in later historical times (as is shown by the controversy which has raged, despite the existence of written records, over whether or not the early Achaemenids had adopted the faith).

It is plain, however, that those who accepted the maqua, the message preached by Zoroaster,9 themselves felt this to be a decisive step which separated them effectively from the pagan community. From the Gāthās and the tradition it appears that it was open to any person of good will and understanding to become maqua, possessed of this gospel: that the prophet preached to women as well as men, to the poor and untaught as well as the wealthy and learned. “Zarathustra is not the spokesman of any individual class or group. As the one to whom Ahura Mazdā has granted insight in God’s design of life, he wants to win his whole ... people for his message, thus leading all of them to salvation, savāh, life in its abundant plenitude, as it was in the dawn of creation. When the Zarathustra legend exalts the Prophet as the first priest, the first warrior, and the first hero, i.e. the man who united all the functions of the tribe in his person, this is no doubt in good accordance with the central ideas in Zarathustra’s religious teaching”.10 It may well be that in thus offering hope of salvation to every morally good person who accepted his teachings, Zoroaster broke with old aristocratic and priestly tradition, whereby the humblest members of the community were probably consigned, with women and slaves, to an after-life in the kingdom of shadows beneath the earth. If this is so, it gives force to the prophet’s undertaking to bring all those who follow him to Heaven: “Man or woman ... whomever I shall impel to your invocation, with all these shall I cross the Bridge of the Separation” (Y. 46.10).

Such equity is likely in itself to have enraged the proud leaders of pagan society; but what was probably the most difficult point of Zoroaster’s new doctrines for the people at large to accept was his utter rejection of the daeva. He himself acknowledged the power and ubiquity of their wicked company, the daevait; and he showed therefore the greatest courage, as well as the utmost faith in Ahura Mazdā, in defying them and denying them all worship. The same courage and faith was demanded by him of his followers. Before Zoroaster preached, such antagonism as existed between the adherents of ahuras and daevas had probably not prevented the prudent man from offering sacrifices to both; but now if he wished to follow Zoroaster a convert had to cease such practices, and instead of placating divinities as potent as Indra, Māhāthra or the fierce Saurva, he had to risk drawing their active hostility upon himself by rejecting them in thought, word and act. There were, moreover, evidently considerable groups of men who did not merely seek to avoid the daevas’ anger, but were their convinced and loyal worshippers. In a passage from the life of the prophet preserved in the Dinkard it is said that such Da-

9 Nyberg, Rel., 267. Eilers has sought an identification of Muṣṣa with Skt. Majavant, on the Indo-Iranian borders, on which see further Burnow, JEA 1973, 138 n. 37.


11 Kaj Barr, Studia Orientalia Ioannis Pedersen ... dicit, Copenhagen 1953, 27.
vayavrians refused to abandon their gods because “When we crave of them lordship and leadership, they grant it us; when we crave riches in herds and wealth, they grant it us”.11 Their faith is castigated in the Pahlavi text as jādēith,12 that is, control of the powers of darkness;13 and it is said that they did not believe in moral rewards and punishments, which suggests that the Daēva-worshippers had the simple materialistic outlook of the Vedic devotee of Indra, seeking happiness here and hereafter through divine favours accorded him in direct return for his offerings.

The evidence of the Vedas and developments in Iran suggest that some opposition between the ethical Asuras and Indra was felt already in the Indo-Iranian period, and the times of the great migrations probably intensified awareness of this. There must have been different groups then among the invading Iranians, whose divergences seem reflected in the Gāhās: on the one hand tribes who moved steadily with their cattle, and fought only when it was necessary to gain what they wanted, namely good, safe pastures where they could settle and prosper; on the other warbands, unwilling to abandon strife even after new territories had been won, ruthless, predatory, delighting in combat for its own sake and for the booty it could bring. Such warriors were doubtless not above carrying off the cattle of fellow Iranians when no other plunder offered; and they would naturally have worshipped the unscrupulous Indra, warlike and bountiful, whereas settled peoples were much more likely to have offered their heartfelt prayers to the Ahuras, guardians of order and peace. Indra-worshippers could thus properly be termed “non-herders among the herders”,14 robber-chiefstains and their followers, who preyed upon pastoralists.

Such men would plainly have been hard to turn to the exclusive worship of the ethically demanding Ahura Mazda and his spenta creation; and daēva-worship seems to have survived stubbornly in certain remote parts of Iran down to the Arab conquest.15 With staunch commitment by such in the community, and natural caution presumably influencing many of the rest, it is small wonder that Zoroastrian missionaries had a hard initial struggle, and that they felt the need to demand repeated abjurations of the daēvas from those whom they succeeded in winning over. Such abjuration is accordingly uttered with great vigour in the ancient confession of the faith, in which, as has been pointed out, the term vi daēva “rejecting the daēvas” is a definition of religious belief of equal value with mazdayasna “Mazdā-worshipper” and zarahvānī “Zoroastrian”.16 This confession, known from its first word as the Fravashnē (“I profess”),17 is still uttered daily in Zoroastrian prayer and worship. Although its language is characterised as pseudo-Gathic, the text itself gives an impression of high antiquity, with not only citations in it from the Gāhās, but also a significant use of Gathic imagery; and it seems possible that its kernel is in fact the original avowal made by converts in the early days of the faith,18 but that, having evolved with the living tradition into a Younger Avestan form, it was later put back, with some errors and inconsistencies, into Gathic, as more fitting its venerable nature. Some extensions of the original text down the centuries are also very likely. In its existing form it is as follows:

Y. 12.1: “I profess myself a Mazdā-worshipper, a Zoroastrian, rejecting the daēvas, accepting the Ahuric doctrine; one who praises the Amaša Spantas, who worships the Amaša Spantas. To Ahura Mazdā, the good, rich in treasures, I ascribe all things good, those which are best indeed [Y 47.5]—to the Righteous One, rich, glorious, whose is the Cow, whose is Aša, whose are the lights, may whose blessed realms be filled with lights [Y. 31.7].

2: Bounteous Aša, the good, I choose for myself, let her be mine! I renounce the theft and carrying off of the Cow, and harm and destruction for Mazdā-worshipping homes.

3: To those with authority I shall grant movement at will and lodging at will, those who are upon this earth with (their) cattle. With reverence for Aša, the offerings lifted up, that I avow: henceforth I shall not, in caring either for body or life, bring harm or destruction on Mazdā-worshipping homes.

4: I forswear the company of the wicked daēvas, the not-good, lawless, evil-working, the most Drug-like of beings, the foulest of beings—the company of daēvas and the followers of daēvas, of demons (yīto)19 and the followers of demons, of those who do harm to

11 Dism. 154.11-17; see Zechner, Zoroas., 16 with n. 3.
12 See Dism. 212.5-7; see Zechner, Zoroas., 30.
13 See above, p. 85.
14 See above, p. 211.
16 See above, p. 211.
17 The words with which it now begins, nāhimi daēva, are a later addition, see K. Hoffmann, Henning Mem. Vol. 1, 196-7.
18 See F. Nyberg, Rel., 274.
19 This appears to be a symbolic reference to Zoroastrian believers, possibly to Zoroastrian missionaries, as possessors of “cattle” in the sense of good intention, of righteousness (see above, pp. 210-11).
20 For this translation see F. Nyberg, Rel., 457 on 183:1.
21 It seems that yīto is used here in its early meaning of “evil supernatural being, a demon” (see above, p. 85), with daēva still in the sense of “false god”.

any being by thoughts, words, deeds or outward signs. Truly I forswear the company of (all) this as belonging to the Drug, as defiant (of the good). 28

5: Even as Ahura Mazda taught Zoroaster in each instance, at all deliberations, at all encounters at which Mazda and Zoroaster spoke together.

6: Even as Zoroaster forswore the company of daēvas in each instance, at all deliberations, at all encounters at which Mazda and Zoroaster spoke together, so I forswear, as Mazda-worshipper and Zoroastrian, the company of daēvas, even as Zoroaster forsook it.

7: As (was) the choice of the Waters, the choice of the Plants, the choice of the beneficent Cow, the choice of Ahura Mazda, who created the Cow, who (created) the just Man, as (was) the choice of Zoroaster, the choice of Kavi Vištāspa, the choice of Frāostra and Jāmāspa, the choice of each of the saosyants, bringing about reality, just—by that choice and by that doctrine am I a Mazda-worshipper.

8: I profess myself a Mazda-worshipper and a Zoroastrian, having pledged myself to and avowed the faith.

I pledge myself to the well-thought thought.

I pledge myself to the well-spoken word.

I pledge myself to the well-performed act.

9: I pledge myself to the Mazda-worshipping religion, which throws off attacks, which causes weapons to be laid down, which upholds khwaēt-radatha, 24 which is righteous, which of all (faiths) which are and shall be is the greatest, the best, the most beautiful, which is Ahuric, Zoroastrian.

To Ahura Mazda I ascribe all good.

This is the profession of the Mazda-worshipping religion”.

This ancient text has been characterised as “the oath which was required of someone being received into the faith”, 25 and it is natural that what is stressed in it should be those elements which set the convert apart from unbelievers. The very first demand made upon him is that he should

avow his worship of Mazda, and allegiance to his prophet, Zoroaster. Then he must declare his rejection of the daēvas and his acceptance of the Ahuric doctrines in general, and his veneration for all spōnta deities, for those, that is, who are beneficent, as distinct from the evil-working daēvatāt. Although much of the text is plain, parts have the allusiveness of the Gāthās themselves, and this suggests that converts were taught the basic Gāthic doctrines in all their subtlety, for these words to have had meaning for them. Thus the complex Gāthic imagery concerning the Cow is prominent; and the doctrine of the creations and their guardians is dealt with comprehensively but allusively, as in the Gāthās. Waters and plants, cattle and men, are named in due order in the seventh section; and sky is represented by the “blessed realms” above, which are Khsathra’s domain, earth by its Amā Sponta, Armaiti, the Devotion whom the new worshiper abundantly needs. Fire, too, is represented only by its protective divinity, Aša, and is nowhere explicitly named. Presumably since in its early forms (of veneration for the hearth fire) the fire cult was common to pagan and believer, the Zoroastrian missionaries felt no need to give it special emphasis, even though the prophet had endorsed fire with new significance as the symbol of righteousness and general focus for prayer. Just as no fresh commitment was required from the convert over this, so too he was not asked to renounce any former ways of worship, but only to deny those beings to whom worship should not be offered. These facts bear out what can be deduced from the Gāthās themselves, that Zoroaster made few changes in the existing cult, being concerned rather to elevate its intention and to invest established rituals with deeper moral and spiritual significance. (There is nothing to suggest that practices which he repudiated, such as consuming an evil mada, 26 were rites connected with any particular group of gods. They may rather have been general abuses, or observances linked with black magic.)

Doctrinally what is perhaps most striking of the Fravairānē is its dualism. Ahura Mazda, together with the Amā Spantas, is set in opposition to the daēvatāt; and all goodness (though not all power) is ascribed to the one, all evil to the other. It is understandable that in this text the opposition should be expressed in these terms, rather than as between Ahura Mazda and Angra Mainyu, for (as far as is known) no one had been aware of the Hostile Spirit before Zoroaster preached, so that there was no ancient cult of the Evil One to abandon. It was rather those whom Zoroaster regarded as servants of evil, the venerated daēvas, whom the

28 On raqīyant see Gershevitch, AHM, 181 on 27.1; otherwise Nyberg, Rel., 466 on 273.5.
23 For this translation see Nyberg, Rel., 466 on 273.5.
24 The Avestan term khwaēt-radatha was understood to mean “marriage between kin” by the Zoroastrians themselves down to the 14th century (see Vol. IV), and this meaning permits of a simple etymology: Mazda = “our belonging to,” related and ōhtāda = “marriage” (ad.) see Behrens, Aes. Wfr. 1886. For the well-attested practice, and the literature concerning it, see Vol. II and III. The reference to it is undoubtedly oddly placed in para. 9 of the Fravairānē, which otherwise deals in noble general statements, as the climax to the confessional. The possibility that it is an interpolation cannot therefore be dismissed, though this only raises further problems.
25 Nyberg, Rel., 274.
26 See above, pp. 216-17.
convert had to abjure. Although Ahura Mazda's power is perceived as circumscribed by the existence of independent evil, nevertheless he is acknowledged as the Creator, who has made all beneficent creatures and man himself. The sense of cosmic history is moreover strong, for in uttering this profession of faith the convert speaks as one taking his rightful place in a chain of action which began with the waters when the world was formed. "The conversion of the initiate is conceived in true Gothic fashion as a choice of the better and a rejection of the worse way... He chooses the better way, as all good and life-furthering powers have done and do since the original creation". Ethically, commitment is to Zoroaster's grand basic teaching of good thoughts, words and acts; and the convert acknowledges his prophet's claim to divine revelation and authority by the repeated references to the "encounterings at which Mazdā and Zoroaster spoke together", in which "Ahura Mazdā taught Zoroaster".

The saoshyants mentioned in the past tense are presumably the wise and good, who have brought benefit to the world by following in the footsteps of the prophet; or, if they are the coming Saviours of developed Zoroastrian soteriology, then this must represent an addition to the original text, which seems to have been shaped in the religion's earliest days, when the young community was struggling against hostility and active persecution, with death threatening the faithful and destruction their homes. That Zoroastrians should have so suffered, except where they enjoyed royal favour, is no more remarkable than that the early Christians should have been persecuted, for the two faiths had evidently much in common in their missionary endeavours. Like Christianity, Zoroastrianism entered what appears to have been an easy-going, polytheistic society, with a claim to an exclusive revelation vouchsafed to its prophet by one supreme God, and with a demand for total commitment. It exacted courage and devotion; and it offered to all in return the hope of salvation after death, when unbelievers would be damned. Like primitive Christianity, Zoroastrianism evidently engendered a strong sense of brotherhood among the faithful, united as they were by belief and worship and a firm code of prescribed conduct; and such certainty and solidarity were no doubt due to the pious expectations of the dāesas, as to pagan Romans, and provoked correspondingly harsh measures of repression. What sharpened hostility to Zoroastrians was no doubt a sense of the rashness of their repudiation of the dāesas, an act which their pagan fellows may well have felt threatened to bring down the wrath of these gods upon the people indiscriminately; and it was presumably a sense of the dangerous folly and presumption of the new faith which drove Vistâspa's neighbours to try to crush it by force before it could cause general calamity.

What is impossible to gauge is the reaction to Zoroaster's teachings of those who were already devoted to the ahuars, and who, without any great awe of the dāesas or eagerness to worship them, may yet have been reluctant to accept a doctrine of the absolute sovereignty of Ahura Mazdā. The Vedic evidence suggests that from Indo-Iranian times the Lord Wisdom had been venerated as the greatest of the asuras, solitary and very powerful, exalted over the mighty Mitra and Varuna. Nevertheless it may even so have been a difficult step to take, to acknowledge him as the one uncreated Being, Creator of all yazatas, the ultimate source of all good; and some who turned to the other ahuars for special favour and protection may perhaps have resented this vast claim, and have made common cause with dāesas-worshippers and the generality in seeking to suppress the new religion. It is small wonder, then, that its early progress seems to have been difficult and slow.

There can be little doubt that the valiant convert to Zoroastrianism, his profession made, was required to adopt an outward sign of his new allegiance. The "Zoroastrian badge" which down the centuries has distinguished those of the Good Religion from all others is the sacred girdle (called in Avestan yāh or asiyaŋγaθa, in Persian kust) which every believer puts on at reaching maturity. To wear such a cord as a sign of membership of the religious community was apparently an Indo-Iranian custom for men, for it is observed also by the Brahmans of India. The Brahmins wear their cord over one shoulder: it is knotted initially by a priest, and never thereafter untied by the wearer, who merely slips it aside when this is ritually necessary. Zoroastrian usage is very different, and may well represent changes introduced by the prophet himself to set his followers apart, and to provide them with recurrent religious exercises (no less strenuous than those later enjoined, partly on the Zoroastrian model, by Muhammad). The Zoroastrian cord is worn as a girdle by men and women alike. It is very long, and is passed three times round the waist, being knotted behind and before with a fourfold knot. Even at

27 Nyberg, Rei., 274-5.

28 Middle Persian kust. The word is of doubtful origin.

29 That is, formerly, at the age of fifteen, see Ys. 8.13-14. This age has tended to be reduced, rather as the age of confirmation has been reduced in a number of Christian communities. For references to the later literature on the subject see Bartholomae, A. v. Wb. 48, and add Modi, CC. 173-9.

30 The Brahman cord is now made of cotton, the Zoroastrian one of lamb's wool. Two materials readily obtainable in India and Iran respectively.
initiation the knots are tied by the candidate himself (the priest only guiding his hands), as if to mark that he now takes full responsibility for his own conduct upon himself; and every day thereafter, for the rest of his life, he must untie and retie the cord repeatedly with appropriate prayers, addressed to Ahura Mazda. The symbolism of the kusti (which came to be complex) was evidently elaborated down the centuries; but it is likely that the three coils were there from the beginning, exemplifying the triplefold ethic of Zoroastrianism, and designed therefore to concentrate the wearer's thoughts on the practice of his faith, as the accompanying prayers express its basic beliefs. The Zoroastrian wears the kusti over an inner shirt of pure white, the sūdra, at the throat of which a tiny bag or purse is fashioned, to remind him that he should be continually filling its emptiness with good deeds; but how old this particular custom is there is no means of knowing. It is certainly a striking physical reminder of Zoroastrian moral demands.

The Zoroastrian prays standing and turned towards fire, as the prophet enjoined—whether the sun on high, or hearth fire, or at night sometimes a lamp. Probably already among the Indo-Iranians three moments of the day had been held significant for religious observances. Thus Zoroaster asks: “Who (is he) by whom (were made) dawn, noon and night, which (are) reminders to the discerning of duty?” (Y. 44.5). These three moments the pagan Iranians presumably regarded as creating the two “periods of the day” (Av. asnyra-rait, Pahlavi gah), which they called Hāvani and Uzayara, the “time of (haoma) pressing” and the “time of the day's outgoing”, that is, forenoon and afternoon, each set under the care of one of the two lesser Ahuras, Mithra and *Vouruna Aṣpa ṇ Napāt. Again it was probably Zoroaster himself, a priest concerned with observance, who created a third period, so that noon ceased to be merely a point between morning and afternoon, and itself became a three-hour rait. During the auspicious season of summer, when the sponto powers are in the ascendant, this rait is dedicated to Rapithwina, the spirit of noon (rapithwāi), who is closely associated with Aša, lord of fire, and is himself lord of ideal time (for when the world was created, time stood still at noon); and so he is linked with hope of the end of limited time and the restoration of the ideal state. For Zoroastrians summer lasts seven months, from Nō Rōz to the autumn festival of Ayāthrima, when cattle were driven home to their winter quarters. Thereafter during the five months of winter, the dāhna-dominated season, Rapithwina retreats beneath the earth to cherish with his warmth the roots of plants and springs of water, so that the demons of frost and ice cannot destroy them utterly; and his time of day is then assigned to Mithra's care, being called, not Rapithwāi, but Second Hvāni. There are thus three daylights gahs throughout the Zoroastrian year, during each of which the faithful are required to say the kusti prayers with invocation of the protective divinity, who for Rapithwina's gah is Aša Vahšta himself. So all through the long summer the thoughts of the devout should be turned at noon to aša and the work of Frestā-karati, while the withdrawal of Rapithwina in winter is an annual reminder of the menacing power of evil. As for the night, this was probably assigned in paganism entirely to the frawasī, as a time of dread; and again it is likely to have been Zoroaster himself who divided it into two, leaving the first half to the frawasīs of the righteous, but assigning the second to Sraosta, lord of prayer; and the strenuous practice was required of the faithful of praying twice during the hours of darkness, once in Aistrosīrtha, from the first glimmer of stars until midnight, and once during Ush, from midnight until dawn. Zoroastrians thus had five daily times of prayer, instead of the three which may be presumed for pagan usage; and to observe them was obligatory, this being an essential part of what in Persian is called one's bandagi or “service” to God. Priests had in addition to solemnise the high rituals daily; and all members of the community, high and low, priest and lay, had the duty to join together to celebrate, seven times a year, the feasts of obligation, which according to the tradition were instituted by

31 The cord as worn since the oldest records about its nature exist, i.e. since Sassanian times, is woven of 72 threads (symbolising the 72 sections of the later Yasna), which are divided into 3 groups of 24 threads (representing the 24 sections of the Visperad), and sub-divided into 6 groups of 12 (the 6 religious duties of the Zoroastrian, and the 6 months of the year), the final knotting together of all these threads representing the brotherhood of man. On these and other points, and for the Pahlavi literature, see Modi, op. cit., 175-6.
32 See Modi, op. cit., 171-3.
33 The ancient Indians made morning, midday and evening sacrifices, the “three hospitalities” offered to the gods [see RV 5.28.1, apud Thiele, Mitra and Aryaman, 78-9]. On Uzayara embracing the whole afternoon see Bartholomae, Ais, Wb. 409 s.v.
34 For reference to the later literature on Rapithwina see Boyce, Parsišnam, Studies presented to F. B. J. Kuiper, 201-4; and cf. above, pp. 224, 225.
35 On the divisions of the Zoroastian day, and the divinities guarding them, see, e.g. Y 1.3 ff. 2.3 ff. et passa, GBD III. 22 (BTA, 15); DA. IX.9-7 (6.5) ed. Sanjana, XVIII, 15. Madan, 793-13-15. transl. Wes, SBE XXXVII, 183-4.
36 For the laity it was possible nevertheless to have an unbroken night's rest by saying the prayers of Airosīrtha before going to sleep, and those of Uš or rising, just before dawn. (The Muslims followed the same practice when they adopted the five daily prayers from Zoroastrianism:) The word Ushim simply means “dawn”, but Airosīrtha is of uncertain derivation. In later usage the names of the beings who personify the times of day were used for the gahs themselves, so that the series came to be (in late Avistan and Middle Persian respectively) Hāvani/Hāven, Rapithwina/Rapithwāi, Uzayorima/Uzayorima, Airosīrtha/Airosīrthā, Ushinim/Ushinim.
of good intention (vohu-manah-), of life. To Mazda Ahura (is) the kingdom (khshathra-), whom they have established as pastor for the poor”. The word rendered by “poor” is drugu, the Avestan forerunner of Persian darris, which was used, it seems, in a special sense for “the true follower of the creed of the Prophet, the meek and pious man who stands firmly on the side of God and makes himself solely dependent on Him”.66 With its declaration of the power and will of Ahura Mazda to aid the drugu, the Ahuna vairya was not only a profession of faith but also a mahra securing protection,67 and it came to be regarded as the most powerful single weapon which there is against the forces of evil, being used by Zoroastrians in this way as the Lord’s Prayer has often been used by Christians. It is the first prayer learnt by a Zoroastrian in childhood, and it remains its recourse throughout life, for because of its sanctity it may be spoken at need in place of every other form of devotion.68

Another great prayer in the Gothic dialect, which also is wholly Gothic in spirit, is the Airyomā iṣṭō, which is said to be the most triumphant of all prayers, for it will be spoken by the Sāosyants at Frāšt-karot.69 When they utter it, “Angra Mainyu will hide himself beneath the earth, beneath the earth the demons will hide themselves. The dead will rise up, and within their revived bodies the breath of life will remain incorporate.”70 The exact translation of the Airyomā iṣṭō is inevitably disputed, but less than that of the Ahuna vairya. The following version (or its approximate) is fairly generally accepted: “May the longed-for Airyaman come to the help of the men and women of Zoroaster, to the help of [their] good intention (vohu-manah-). The conscience (dānā-) which earns the desirable recompense, (for it) I ask the longed-for reward (ātī-) of righteousness (asa-), which Ahura Mazda will measure out.”71


66 K. Barr, Avest. drgu-, drgy-, Studia Orientalia Iovanni Petersen ... dicata, 30. Barr’s interpretation is strengthened by the evidence of Sogdian, in which language daryan- and daryan- are used (e.g. “daryanka” mean “disciple” [for references see Gerhardi, A Grammar of Manichean Sogdian, Oxford 1954, § 23].

67 See Benveniste, art. cit., 85.

68 See Modi, C.C., 321-36, 449.

69 Westergaard, Fragment 4.1, see Darmesteter, ZA III, 45 and further I, čiv.

70 Fragment 4.3.

71 This is basically Bartholomae’s translation. Others have rendered the last verb, manah, as “have in mind” instead of “measure out”. The other main divergence arises from different interpretations of dānā-, see, e.g., Nyberg, Rel., 271, Mols, KHIS CLVII, 1960, 172. Although the prayer appears thoroughly Gothic in spirit and terminology, yet because it contains the name Airyaman, those scholars who uphold the strictly monotheistic theory with regard to Zarostrian’s teachings are obliged to maintain that it already shows the beginnings of syncretism, whereas the Ahuna vairya is allowed to “reflect still the pure system of Zoroaster” (Duchesne-Guillarm, La religion, 210).
The brief Āsā vohū, with which most Zoroastrian devotions end, seems to be a mathra designed to concentrate the mind upon āsā, and to invoke the aid of Āsā Vahistā, the word or name occurring thrice within the twelve words of the prayer. Again translations vary widely. The following appears perhaps the least forced, although open to grammatical objections: "Āsā (is) good, it is best. According to wish it is, according to wish it shall be for us. Āsā belongs to Āsā Vahistā."

The last of the great Zoroastrian prayers is the Yeşēhā hāitām. This is a remodelling of the Gathic verse Y. 51.22, which in one translation runs: "At whose sacrifice Ahura Mazda knows the best for me according to righteousness. Those who were and are, those I shall worship by their names and shall approach with praise". The first line of the prophet's words, with "whose" in the singular, presumably refers to some particular divinity, to whom sacrifice has just been made; and this has been somewhat awkwardly altered in the prayer to give instead a wholly general application. Literally the Yeşēhā hāitām runs: "At whose of-the-beings [masc.] and of whom [fem. pl.] therefore Ahura Mazda knows the better for worship according to righteousness, those (male beings) and those (female ones) we shall worship". The intention evidently is to offer veneration to all those divinities who belong to the sponta creation, and whose worship is therefore proper for Zoroastrians. The Yeşēhā hāitām "regularly concludes the litanies of the yasna, in which long series of gods are enumerated and praised"; and it is also often repeated in reciting the yašt, the hymns to individual gods. As has been observed, in uttering it the community prays all beneficent divinities "whatever their names and whoever they may be, so that none is named and none forgotten, as a prudent measure lest one god should be forgotten who is worthy of land and praise and who would suffer if he did not receive it...".

The Yeşēhā hāitām, representing as it does an adaptation of a Gathic verse, belongs, it seems, to a stage when Zarathushtra's followers were making liturgical developments. Apart from his own Gāthās, and the short Āhūra vairya, which could be used by even the humblest member of his community, Zarosratar does not seem to have created any fixed devotional utterances for his followers. Presumably he was content that, apart from using these mathras, they should worship and pray with freshly-minted words, in the tradition of their forefathers. One of the earliest believers, it seems, shaped the Aiyramā ītyō (unless this too was fashioned by the prophet himself); and thereafter, at some later stage, the leaders of the community evidently decided to authorise a set liturgy to accompany the daily act of worship, the yasna. This seems to have been done at a time when the Gathic dialect was fading away—a development which may, indeed, have prompted their action, with the conviction arising that for this service, which embodied so much that was central to the prophet's thought, his followers should continue to use words as close as possible in form to those with which he himself had prayed. The result was the putting together of the "worship of seven chapters", Yasna Hapīayhāti. This is a liturgy in seven short sections (one in verse), which probably represents a collection of what was remembered then in the Gathic dialect by old priests, who chose still to use ancient forms of words which their fathers had taught them; and it is hardly surprising if such works, garnered from traditionalists, should contain archaic matter, however well adapted to orthodox Zoroastrianism.

Originally the seven chapters were probably mathras addressed in the main to the lesser āhūras, Mithra and *Vouruma Apam Napat, at the offerings to fire and water. In their existing form, however, neither of these divinities is invoked, but the whole liturgy is devoted to Ahura Mazda; and the verse section contains a plea to him: "Keep thou in mind..." mazdām korē, which underlines, in antique fashion, the link between Lord Wisdom and the powers of thought. Despite its ancient character, however, much of the text is informed by the spirit of the prophet's teachings. Thus its first words are: "Oh Ahura Mazda, that would we choose for ourselves, that by beautiful Āsā we may think and say and do to be the utterance of Zarosratar, basing this on "the explicit statement at the beginning of the Homily on the Yeşēhā hāitām prayer (Y. 21.1-3)", i.e. "(Homily) on the devotional utterance of righteous Zarosratar" (yosmin valēv asanō sarathühvāh). This was undoubtedly how the prayer was regarded, and with reason, since it is so closely modelled on Y. 51.22; but it is impossible to scrutinise the actual adaptation, with its syntactical awkwardness, so inspired and skilled a mathra as the prophet himself.

32 For the literature on this see above, p. 51. 8. 190.
33 Y. 40.1.
34 See above, pp. 39-40.
such things as are best for both existences. With (desire for) the rewards for best actions we urge the taught and untaught, the rulers and the ruled to give peace and pasturage to the cow.” The last phrase seems to stem directly from a line in the Gāthās; and there is strong emphasis in the liturgy on such Gothic concepts as aśa in association with kḥšaθra, the kingdom of heaven to be won here on earth. For you” (declare the worshippers to Ahura Mazda) “we would accomplish and we would teach as well as we are able. For the sake of Aśa and Vohu Manah and Vohu Kḥšaθra, O Ahura, we offer praises upon praises, words upon words, sacrifices upon sacrifices.” Thus then we worship Ahura Mazda, who created cattle and order (aśa-), created waters and good plants, created light and earth and all things good by his dominion (kḥšaθra-) and greatness and good art. Him then we worship with the best of sacrifices, (we) who abide with the cow.” In this liturgy, moreover, we encounter for the first time the expression “Bounteous Immortals,” Aṃsā Spantos, that characteristic Zoroastrian phrase that excludes the daēvas from worship: “So then we worship the good beings, male and female, the Bounteous Immortals, ever-living, ever-benefiting, who hold by good purpose (svoh- manah-).” Veneration is also offered to “the fravasīs of the just, men and women”, and the inclusion of the latter may well be, as we have seen, also specifically Zoroastrian.

The offering to fire was made of old during the recitation of Yasna Haptaŋhāiti, probably after Y. 36, which is devoted to the invocation and praise of fire; and the offering to water probably at the end of the liturgy, whose second part is devoted to the waters. The saothra to fire was the central point of the act of worship, and so was fittingly made halfway through the service, in order to be fully shielded by the protective words. The Yasna Haptaŋhāiti itself was now made, however, the centre of a longer liturgy of purely Gothic texts. There is a brief appendix in this dialect to the “seven chapters”, a curious little text which honours the Yasna Haptaŋhāiti itself, and also springs and water-courses, paths and mountains, earth and heaven, wind, fabulous creatures, bauma, and the return of missionary priests. Otherwise it is the great Gothic utterances which were used. Each section of the Yasna Haptaŋhāiti concludes with the Yeįhē hālqm, which ensures that all the Aṃsā Spantos are thereby invoked; and then the whole is framed by Zoroaster’s own Gāthās, used simply liturgically, not as words to accompany ritual acts. The Gāthās are arranged in groups according to metre; and in the terminology of the Zoroastrians themselves, each group forms a single Gāthā, so that there are five Gāthās in all. The first group is by far the longest, and this was set before the “seven chapters”; all the other four were placed after them. Then the Gāthās themselves were protected by the other Gothic maθras, that is, the short prayers. Before the first group the Ahuna vairya is recited, followed by Ašm vohā and Yeįhē hālqm; and these are repeated after each of the seven separate hymns which make up the Gāthā (the Ahuna vairya itself four times, the other two respectively thrice and once). This first Gāthā is appropriately known as Gāthā Aṃsā vairātī “The Gāthā possessing the Ahuna vairya”. This greatest of prayers is not recited with any of the other four Gāthās, which are all named from their own opening words. The lesser Yeįhē hālqm and Ašm vohā are recited after every section of all the Gāthās; and at the end of the fifth Gāthā is placed protectively the other great prayer, the Airyomā tṣyō, again followed by Ašm vohā and Yeįhē hālqm. (It thus comes about that Y. 53, the “Wedding Gāthā”, which in part celebrates the nuptials of Zoroaster’s daughter Pouručištā, is directly followed by the prayer to Airyaman, yasatā of marriage, and this increases the possibility that this prayer was in fact composed by the prophet himself.) It is probably this group of Gothic texts, from the first Ahuna vairya to the Airyomā tṣyō, which made up the original Staota yesna “Words of praise and worship”, constituting the first fixed liturgy of the faith. The Gāthās themselves had evidently been exactly memorised from the beginning; and now, framed by them, the Yasna Haptaŋhāiti also took on immutable form, whereas the Hōm Yast, accompanying what at this stage was apparently still a separate rite, continued in fluid transmission, composed afresh by each generation, so that, despite the high antiquity of its subject matter, it survives only in Younger Avestan form. None of this development can be even ap-
proximately dated; for we know neither when Vedic Avestan was spoken, nor how long it took to evolve into the Younger Avestan of the great yazdās. There is no evidence either as to when the ritual and liturgy of the Zoroastrian yazna was extended to absorb the separate haoma rite and to include many Younger Avestan texts, whereby the Vedic Sāosha yazna came to stand at the centre of an extended liturgy of 72 chapters. The nature of the additional yazna texts makes it probable, however, that these latter developments did not take place before the historical period—perhaps in part as late as Sasanian times.

For the prehistoric period there is no information at all about the ecclesiastical organisation of Zoroastrianism—whether there was a single recognized head of the community, considered as successor of the prophet, or whether a presbyterian system of church government prevailed. A scrap of evidence is, however, vouchsafed by the Avesta about the pursuit of religious learning; for in the Farvardin Yašt Saena, son of Ahūm-stūt, is honoured as the first among the faithful to have had a hunderd pupils.  

This must have been a large group for ancient days, when all knowledge was transmitted orally; and it indicates not only Saena’s eminence as a teacher, but also the growing size of the community—a fact which would be more significant if one could determine when he flourished. The name Ahūm-stūt has been interpreted as “He who prays the ahi,” that is, the “Yathā ahū vairya or Ahunvar.” and this suggests that Saena’s grandparents were already devout Zoroastrians, so that he himself should have lived at least two generations after the prophet. It must have been Saena and other forgotten scholars of these dark centuries who gradually shaped the secondary religious literature of the faith (represented by the oldest parts of the Younger Avesta), and continued to develop its theology. Zoroaster had shattered old patterns of belief, not only by rejecting the daēnas but also by preaching that Ahura Mazda was Creator and absolute Lord of all spenta divine beings, and by revealing the existence of the six great Bounteous Immortals. New relationships had therefore to be worked out for the Zoroastrian pantheon; and for studying these a rule applies which is valid for polytheisms, even though Zoroastrianism is not polytheistic in any ordinary sense: that no divinity should be considered in isolation, for to do so is to dismember a coherent system and break it misleadingly into parts, a process whereby each part also loses a large measure of its own significance.

At the heart of Zoroaster’s divine system is of course Ahura Mazda, and close to him the six Amsha Spantas, who, as the first-created, shared in his fashioning of the other spenta beings. Around them are grouped these lesser yazdah, knowing no rivalry or emulation, but aiding one another, as they are ready to aid mankind, in order to achieve the one great aim of conquering evil. In Persian terminology they are called hambār, fellow-workers, with the six; and the complex patterns of their relationships, evolved doubtless gradually in priestly schools, are set out in detail in the Pahlavi books. To take some clear, uncomplicated examples, Vohu Mana, as guardian of cattle, has as his hambār the Moon-yazata, Māh (since the moon keeps the seed of the Uniquely-created Bull), and also Gānūr Urvan. The yazata of Fire naturally helps Aša Vaišāya, as does Kapishthiwa, the spirit of noon. Khshathra Vairya, lord of the sky, has for his associates Hvar, the sun-yazata, and the spirit of the sky itself, Asmān, the Endless Light of Paradise, Anahit Raocā, and also great Mithra. For the needs of the earth Spanta Armaiti receives help from the Waters, Āpas, and the divinities of water, Aśvājī Sūrā and the “high Lord”, Vouruna Apam Napāt. Haurvatāt, caring for water itself, has for hambār Tištrya and Vāta, who bring rain, and the frauts, who distribute it; and Amarata, guardian of plants, is helped by Zīm, yazata of the earth. As this selective summary shows, some of the divine beings themselves personify what one or other of the six Amsha Spantas protects, and this makes the pantheon a complex one, full of criss-crossing webs of alliance and interdependence. Yet though this is difficult for alien understandings, it can have created no stumbling block for Iranian converts. To whom such relationships were familiar already from pagan days. Thus, to take one example, Mithra had formerly been venerated as lord of fire and of its great representative the sun, although both fire and sun were themselves personified as divinities. In his case there was probably a special development, in that Zoroaster regarded fire (which through Mithra had been seen as the instrument of aša) as the creation of Aša; and so in Zoroastrianism it was Mithra’s link with the sun which was chiefly emphasized. He was therefore hailed as hambār of Khshathra on high, together with Hvar, rather than of Aša and Āтар here below. This link continued, moreover, the ancient partnership of the two lesser Amshas, since Vouruna as lord of water aids Armaiti, who is Khshathra’s own constant associate.
Though the yasutas came to be grouped as hamkārs, they were still defined by their own separate functions, which created their essential being. Thus though Mithra aided Khašthra, he did so without resigning his own especial role as personification of the covenant, with its many ramifications; and Varāthrāgna, Victory, now became “standard-bearer” for all other yasutas,75 carrying their flag, metaphorically, in the battle against wrong. His task was to ensure victory for the Zoroastrian faith, and hence for goodness; and the most exalted of the temple fires were later to be called by his name. What helped to keep the concept of each yasata sharply distinct, despite their close association, was the existence still of separate hymns in honour of each. There was no reason to neglect the panegyrics of beings acknowledged as śpōnī, whom to praise and worship was in itself a valuable activity; and little in the yasats seems to have needed change (to fit them for Zoroastrian worship).76 Specifically Zoroastrian elements were naturally added, however, to adapt them to the new theology. The names of Ahura Mazda and his prophet occur frequently, and half the existing yasats begin with one of two formulas: either “Ahura Mazda said to Zarathustra” (maŋo ahur mazdā spitamāt sarathūstrā)77 or “Zarathustra asked Ahura Mazda” (porasa zarathūstrā aburom mazdām).78 By this means each hymn is presented as having been revealed to the prophet. The vocative “O Spitama Zarathustra” is also often introduced in the body of the work to emphasize this.79 Sometimes an explicitly Zoroastrian element is more closely interwoven, as in the following verse: “Tīstya ... whom Ahura Mazda created lord and overseer of all stars, as Zoroaster of men”,80 and occasionally a specifically Zoroastrian doctrine informs the text, harmonising so closely, however, with older pagan concepts that it is impossible to pull the strands apart. Perhaps the most interesting of the yasats from this point of view is that in honour of the frawasīs: probably already in the pagan period beliefs about the frawasīs had become linked with the cosmogenetic theories which underlie Zoroaster’s own doctrines about the creations, and so these particular doctrines were readily incorporated in their yasat, to be followed by references to the two Spirits and the part played by the frawasīs themselves in the struggle between good and evil. The following are among the most striking verses (presented as usual as the utterance of Ahura Mazda): “If the mighty frawāsī of the just had not given me aid ... to the Drug would have been the power, to the Drug the rule, to the Drug corporeal life. Of the two Spirits the Drug would have sat down between earth and heaven; of the two Spirits the Drug would have conquered between earth and heaven. Afterwards the conqueror would not have yielded to the conquered, Agra Mainyuk to Spāta Mainyuk”.81

This passage exemplifies the collegiality which Zoroastrian theologians attributed to the yasats. All śpōnī divinities, having been created by Ahura Mazda, enjoyed independent existence, but used it striving for that end for which he had given it to them, and so afforded him powerful help. This is orthodox doctrine. There are, however, some evidently late verses in a few of the yasats which carry this concept beyond what seems theologico-sound. Two of these are modelled on older ones which depict kings and heroes sacrificing to individual yasatas in order to receive specific favours; and the imitative verses represent Ahura Mazda himself acting in the same way. Thus in Yat 5 (vv. 17–18) it is said that for Arādvī Sīrā “the Creator Ahura Mazda sacrificed in Aryanam Vējah of the good Dāityā, with haoma, corn, flesh,82 with barosman, with skill of tongue ... Then he asked her: ‘Grant me this boon, O good, most mighty Arādvī Sīrā Anahitā, that I may persuade the son of Pouruṣaṇa, the just Zarathustra, to think according to the religion, to speak according to the religion, to act according to the religion’.” These verses are modelled on others in the same yasat (vv. 104–5), where Zoroaster, coming at the end of a long line of pagan heroes, is represented as sacrificing in this way, and as asking, in precisely these terms, that he “may persuade the son of Anūvat.

75 Ibid., XXVI.56 (STA, 221).
76 Such a statement is necessarily based on deduction, not evidence, since no independent pagan texts survive. There are, however, some very archaic passages in the yasats, which cannot have originated under Zoroastrianism, but must have been preserved from an older time—such as, the Jews having preserved very ancient material in their scriptures, this came to be adopted and venerated by Christians also, without regard for certain incompatibilities.
77 Yt 3. 4. 5. 8. 10. 13. 18.
79 In the sixth section, e.g., of Yat 8 (vv. 10–34) it occurs, sometimes more than once, in Yt. 13. 16. 18. 20. 22. 26. 30. 37. 34. The fact that the invocation forms metrical characteristic yasat verse-line makes its interpolation a simple matter.
80 Yt. 8. 9–11.
81 Yt. 13. 12–13.
82 This is a recurrent formula used of priests ritually, and has been much discussed. The Av. phrase is haumaygēna, which, it is generally agreed, must be slightly corrupt. Théine (ZDMG 1937. 75 ff.) proposed emending to haoma *yagānīya “barley-milk with haoma”, but, as Gershevitch pointed out (AHM, 322), this does not correspond with any known ritual offering. He himself (ibid., 164) interpreted the two words as representing a compound, *haumaygēna “with haoma-milk = milk with an admixture of haoma”; but haoma is not ritually subordinated to milk, rather the contrary. Hoffmann, MSL 8, 1956. 23, suggested reading haoma yagōna “with haoma which [is] mixed with milk”; and Hanegraaf (versely, in 1959) emended to haoma + yagōna “with haoma, corn, milk”. If one takes gēna in the sense of “flesh” instead of “milk”, this in fact describes the offerings of the yasata, i.e. the parahoma, drauṣaś (or cake of unleavened bread), and zadahra to fire.
aspa, the mighty Kavi Vištāspa" to accept the faith. Then in Yas 15 the Creator is shown (vv. 2-3) as asking of Vayu the boon "that I may smite down the creation of Aima Manju, but by no means that of Spanta Mainyu". Even apart from the naïveté of the content, the shaky grammar of the Avestan marks this as late. In Yas 8 (v. 25) Ahura Mazda is represented as responding to Tībrya's plea for worship, and through worship, strength, by sacrificing to him himself, thus setting an example for men to follow; and in Yas 10 (v. 123) it is briefly said that the Creator sacrificed for Mithra "in the bright House of Song", that is, in Paradise. Much has been made of these passages by some Western scholars, as yielding proof of heterodoxy, of battles of allegiance waged and won, for instance, by putative devotees of Vayu, who thus managed to set their defiant stamp on a Zoroastrian text; but though the verses would doubtless have incurred the censure of the prophet, there seems no need to refine on them to this extent. They appear inept rather than malignant, and to be born of a tendency inherited from Indo-Iranian times. This has been defined as "kathenotheism", that is "a theism which attributes the totality of cosmic and divine functions to various deities in turn (kathenotheos). This kathenotheism is, as it were, a time-restricted monism". Such a tendency, deeply ingrained, and still in a measure fostered by the yazatis, was evidently not immediately eradicated by Zoroaster's teachings. The yazata to whom praise was being offered was still to some extent for the worshipper at that moment a being to be exalted above all others; and for a Zoroastrian there could be no more impressive way to laud any divinity than to represent him as being honoured by Ahura Mazda himself, no better means of inculcating his worship than to state that the example for it had been set by the Creator. Hence, doubtless, these irregular passages, in which, however, it is plain that no blasphemy was intended, but only exaggerated praise of the lesser yazata. The general character of these various hymns, and their place in Zoroastrian worship, are sufficient warranty of this. It must also be borne in mind that the yazatis are hymns, which were chanted by private individuals or their family priests, but had no place in the "inner" worship of the pāṇi. It is not difficult to find utterances that seem heretical in Christian hymns, which are not scanned for error in the manner of authorised liturgical texts.

The verses which we have just been considering do not in fact rightly belong to this present chapter, since they are plainly later compositions; but they serve to illustrate the difficulty of using a fluid oral literature to trace theological or other developments, for such a literature, composed afresh in each generation, can all too readily absorb new elements without showing any signs of interpolation. Plagiarism is no fault, and (as we have seen earlier with the yazatis of Aši and Aradhā Sūrā) it is not always easy to establish which is a dependent text, which the original. This is not a problem in the case of the long hymn to Sraoša, which exists as part of the extended yazna liturgy (Y. 57), and is unquestionably modelled on the Mihr Yasn. What is impossible to determine in this case is when the cult of Sraoša became so important that it demanded such a hymn in his honour. The yazata is a Gathic figure, and the prophet invokes him impressively as "greatest of all (visā pr. ma.sā.o.s)" (Y. 33.5)—most probably because of the immense power of prayer. This thought seems to have been developed by Zoroastrian theologians, and gradually, as the difficult concept of Spanta Mainyu became absorbed in that of the Creator himself (for which again there is precedent in the Gāthās), Sraoša took over his function as protector of man, and was hailed as Ahura Mazda's vice-regent here on earth. In living Zoroastianism he receives accordingly more deviations than any other yazata. It is likely, however, that this was a gradual development, and full consideration of it will be left therefore to a later volume.

Contemplation of the divinity of prayer leads us to that of a group of prayers, called in Persian nīyāyē, which must in their oldest form belong to the early days of Zoroastrianism. These are still recited, either daily or when appropriate, among the private devotions of the faithful. There are five of them, which are set always in the following order: firstly the Khurštā Nīyāyē in honour of the sun, to be recited thrice a day, during the prayers of the daytime gāhs. This is never said alone, but is always immediately followed by the Mihr Nīyāyē, addressed to the great yazata who accompanies the sun across the heavens. These two are commonly referred to therefore by the one name, as Khurštā-Mihr Nīyāyē. Then there is the Māh Nīyāyē, which should be recited at least thrice a month during the night prayers, at the significant phases of the moon; and finally two nīyāyēs addressed to the Waters and Fire. The words of the five prayers evidently did not become fixed for many generations, and in their surviving forms they contain both late verses and some very old ones. The
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83 See Wilamowski, Vayu, 48-50.
84 B. Heimann, Indian and Western Philosophy, London 1937, 35. The term itself was coined by Max Müller with reference primarily to Vedic religion.
85 On these terms see above, pp. 166-7, 168.
86 See M. N. Dhalla, The Nyshkes or Zoroastrian Litanies, Avestan text with the Pahlavi, Sanskrit, Persian and Gujarati versions, transl. with notes, New York 1908. (The Avestan readings need to be checked from Geddes's edition.)
one that has undergone the most drastic change seems the Abān Niyaēf, which perhaps once contained invocations of *Vouruna, but has come to consist almost wholly of verses from the hymn to Arādvi Sūrā Anāhita. *Vouruna is still honoured, however, with his brother Ahura Mithra, in whose niyaēf (v. 12) worship is offered to the pair in antique style, as “Mithra and the high Lord” (mithra ahura horzanta).77 There is a similar invocation in the Khortēk Niyaēf (v. 12), where ancient elements are blended with purely Zoroastrian ones. It runs: “We sacrifice for Mithra, in all lands master of the land, whom Ahura Mazda created as having most kharman among the spiritual yazatas. So may he come to our help—Mithra and the high Lord.” Later in the same niyaēf (v. 18), there is another archaic usage, this time a reference to the waters as the “wives of the Ahura” (ahurānās ahurāhē). In the Ātēk Niyaēf too there are some evidently ancient verses, belonging to the cult of the hearth fire;88 but this is naturally the most strongly Zoroastrian in spirit of all the niyaēfs, and embroils no fewer than four verses from the Gāthās themselves. These were chosen evidently because they contain references to Åsa, lord of fire, and a declaration of the spiritual purpose which should inform the act of offering the ātēk zōhr. The first three, Y. 33.12-14 (which form ÂN 1-3), are as follows:89 “Arise for me, O Ahura! Take strength through devotion, O Holiest Spirit, Mazda! (Take) power through the good offering, strong might through righteousness, plenteous through good intention. For (my) help, O far-seeking one, show me the incomparable things which (are) yours—those of the kingdom, O Ahura, which are the reward of good intention. O Bounteous Ārmaiti, instruct our consciences (daēnā-) through Åsa. Then as gift Zoroaster gives to Mazda the life instead of his own body, the choiceness of his good intentions, and those of his acts and thoughts which accord with righteousness, and (his) obedience and dominion”. Later in the niyaēf (v. 17) comes the great eschatological verse, Y. 34.4: “Then, O Ahura, we desire your fire, powerful through Åsa, most swift, mighty, to be of manifest help to (your) supporter, but of visible harm, O Mazda, to the hostile man…”.

It seems likely that these Gothic verses were made part of the prayer to fire in the early days of the faith, while Zoroaster’s own words were still fully understood by the instructed, and were a source of direct inspiration to his followers. Another Gothic verse, known from its first words as the Kīm-nā Mazda (Y. 46.7) came to be used as a protective māθra or bēj when a shield was needed against evil. It runs: “Whom, O Mazda, have you appointed protector for me, when the wicked one (dregant-) seeks to lay hold of me for harm, other than your fire and (good) purpose, through the actions of which two righteousness shall be realised, O Ahura? This doctrine do you proclaim to my conscience (daēnā-).”90 It may even be that the prophet during his own lifetime taught his followers to use his words appropriately in this way, and that this was among the devotional usages which he himself established.

Of the first generations of those who bravely upheld his faith we know the names only, preserved in the Farrārīn Yāst. This hymn contains a great muster of the names of individuals whose frausās are worthy of veneration, among them the “first teachers and first hearers of the doctrine” (paoriteg. laθša, paoriteg. sānō-gūθ).92 Here are named Maidhyōi, māθa, Zoroaster’s cousin and first convert, Kavi Vistāspa, and a few others familiar from the Gāthās or the tradition; but most are wholly unknown, men of a remote and forgotten time. This time seems to have been of long duration, to allow for the compilation of such lists, and occasionally indeed several generations of the one family are named. Thus not only is Saŋa of the hundred pupils honoured, but also his great-grandson Utasat,93 so that, if one includes Ahūm.stit, five generations of Zoroastrians are here represented, spanning, one would suppose, some 150 years.94 Unfortunately there is no evidence to show when the last name was added in the yāst; but at least it can be said that no Medean or Persian is venerated there, whether as convert or teacher, king or priest. What is characteristic of early Zoroastrianism is that the frausās of a group of women are revered, headed by those of the prophet’s wife

77 It is noticeable that in the niyaēf this ancient invocation (on which see above, p. 49) has not undergone the inversion to ahura mithra which occurs in later yaena passages (e.g. Y. 2.11), which were composed at a time when the Ahura’s identity as *Vouruna Åpam Napat had evidently been forgotten, and he was given the precedence due to Ahura Mazda, even though this violated the old rule of dvandva composition (that the shorter word must precede). See Geusenwitch, AHIM, 44.
78 See above, pp. 154-5.
79 On this translation of vv. 12, 14, which is essentially Humbach’s, see above, pp. 218-9.
80 With the reading, in the first line, of daēnā instead of dādā, with better ms-support, see Humbach, Gathas 1, 80, 79; B. T. Achrekar, Gāthās, Göteborgs Universitets Publicer 14, Bombay 1949, 72 (in Gujarati; cited by Taraporevala, The Divine Songs of Zarathushtra, 995). The verse now forms part of the Štēl Yāst, where it is followed by Y. 44.16 (with omission of the first line), Pd. 8.21 and the third line of Y. 49.10, the whole group of texts being referred to as the Kīm-nā Mazda. (For the full text of the Štēl Yāst as it is now read see, e.g., Darmesteter, ZA II, 686-8.)
81 The long list is commented on by Darmesteter, ZA II, 559ff.; for more general observations see Lommel, Der Yāst, 160-12. One of these early Zoroastrians (probably, from his place in the list, a kinsman of the prophet?) took, or was given, the name Daēnā, ibid., “enemy to the dāvars” (v. 98), a courageous way of declaring allegiance to the new faith.
82 Y. 13.17, 149.
83 V. 126.
84 This point is made by Burrow, JFRAS 1973, 138. On Saŋa see above, p. 266.
Hvōvi and his daughters, and of Hutaosā, Vištāspa's queen.96

There are two Avestan texts which yield some slight evidence for the
gеographical advance of the faith. One is the Zamyād Yasā, where it is
said (v. 66) that the royal Khwarazmha accompanies him "who rules there
where is the Lake Kāṣāoya, which receives the Haftman...". The
Haftman is the modern Helmand, so Lake Kāṣāoya must be what is
now the Hāmūn Lake in Seistan, in the south-east of Iran. The rulers of
that region had evidently become such loyal Zoroastrians by the time
this verse was composed that a connection was sought for them with the
kāvis of old, that is, with Vištāspa's line. The justification for this seems
to have been a faint similarity between the words Kāṣāoya and kāvai.97

The lake in Seistan came to be regarded as belonging to the kāvis, and
having been given this association was held to guard in its depths the
divinely-preserved seed of the prophet, from which the Saosyants or
Saviours will one day come.97 Such a development could not have taken
place in the earliest days of the faith, with memory of the northern kāvis
still fresh, and the legend of the virgin-born Saosyants yet to be forged;
and it furnishes yet another piece of evidence for the length of the pre-
history of Zoroastrianism.

The other text provides more geographical material, but with less
direct bearing on the faith. This is the first fargerd or chapter of the
Viđēvdāt (later corrupted to Vendidad),98 "the code abjuring daēnus".
This is a collection of miscellaneous pieces of varying antiquity, put
together at some relatively late date to form a night office celebrated to
smite the powers of darkness. Its nucleus concerns the purity laws, to
which were added various heterogeneous works, including this first
fargerd.99 In it are enumerated seventeen lands, headed by Airyanem
Vaējāh, some of them otherwise unrecorded, others bearing familiar
names. Each was created excellent by Ahura Mazda, but suffers its own
particular affliction, brought upon it in counter-creation by Angra Mainyu
(which is why, evidently, the text finds a place in the Vendidad). Those
lands which can be identified—notably Sughda (Sogdia), Mour (Mar-
giana), Bakhdihi (Bactria), Harōyu (Haraiva/Herat), Harakhvaiti (Ara-
choisa) and Haftman (Drangiana/Sistan)—all belong to the east and
north-east of Iran.100 Various suggestions have been made as to why this
list was originally drawn up,101 the most reasonable (in the light of its
preservation as a religious work) seeming to be that these were lands
which early accepted Zoroastrianism (though later, evidently, than the
wholly unknown regions named in the Farvārdin Yasā).102 Khwarezmia
does not appear among them; and its absence has been explained as due
to its identification, as the land of the prophet's own people, with Airyanem
Vaējāh, the traditional homeland of the Iranians, where all the
greatest events in their prehistory were held to have taken place—al-
though it must be admitted that the lines devoted to Airyanem Vaējāh,
which introduce the text, are plainly late in composition.

Airyanem Vaējāh evidently owes its first place in this list of lands to
its legendary importance; but Khwarezmia itself may have had a twofold
claim to pre-eminence in the 7th century B.C., both as the homeland (as
it is thought) of descendants of the "Avestan" people, and through political
supremacy, according to an account given by Herodotus of this region
before it was conquered by the Achaemenians. He wrote:103 "There is a
plain in Asia which is shut in on all sides by a mountain-range, and in
this mountain-range are five openings. The plain lies on the confines of the
Chorasmians, Hycanians, Parthians, Sarangians and Thamanacans,
and belonged formerly to the first-mentioned of these peoples. ... A
mighty river, called the Aces, flows from the hills enclosing the plain".
This river Markwart identifies with the Hari Rūd and its continuation,
the modern Tejen,104 an identification which has been generally accepted.
It seems accordingly that there once existed, while the Medean Empire
flourished in the west, an eastern Iranian state which had its centre
around Marv and Herat, but which was under Khwarezmian rule.105
When the Persians arrived in these regions, however, in the mid-6th
century B.C., the dominant power seems to have been Bactria; and a
legend persisted, down into Sasanian times and beyond, which associated
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96 V. 139-42.
97 The Pahlavi rendering of "Kāṣāoya" is "Kaydayrih", kəšə being the Middle Persian plural of kəšir. Kąsoya is perhaps in fact a derivative of a proper name *Kasu, see Bartholomae, *A». *Wb. 471.
98 See in detail in the following chapter.
99 On the name see Beveneite, "Quel signifie Viđēvdāt?", Henning Mem. Vol., 37-42.
100 On it see Christensen, Le premier chapitre du Vendidad, et l'histoire primitive des tribus iraniennes, Copenhagen 1944, with references to earlier works; Herzfeld, Zoroaster and his world, Princeton 1947, 735-70.
102 See, with references, Christensen, op. cit., 7-8. Herzfeld, loc. cit., argued that the list was a "moral introduction to geography" (p. 743), with the workings of dualism being shown in a randomly selected list of lands.
103 See Nyberg, Réd., 313-27, who went so far as to interpret it as showing, through the order in which the countries were listed, the history of the spread of Zoroastrianism.
104 Hidet, HI, 157.
105 For the text and Arany, 8-11.
106 Some among those who have accepted the date for Zoroaster of "258 years before Alexander" have identified this Khwarezmian empire with the kingdom of Kavi Vištāspa, seeing the overthrow of his dynasty as the work of Cyrus the Great; see Henning, Zoroaster, 42-3.
both Zoroaster and his patron Vîštâspa with the Bactrian capital of Balkh.\textsuperscript{166} Presumably this, like the legend which set the kaitis in Seistan and made the Hâmun Lake holy, was a product of that mixture of piety and patriotism which led various Zoroastrian peoples to associate the prophet with their own homelands. The best-known example of this is the action of the Magi, who subsequently transferred Avestan place-names and happenings wholesale to Medæan Azarbaijan, in the north-west of Iran, with such thoroughness that scholars long remained confused about their true location. They never succeeded, however, in silencing the older claims of Seistan and Bactria. The existence of these rival eastern traditions is yet another testimony to the ancientness of Zoroastrianism; for it appears that already by the 6th century B.C. it was no longer certainly known where the prophet had in fact lived.

One question for which there seems no hope of finding an answer is how far the various eastern Iranian peoples prayed and worshipped in their own colloquial tongues, apart from the Sâuâta yësnu and the Gothic prayers and verses, and how far they used Avestan. The state of preservation of the Younger Avesta suggests that there may have been some period when the sacred language was threatened with neglect; but the data are too meagre to allow of useful speculation. What seems certain, from the various scattered indications, is that Zoroastrianism had grown old already in eastern Iran, gaining in numbers, establishing its doctrines and cult, and shaping its literature, before ever it reached the Medes and Persians; for neither in the extant Avesta, nor in Pahlavi translations of lost Avestan books (as distinct from commentaries), is there any reference to western Iranian kings or peoples—not a single proper name or place name, tradition or loan-word.\textsuperscript{167} If, as is sometimes claimed (on the basis of the pseudo-historical date for Zoroaster of "258 years before Alexander"), the faith had conquered Persia while in its infancy, its holy works must have taken some imprint from the powerful Magian priesthood. It can only be hoary antiquity which kept the Younger Avesta free from any western Iranian influence. A tradition had clearly been established before Persia became Zoroastrian, and this remained inviolable.\textsuperscript{168}

\textsuperscript{166} For references see Jackson, \textit{Zoroaster}, 169-201, and further in Vol. II.
\textsuperscript{167} The only discernable western elements in the Avesta (such as details of the Yima legend, the use of Greco-Roman measurements in the \textit{Vd.}, and the Babylonian concept of the recurring "world year"), which must have been introduced by the western Iranians, are wholly alien ones from non-Iranian civilizations. Nothing from western Iranian culture itself finds a place there. (On the question of a western as well as an eastern Râghâ see Vol. II.)

\textsuperscript{168} Also see recent M. Mohr, \textit{La légende de Zoroaste selon les textes pahlavi}, Paris 1967, 7 ff. For the following analysis see Kaj Boré, "Trans Profes som Tâzâs "Awpârân", \textit{Festskrift til I. L. Hammerich}, Copenhagen 1932, 26-36. The general material for the legend of the prophet is gathered by A. V. W. Jackson, \textit{Zoroaster}, Ch. III-V.

\textsuperscript{1} On Yima's role in this see above, p. 94.

\textbf{CHAPTER ELEVEN}

\textbf{THE LEGENDS OF ZOROASTER AND HIS SONS}

With no absolute chronology for any part of the Avesta, there is no means of knowing how soon after Zoroaster's death the legend took shape whereby he is presented not only as a prophet but also as a world-saviour, who through his own actions and those of his miraculously-born sons will bring about the restoration of the original state of happiness for the world and man; but there are references to this legend in the \textit{Farnârdin} and \textit{Zam Yâst}, and it is set out fully in Pahlavi texts which evidently derive, directly or indirectly, from lost books of the Avesta. It undoubtedly developed and took form bit by bit; and in the final version theologically profound concepts intermingle with more superficially wonderful matter.

Concerning the birth of Zoroaster the \textit{Dinkard}\textsuperscript{1} relates how three things, his \textit{khvâr} (Av. \textit{khvârmak}) or heaven-sent glory, his \textit{fravâhr} (Av. \textit{fravâš}), guarding or informing spirit, and his \textit{tan-gôhr}, physical body, were "united in his future mother to form the perfect man, under the guidance of divine powers". At Ohrmazd's command the prophet's \textit{khvâr} was brought from the world of light to the sun, from there to the moon, and thence to the stars. From there it descended to the hearth of Zoroaster's maternal grandfather, Frâhim.\textit{vâng}, zôsî; and from that moment the fire there burnt perpetually, needing no fuel. From this hearth-fire the \textit{khvâr} passed to Frâhim.\textit{vâng}, zôsî's wife, the mother of Dughdôv (Av. Dughdôvâ). Dughdôvâ, herself born with this \textit{khvâr}, radiated light about her, illuminating even darkness; but the \textit{dâs} afflicted the people among whom she grew up in cruel ways, and put it into their hearts that the girl was a sorceress and the cause of their sufferings. So her father sent her away to the house of the chief of the Spîta clan, the father of Pourošasp. Thus as so often the \textit{sperîa} powers turned the wicked doings of the \textit{dâs} to good.

Zoroaster's \textit{fravâhr} had meantime been existing in the same form as that of the Amahraspands (Av. \textit{Amaša Sîpans}); and it was escorted by Nêryôsang (Nairyô.sâgha), the divine messenger, and Jam (Yima) king of the primeval paradise,\textsuperscript{2} to where the Amahraspands Yahman and Ard-
vahit had formed a hım (haoma) stalk, “as tall as a man, fresh and very beautiful”. The frawahr was set within this stalk, which was brought from the ‘endless light’ of heaven down to earth and placed upon a tall tree. After Pourusasp had married Dughdov, Vahan and Ardvahit met him walking in the meadows and led him to this tree. Seeing the hım in all its beauty he wanted to fell the tree to get at it; but Vahan helped him instead to climb up to reach it, and he bore it back to his wife. Meantime Zoroaster’s physical substance, the tan-gőhr, had been entrusted to Hordad and Amurdad, lords of waters and plants. They caused the clouds to let rain fall, plentiful and warm, to the joy of cattle and men. Counselled by Vahan and Ardvahit, Pourusasp led six white heifers out to graze; and although they had borne no calves their udders became full of milk, in which was the prophet’s tan-gőhr, received through the rain-nourished plants. Pourusasp drove the heifers home for his wife to milk, and he himself crushed the hım stalk and mixed it with the milk, and he and Dughdov both drank. Thus Zoroaster’s khvarra, frawahr and tan-gőhr became united in his mother through the actions of Vahan and Ardvahit, Hordad and Amurdad, and their creations, while Shabever and Spendarand, through sky and earth, provided the setting for this great event; and so healing was the prophet’s presence in the world that, while he grew up, the waters and plants revived and thrived, and Ahriman retreated in alarm.

The significance of the three components of Zoroaster’s being, it has been suggested, is that through the khvarra, frawahr and tan-gőhr he received “his ordination as priest, warrior and herdsman”, the triple vocation attributed to him in Yt. 13,89, and strongly emphasised in the tradition. "Pourusasp said to Zarlušt: ‘I thought that I had begot a son who was priest, warrior and herdsman…’; and Zarlušt replied: ‘Who am your son am priest, warrior and herdsman.’" Khvarra is interpreted as divine grace, representing the priesthood: the martial frawahr, protecting against evil, stood, it is thought, for the warriors; and the tan-gőhr, transmitted by plants and cattle, for the herdsman. The prophet in his miraculous birth thus represented all human society; and since the physical creations had their part in his begetting, the story of his coming into the world emphasised also Zoroaster’s own teaching of the profound alliance existing between man and nature in the striving for Frašigtid.

Zoroaster is said to have been the only child ever to laugh at birth, instead of weeping—a fitting tradition about a prophet who taught that laughter and joy belong to God, and tears and grief to the Devil. In the legend various incidents are related showing how the dēvas, who had earlier persecuted his mother, now tried to destroy the infant, again by instilling into men’s minds the idea that the divine radiance surrounding it through its khvarra was something evil. Accordingly Pourusasp is said to have tried repeatedly to do away with the child. First he laid it on firewood, which he sought to light; but the flames would not take hold. Then he had it put in the path of a herd of cattle; but a bull stood over it and protected it from the hooves. Then it was placed where horses would trample it, but a stallion saved it in the same way. Next it was carried to the lair of a she-wolf, in expectation that the savage beast would kill it; but she accepted it among her own cubs, and Vahan brought an ewe to the den which suckled it. (It was impossible in Zoroastrian legend for the wolf herself to give milk to the infant, since wolves are regarded as daēvic creatures.)

Further legends of the prophet’s childhood tell of his exceptional understanding and wisdom, and of his opposition even as a boy to the cult of the dēvas. One relates how a priest of the dēvas was a guest in his father’s house and was invited to say the formal mātha before food. Zoroaster strenuously objected, to Pourusasp’s displeasure, and the affronted priest departed pronouncing maledictions, only to fall dead from his horse as he rode away. Here as elsewhere the prophet’s hostility to dēv worship is represented as founded solely on what he regarded as the wickedness of the beings who were venerated, and not on the manner of their cult.

The legends which remain best known and most current among Zoroastrians today are those concerned with the prophet’s conversion of Vištasp. It is said that at Vištasp’s own court he met with hostility from
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7 Dh. VII. 3,2 (Mold, Légendes, 29). Cf. Dh. VII. 3,25 (ibid., p. 53) and for other references see Jackson, Zoroaster, 27 fn. 4, 5.
8 See Dh. VII. 3,8 ff. (Mold, Légendes, 29 ff.).
9 The awkwardness of this particular legend in this respect makes it probable that it was an alien one, evolved in late Parthian or Sassanian times under the influence of the legend of Yominus and Remus. Several Sassanian texts bear the apparently borrowed motif of a she-wolf sucking two human infants, see, e.g., A. D. H. Bivar, Corpus Inscriptionum Iranicarum, Part III, Vol. VI, Portfolio I, Pl. XIX, 11 and for a discussion of the subject, with further references, the article by the same author, BSOAS XXX, 1967, 559-20.
10 Dh. VII. 3,32-34 (Mold, Légendes, 35-7).
11 Cf., e.g., Dh. VII. 4,12-14 (Mold, Légendes, 45). With regard to the lesser powers of evil there is a curious and evidently popular legend of how a female drug sought to seduce the prophet, claiming to be Spendarand; and how by triple adjuration the seemingly lovely creature was forced to turn her back on the prophet, revealing hideousness and corruption (Dh. VII. 4,55-62, Mold, op. cit., p. 53). Here the term drug is used of an evil being performing a part usually assigned to a paimān.
whole-heartedly the new teachings, and persuaded his queen to do the like. This is all that is related, briefly, in the Dinkard. The Zarathushtra Nama tells how the other three gifts promised by the prophet were distributed: Vistasp's son Peštan (Pasotana) received a cup of milk from Zoroaster, and through it became undying. His minister, Jamsap, by inhaling certain perfumes, attained all knowledge; and the brave Isfandiyar ate a pomegranate, and his body became invulnerable, so that he could defend the faith. This story is much loved and often repeated among Zoroastrians of the Irani community, who connect the things through which the boon was given with the offerings regularly consecrated in the minor service of worship and thanksgiving, the arinaqan. There the hōm and māng are held to be represented by wine. Milk is always present, and incense (hōy) is offered to the fire, while the pomegranate, symbol of eternity, is the most highly prized of the fruits which are blessed. It seems possible, therefore, that the legend of the four gifts was evolved to give a specifically Zoroastrian significance to the cultic offerings of this service, which is one very familiar to the laity, and so to teach the people more about the origins of their faith. (By a somewhat similar development the nine nights' retreat which follows the barasnom is said by the Ironis to have been instituted in remembrance of Zoroaster's imprisonment after he was slandered. This analogy seems, however, to have been thought out comparatively recently, since there is no reference to it in the Rvâyats, and no knowledge of it appears among the Parzis.)

The legends which attach to Zoroaster's sons touch deeper levels, and are attested in the Avesta itself. Thus the three sons begotten by him in the natural way were said to have initiated and to represent the three classes of society. The eldest, Isatwāstra, born of his first marriage, was regarded as head of the priestly class; and his two sons by the second wife, Hvaražithra and Urvattanara, were considered to be heads of the warrior and farming classes respectively. Hvaražithra (or presumably his shraoã) will lead the armies commanded by the immortal Peštanju son of Vistasp; and Urvattanara is "master and judge" (ahu and ratu) of the kingdom of Yima of the good pastures—an example of the Zoroastrianism of one of the mythos of pagan Iran. In general the developed narrative...
concerning Zoroaster’s sons shows an interweaving of the old Iranian heritage of traditions and legends with new religious beliefs.

This interweaving is at its most striking in the case of what is told of the three sons held to have been born to the prophet posthumously. The belief that there were three such sons evidently developed gradually, partly presumably through analogy with the three historical sons, partly because of the Zoroastrian tendency to have all things in triplicate. The original legend appears to have been that eventually, at the end of “limited time”, a son will be born of the seed of the prophet, which is preserved miraculously in a lake (named in the Avesta Lake Kashaqoja), where it is watched over by 99,999 frašas of the just. When Frašo karoti is near, a virgin will bathe in this lake and become with child by the prophet, giving birth to a son, Astvat.ara, “he who embodies righteousness”. Astvat.ara will be the Saaşyant, the Saviour who will bring about Frašo karoti, smiting “daēvas and men”; and his name derives from Zoroaster’s words in Y. 43.16: Astvat abm hyat “may righteousness be embodied”. The legend of this great Messianic figure, the cosmic saviour, appears to stem from Zoroaster’s teaching about the one “greater than good” to come after him (Y. 43.3), upon which there worked the profound Iranian respect for lineage, so that the future Saviour had necessarily to be of the prophet’s own blood. This had the consequence that, despite the story of the Saessyant’s miraculous conception, there was no divinisation of him, and no betrayal therefore of Zoroaster’s teachings about the part which humanity has to play in the salvation of the world. The Saviour will be a man, born of human parents. Zoroastrianism... attributes to man a distinguished part in the great cosmic struggle. It is above all a soteriological part, because it is man who has to win the battle and eliminate evil.”

The Saaşyant, although thus fully representing humanity, is not only miraculously conceived but is accompanied, like his father, by divine grace, by Khvornah (Khwariz). and it is in Yašt 15, which celebrates Khvornah, that the extant Avesta has most to tell of him: “We sacrifice to the mighty... ingloriously... which will accompany the victorious Saashyant and also (his) other comrades, so that he may make wonderful (fraša-) existence, not ageing, not dying, not decaying, not rotting, ever-living, ever-benefiting, powerful...” (vv. 88-89). “When Astvat.ara comes out from the Kashaqoja water, messenger of Mazdā Ahura, son of Vispa.taurvairi, brandishing the victorious weapon which the mighty Thraētaona bore when Aži Dāhaka was slain, which the Tāra Fragnasryan bore when the wicked Zainig was slain, which Kavi Haoravah bore when the Tāra Fragnasryan was slain, which Kavi Visštasp bore to avenge Aša upon the enemy host, then will he drive the Drug out from the world of Aša. He will gaze with the eyes of wisdom, he will behold all creation... he will gaze with the eyes of sacrifice upon the whole corporeal world, and wholly he will make the whole corporeal world undying. His comrades—those of the victorious Astvat.ara—advance, thinking well, speaking well, acting well, of good conscience (daēnā-); and they will utter no false word with their tongues. Before them will flee Wrath of the bloody club, ill-fortuned. Aša will conquer the wicked Drug, hideous, murky. Aka Manah will also be overcome, Vohu Manah overcomes him. Overcome will be the falsely-spoken (word), the truly-spoken word overcomes it... Haurvātāt and Aumarātāt will overcome both hanger and thirst. Haurvātāt and Aumarātāt will overcome wicked hunger and thirst. Agra Manyu doing evil works will flee, bereft of power” (vv. 92-96).

These verses show admirably how the Zoroastrian concept of the future Saviour was brought into relationship with the ancient heroic tales of the “Avestan” people, so that Astvat.ara is seen as the culmination of a line of valiant warriors, all of whom had fought bravely and victoriously against some great evil, embodied in man or beast. It is striking too that this development evidently took place relatively early, before Fragnasryan was himself debarred into being a representative of evil, and apparently before the legend evolved that Aži Dāhaka is not dead but fettered, awaiting the last battle. (This makes it increasingly improbable that there is an Indo-European connection between the Iranian myth of the fettered Aži Dāhaka and the Norse one of the fettered Lokie; and it seems likely that the Iranian myth is a product of late Zoroastrian scholasticism, which evolved a pattern whereby all representatives of the powers of evil will be gathered again for their final defeat at the end of the world.) As well as being a fighting hero, the last of warriors, the Saaşyant, “who will bring benefit (sauva-) to the whole corporeal world” is also a priest, as befits a son of Zoroaster, and looking “with the eyes of sacrifice” upon creation, he will consecrate it anew and restore it to immortality.

Since Astvat.ara represents the “high point of fulfillment of the human
race", each section of the long list of male ašavans in the Farvardin Yāst ends with an invocation of his frauši (Yt. 13.110, 117, 128). The sum of the fraušis which have been born on earth is comprehended in the expression "all the fraušis of the ašavans from Gayā-marztan to Sāosyant" (Yt. 13.145). The Avestan texts know no individual Sāosyant, so called, other than Astvatara. Yt. 19.95 refers, however, to his comrades; and six names which precede his in Yt. 13.128 are explained in the Pahlavi Dādašāni t dīnīz as being those of his coadjutors who will fulfill his work in the six kešvars that encircle Khvāniratha.28 Darmesteter, who first drew attention to this passage,29 pointed out that the names of the six in fact show a symmetrical correspondence with the six kešvars, appearing in formal pairs in the same way. The two lists are as follows:

| Raočas,Čaōsman | Arazahi        | Savahi        |
| Frādat,khvaronah | Frādadh,afšu | Virdhat,khvaronah | Virdadh,afšu |
| Vouru,nomah    | Vouru,barāštī | Vouru,savah    | Vouru,jaštī |

As Darmesteter says, the correspondences between the names are not so close that one can be sure that one of the six heroes of the Farvardin Yāst were evolved simply to represent the six kešvars; but the remarkable symmetry of the last two pairs makes this very probable, for "it was very much in the spirit of Mazdaism that, having a Sāosyant in Khvāniratha, one should provide him with representatives in the six other kešvars".30 This is the spirit, however, of later scholasticism, rather than of the early gospel of Zoroaster.

Between these six names and that of the Sāosyant himself occur two others, Ukhšyat,arata and Ukhšyat,nomah, meaning respectively "he who makes righteousness grow", and "he who makes reverence grow". These names, like the six preceding ones, appear to have been added by a later tradition, whereby was evolved the myth of two earlier Sāosyants, brothers of Astvatara. To match the three in Yt. 13.142, at the end of a list of the fraušis of ašavan women, appear three names, of which the last one is Hrūdat,afšīri, "she who brings fulfillment to the father". This was evidently coined to express its owner's part in bearing Zoroaster's son to complete his mission, for she is the virgin-mother of the Sāosyant, Astvatara; because of her son's role, she is also known as Vispa,taurvairi, "she who conquers all". The two names which precede hers, and which are plainly modelled on it (somewhat awkwardly, as to both grammar and sense) are Srāt,afšīri "she who has a famous father", and Vārhi,afšīri "she who has a good father".31 Such imitative names could naturally be introduced into the ancient text at any time, by any priest with a modest knowledge of Avestan. The full-blown legend, as it is preserved in the Pahlavi books, is, as follows: Zoroaster thrice approached his third wife, Hvōvī, "Each time the seed fell upon the ground. the yazad Nēryōšang took the light and power of that seed and entrusted them to the yazad Anāhīd to guard ... and 99,999 fraušis of the just are appointed for their protection, so that the dēs may not destroy them".32 The seed thus given to the yazait of the waters is preserved in Lake Kayānshī (Kasaoya), where "even now are seen three lamps glowing at the bottom of the lake";33 and in the course of time each of the three virgins named in Yt. 13.142 will bathe there and conceive a son by the prophet, and each of these three sons will have his share in furthering the work of redemption.34 The first two virgins are both said to be descended from Isādvīstar, Zoroaster's eldest son by his first wife;35—a further indication of the artificiality of the elaborated legend, This development introduces the characteristic Zoroastrian feature of khvāniradha.

The tradition of the coming Saviours, thus tripled, is set in a framework of cosmic history, whereby "limited time" was identified with a "world year" divided into periods of 1000 years each. It is generally held that this concept of the world year is to be attributed to Babylonian speculation concerning recurrent "great years" repeating themselves monotonously throughout time.36 In considering this development of the legend one enters therefore into the historical period of the faith, after it

---

28 Nyberg, Sbd., 306. The fact that the human race begins with Gayā-marztan and ends with the Sāosyant is, however, no reason for identifying these two beings, remote from one another in nature as well as time. The attempt has nevertheless been made by more than one scholar. See most recently E. Abegg, "Urmensch und Mensen bei den Iranern", Arastush Studien, 1961, 1-8, with references to earlier essays in this direction.
30 See his Er. iraničen; II, 268-8.
31 Ibid., 267-8.
32 On these three, and their names, see Darmesteter, op. cit., 208-10.
33 GdD. XXXX. 60 (BTA, 303).
34 Gbd. XXXIII. 37 (BTA, 283).
35 An account of the three saviours, their births and achievements, is given in Dā. VII. 8.1-8; ed. Santanzio, Vol. XIV; transl. West, SBE XVII, 107 ff. as VII. 9.1-8); See also the Pahl. Rb. Dā. XLVIII (ed. Dhabhar, 749.1 ff.).
36 See Dā. VII. 7.55 (DKM. 675.1 ff.); VII. 8.18 (DKM. 677.4 ff.).
37 See F. Cumont, "La fin du monde selon les mages occidentaux", RHR CIII, 1041, 56 ff.
had been adopted in western Iran. The Zoroastrian texts vary as to how many millennia make up the world-year. Some give the figure as nine (three times three being a favoured Zoroastrian number); others as twelve, corresponding to the twelve months of the natural year and the twelve signs of the zodiac. There are, however, grounds for thinking that the original figure was rather 6000 years, a figure which was increased to 9000 or 12,000 as scholastics elaborated the scheme. Certainly it is only within the last 6000 years that any events are represented as taking place upon this earth. The full scheme of the 12,000-year period, as preserved in the Bundahišn, is as follows: During the first 3000 years Ohrmazd became aware of Ahriman; and knowing through his omniscience of the struggle which must be, he then created his creation in the mīnāg state. Ahriman, afflicted always with belated knowledge, became aware in his turn of Ohrmazd, and "because of his desire to hurt and his malicious nature" attacked him and his creation. His onslaught was in vain, and he "rushed to darkness and miscreanted many dēns, the destroyers of creation. Ohrmazd then offered peace, which his malignant adversary refused; whereas Ohrmazd proposed a time for contest between them "in the state of Mixture" (pad gumūššiš), namely the following 9000 years. This to Ahriman, not able to foresee the outcome, agreed, and a pact was made between them (which is duly watched over by Mihr, lord of the covenant). Accordingly during the second 3000 years Ohrmazd established his creation physically, pad gātig, and at the beginning of the third set of three millennia, that is, in the 6000th year, Ahriman attacked, bringing death and evil into the world. "But foreseeing this Ahura Mazda has already at the beginning of the second period created Zoroaster's frauši ... and thus initiated the act of salvation." At the end of the third period the prophet is born in the gātig state, and in the year 9000, the beginning of the fourth period, he receives the revelation of the Good Religion, and the final struggle for redemption is joined.

It is during this last period that the three Sāsāyants (Saosāyants), Zoroaster's sons, are born, towards the end of each millennium (10,000, 11,000, 12,000), each contributing to the process of redemption. The hope of a coming Saviour, thus triplicated, appears to have become interwoven, however, with a quite different tradition, which probably existed in Iran in one form or another long before Zoroaster taught. This is a tradition, widely attested among different peoples of the world, that there had once been a golden age on earth, from which pinnacle of happiness and well-being mankind had thereafter steadily descended, to reach the troubles and sorrows of the present age. Such a tradition could readily be reconciled with the doctrine of the originally perfect creation of Ohrmazd, corrupted by Ahriman; but it conflicted with the fundamental optimism of Zoroastrianism, whereby after the prophet had received his revelation there should have been a steady spreading of knowledge of the Good Religion and hence of righteousness among mankind, and therefore a drawing near of Frašēgašt. No doubt, however, a prophetic literature existed earlier among the fagan Iranians which embodied the pessimistic tradition of a decline and fall—a tradition that embraced the legend of the golden age of Yima; and such is the tenacity of ancient Iran that in time Zoroastrian priests evolved a new prophetic literature of their own, in which the two world-views, pessimistic and optimistic, were reconciled in a pattern that repeated itself every thousand years during the fourth period of the world-year. This prophetic literature is best exemplified, among the surviving Pahlavi texts, in the Zand i Vahman Yazd and the Jamasp Namak, but has left its traces widely also in other works.

In the Vahman Yazd the prophecy is represented as gained through from the creation of the frauši onward see West, SHE XLVII, intro., xxxviii—xxxix; reproduced by Jackson, Zoroaster, 179-81.

44 It is possible that this doctrine is broadly in harmony with Zoroaster's own conception of his mission, for the passage in Y.29 where he is designated by Ahura Mazda as the protector of the "cow" has been interpreted as referring to the prophet's frauši, existing at a time before his physical birth. See F. Justi apud Mottl, Ez., 468 n. 4.

45 For a survey, with references, see Söderblom, "Ages of the world" (Zoroastrian), ZOR, i, 207. The Z. V. was edited and translated by B. T. Aneshar, Bombay 1937 (as Zand i Vahman Yazd). The major part of the ZN has been edited and translated by H. W. Bailey, "To the Zāmān Namak", ZBOS VI, 1930-1931, 55-85, 351-360; and discussed in detail (again with text and transl.) by E. Bouvier, "Une apocalypse perse: le Zāmān Namak", RHR CVI, 1937, 257-260. (For editions of the longer Āyu-āsar i Jamaspīg see this Händbuech I, 21. p. 50.) The prophecy is also found in the GND XXXIII (BTA, 275-278) in a chapter edited by G. Messina, Orientasia IV, 1935, 257-260; and in the Pahl. Rev. Di. XLVIII (ed. Dhabhar, 145 f.).
vision (visionary literature is widely associated with prophecy among pre-
literate peoples). Zoroaster sees in a dream a tree from which seven
branches grow, and this dream is interpreted for him in the following
manner by Ohrmazd himself: "O Spītaman Zardūst, the tree whose
trunk you have seen is the world which I, Ohrmazd, created; and the
seven branches which you have seen are the seven times which will come.
That of gold is the reign of King Vištāsp ... That of silver is the reign of
Ardasīr the Kay, who is called Vahman, son of Spentōdād ... That of
copper is the reign of [Valakhš] the Arsacid king, who will remove from
the world existing heresies ... That of brass is the reign of Ardasīr [the
Sassanian] and [his son] king Shāhūr, and Ardūbd ... of the true religion.
That of lead is the reign of Kay Vakhrām Gōr, who will make apparent
the spirit of joy. That of steel is the reign of king Khosrau, son of Kavād ...
That of iron is the vile rule of ērēs with dishevelled hair, of the seed of
Wrath, O Spītaman Zardūst, at the end of your millennium." In the
summary version of the prophecy preserved in the Dīnkhād (or the author-
ity of the lost Avestan Sādgar Našēk) there are only four times, of gold,
silver, steel and iron. It seems that the tradition of four ages of metal,
"which mark the progressive decline of humanity, was current in anti-
quity and that its origin is very old. It was accepted in Greece at the time
of Hesiod, that is to say from the 8th century ..." It is possible that the
association of the successive ages with metals in Iran was due to foreign,
that is, Hellenistic influences, and that the enlarging of four ages to seven
was similarly the result of alien contacts, in this case with Babylonian
astrologers, who associated the "great years" with the seven planets, and
hence produced a doctrine of seven "times".

In the elaborated scheme of the Vahman Yādī the three additional ages—copper, brass and lead—were inserted before the grim iron age of the
present, which for the redactors of the Pahlavi works was the time of
foreign rule, of the overlordship of the Wrath-begotten Arabs. Whatever

48 See Chadwick, Growth of Literature III, 846 ff.
49 Zand i Vahman Yads, III.20-9 (ed. BTA, 12-16[194-6]. In the Jāmāsp Nāmag it is
Vištāsp who seeks enlightenment from his minister Jāmāsp, who has received the gift of all
wisdom; and in the Indo-Iranian Oracles of Hystaspes it is a metalivān puer who expounds
his vision to Vištāsp, probably, as Benveniste has argued (art. cit., 377-9). Zoroaster him-
self as a boy.
50 On the identification of the legendary Vahman, son of Kay Vištāsp, with Ardašīr
(Ardāšīr-lāhtrū) see Christensen, Les Kayanides, 98, 124, and further in Vol. 11.
51 By an obvious textual displacement this paragraph in the original follows the next
one. The correct order is found in the Zardūštād Nāma (ed. Rosenberger 49[1906-7], where
the vision is given as part of the life of the prophet.
52 Ez. IX.3-2 (Sanjana, Vol. XVII; transl. West, SBE XXXVII, 180-1 as IX.3-16).
53 Comment, art. cit. (above, n. 36), 50.
54 See ibid., 50 ff.

the divergences in detail, the general pattern of the prophecy is the same in
all versions, that of a slow but steady decline, age by age, in both
standards of human life and conditions of the surrounding world, a
decline which is on occasion checked but never wholly arrested by the
actions of noble and heroic men. The final age of iron will not only be the
"basest of times" for mankind, but will see the earth itself contracting,
crops failing, rains lessening and animals growing stunted.

This sombre prophecy belongs to a well-known category of ancient
literature, which has been termed "prophetic history", that is, history
foretold by someone, usually a seer or divine being, who is represented as
speaking long before the events described took place. The history itself
"as a rule consists largely of a succession of kings", but there are also
"curiously widespread prophecies relating to an elemental catastrophe,
sometimes connected with the end of the world." The prophetic tradi-
tion of pagan Iran, belonging to this general type, was adapted to Zoro-
astrian optimism and fitted into the pattern of the "world year" in the
following way: the time of Creation was one of pure goodness, and so the
first 6000 years of "limited time" passed first in mēnōg and then in gēgīt
state, constitute the golden age. Then Ahuramazda attacks, and an evil
time begins. At the end of the first millennium (c. 7000) Jam (Yima) depar
t this life, and conditions grow ever more miserable under the misrule of
Dahāk (Ēša Dahāka). 1000 years later Dahāk is overcome by Fəddūn
(Thraētaona), and thereafter there is an upward movement again, cul-
inuating, at the end of this 3000-year period, in the birth of Zoroaster,
who was 30 years old in the year 9000.

During the next 3000 years this pattern of initial goodness, degenera-
tion and restoration repeats itself broadly three times, giving ample oppor-
tunities for both prophecies of woe and messages of hope. Thus the
"millennium of Zoroaster" (9000-10,000) begins gloriously with the revela-
tion of the Good Religion to the prophet in his 30th year; but after this
golden time other ages follow in progressive stages of decline, down to the iron
age of the present with all its moral and cosmic evils. Towards the end
of this 3000-year period there will come a rescuer in the shape of Pešōtan,

55 ZY V, 4 (BTA, 17/196).
56 Ibd. IV, 7-10, 45. 47-8 (BTA, 21-31[168-11]). Cf. the Jāmāsp Nāmag, vv. 26-30
(apnd Bailey, BSO VI. 57-8).
57 Chadwick, Growth of Literature III, 840-7.
58 Ibd.
59 It is noteworthy that in Gbd. XXXIII.12 ff. (BTA, 275 ff.), in a chapter devoted to
the calamities of each millennium, there is no mention of the four (or seven) "times" of the
10th millennium, but simply a straightforward catalogue of disasters.
fight him,\(^{68}\) and Kay Khosrau (Kavi Haosravah) and his comrades, who have been sleeping, will also join in the battle.\(^{69}\) The way is thus prepared for the birth of the third Saviour, known in the Pahlavi books simply as the Sōṣyant, who will be born 57 years before the dawn of Frašēgard.\(^{70}\) (The figure 57 is apparently made up of the 30 years allotted to each of the Saviours, as to Zoroaster himself, before he embarks on his great work, followed by thrice nine, or 27 years, an auspicious number for bringing about Frašēgard.) The Sōṣyant’s guide will be Airyaman;\(^{71}\) and the sun will stand still for him for 30 days.\(^{72}\) Thereafter will come the last battle, and the Resurrection. The latter will begin with the raising up of Gayō-mdar,\(^{73}\) and when the bodies of all men have been raised up and reunited with their souls, there will take place “the assembly of Isādvāstār”,\(^{74}\) that is, the assembly presided over by the eldest son of Zoroaster, who is thus associated with the work of his youngest and greatest brother. The last Judgment will take place, the earth be cleansed of evil, and Frašēgard be established, so that “the world shall be immortal for ever and ever”.\(^{75}\) This finished scheme of cosmic history, presented by the Pahlavi books of the 9th century A.C., evidently received its final touches after the Sasanian period. In it, the simple grandeur of Zoroaster’s own vision of the “three times”, with, during the second time, revelation, the spread of the religion and the coming of the Sōṣyant, has provided the basic pattern; but this pattern has been heavily elaborated and overlaid. The creation of a detailed chronology appears to have encouraged the proliferation of persons and events to fill the empty millennia; and it is probable that the repetitiveness of this added matter again owes something to the influence of the Babylonian concept of the “great year”. The Babylonians believed in the eternity of the world, and thought that the ceaseless influences of the planets brought it about that “at the end of a long cycle of years ... identical phenomena would repeat themselves down endless ages. A human race like our own would be reborn, and individuals endowed with

---

\(^{68}\) See *ZV.* VII.19-20, 28 (BTA, 60, 61, 65/121); cf. *GB.* XXXIII.28 (BTA, 279); *Pahl. Riv.* Dd. XLIX.12-18 (ed. Dhabhar, 161-2).

\(^{69}\) See *GB.* XXXIII.26 (BTA, 279-81).

\(^{70}\) *ZYV.* IX.10 (BTA, 75-81).

\(^{71}\) *GB.* XXXIII.30 (BTA, 281); *MB.* XVII.7-11 (West, 31/15); *Dd.* Pars. XXXVI.50 (ed. Dhabhar, 101, transl. West, SBE XVIII, 110, as XXVIII.94); *Dd.* XVII.5.3 (ed. Sanjana, Vol. XIV; transl. West, SBE XLVIII, 168 as 93).

\(^{72}\) On Malḵūs/Mahrūkh see Darmesteter, *Zf.* 11, 203-5, with references of *Zf.* 14.24 n.20. In *Pahl. Riv.* Dd. XLVIII.10 (ed. Dhabhar, 143), the calamity is called the “rain of Malḵūs” (⁎vxtən i malkštstn). In *GB.* XXXIII.30 (BTA, 281) Malḵūs is treasured as a person, and is said to be a descendant of the Frūdēnš, who killed the prophet (see above, p. 191)—another instance of the schematic linking of persons of the last time by a blood-tie to men of earlier days.

\(^{73}\) *GB.* XXXIII.32 (BTA, 281).

\(^{74}\) *GB.* XXXIV.2-3 (BTA, 283-5); *Dd.* VII.6.8-9 (ed. Sanjana, Vol. XIV; transl. West, SBE XLVIII, 114, as VII.10-80); *Dd.* Pars. XXXVI.4 (ed. Dhabhar, 71; transl. West, SBE XVIII, 277).

\(^{75}\) *ZYV.* IX.14-16 (ed. BTA, 77-9/127); *Pahl. Riv.* Dd. XLVIII.10 (ed. Dhabhar, 146).
the same qualities would accomplish exactly the same acts. At the end of one 'great year' another 'great year' would begin, which would exactly reproduce the preceding ones'.

This is broadly true of the successive millennia of the 6000 years of Zoroastrian cosmic history; but the fusion of orthodox doctrine with what seems to have been an originally pagan prophetic tradition caused the repetitive events to be arranged there in a particular pattern, with what is good being ever corrupted and ever again restored. The incorporation of stories of heroes of old, seen as playing their part in the great struggle against evil, together with allusions to men and events of the Sasanian period, adds to the complexity; and there is further elaboration due to the wish to emphasise that Frašegird is a return to the beginning, so that all great things which have once been known will come again. The general impression which one receives is that the final exposition is the product of long transmission and much re-working in priestly schools, where the learned drew on ancient traditions, but fitted these into new moulds and modified them in the light of later events, and so gradually created a harmonious whole. Memorisation of this must have been helped by the recurring patterns of events, so that the incidents of one millennium could be related to what went before and after. The growth and elaboration of this scheme can be traced from the Younger Avesta down to the Pahlavi books of the 9th century A.C.—a span of perhaps 2000 years. It began, that is, when Zoroastrian literature was orally cultivated and mnemonic patterns were important, and was not completed until after a written culture had been largely established. Once fashioned, it was continually studied and taught by priests; and European travellers still learnt of it verbally from Zoroastrians in Iran in the 17th century A.C.

How far the details of the elaborated scheme entered into popular consciousness is, however, doubtful. The Persian epic tells of the 1000-year reign of the evil Dahák, but with regard to the future the hope of ordinary people seems to have been fixed on the coming of the one Sōyānt, who will be mightily helped, it is believed, by Yāhram, yazad of Victory. There is no general awareness that thereafter, according to the scholastics, the whole weary cycle of history must be gone through twice again. Essentially, therefore, it is Zoroaster's own great but simple vision which has continued to inspire his followers, little clouded by the complexities with which clerical learning had sought to enhance it.

It has been suggested that the Zoroastrian prophetic literature was most strongly cultivated at times when the faith suffered worldly eclipse, and its adherents most needed to fix their hopes on miraculous intervention, notably, that is, after the Macedonian and Arabic conquests. The Oracle of Hystaspes, which survives only in fragments cited by classical authors, may, it is thought, be in origin a part of the literature of the earlier period, and the sand of the Vahman Yašt was extended during the latter time. Hope in the coming of the Sōyānt remained a vital factor in sustaining the Zoroastrians in their faith under Muslim persecution, and in later times this hope was undoubtedly more ardently clung to by the oppressed Iranians than by their prospering brethren, the Persis of India.

It is striking that though Babylonian and possibly Hellenic influence (introduced doubtless by the Western Magi) is apparent in the later shaping of the prophetic legend, nevertheless the oldest material in it belongs unquestionably to eastern Iran. Zoroaster himself appears to have taught the doctrine of a coming Saviour; and the legend that he was to be born miraculously of the prophet's seed was perhaps fostered by devout princes of Draghman in south-eastern Iran. The Sōyānt's name, Astvat.ārata, survives from a different dialect than that of the Avestan people, to whom he would have been known as *Astvat.asa; and his legend became firmly attached to the Hamun lake in the south-east—so firmly that the Magi subsequently either never sought or never succeeded in transferring it to any western waters. The basic legend must therefore have been evolved during the prehistoric period of the faith before the dominance of western Iran, whose scholastics contributed so much to its elaboration; and in its simple, most impressive form it became, with its message of hope, one of the most influential doctrines of Zoroastrianism, affecting, it seems, both Buddhists to the east and Jews and Christians to the west, as well as the adherents of Mithraism and diverse Gnostic faiths.

---

78 Carmont, RHR CIII, 1931, 56.
78 See further in Vol. IIL
79 The Sasanian Khaudadu Nāmag, the source of the Persian Shāhānšāh, was, however, itself the work of priests; see this Hambutsh, LIV. 21, p. 59 with n. 2.
80 For the part played by Yāhram at the end of the 10th millennium; i.e. the present one; see ZYV, VIII (ed. Vlas, 63-70/1253). On the blending of belief in Yāhram, god of Victory, with heroic legends of "King Vahram" see Czeglédy, art. cit.; and the little Pahlavi text ed. by Jamasp-Asana, Pahlavi Texts, 160-1, and transcribed and translated by H. W. Bailey, Zor. Problems, 195-5.
CHAPTER TWELVE

THE LAWS OF PURITY

Just as belief in the coming Saviour, although so much elaborated in the tradition, has its source in Zoroaster's own teachings, so the many observances designed to maintain purity, although extended and codified down the centuries, are also rooted in his doctrines; for the linking of spiritual and material in the Gathās has the logical consequence that, even as righteousness helps to bring about individual and cosmic salvation on the mēnōg plane, so purity and cleanliness, being a caring for the seven creations in their gēlig state, also helps to achieve Frasēgird. These creations had been brought into being by Ahura Mazdā fair and unblemished; and all that sullies his handiwork—dirt and disease, rust, tarnish, mould, stench, blight, decay—is a part of the weaponry of Āpra Mainyu, as is the final blow of death. To reduce or banish any of these, therefore, is to contribute, however humbly, to the defence of the good creation, and its ultimate redemption. This basic doctrine is simple and attractive, and it involves every member of the community in fighting the good fight unceasingly through the ordinary tasks of daily life. This is one of the great strengths of Zoroastrianism. The teaching developed many ramifications, however, as generations of priests elaborated codes of conduct in support of it, relating to both actual and ritual cleanliness. Some of the existing regulations probably have their remote origin in Indo-Iranian times, since the Brahmins have similar prescriptions relating to cultic purity; but Zoroastrian rules regarding daily living can be shown to have proliferated down the centuries, and they created eventually an iron code of conduct which had the effect of raising a barrier between Zoroastrian and unbeliever almost as rigid as that which separates the caste Hindu from the rest of humanity. In this code observance was fused with morality, the belief being that “all actions and ways of behaving are either meritorious or sinful”, no neutral areas being recognized. There thus persisted in many respects the old Indo-Iranian concept of the nature of transgression, as something to be defined in religious rather than in solely ethical terms. The existence of the developed Zoroastrian code must have contributed to the failure of the Good Religion to gain converts beyond Iranian borders; for in its stringency it makes demands of a kind to which it is better to grow accustomed from earliest childhood, so that acceptance of them becomes instinctive. Otherwise the requirements may well seem too irksome, the self-discipline needed too strict. As it is said in a Persian Rīvāyats: “A non-Zoroastrian is not naturally fit for observing the precautions about purity.” Since Iranian paganism has of necessity known some of the same rules, the difficulty would have been less for Iranian converts.

In the absence of any early Avestan text concerning such matters, it is impossible to determine which were the original observances of the faith, which later extensions; but since the basic usages must be primal, originating in paganism and strongly reinforced by Zoroaster's teachings, it seems justifiable to treat the whole subject in the present chapter, even though most of the sources are late. The main Avestan one is the Vendīdād, which deals only with certain of the purity laws; but much additional material can be gathered from various Pahlavi and Persian works, notably the Pahlavi commentary on the Vendīdād, the Sāyest ne-sāyest with its supplementatory texts, the Pahlavi Rīvāyat accompanying the Dādestān i dēnig, the Ardāv Virāz Nāmag, the Pahlavi Rīvāyats of Šahīn, and the Pahlavi Rīvāyats of post-Sasanian times. (All the Rīvāyats, so named in Muslim times, consist of the disjointed treatment of a number of religious matters, often in the traditional form of question and answer; and they usually deal with matters of observance rather than doctrine.) Moreover, both the Iranis and Parsis, living as they did in small and in the main isolated communities down to the 19th century, kept the purity laws generally until then, and a number of the ancient regulations are still observed today by the strictly orthodox. This fact makes it possible to study the working of these laws in the living practice of the faith, so that it can be seen how they support spiritual aspirations and moral endeavour, and are themselves a part of the godliness of the devout —of the threefold code thus enjoined in a Pahlavi text: “Men ought to discharge these three duties every day: to ward off the demon of defilement, to profess the faith, and to perform meritorious acts.”

The purity laws derive their strength from their firm doctrinal basis,

1 Since the purity laws are set out repeatedly, and sometimes in works which can be dated, it is possible occasionally to trace the process of elaboration. For one small instance see the Parṣīyān Nāma of Dastur Dārdā Pahlav (early 18th century), ed. J. J. Modı, 50 n. 1.
4 This provides a valuable corrective to an attitude commonly taken towards the purity laws by European scholars, who, finding them ungenerial, have treated them as alien to “true” Zoroastrianism, the product merely of a limited phase of clerical tyranny (usually assigned, because of the date of the final redaction of the Vendīdād, to the Parthian period).
that is, Zoroaster's dualistic concept of the world as a place of unremitting conflict between goodness, of which purity is a part, and evil, by which that goodness and purity are constantly threatened. Further, the right course of conduct in defence of what is good and pure is codified in relation to the prophet's fundamental teachings about the seven creations. With regard to the inanimate creations, nothing impure should be allowed in contact with them. Metal, the substance of the sky, is to be kept free from rust and tarnish, to shine in beauty and use; and precious metal should not be put into corrupt hands, but as far as possible be given only to the good (this rule is especially to be observed in acts of charity). The lowly earth is to be tilled and cared for, and kept free from all unclean matter. The chief precautions are, however, those to be taken with regard to the vulnerable and deeply venerated elements of fire and water, which are also objects of the Zoroastrian cult; and concerning these there are certain complexities of observance which set adherents of the Good Religion apart from all other men. Water is generally regarded by mankind as a natural cleansing agent; but for the Zoroastrian water, the creation of Haurvatat, must itself be kept pure, and hence to use it to wash away dirt is an impurity. This cannot be interpreted rigorously in all exigencies of daily life, for, as the dasturs said resignedly, "In this world we cannot live without sinfulness"; but certain restrictions are carefully observed. Thus no impure objects, such as excrement, or blood-soaked cloths, or worst of all, a dead body, are allowed to come into contact with a natural source of water, such as lake, stream or well; and nothing ritually unclean is washed there. Instead water is drawn off for this purpose, to limit the pollution; and this then is not used immediately, but only after what is impure has first been cleansed with something else. The general disinfectant and cleansing agent which is initially applied is cow's urine, with its ammonia content. This is known in Middle Persian either as gommez, the literal term, or as padyah, meaning perhaps "against water", that is, what is interposed between impurity and water. The fact that the Hindus regard all products of the cow as pure and cleansing suggests that this practice may be Indo-Iranian. In certain cases dry sand or dust is also used, either by itself or, in cases of extreme pollution, after the cleansing by gommez, as a further barrier between the contamination and the final washing with water. One of the sinners whom Ardây Virāz saw in deepest hell was a man who in life had often washed in "standing waters and fountains and streams", thus distressing Hordaf; and it was reported that one of the Sasanian kings was overthrown by the Zoroastrian priests for building bath-houses, "as they cared more for the cleanliness of water than for their own". The comment is, however, unjust. Man must keep himself scrupulously clean, for he also is part of the creation of Ohrmazd; but when he is unclean he should not plunge recklessly into the clean element of water, forgetting his duty as steward of this world.

With regard to fire, the general practice of using it to burn up rubbish is unthinkable for the Zoroastrian, who lays only clean, dry wood and pure offerings upon the flames, and who when using fire to cook on takes great care not to let anything spill or drop on to it from the pots. It was because of his failure to protect the fire when his cook-pot overturned that Karaspa was accused of sin by Ardashīst (Asa Vahista) and shut out from Paradise. Rubbish has therefore to be disposed of in other ways. Dry and "clean" waste-matter (such as sun-baked bones) may be buried. Otherwise an Iranian custom has been for each community to erect a lard, a small building with no access except a narrow chimney-like opening in the flat roof, to which steps lead up. Contaminating rubbish is dropped down this opening, and when a certain amount has accumulated acid is poured in to consume it away.

With regard to the living creations of plants and animals also, certain fundamental doctrines need to be grasped in order to understand the working of the purity laws. The world was seen from an anthropocentric point of view, and in the light of the doctrine that for plant, beast and man perfection lay in healthy maturity. The immature being was growing towards that point at which the prototype of its species had been created by Ohrmazd, before birth and death were known; hence for a Zoroastrian
it is a sin against Amurdād, lord of plants, to cut down a sapling tree, a sin against Vahman, lord of animals, to kill a lamb or calf. Each "good" plant or animal must be helped to grow to its perfection. Thereafter, inevitably, "crooked eclipses" against its glory fight," and Ahriman will in the end claim victory through death—but not before plant or beast has been able to make its own small contribution to the cosmic struggle.

What constitutes a "good" plant or animal is assessed solely on the basis of what is useful or agreeable to man. All that is aggressive or repulsive is classed as daēvič; and in time a whole double vocabulary developed for good and evil creatures, with regard to parts of the body and essential acts of life, such as moving, seeing, speaking etc.—a usage of which there is no trace in the Gāthās. Daēvič creatures were naturally considered as unclean in themselves, and to slay them was a positive merit; for there is no sin in bringing death to the creatures of him who created death. The generic Avestan term for them, khafāštāra, used by the prophet himself, occurs in Middle Iranian as khafāstar, or dialectically frestar, and in Zoroastrian Persian as kharāstar, kharāstār, khaftāstar. It was applied particularly to insects and reptiles, but could also be used of beasts of prey. One of the professional implements of the Zoroastrian priest, according to the Vendīdād, was the "khafāstar-killer" (khafāstāragan), which in Pahlavi is called the "snake-killer" (margān). This is described as "a stick with a piece of leather attached to the end... Everyone of the Good Religion should possess one, that he may strike and kill evil-working khafāstārs with it, very mercifully." In the Pahlavi books "killing khafāstārs" is set on a plane with "caring for fire, according to the law," for destroying such creatures amounted, in Zoroastrian eyes, to eliminating sources of evil and corruption, and so seemed as unquestionably good as does the destruction of disease-germs and microbes to the rationalist of today—again a wholly anthropocentric activity. Hence it was in the highest heaven that Ardāvīrāz saw "the souls of those who killed many khafāstārs in the world; and the prosperity (khwār) of the waters and sacred fires, and of (all other) fires, and of the plants, and the prosperity too of the earth, was ever increased thereby." Since the practice was both soundly based in doctrine, and corresponded to natural human impulses, it continued down the ages, being first noticed by a juddān, Herodotus, in the 5th century B.C.; and till the mid-19th century A.C. the Zoroastrians of Kerman kept up an annual observance called kharāstar-kāsh, when members of the community went out into the plains around the city and slew as many kharāstārs as they could, such as scorpions, tarantulas, lizards, snakes, ants, and all else that crept and crawled, pricked, bit or stung, and seemed hideous and repulsive. This observance took place at the feast of Spandārmād, since it is the earth she protects and the crops it produces which suffer most from the ravages of khafāstārs. The Parsis too keep up certain rites for the "smiting of khafāstārs" (khafāstar zadān) at the festival of this Amešaspand. As well as insects and reptiles, it was also highly meritorious to kill beasts of prey, all of which were regarded as Ahrimanic. A number of wild animals were, however, considered to belong to the spīnā creation; and should a man kill one

24 AVN XIV.11 (Asa-Hang, 38/163). In the Farvārdīn Nāma, Modī, 37-34/6, it is said that the Amešaspands asked Ardāvīrāz to return to earth in order to "teach the destruction of kharāstās, because souls belonging to God are thereby saved, and bodies belonging to Ahriman are destroyed".

25 I.140; cf. Agathias II.24 (for the practice in late Sassanian times).

26 Information verbally from Abab J. S. Soroshian of Kerman (whose grandmother remembered taking part in the observance as a child). For some European travellers' accounts of the "mortal enmity" felt by the Zoroastrians of Persia for khafāstārs see Darmesteter, ZA III, 212 n. 13, 215 n. 15; and further in Vol. III of the present work.

27 See Anquetil du Peron, ZA II, 576-8; Modī, C.I, 435.

28 For lists of "khafāstārs" see Rūm, Uvālā, I 272.7 ff., Dibābar, 268 ff. Farvārdīn Nāma, loc. cit. Some of these diabolical creatures, such as the lion, seem to man noble in appearance, and the dāstars explain that these were created by Ahriman on patterns established by Ohrmazd, whereas the repulsive ones he produced solely to his own designs (see Rūm, Uvālā, I 273-279, Dibābar, 270). But "whatever kind of khafāstārs there are, it is necessary to kill" (Rūm, Uvālā, I 272.12, Dibābar, 269). There were, however, difficulties with respect to those khafāstārs from which man derived benefit, e.g. the silkworm and honey-bee. In their case it was said that Ohrmazd in his wisdom had created advantage, i.e. silk and honey, from Ahriman's evil creatures. These products could therefore be used. Nevertheless cotton was better than khafāstārs "because cotton grows from the earth and is nourished by water", and eating honey, though generally permissible, destroyed a priest's ritual purity. See Rūm, Uvālā, I 268.4-8, 16-18, Dibābar, 265-6; and on cotton cf. MRR, XVI 64-6 (West, 25135). Another instance of Ohrmazd's power to turn evil to good is that he forces the demon winter to slay khafāstārs to the benefit of the spīnā world (Dk. IV, 162.11-12, cited by Casatelli, Philosophy, 110).
of these by accident or wantonly, he had the duty to compensate by destroying many khrasfars, thus helping to preserve the dominance of the good creation. Moreover, since the destruction of khrasfars was good in itself, it might be performed generally, like any other good act, to compensate for both involuntary and deliberate transgressions. Hence "when one smites khrasfars one should always say: 'I smite and kill (them) for the sake of ridding myself of sin, for virtue and love of (my) soul.'"

Although all daebic creatures are regarded as unclean, the greatest uncleanesses, and those which are therefore the subject of most of the purity laws, are disease and death, which inevitably affect the clean creation of Ohrmazd. What is newly dead, that is, newly conquered by Ahriman, is subject to Nasā, the she-demon of decay, who settles instantly on the body; and this is the chief single cause of pollution in the world. To bring any putrefying matter, nasā, into contact with one of the creations is accordingly a great sin; and in the Vendidad it is said that anyone who thus contaminates fire and water gives increased power to spiders and locusts, to fodderless drought and to winter with its deep snows, which slays cattle. Similarly he who, ignoring the ritual prescriptions for disposing of the dead matter of cut hair and nails, sullies the earth with these impure things, engenders these demons, and khrasfars that devour corn in granaries and clothing in cupboards. Since anything that has just died is in the highest degree unclean, no orthodox Zoroastrian will willingly touch even a dead fly with his bare hands; and because to crush a large insect on the ground would be to contaminate Spendārmad, Zoroastrian villagers of Iran impale big-bodied beetles and the like with sharp splinters of bamboo, which they then thrust into mud walls, leaving the khrasfar to perish slowly in the air, out of contact with any of the seven creations. This usage, although undeniably cruel, is doctrinally justifiable, since the hapless creatures are regarded as diabolic; and it must be set against the disciplined care and often affection devoted to domestic animals of the good creation.

With desiccation dead matter ceases to be nasā, and is no longer regarded as contaminating. As it is said in the Vendidad, if this were not so, "how soon would all this material existence ... incur deadly sin, so numberless are the bodies which lie here upon the ground". With what is newly dead and decomposing there is a scale of barfulness which is at first sight paradoxical, for the most contaminating of all nasā is held to be the body of a righteous Zoroastrian priest, whereas that of an ašaŋga, a "deceiver of aša" or heretic, is no more polluting than the year-old dried-up carcass of a frog. The reason for this is again perfectly logical, given the doctrinal premises. The ašaŋga, who purifies his own being through good thoughts, words and deeds, is both the cleanest of beings and the most powerful agent for cleansing the world around him. Through his prayers, as through those of the prophet himself, "purified will be the houses, purified the fire, purified the water, purified the earth, purified the cow, purified the plants, purified the righteous man, purified the righteous woman, purified the stars, purified the moon, purified the sun, purified the Endless Light, purified all Mazdā-created things whose nature is from aša". To bring the impurity of death upon such a man Apra Mainyu needs to rally his forces in strength; and they, having triumphed, remain gathered around the body, radiating corruption. The sinful man, on the contrary, is already himself impure, a blight upon the creation of Spanda Mainyu; and a woman of evil life dries up waters by her mere gaze, and withers plants, and deprives the earth of strength, and the good man of much of his spanda power. Such wicked people should in theory

---

23 See, e.g., Vd. 14.5 ff. The Pahl. Rix. Dd. XXIa (ed. Dhabhar, 77) gives a table of the degrees of merit acquired by killing various khrasfars; and in XXXiib (Dhabhar, 102-3) are listed a few of the degrees of culpability incurred by killing creatures of the good creation.
24 Sd. 111.21b (Tavaida, 80).
25 See, e.g., Sd. VII, VIII, VIII.19 (Tavaida, 102, 113).
26 Jamasp-Asana, Pahl. Texts, 123.8-10; and in general cf. Saddar Nay XLIii (Dhabhar, 353).
27 This is treated in detail in Dd., Purs. XVI, 7 ff. (ed. Dhabhar, 36 ff., transl. West, SBE XVII, 39 ff.).
28 Vd. 7.70-7.
29 Vd. 17, and on the bird Ašaška above, p. 90. On the ritual see further the Pahl. commentary to Vd. 17, Saddar Nay XIX (ed. Dhabhar, 11-14, transl. West, SBE XXIV, 272-6); Supp. text to Sd. XII.6 (Kotwal, 28); Rix. Univ. 1 244.7-11, 246.13-247.19, Dhabhar, 245-51; Foroysīdā Nāma (Modi 27/401): J. J. Modi, "Two Iranian incantations for burying hair and nails", J. of the Anthropological Society of Bombay, VIII, 8, 1909, 557-72. The act of having one's hair cut makes a person unclean, since some of the severed hairs inevitably touch the body.
30 Vd. 17, 5-3.
31 Vd. 5.6-7.
32 Vd. 12.2.
33 Vd. 5.36.
34 Vd. 18.84.
be slain by the righteous with as little compunction as bhrafástairs, for according to the Vendidad, until they are removed from the place of their abiding it will lack “fortune and plenty, health and wholeness, thriving and increase and growth, and the sprouting of corn and grasses”. If, however, they are left to live their span, it is small trouble for Ahriman to overwhelm them, already impure, with the further impurity of death, and therefore little méneg evil attends their taking off. If one were to pursue the logic of this with rigour, one might indeed ask why the Evil One should ever remove through death such useful allies; but perhaps the answer would be that he, like the ancient lord of the underworld, needs to people his realm of hell. The theologians had after all to reconcile their doctrines with the facts of natural processes.

Another doctrinally difficult matter was to harmonize the teachings about death with the meritorious nature of the blood sacrifice; for here the particular tenets of Zoroastrianism had to be reconciled with ancient devotional practice. In this case the Gordian knot was cut simply by formulating the doctrine that the flesh of gospand or beneficent animals, i.e. of those creatures which were killed through sacrifice for food, was not nasa but “clean”—a doctrine which accords with natural human assumptions and which (as far as can be judged from the surviving texts) was merely stated, not argued. The meritoriousness of the blood sacrifice is assumed in the Vendidad itself, where in one passage it is enjoined that for a particularly heinous offence a man should compensate by sacrificing a thousand gospand, and making offerings therefor to fire and water. Edible gospand apart, the force of corrupting power in death was worked out by the Zoroastrian scholastics down the scale of the “good” animal kingdom. The creature nearest to man in dignity and worth is the dog; and a dog’s body is accordingly almost as contaminating as that of a righteous man. Even to see one, as to see the corpse of an ašavan, without due ritual precautions, robs the beholder of purity. It is possible to find rational and historical grounds for the Zoroastrian regard for the dog. The herd-dog and watch-dog, which lead the list of canine species in the Vendidad, must have been man’s valued helpers in ancient times on the steppes; and with its qualities of loyalty, obedience and affection the dog undoubtedly seems to have a moral nature, and the capacity of choice. “Respect for the dog” (thôrêm-si sag), so constantly inculcated by Zoroastrians, has thus a reasonable basis; but the part assigned to the dog in religious life, and in the rituals of purification, goes beyond the rational, and leads one to mysterious beliefs connected with the spirit world. Whether these have their origin in myths about the dogs that guard the ways of death it is difficult to tell; but the facts are that orthodox Zoroastrians not only regard the dog as a clean and righteous creature, to feed and care for which is meritorious; they also consider that food given to a dog in the name of someone who has died will nourish that person in the hereafter. Moreover, a dog’s gaze is held to be purifying, in that it drives off demons. A dog is therefore regularly present at the great purification of the bârasnom; and the sagtid, the ceremony of being “seen by the dog” is always enacted with a corpse. Indeed it is said to be rash and highly sinful for anyone to touch a corpse before sagtid has been performed to lessen the infection. (Some still hold that sagtid should also be performed over a dead dog, which is then disposed of with due ritual.) Among the other precautions taken with regard to dead persons is that Avesta is always recited, including invariably the Sraosbâj, which embodies the Gathic Kâm-nâ Mâzâr, and is excellent for “smiting Nasuš” (zadan i Nasuš). Physical measures taken against the evil of death include placing the body on a dry and non-conducting surface

---

48 Vd. 13.17 ff.
49 See the Parviyel Nâmâ, Modi, 20-159-1. The phrase thôrêm-si sag can often be heard among orthodox Zoroastrian villages, used, for instance, to admonish a boy who looks as if he might be about to cuss or kick a dog.
50 See above, p. 163.
51 Pakh, I. 32 (ed. B. J. Tita, Bombay 1945, 245); cf. Vd. 8.37-38, and see Mod. CC, 172 ff.
52 See Vd. 8.16-18, where it is enjoined that the dog should be “sweary-eyed” (like the dogs of Yauna, see above, p. 119), or white with yellow ears. The former kind is interpreted as being a black dog with tan flecks over its eyes, which, as Jackson, Persia past and present, 26 is by no mean an uncommon type in Iran, at least in the Yazdi area. Any other kind of dog will, however, serve at need for the sagtid, see Sn. 1,1, and ff. (Tavadia, 20-21) concerning the sagtid in general. See also at length Pâ, Univ. I, 715, 18 ff., Dhabhar, 112 ff., and for current observance Mod. CC 65 ff.; Jackson, op. cit., 88-9, 391-392. For discussions see Tavadia, Sn. intro., 18-18; A. Kammhuber, ZDMG CVIII, 1958, 390-391.
53 See, e.g., Sn. 31. 05, 05; X. 33 (Tavadia, 153. 144); Pâ, Univ. I, 145. 4-5; Dhabhar, 164 ff.
54 See Pâ, Univ. I, 111.4-5; Dhabhar, 113.
55 See Vd. 8.34-8.40; Pâ, Univ. I, 110.4-5; Dhabhar, 112. Some of the orthodox Zoroastrians in the Yazdi area bury a dog with hasti and udras.
56 Pâ, Univ. I, 309-310; Dhabhar, 376. On the texts of the Sraosbâj see above, p. 273 b. 99-
such as sand or stone.\(^{57}\) Lines or \textit{kaš} are then drawn round it to keep the contamination in (as lines are drawn round the \textit{pāri} or sacred precinct to keep contamination out).\(^{58}\) A fire is kept alight there, but not nearer than three paces, for its own protection; and fragrant substances such as sandalwood and frankincense are burnt on it—for sweet odours belong to the good creation and help to repel evil. Avesta is recited continually, and two people keep watch by the body until it can be carried to the place of exposure. It is constantly stipulated that no one should touch or lift a corpse alone.\(^{59}\) There must always be two persons, and they should make \textit{pāiwand}, i.e. establish contact with one another, usually by holding a cord or piece of cloth between them.\(^{60}\) Priests also make \textit{pāiwand} in various ways at certain points during the sacred ceremonies; and the underlying intention is presumably the same, to reinforce the \textit{sūndā} power of one good person with that of another, in the one case to make worship more effective, in the other to give added strength in the face of evil. Contact is in general very important in ritual matters. If a pure person has even indirect contact with an impure person or object, his purity is vitiated, the baleful influence running like a current between them. The gaze of the eyes can in extreme cases create this contact;\(^{61}\) and an exchange of words between a clean and unclean person could also, it was held, contaminate the former, though if the utterance were only one-sided it would not.\(^{62}\)

One of the most impure groups of persons were naturally the professional corpse-bearers, called in the \textit{Vendidad} \textit{nawu-kaš},\(^{63}\) but in later usage \textit{nawu-sā-stars} ("master of the corpse"). In the \textit{Vendidad} it is enjoined that these men should do their work naked,\(^{64}\) evidently to reduce contamination; but it seems unlikely that this injunction was literally intended or ever wholly obeyed. In known usage the corpse is laid on an iron bier, called \textit{gah-dhān} "throne of iron", metal being chosen as less apt than wood to harbour contagion,\(^{65}\) and the \textit{nawu-sā-stars} keep special clothes to be worn only for their work, and washed thereafter with \textit{gōmēz} and water. They also cover their hands with cloths; and when they put off these professional garments they wash themselves from head to foot with \textit{gōmēz} and water, before returning to their homes. They must moreover recite a certain number of Avestan prayers during their work, for their own protection. Nevertheless, however many precautions the \textit{nawu-sā-stars} takes to limit contamination, the fact that he is necessarily and continually in contact with \textit{nawu} makes it inevitable that other members of the community should shrink a little from him, as people shrink from someone with an infectious disease. Communal behaviour towards the \textit{nawu-sā-stars} has probably varied considerably at different places and times, but in known practice he is not allowed, while actively employed, to approach sacred fire or shrine (though he may do so, if after giving up his work he undergoes the greatest of the purifications and becomes clean again). He is not welcome on auspicious occasions, such as initiations and marriages; and though in some communities he is allowed to attend the \textit{gahāmbār} feasts, from which no Zoroastrian should ever be turned away, he is then served his food apart, having brought his own cloth and utensils with him.\(^{66}\) Often, however, even at these great festivals food is simply sent to his home—in generous quantity, for he is an essential and in his own way a valued member of the community. At home too he eats apart, from separate vessels, avoiding \textit{pāiwand} with his family;\(^{67}\) and he does not himself tend the hearth fire, or light a lamp, but asks someone else to do these things for him.\(^{68}\) Nor is it desirable that he should till the soil, thereby bringing uncleanness upon Spendarmad. The calling thus imposes many restrictions, and has been usually undertaken, one would imagine, because of poverty and need. Nevertheless, a devout man can find pride in it, being as it were a soldier in the front of battle, exposing himself but by rigorous care protecting from evil both the creations and his fellow-believers.

With such beliefs one might have thought that, when circumstances

\(^{57}\) Vid. 8.8. On later practice see Darmesteter, ZA II, 120 n. 10: Modr, CC, 54; Jackson, op. cit., 150-1. Things are regarded by Zoroastrans as becoming "more or less deeply defiled according to their degree of penetrability" (Darmesteter, SBE IV, lxxxii). Hence the corpse should be placed on hard stone rather than on the soft earth or porous brick.

\(^{58}\) For this and the following acts see Rīv., Univ. I, 175, 17 ff.; Dabhref, 172 ff.; Pāv. Nāma, Modr, 376-53, 56, Modr, CC, 52 ff.; Jackson, op. cit., 386 ff.

\(^{59}\) See, e.g., Smr. II, 63, 85, 106, 108 (Tavand, 53-57); AFS XXXVIII.6 (Asa-Hang, 69/177 with n. 2).

\(^{60}\) See Rīv., Univ. I, 89-92 ff.; Dabhref, 93 ff., and passim in connection with the removal of \textit{nau}, Modr, CC, 55.


\(^{62}\) See, e.g., ibid., Univ. I, 137-19-152-6, Dabhref, 174. In the Pahl. Rīv., Axtfarnhab CXXXV (BTA, 170, 111) it is laid down that a man cannot talk with a woman in mensa without incurring "sin".

\(^{63}\) I.e. "corpse-carrier". Another Av. word is \textit{irvād-kasa} "carrier of the head".

\(^{64}\) Vid. 8.10.

\(^{65}\) Illustrations of two types of iron bier, given in one of the Persian \textit{roodvad}, are reproduced by D. Menant, \textit{Conferences au Musée Guimet, Bibliothèque de l'Institution XXV}, 1910, 182, 183.

\(^{66}\) On the isolation of the \textit{nawu-sā-stars} in the Iran community see Jackson, op. cit., 392. Such practice was maintained in (for example) Shirasabad in Iran down to the 1960s, though some urban communities (e.g. Karachi) had relaxed such usages several decades earlier.

\(^{67}\) This again is Shirasabad observance.

\(^{68}\) These restrictions were almost certainly general, but are particularly recorded of Nāvār (in the unpublished notebooks of Evard Phirozeshah M. Kotwal, early 20th century, for knowledge of which I am indebted to his grandson, Dr. Pirouz Kotwal).
permitted. Zoroastrians would readily have employed *juddins*, that is, those of another faith, who in their eyes were already unclean, to dispose of corpses; but this is in fact strictly forbidden, on the ground that unbelievers, who do not observe the laws of purity, might, having performed this task, carelessly approach water and fire without first cleansing themselves; and this would be a sin for which the Zoroastrians, employing them, would be responsible. Better, therefore, that they should take the contamination on themselves, and carefully control it. 69

The other chief cause of pollution, apart from *nasāt*, is all that leaves the living body, whether in sickness or in health, the bodily functions and malfunctions being alike regarded, it seems, as *daṣṭik* in origin, perhaps since they are associated with change and mortality rather than with the static state of perfection. What issues from the body (not only excrement, but also blood, dead skin, cut nails and hair) is sometimes comprehended in the Pahlavi books under the term *hikār*; 70 and to allow *hikār* to reach water or fire is no less heinous than to permit *nasāt* to do so. 71 With the logical elaboration of this doctrine, daily life became hedged about with regulations, some of which affect even its “good” aspects. Thus marriage with begettings of children is a positive good; but the emission of semen, in intercourse and otherwise, is polluting. 72 Orthodox priests to this day undergo *bārasnām* after the marriage night, which with the breaking of the hymn has its additional impurity; and thereafter husband and wife should both bathe after intercourse, for which certain *māthras* are moreover prescribed. 72 *Pollutis nocturna* is naturally impure, and if it should occur during a priest’s initiation, this is held to show that the candidate is unworthy, and he is not allowed to proceed. 73 The ban is absolute and life-long. An occurrence during the *bārasnām* retreat gravely disrupts the purification. 74

---


61 These phenomena were observed by Ardash Viraz in deepest hell. 61} Tiny children have to be kept away from their mother by coaxing or force, and if she is nursing a baby, this in turn becomes unclean through the necessary contact. 82 In sum, a woman during this time, however virtuous, and however strict in her general observance of the rules of purity, is regarded as being as impure as a harlot, and as blighting to the good creation. These harsh usages

---

Zoroastrian women among the orthodox to be left to sleep peacefully during these nights, while the men are awakened from time to time to watch and pray.

70 On such matters see *Ric.* Univ., I 249.7 ff., Dhabhar, 252 ff.

71 See *AVN* LXXII. 4-8 (cf. XX.3), *SfH* I.27-9. The restrictions upon a woman at this time are set out in detail in *Vd.* 16, and reproduced with amplifications in *SfH.* III. See also *Saddar Naya,* XI.1, LXVIII (transl. Weis, *SBE* XXIV, 302-5, 337-42); *Saddar Rd.* XCIII (transl. Dhabhar, *Rižūyé,* 668-79); *Ric.* Univ., I 105 ff., Dhabhar, 231 ff.; *Fasārdī Nāma,* Modī 9-10, 15-16; Modī, CC, 101-6. On the tiny windowless hut in which the Yazdi women used to pass these days down to the early decades of the present century see Boyce, "The Zoroastrian houses of Yazd", *Iran and Islam, Studies in memory of V. Nisbet.* Edinburgh 1971, 130. *Vd.* 16.11 ff. enjoins setting a place apart where a woman in menes went: this was later termed *dāštāvāstān,* see e.g., *SfH.* II.75 (where it is evidently within the dwelling-house, as in later practice). Further, *Ric.* Univ., I 207.3 ff., Dhabhar, 213-14.

72 It is repeatedly said that clothing which has been heavily contaminated may after thorough purification, and washing be set aside to be used for this purpose, see *Vd.* 5.59-60 and, e.g., *Ric.* Univ., I 136-7, Dhabhar, 152. Respect for the good creation leads Zoroastrians to refrain, and nothing should be needlessly thrown away, see *Vd.* 5.60.

73 See *Vd.* 16.7, and the passages cited above on the rules for women in menes.

74 See *Vd.* 16.6.

81 *AVN* LXXVI. 6-7 (Asa-Haag, 109-103).

82 *Vd.* 16.7.
probably represent elaborations of ancient restrictions inherited from Iranian paganism, of a kind widespread among the peoples of the world; and again, given the Zoroastrian premises, the line of thought is logical, the practice consequent. Zoroastrian women have suffered much under them, yet the orthodox observe them voluntarily, with both resignation and stoic pride. The rules are stern, to observe them is often a struggle, but they are part of the fight against evil, and so to be strictly kept. This attitude of mind enables self-respect to be maintained in spite of humiliating restrictions. The menopause marks a welcome cessation, however; and still in the orthodox Iranian villages a pious old lady will then sometimes undergo the barahjnom purification annually three, six or nine times, year after year, and will keep her purity as strictly as a temple priest, rejoicing in being wholly and perpetually clean at last, and able thus to prepare herself for eternity.

Although pregnancy gives a woman respite from the restrictions attendant on menstruation, yet child-birth too is regarded as a heavy pollution, requiring isolation, with similar observances, for 40 days; and yet a greater contamination, still much dreaded by the orthodox, is to bear a dead child, for this means that the mother has carried masya within her body, and the rituals of purification enjoined for this are rigorous and prolonged. It is laid down, moreover, that for the first three days she should not drink the pure creation of water, but instead gombaz in order to cleanse the "grave" (dakhma) within her; and even in winter she must not approach fire, unless the cold is so sharp as to endanger her life.

Compared with these regulations, the precautions which bedhead hair and

In general women have a dignified position in the Zoroastrian community, as men's partners in the common struggle against evil, and this appears due to Zarathushtra's own teachings (see above, p. 231). As in other religions, however, the attitude of the male tends to be inconsistent. The Christian has considered women now as sisters of the Virgin Mary, now as the tribes of the temptress Eve. So the Zoroastrian looks on woman now as a slave, the creature of Ormazd, and now as corrupted and suborned by Ahura to be his impure ally. Thus the Creator is once represented as saying to woman: "Thou art a helper to me, for from thee man is born, but thou dost grease me who am Ormazd." Gbd. XIVA (BITA, 137; trans. also by Ziehauer, Zerwan, 188). There is no reason, however, to regard this as a general or standard Zoroastrian attitude, still less (pace Ziehauer, loc. cit.) to consider it as typically Zurvanite, or on the grounds of the whole passage in question to identify the alawus woman with the whore, who is specifically said there to be her Ahuramazd oppuest.

Saddar Nahr XVI, 4 (ed. Dabhar, 15; transl. West, SBE XXIV, 277); Ria, Unvala, I 232-4, Dabhar, 234-5. Here again the purity laws produce a seeming anomaly, for, as Darmesteter observed, one might think that a woman just delivered of a child ought to be considered pure amongst the pure, since life has been increased by her in the world, and she has enlarged the realm of Ormazd. But the strength of old instincts overcome the drift of new principles (SBE IV, 151). Birth had had, however, no place in the perfect world created by Ormazd, and will be unknown after Frashirgaz. It belongs therefore wholly to this world of Mixture, and so could logically be treated as in part dahir.

See Vd. 5:45-64; Saddar Nahr LXVII; Ria, Unvala, I 232 ff.; Dabhar, 237-34.

Vd. 5:5-34; see Darmesteter's comment, ZA II, 80 n. 80.

nail cutting are minor ones. The trimmings are regarded as dead matter, khinka, as soon as they are severed; and orthodox usage is to carry them carefully in a scrap of old cloth to some place apart, either to a barren piece of ground, or a special building (the Irani irod), well away from water or fire. The bearers roll up the sleeve and holds the small bundle well away from the body. On reaching the place appointed he (or she) sets the bundle down, takes the baji of Srsh and, if it is on open ground, draws three furrows round it, reciting one Yathai astu vartiy for each furrow, and then the special markha prescribed (namely Vd. 17,9) before casting dust over it and departing. In modern times a strictly orthodox Zoroastrian visiting a barber will put on an old suada and husi kept for this purpose; and on leaving the barber's shop he will return home directly and be admitted by some watchful member of the household so that he does not have to touch the door or anything else before taking a bath. Strictly orthodox Parsi households also often keep an iron chair for a barber's visits to the house, for it is not regarded as proper to sit on porous wood when undergoing this contamination.

Breath leaving the body is also regarded as polluting, which is why priests engaged in high rituals cover the mouth. Saliva too is naturally unclean, and Zoroastrians are scrupulous not to spit. The orthodox will not drink from any vessel touched by another's lips, or eat from a common dish; and food and drink should be partaken of in silence. (This is partly also out of respect for Hordad and Amurad, guardians of water and plants.) Sneezing, yawning and sighing are also deprecated, and are to be checked as far as possible. Such rules, coupled with their care to keep wells and streams clean and impurities off the fields, have in recorded times preserved Zoroastrian communities in health while epidemics have raged around them. Zoroastrians are required to pass water squatting, not standing, as a sanitary precaution; but it is permissible to put night soil fields (although not, it was ruled by the djawars in Islamic times, that which came from the households of unbelievers).

For references see above, p. 300 n. 35.

See, e.g., Ria, Unvala 1, 250.24-351.2; Dabhar, 312-3. Mod, CC, 159-60.

See, e.g., Supp. texts to Srd. XLI, 32 (Kotwal, 59).


See Vd. 17, 40; AYN XXV, 5; MKA I, 39; Saddar Nahr, LXVII. I-5. The same prescription is obeyed by Muslims.

Ria, Unvala, I 261.24-50. Dabhar, 35-7, where it is said that night soil should be left in the open for 4 months before being put on the fields. (Cf. Pahl. Ria. Farangag Saral XXVI (BITA, I 256, 1138), where, however, 6 months are stipulated.) Cow-dung was pure, coming from the pure animal, unless the cows were owned by unbelievers, who do not take precautions about anything (Ria, loc. cit.)

92 For references see above, p. 300 n. 35.
Apart from ritual requirements, to maintain simple physical cleanliness is a basic duty for a Zoroastrian, for cleanliness is an absolute good, a characteristic of Ohrmazd's creation; and unless the believer is clean in body as well as soul, his good works, it is said, do not accrue to his account. Before each of the five daily prayers, the Zoroastrian should wash face, hands and feet (a prescription adopted, with the times of prayer, by Islam). To do this he first unites the kushti, then washes, then reties the kushti with the appropriate prayers; and the whole observance is therefore called pādvyāb-kusti (to distinguish it from the simple rite by which a person, being already ritually clean, unties and reties the sacred cord without ablutions). Before taking part in any major act of worship, public or domestic, the Zoroastrian must wash the whole person, head to foot, and put on fresh clothes, so as to be physically clean for the spiritual purification of the rite. Any uncleanness debars him from taking part in a religious ceremony, or from entering a holy place; and since no unbeliever keeps all the Zoroastrian purity laws, no one of another faith is allowed to be present at a religious service, since his uncleanness would mar it and prevent it reaching the divine beings. 

(Israel) is presumably for this reason that the idea gained currency that the Zoroastrian priestly rites were mysterious and shrouded in secrecy; but this is not so. Participation is open to all believers, men and women, old and young, learned and ignorant, provided only that they are in a state of purity. Cleanliness extends also to places of abode; Zoroastrian houses are always well swept and dusted, and before a high festival or family holy day everything is brushed, washed or scoured with especial zeal.

The doctrine that one must be pure to approach the divine beings gave rise to the rule that the grossly unclean should not say even their private devotions. In the Vendidad this restriction is applied equally to the woman in menses and to anyone afflicted with a physical injury. Neither may raise their hands in prayer. Later the Persian expression "a woman without prayer" (zana-i bī-namās) came to be a standard circumlocution for a woman in her monthly courses. The doctrine that physical injury and defects also were inflicted by devilish agency, "the mark of Agra Mainyu set on men", meant that the priests themselves were required to be physically perfect. A deformity or disfigurement was permanently disabling professionally, just as a wound was temporarily so. Because of this, locally at least, a candidate for the priesthood, having passed all other tests, had to present himself naked to the priestly college before acceptance into its ranks.

The Orthodox laity, going about their daily work, keep the rules of purity as fully as they can; but they look to their priests to observe these with even greater rigour, to be "cleanest of the clean" (pāh-i pāh in Persian idiom), in order that their prayers may be the more effective. This must have been the case down the centuries; and it is probably partly to preserve their stricter rule of life that Zoroastrian priests have tended to live somewhat apart from the laity. The priest's purity is built up, on the basis of physical cleanliness, through the many holy rituals in which he takes part; and it is so much greater than a layman's that until recently a priest would not eat food prepared by a Zoroastrian layman, still less by a juddin; nor would he eat while having paun and a physical link, with anyone else, such as would be created by a common cloth, for this would bring the danger that, while performing this nearly sacramental act, he might be brought unwittingly into contact with some uncleanness. (Thus the priest in his purity segregates himself as strictly in this respect as the nasad-sad in his impurity, but for the opposite reason.) Careful isolation was practised in this regard by priests even among themselves; and naturally at all times they sought to avoid physical contact with those of lesser cleanliness. Even in the laxer usage of today a priest keeping the highest ritual purity will not form paun with a juddin by handing him something directly, but will set it down and retreat a little before the other picks it up. In general the orthodox Zoroastrian maintains his ritual purity by strict self-discipline, and is watchful lest it should be vitiated through his own or others' carelessness.

Yet, despite vigilance, contamination cannot be wholly avoided in a world where Ahriman is at work; and so a number of different means of purification had to be devised, to meet various needs. These are all based on a threefold process: the recital of Avesta (by both the ministering priest and the person being cleansed), which brings to bear the purifying power of the holy word; an inward cleansing, through drinking nirang

---

93 See, e.g., Šmt. VII.7 (ed. Tavādīa, 101-2).
94 See Snep. tests to Šmt. XX.5 (Kotwal, 83); Rtv., Unvala, I 310.19-315.17, Dhaibhar, 294-9; Pahvisten Nama, Modl. 2-35-4; Modl. CC, 87-9.
95 Since pādvyāb-kusti is now always performed with water (except, among the strictly orthodox, on rising), the Parsehs have come to interpret pādvyāb as meaning "pure water"; but among the Parsehs the word, as pādvyā, retains the sense of gānāt.
96 Vd. 5-59, with Faah. commentary. See Darmstar, ZA. II 83 with n. 97.
97 There are perplexing passages in Šmt. (ix. III.7, 9, 35), which seem to require prayer from a woman in menses; but living Zoroastrian practice is in accord with the Vd. ruling.
99 This precaution was generally maintained by Pahvisten priests down to the beginning of the 20th century, and is still observed by those keeping the highest ritual purity.
(consecrated bull’s urine) with a pinch of ash from a pure fire;\(^{101}\) and an outward cleansing with gômez (unconsecrated urine, from cow or bull), followed (either directly or after the additional use of sand) by a washing of the whole person with water. Since until this washing is complete there may be a vestige of uncleanness lingering, the candidate cannot plunge into water, or even touch a vessel containing this pure liquid; and so instead water is poured over him, from head to foot, by whoever is administering the rite. It seems to have been part of the basic purification ritual which was originally known as barašnom, a Middle Iranian word deriving from Avestan barašna “top, head”. Later this term came to be used as an abbreviated name for the most elaborate of the cleansing rites; and the ablution itself is now called by the Iranians descriptively biarakhit “pouring of water”. For the simplest of the threefold cleanseings the Zoroastrians adopted in Islamic times the Arabic term ghush “bath”, pronounced by them ghosel;\(^{102}\) but later the Parsis came to apply this word to a particular contamination (pussnix pištāīnā) which requires this cleansing,\(^{103}\) and nowadays the various purification rites are generally known among them as nāhm (the Gujarati word for “bath”), the ghosel proper being called sade nāhm. Apart from its use to remove specific contaminations, the ghosel or sade nāhm, which may be administered without elaboration in the home, is regularly given to children about to put on suḍra and ākustī for the first time, so that they may enter the religious community wholly clean; and to the laity and women of priestly class before marriage and before the great holy days of the faith, or particular days of family observance, when complete purity is sought.\(^{104}\)

When there has been a more serious, known contamination, which in Persian idiom makes a person rīman “unclean”, a more elaborate purification should be administered, namely the sī-šīy or sī-šīr “30 washings”.\(^{105}\) This too may be undergone at home; but since there is pollution present, the priest keeps a careful distance, the rīman being isolated by entering an enclosure cut off by a ḫuṣ or furrow, drawn (like the ḫuṣ round a corpse to pen in the contamination.\(^{106}\) There seem to have been a number of local variations in the details of this purification, but the following Yazdi method contains its essentials: after the rīman has drunk nihang, in the three prescribed ritual sips, the priest passes him, one after the other, the three agents for outward cleansing—gômez, sand and water—in a ladle at the end of a long stick with five “knots” in it (usually a bamboo with five rings), pouring each of these into his cupped hands from above, so that there is no pāvāṇd between them. Each agent is given nine times, making twenty-seven “washings” in all; and then finally pure water is poured over the rīman three times from head to foot, thus making up the “thirty washings”, after which he is once more “clean”.\(^{107}\) In recorded times this purification appears to have been chiefly administered to women after childbirth, in which case the actual cleansing was done by a woman of priestly family, while the priest himself recited the appropriate mahārās close by.\(^{108}\) It is still so undergone in some of the orthodox Yazdi villages, where it is also occasionally given to men as well;\(^{109}\) but among the Parsis by the beginning of this century it was already, it seems, very largely replaced by the sade nāhm.\(^{110}\) It is said that in Kerman the sī-šīy was undergone annually by women before the festival of Spendårmaḏ, the yasad who cares for them especially; and orthodox Parsi women still make a practice of taking the sade nāhm before this feast.\(^{111}\) For heavy contaminations, in the main through contact with nasā, a prolonged ritual of purification was imposed, called the barašnom-i nā ṣaba “the bathing of the nine nights”.\(^{112}\) Among the Iranians this is referred

---

\(^{101}\) In an Avestan passage (Vd. 5, 54) these cleansing agents are given simply as gīnd mādānna târ di gūdī bâxti rīistān “a mixture of ashes with bull’s urine”; and this has two Pahlavi glosses regarding the ash, one of which is gūd târ di bâxti tārāy “ash of the loose fire is proper”, the other gūd târ di bā itsn “ash of the Ash Barahm is proper”.

\(^{102}\) See Anquetil du Perron, ZA II, 455.

\(^{103}\) See, e.g., Farasyā Nāma, Medrī, p. 181, 13.

\(^{104}\) See Modi, CC, 90-5 for a full description of the rite and the occasions for administering it among the Parsis.

\(^{105}\) On this rite see Riv., Unvala, I 355, 7-14, Dabharā, 150 with n. 3; Anquetil du Perron, ZA, 11, 548-50.

\(^{106}\) For a plan of the ḫaš for sī-šīy see Anquetil, ZA II, Pl. XIII, opp. p. 546. In Iran some confusion has developed of recent years between the sī-šīy and the barašnom-i nā ṣaba, for the former rite, although still administered at the home, is now given with the elaborately drawn ḫaš proper to the ṣedānā. (The writer witnessed this in 1964.)

\(^{107}\) For a different form of administration (though whether that of Kerman or Surat is not clear) see Anquetil, ZA II, 342-50.

\(^{108}\) See Riv., Unvala, I 355, 7-14, Dabharā, 150. This is also the practice when ṣedānā is administered to a woman. The argument was, however, advanced in the past that the actual gaze of the ṣedānā sīrāzgāḏar was essential to purification, just as it is essential to consecration in the high rituals, the priest being in the position of healer.

\(^{109}\) In 1964 the writer met one young man who had undergone it that year in the village of Māra’ Khāhnā, near Yaṣd. In Kerman, however, it was regarded then as a rite solely for women.

\(^{107}\) The rite is not even mentioned by Modi in his Ceremonies and customs (first published in 1922).

\(^{110}\) For this in modern times they usually go to a fire temple, making, it is said, a charming sight when they emerge again, “pure” and radiant, like a flight of butterflies in their lovely sarīs.

\(^{111}\) This rite is so important that there are ample descriptions of it. See Vd. 9; Riv., Unvala, I 355-6, 609-13, Dabharā, 359-93; Anquetil, ZA II, 545-8; Modi, CC, 102-4; Darmesteter, ZA II, 163; West, SBE XVII, 431-34. Again there are local variations in its administration (as some of which see P. K. Ankleaard, See J. J. Madrasa Ceremony Taf., Bombay 1967, 162-4), but the basic ritual as laid down in the Vēndādī remains con-
to familiarly as nāhān, whereas the Parsis call it simply either barānūm or nāhān.\footnote{1} For this reason, because of the extent of the pollution, the initial cleansing, that is the barānūm proper, must be administered in a place apart, called the barānūm-gāh, a term contracted among the Parsis to barāṅgō. This should if possible be some barren, desolate spot, remote from water and fire, plants, the creatures of Vahman and righteous men. In recorded usage this place has always been enclosed by a wall, ostensibly to keep in the pollution; but since this can be done effectively by ritually-drawn kāf, it may be rather to secure privacy amid a jāṭādī population. The barānūm-gāh is always roofless, however, so that it is open to the purifying rays of the sun; and traditionally it is round, so that there are no dark corners for contamination to lurk in.\footnote{2} Two priests should engage in the task of cleansing, and one should hold a dog by a metal chain, so that the animal’s gaze may help to banish the impurity. The cleansing takes place inside a ritual precinct within the barānūm-gāh, created by surrounding a small area with a series of elaborately-drawn kāf made, with recital of Avesta, in such a way as to form a firm barrier against pollution.\footnote{3} In ancient times nine holes (magha) were dug within this precinct,\footnote{4} in which the āriman squatted naked to undergo the process of purificatio, becoming gradually cleaner as he moved from one to the next. Later the holes were done away with, and the nine stations came to consist simply of nine stones, or sets of stones, laid on the surface of the ground. (A simpler arrangement of stones is used also in the nī-sāy, the purpose in both rites being presumably to keep the contamination away from the earth.)\footnote{5} A common idiom among the Irans today for undergoing barānūm is accordingly “go on the stones” and, sometimes, if the purification is administered around noon, this can in itself be something of an ordeal, as they become blistering hot in the rays of the midday sun. After the ritual drinking of mirang, the āriman is purified “on the


\footnote{2} The cleaning “on the stones” is, however, now largely symbolic, and rapidly performed. Through the generous permission of a woman candidate, the writer was allowed to witness the rite in Shirafshād, Iran, in 1944.

\footnote{3} See Molié, CC, 129–30, Dhahhar, Nis, index s.v. na-wa-shū.

\footnote{4} In Iran it is now required that this should be done, by a young girl who has not yet begun her monthly courses, but this seems an elaboration, since it is unknown in India. But what follows describes Iran usage, since the fact that the Parsis now limit the rites to priests has somewhat altered matters in India.

stones” with the three agents of gārēs, sand and water. The administering priest again passes these to him with the nine-knotted stick, as in the nī-sāy, avoiding all physical contact; and he stands carefully outside the furrows which surround the stones.\footnote{6} The manner in which the āriman is to apply the three agents to his naked body, from head to foot, is exactly laid down in the Vendidad, and the ancient prescriptions are still strictly followed.\footnote{7} After he has passed over all the nine stations, and is freed from impurity, the candidate steps out of the kāf on to a tenth stone, where pure water is poured over him from head to foot. He then puts on fresh white garments, retying his kustī; and thereafter he withdraws to some clean, secluded place, the barānūm-kāhō or nāhān-kāhō, where he lives apart for the next nine days and nights, observing the strictest rules of physical cleanliness, and the greatest respect for the “creations”. He also devotes much time to prayer. Three times during the retreat, on the fourth, seventh and ninth days, in the same gāh or watch in which the initial barānūm was given, a priest administers to him a simpler ablution, called the nāwāy (apparently “washing of the nine (nights)”), which may take place either in the open or under a roof. For it the candidate goes on to a set of three stones, within a threefold kāf, and afterwards puts on newly-washed garments, which have been washed by a “clean” person in pure water.\footnote{8} Throughout the retreat the candidate must be looked after by a “clean” person, his purēstār or attendant, who supplies his meals—which he must eat in clothes kept especially for this purpose only, with gloves on his hands, and using a metal spoon, so that respect is scrupulously shown to Hordād and Amurdād. The strictest precautions are taken too not to touch the earth, Spēndārmad, with bare foot or hand; and all physical contact, patīwān, is avoided with any other person, so that no impurity may be transmitted—although there is no bar to pleasant and indeed merry conversation, for cheerfulness is always encouraged by the Good Religion. Sitting by day or sleeping by night the candidate is

\footnote{1} For a photograph of a candidate “on the stones”, with the two administering priests and the dog, see D. Menant, “Sacerdoce zoroasteen & Navarre”, Conferences au Musée Guimet, 1911, pp. 273; reproduced by M. Molié, L’Iran ancien, (Religions du Monde), Paris 1965, p. 237.

\footnote{2} The cleansing “on the stones” is, however, now largely symbolic, and rapidly performed. Through the generous permission of a woman candidate, the writer was allowed to witness the rite in Shirafshād, Iran, in 1944.

\footnote{3} See Molié, CC, 129–30, Dhahhar, Nis, index s.v. na-wa-shū.

\footnote{4} In Iran it is now required that this should be done, by a young girl who has not yet begun her monthly courses, but this seems an elaboration, since it is unknown in India. But what follows describes Iran usage, since the fact that the Parsis now limit the rites to priests has somewhat altered matters in India.
allowed only one thin cloth or quilt between himself and the ground;123 and if he is a man, he will not be allowed to sleep much, but will be roused from time to time by his parestdar, for a nocturnal pollution during the first three nights vitiates the whole rite, and all must be done again. There are thus considerable rigours to the retreat; and the young and energetic moreover often find the confinement irksome. Nevertheless even lay people, less accustomed than priests to such restraints, are usually influenced, as the time passes, by the quiet discipline of these isolated days, filled with prayer and godliness (for to a Zoroastrian cleanliness, it has been observed, is not next to godliness, but a part of it); and they emerge from their seclusion with a true sense of purification and a renewal also of the spirit.

There are various pollutions which make this prolonged rite necessary, most of them involving contact with a corpse. Such pollution may be incurred through acts of neighbourliness—a woman attending a sick-bed, a man helping to move a dead body—and it may involve quite young children. [In Iran it is the custom, locally at least, that the body of a still-born baby is carried to an unconsecrated place of exposure by two children who have not yet attained puberty, two boys for a male infant, two girls for a female.124] Moreover, possibly in post-Sasanian times (for it is not recorded in any old treatise) the ideal was set that every member of the community should undergo baresnum-i nā-barā at least once in his or her life in order to purge away the physical contaminations of birth—125 a logical extension of the general way in which birth was regarded; and, down to the present century, this was the common practice in Iran among the better-off, who would gather a group of young cousins and friends to pass the retreat together soon after they had been invested with the knōst. Although the strict discipline of the rite was enforced, the time was nevertheless made to pass pleasantly and cheerfully for these young candidates.126 In yet other instances, it was not so much the removal of a

123 In India this practice is less austere, with a special mattress, leather-covered, being used for the purpose.

124 This is the practice at Shariefabad. There the infants' bodies are carried several miles to the Kuh-i Surkh, at the approach to the mountain sanctuary of Herit. The bearers are usually elder brothers or sisters or cousins, escorted by the father or other close relative, so that the proceeding is in every way distressing for those concerned. In one of the Mehdals it is, however, enjoined that even a still-born child that has lived in the womb up to 4 months and 9 days should be carried to the adāmn, see Rit., Uvula, I 36; 37, Dāhshār, 35-4.

125 See Rit., Uvula, I 63; 9, 12, Dāhshār, 35-4.

126 Information from Khanaqīm Bāqī Isfandiyar (master of Ashtal Jamshid Soroush) who underwent the rite early this century with about 15 other youngsters, brothers, sisters and cousins. Their parestār was her aunt Sultan, who was married to the famous Mobad Rustān Jawārdī, dastāj-i buaarg of Kerman, see Vol. IV.

127 In some of the ways by which a priest's baresnum can be vitiated see Modi, C.C., 144-5. The list he gives is by no means exhaustive; yet in the past in an enclosed Zarostrian community (such as, for example, the Parsi wards of the little town of Navsari) disciplined and watchful yāstāhrārās managed to preserve the purity of a single baresnum for decades.

128 Av. yaddāhāra “purification”, see Bartholomae, AIR. IE. 1235.

129 Especially if only one is hailed by fire, or scalded by hot water, is sinful, see Pahl. Rit. tef. XXVIII, 16 (ed. Dāhshār, 116-17).

130 Information from a Fārsī woman who had thus undergone nā-o-shā in Shariefabad in 1953 for a niece who had committed suicide by drowning in Dūnbay.
undergo it frequently, both for their own sakes and on behalf of others. As a corollary of this development (whereby the rite is only undergone by those pure), and also because the Parsees do not now live in separate town wards and villages, the _barašnum-gāh_ or _barsinga_ is no longer isolated in India, as of old, but is now within the compound of a fire temple, as is the _barašnum-khāne_. This has the practical advantage that after the initial purification the candidate can go directly to the place of the nine nights’ retreat without risk of new contamination through contact with _jūddins_. (In the city of Yazd, where the _old barasnum-gah_ remained in use until the 1950’s, candidates used to have to wait there till darkness fell, when they could pass through empty lanes.) The temple _barašnum-gāhs_ of the Parsees are usually rectangular rather than round, thus fitting more easily into the general lay-out of courtyard and building. In Iran _barašnum_ was given generally up to the early decades of the present century; and in Yazd and some of its villages the rite is still administered by one or two priests to those of the laity, men, women or children, who seek it—usually a score or so annually. The Parsee priests still administer the _riman barasnum_ in a place apart to the really contaminated (notably _nasā-sāllars_) who need more than the proxy-purification.

It seems that in the past, after Zoroastrianism had become a state religion, and its adherents were therefore the homogeneous mass that makes up the population of any large country—rich and poor, devout and sceptical, strenuous and lazy—the practice prevailed whereby those who wished and had the means could compound any of their offences, whether against morality or the laws of purity, by money-payments. These were made either to procure vicariously a restoration of purity, as in the case of the _barašnum-practice_ just described, or to atone for sins through the celebration of religious services. It seems probable that the detailed physical punishments for various transgressions (so many strokes of the whip) which are listed in the _Vendidad_ were elaborated simply to provide a scale for such money payments, in terms of which they were interpreted. This system was plainly open to abuse, like the selling of pardons in medieval Christendom; and it appears remote from the strenuous moral teachings of the prophet himself. It has nevertheless its logic, and one can see how it must gradually have developed: the performance of the high rituals was meritorious, since it helped the good creation, and only priests could solemnize them. To pay them to do so was therefore a virtuous act, requiring self-denial or at least some liberality on the part of the penitent; and it weighed accordingly in the scales of judgment against the sin which he had committed. If enough services were performed, the wrong-doing could be wholly counterbalanced. The case for vicarious purification is more difficult to justify; but presumably the practice began with the _barašnum_ being performed for the benefit of the departed, after which the analogical argument could be advanced that if the dead could be cleansed by proxy, why not the living also? In general the belief that rites and prayers can aid the dead seems wholly alien to Zoroaster’s teaching of each man’s responsibility for his own fate; but it is in accord with the ancient Indo-Iranian tradition of caring for the souls of one’s kindred, and seeking to help them, and it should therefore presumably be regarded as a tempering of the prophet’s doctrines to the emotional and pious needs of less strong natures, in accordance with old-established customs and observances. Christian and Muslim practices of interceding for the dead seem no more nor less soundly based.

Another method of cleansing the soul from sins, including sins of pollution, was by confession. This was not practised in the hope of obtaining thereby forgiveness from God for evil done, but rather as an act of value in itself, an acknowledgement of failure which, with the intention to amend, constituted good words and thoughts, and so partly counterbalanced the fault (though since actions weigh more than thoughts and words, confession is not enough in itself to cancel out bad actions). The Pahlavi word for “confession,” _pail_, comes from _Avastan paila_, meaning “expiration.” In the Pahlavi book confession of sin is repeatedly a scale for such money payments, in terms of which they were interpreted. This system was plainly open to abuse, like the selling of pardons in medieval Christendom; and it appears remote from the strenuous moral teachings of the prophet himself. It has nevertheless its logic, and one can see how it must gradually have developed: the performance of the high rituals was meritorious, since it helped the good creation, and only priests could solemnize them. To pay them to do so was therefore a virtuous act, requiring self-denial or at least some liberality on the part of the penitent; and it weighed accordingly in the scales of judgment against the sin which he had committed. If enough services were performed, the wrong-doing could be wholly counterbalanced. The case for vicarious purification is more difficult to justify; but presumably the practice began with the _barašnum_ being performed for the benefit of the departed, after which the analogical argument could be advanced that if the dead could be cleansed by proxy, why not the living also? In general the belief that rites and prayers can aid the dead seems wholly alien to Zoroaster’s teaching of each man’s responsibility for his own fate; but it is in accord with the ancient Indo-Iranian tradition of caring for the souls of one’s kindred, and seeking to help them, and it should therefore presumably be regarded as a tempering of the prophet’s doctrines to the emotional and pious needs of less strong natures, in accordance with old-established customs and observances. Christian and Muslim practices of interceding for the dead seem no more nor less soundly based.

Another method of cleansing the soul from sins, including sins of pollution, was by confession. This was not practised in the hope of obtaining thereby forgiveness from God for evil done, but rather as an act of value in itself, an acknowledgement of failure which, with the intention to amend, constituted good words and thoughts, and so partly counterbalanced the fault (though since actions weigh more than thoughts and words, confession is not enough in itself to cancel out bad actions). The Pahlavi word for “confession,” _pail_, comes from _Avastan paila_, meaning “expiration.” In the Pahlavi book confession of sin is repeatedly

---

131 The link between employer and proxy is close. The death of the former not unnaturally brings the rite to an end; but also if the employer is a woman, and her monthly course begins at the time, the rite must be broken off, and began again after the cessation. See Modil. CC, 190-1.
132 See Ri. Hist., 459-601, Dibhab, 378-380; Modil. CC, 145-9. The drawing of the _barasnum_ is simpler, but greater precautions than ever are used to prevent contact between the ministering priest and the _riman_; and instead of a second priest the assistant, among the priests, is a layman (necessarily less pure), who performs the actual _barašnum_ or waterings. The Parsee do not require the _riman barasnum_ to be followed by the nine nights’ retreat, but among the Iranians the purified _riman_ goes through this like everyone else.
133 For Pahlavi table-conversioning the apparently ancient punishments for sins into a series of money-tables, see E. G. E. T. Kutsache, _Suppl. Texts to 5th Century_, 3 (pp. 154-5). In the _Pahl. Div. Div._ 6, 4, ed. Dibhab, 43) it is said of sins: “Everyone who is able should pay (in cash).”
134 There were, however, serious attempts to reconcile belief in the efficacy of rites on behalf of the dead with Zoroaster’s own teachings. See, e.g., _Div. Pers._ VII (ed. Dibhab, 23-5), trans. West, _SBE_, XVIII, 26-9, where it is said that benefit accrues to the soul of the departed only if the man when living had either ordered the rites, or intended them. Otherwise they do not help him. More generally, on the expiation by a son of the sins of his father see _Pahl. Div. Div._ 6, 4, ed. Dibhab, 43-4, trans. West, _SBE_, XVIII, 26-9, where it is said that benefit accrues to the soul of the departed only if the man when living had either ordered the rites, or intended them. Otherwise they do not help him. More generally, on the expiation by a son of the sins of his father see _Pahl. Div. Div._ 6, 4, ed. Dibhab, 43-4, trans. West, _SBE_, XVIII, 26-9.
urged, and four formularies exist for this purpose.¹³⁶ These are relatively
long works, all much alike, and in their present form probably post-
Sasanian in date. In living Zoroastrianism their use is confined to specific
occasions when purity of soul and body is especially sought, as at marriage,
or the beginning of the new year, and in connection with hārašnam and
other purification rites. A pātîl is also always recited on behalf of the
dead during the three days ceremonies, for “the pātîl serves as a wall before
hells”.¹³⁷ As for the living, “the case of sin is like the case of a good deed. Like
the good deed, which from the moment one performs it, and as long as
a man lives, grows bigger every year, sin likewise grows bigger every year;
but when one makes confession, it no longer increases. It is like a tree
which withers and makes no more growth”.¹³⁸ The confessional texts,
regarded in this light, are thus beneficent maṭhras designed to limit the
effects of bad actions.

The doctrine behind the use of confessional may in fact be very old,
like the concept of the maṭhra itself, even though the existing pātîls are
late in form; for very much the same beliefs and practices are to be found
in ancient India. In the Satapatha Brâhmaṇa (II 5.2.21) it is said: “When
confessed, the sin (enās) becomes less, since it becomes truth (sātva-).”
Confessional verses of a general character are found already in the Rigveda,
as in one famous hymn to Varuṇa (RV 7.86), where the following lines
occur: “Set us free from the misdeeds (dredhaga-) of our fathers, from those
that we ourselves have perpetrated” (v. 5). There are similar lines in
RV 7.86.6: “Whatever wrong we men commit against the race of heavenly
ones, O Varuṇa, whatever law of thine we here have broken through
thoughtlessness, for that sin (enas-) do not punish us, O god”.¹³⁹ Prayers
for deliverance occur in the Atharvaveda, from which the following verses
have been cited as typical: “If knowing, if unknowing, we have committed
sins (enas-), do ye deliver us, O Viṣvedevâ, from that, accordant.
If waking, if sleeping, I, sinful, have committed sin, let what is and what is
to be deliver me from that...”.¹⁴⁰ Such Vedic verses were used with longer

¹³⁶ For three of these formularies see Dhabhar, Zand-i Khāštâk Avestâk, text Bombay
1927, tr. Bel. Bombay 1943. Confession in Zoroastrianism has been discussed by R. Petrus-
47-41; J. F. Assumus, Xwedjraqty, Studies in Manicheanism, Copenhagen 1955, Ch. 2.
That confession was a form of expiation inferior to a physical act is made clear in Pahl.
¹³⁷ Farangšt Nama, Medi, 6.97-87. The piece daftar here enjoined that each night before
sleeping one should recite a pātîl, or at least say: “I repent and turn back from every
sin that I may have thought or spoken, committed or intended.”
¹³⁸ Saadār NāmXLV.3-5 (ed. Dhabhar, 35).
¹³⁹ Cited by Rohde, DelivÌr us from evil, 154.
¹⁴⁰ Ibid., 148 (IV 6.115).

confessional texts in various expiatory rituals;¹⁴¹ and these latter are
characterised by the use of general expressions of contrition and by the
desire “to embrace all imaginable acts of committed sins”.¹⁴² In this
and in their ritual use these texts resemble the Zoroastrian pātîls; and
though this similarity must arise from parallel developments, it seems
probable that the basic practice of acknowledging sin goes back to Indo-
Iranian times, belonging perhaps especially to the worship of the Asuras.
There is no reason, moreover, to think that it would have been unac-
ceptable to the prophet, in so far as it was done by living men in contrite
admission of their own failures. Confession on behalf of the dead must,
however, be a later extension of the practice, for it breaches Zoroaster’s
fundamental teaching that each man is directly responsible for the fate
of his own soul.

The four existing pātîls, like the Indian confessional, strive to be all-
embracing in their lists of sins committed; and all begin, in full orthodoxy,
with acknowledgement of transgressions against the seven Anēasaspas
and their creations: “...against the Lord Ohrmazd and man... Vahmar
and cattle... Ardāvāhīst and fire... Sharvāzēr and metals... Spēndārmač
and earth... Hordād and water... Amurkād and plants.”¹⁴³ There follow
long lists of many kinds of wrong-doing, which include both moral
failures, such as sins of pride and wrath, sloth, envy, malice and the like, and
offences against the purity laws; for to the Zoroastrian morality and purity
are inextricably intertwined, and it is their joint pursuit which makes up
the good life. As the priests declared: “Our religion is bound up with
purity.”¹⁴⁴ In former times the use of the confessionals was not confined to
fixed occasions, but was enjoined also for atonement for particular acts.
Thus in one of the Persian rīktāyaks it is laid down that if a woman who has
had a still-birth is in danger of dying, she may be given water to drink
while yet uncleaned, or be brought near a fire, in winntertime, for warmth;
but her husband must make confession on her behalf to mitigate the sin
she has thus committed against two of the creations.¹⁴⁵ In general a hus-
band might confess on behalf of his wife, or a father on behalf of a child
under 15 years of age;¹⁴⁶ but otherwise vaticination confession was permis-
sible only for the dead.

¹⁴¹ See W. Gampert, Die Sühneteremonien in der altindischen Rechtsliteratur, Prague
1939, 191; Rohde, op. cit., 141.
¹⁴² Rohde, op. cit., 137.
¹⁴³ See e.g., Pātîl i šlāmād, 5; Pātîl pātīmdāw, 5 (Dhabhar, Zand-i Khāštâk Avestâk,
¹⁴⁴ Rv., Univala, 1 232-3, Dhabhar, 254.
¹⁴⁵ Rv., Univala, 1 223-8, Dhabhar, 250, in contrast with Vd 7.70-7, where it is simply
said that a penalty (Sikā) must be paid if she drinks water in these circumstances.
The laws of purity were naturally observed with great strictness in connection with the religious rituals, since failure to keep them would render these invalid. The pāvī itself is often referred to, in Muslim times, as the pāvī-mahāl or "pure place", and the fully-qualified priest, as we have seen, is commonly called yāstāhlinīgar "purifier". Before any "inner" ritual begins, the pāvī itself must be made pure, and every vessel and utensil is subjected to a threefold process: first they are scoured with clean water and wood ash, then washed with the purest possible water (drawn with great care from well or running stream), before being finally consecrated with sacred words. The technical terms now used are that the objects are made first sāf (clean), then pāvī (pure), and finally yāstī (consecrated). No impure object can ever be consecrated, and to recite Avesta over something which one knew to be impure would be a sin. If after these preparations are completed anything should break the ritual isolation of the pāvī (such as man or beast stepping into it), the whole process is vitiated, and the cleansing, washing and consecrating must be repeated from the beginning.

Both while making these preparations and while performing the actual pāvī-mahāl services Parsei priests (being naturally themselves in a state of complete physical and ritual cleanliness) wear spotless white garments which are strictly functional, with none of the impressiveness of the flowing robes which they wear for the "outer" services. The short-sleeved sacred shirt, girt in with the kūstī, is worn with close-fitting trousers, so that there is no loose fold of cloth to brush against any consecrated object. The priest at certain points of the ceremony consecrates his own right hand, but his person and clothing as a whole are only clean, not pure.) His head is covered, concealing the hair (for a loose head would pollute anything it fell on); and nose and mouth are veiled by the paštīdana, Middle Persian pādašīn, now a piece of fine cotton cloth like a surgeon's mask, which prevents the breath reaching consecrated objects. (Representations of the Achaemenian period indicate, however, that originally only the mouth was covered, and not the nose.) It is not only this "mask" which suggests a likeness between a pāvī-mahāl priest and a surgeon. In general the stringent isolation of the pāvī, and the precision of the performance of rituals there, invite comparison with the operating theatre, with its discipline and strictly observed hygienic rules. The priest himself, like the surgeon a skilled and dedicated craftsman, concentrates utterly on the work in hand. Both men have trained assistants to help them; but as for others who may be there—as worshippers in the one case, observers in the other—their presence is strictly irrelevant, and does not affect the efficacy of what is being done, although they may themselves benefit from attending.

The Zoroastrian priest solemnises the pāvī-mahāl services with scrupulous exactness, in purity of intention, word and act. Thereafter what he has consecrated from the vegetable and animal creations he gives as offerings to pure sources of fire and water. A part may also be consumed by those present as worshippers (who must themselves be wholly clean), or poured out on the clean earth beneath trees; and the harsom tie and the fibres of the pounded hōm twigs, once dry, being themselves both pure and consecrated, are placed on the fire within the pāvī; so that they too are absorbed by one of the creations.

Since none of the high rituals may properly be performed except by priests who have the purity conferred by the barāsūnām-i lā bāba, this purification is considered by them the basis of their professional lives; and since barāsūnām cannot be administered without certain "tools" or "properties" (now termed dāt), these too are highly regarded. The chief of these are held to be consecrated bull's urine and wood ash, with which the inner being is cleansed. No ritual is needed to consecrate the ash, for both hearth fire and temple fire are hallowed through the daily recital of prayers; but there is a special religious service for consecrating the bull's urine, and this has come to be regarded as the most solemn of all pāvī-mahāl observances. The ceremony was termed in post-Sasanian times nirang i āb ud pādyābd yāstīn "the liturgy for consecrating water and bull's urine"; but already by the 15th century it was generally referred to more simply as nirang-i dīn, nirangīdin, "the liturgy of the faith"; and the consecrated pādyābd itself had come to be called by transference simply nirang, the commonest usage today. The long ceremony is performed only by thoroughly experienced priests, who prepare themselves for it carefully,
with an especially strict and stringent burašnom; and of the pādyāb itself, once consecrated, it is said in a Persian rivāyat: "It is thus evident from a book in the Pahlavi language that the life of religion is from nirang, and the life of nirang is from the high priest, and the life of the high priest is from meritorious deeds and a virtuous disposition... Nirang is that which is prepared by dastūrs with varas, hōm, uvarān, parahōm, mānhrā and zand and the barsom; for though the body be black as charcoal, if it (i.e. nirang) be given for drinking, then the light of God settles on it, and it becomes pure and bright like the sun."\(^{114}\)

Even though this passage attributes a magical efficacy to nirang, the insistence that this efficacy depends on its preparation by virtuous priests keeps it Zoroastrian in spirit, though the emphasis shows that it belongs to a late period in the history of the faith. In general Zoroastrianism pursues purity with morality, morality with purity, in accordance with the prophet's basic teachings about the physical and spiritual worlds, and their interdependence. Probably therefore the seed at least of all the observances described in this chapter existed already in the religion's earliest days, being in part indeed an inheritance of pagan usages, maintained by the Good Religion as a weapon in the struggle against the physical assaults of evil.

\(^{114}\) Riv., Uzvala, I 487.16-488.1, Dhabhar, 333. On varas (the hair "sieve") see further in Vol. III.

---

**EXCURSUS**

**THE ZOROASTRIAN FUNERAL RITES**

What evidence there is about the funeral rites of pagan Iran\(^1\) suggests that among various Iranian peoples the princes and nobles had adopted the custom of laying the embalmed bodies of their dead within a large tomb, a rite which may have been connected with an aristocratic hope of salvation in Paradise, with resurrection of the body hereafter. There is some reason to think that exposure of the dead was first adopted by Iranians in Central Asia;\(^2\) and whether or not this rite was actually evolved by Zoroaster, the likelihood seems that the prophet himself chose it as that of his own faith, this being one of the measures which revelation gave him the courage to foster or introduce. There are a number of ways in which it accords with his doctrines. Firstly, the body is laid in the open under the life-giving sun, which makes a path of light to draw the soul upwards to the Činvat Bridge. In Zoroastrian tradition it is kvarz darasā, or, as it is expressed in Persian, khorōd negāres "beholding by the sun", which is stressed as the chief merit of exposure.\(^3\) The sun's rays, beneficent for the sponta creation, are also powerful to burn away the pollutions of the body, which in death belongs to the daēwic powers. Moreover, by exposure to birds and beasts the corrupting flesh is itself swiftly destroyed—sometimes in minutes rather than hours—and there is no sullying of the creations of earth or fire or water. Further, in its harshness the rite marks a disdain for the nasā which the soul has abandoned; and its simplicity accords with the universal character of Zoroaster's message, since it levels all men in death, naked alike beneath the sky.

Scriptural authority concerning the disposal of the dead is all contained, as far as the Avesta itself is concerned, in the Vendīdāt; and since this work is a compilation, containing diverse matter from different periods, it is not surprising to find some contradictions, in terminology at least, between various sections.\(^4\) One passage (Vd. 7.47-51) refers to different ways of disposing of the dead, in a manner which suggests that when it

---

\(^1\) See above, p. 109 ff.
\(^2\) See above, p. 113.
\(^3\) See above, pp. 173-4 with n. 26.
was composed the characteristic Zoroastrian rite was far from being generally adopted, let alone enforced. In it Zoroaster is represented as questioning Ahura Mazda about the bodies of the dead—how long it is before a corpse which is laid upon the ground, in light and sunshine, returns to dust; how long before one which is buried in the earth; and how long before one which is placed in a dakhma. The answer is respectively one year, fifteen years, and not until the dakhma itself crumbles away. Therefore, it is said, it is a great merit to destroy dakhmas, and the man who does so turns his sins to good. Similarly in Vd. 3.9 it is declared that that part of the earth feels sharp distress on which dakhmas are thickly set. dakhmas in which corpses of men are laid; and once again (3.13) the merit is urged of destroying these "built-up dakhmas" (dakhma-uzadâna-). These passages attest the use of the word dakhma in the sense of a mausoleum or raised tomb within which the body is artificially preserved. This is close to what seems to be its original meaning of "grave," and suggests that in substance these sections of the Vendidad are old. In yet another passage, Vd. 7.36-8, such dakhmas are described as places of corruption where dañas (that is, demons) gather, befouling them and generating disease and further death.

There are other passages in the Vendidad, however, where the word dakhma is used in a quite different sense, that is, for an open place of exposure, lawful and approved. In Vd. 8.2 it is enjoined that when a man dies Mazda-worshippers "shall search for a dakhma, they shall look for a dakhma all around." There is nothing in the context to establish what precisely is intended, whether an artificial structure or simply a suitable natural place for exposing the body, but the latter seems more likely. Unfortunately the same is true of the other only passage where dakhma is used in this sense. This is Vd. 5.14, where it is said that Mazda-worshippers should let bodies lie for a year under the sun, so that rain may fall upon the carrión (nasus-), upon the dakhmas, upon the impurity (hitkira-), and so that birds may devour the flesh utterly. The rain-water, it is said (5.14,16), which has fallen first upon the uncleanness, and then upon the bare bones, flows back in the end to the sea Pititika and there is cleansed again.

As to what is then to be done with the bones, sun-bleached and rain-washed, the Vendidad (6.49-51) allows a choice according to individual means. "Where" (it is asked) "shall we carry the bones of dead men, where lay (them) down?"; and the answer is: "An uzadana—shall be made, out of reach of dogs and foxes and wolves, not to be raised on from above by rain-water. If they shall be able, these Mazda-worshippers, (let it be) among stones or chalk or clay. If they are not able, let it be in the skeleton, be laid down, being its own couch, being its own cushion, upon the earth, exposed to the light, seen by the sun". Uzadana (which occurs in only one other passage) appears to be a technical term for an ossuary, that is, the receptacle in which bones were finally placed, and though, because of obscurities in vocabulary, the Vendidad passage is far from clear, it is probable (to judge from later practice) that in it the word was applied either to a cut in mountain or hillside ("among stones or chalk"), or to a casket or urn. Uzadana is rendered mechanically in Pahlavi as uzadâhist, and is glossed by astîdan (literally "bone-container"). Ossuaries of all these diverse types are well known from historical times.

The custom sanctioned in the Vendidad for the poor, of simply letting the dry bones rest upon the ground, is not one which archaeology can confirm, but is in fact attested by foreign observers during both the Parthian and Sasanian periods. Theologically the practice was acceptable, since being then "clean" the bones could not harm the good earth; and the Zoroastrian dastîrs insisted that it was within the power of the Creator, who had made each single man, to reassemble his most scattered parts at Frašegird. The use of ossuaries to preserve individual bones was therefore helpful rather than necessary. This usage was nevertheless one which satisfied natural piety, and established a place where individual rite for the dead could be performed; and since it has parallels in ancient India (with the gathering up and eventual interment of bones after cremation), it may well have existed already in the prehistoric period. To make the procedure possible, it must have been necessary to expose corpses separately; but as far as places of exposure are concerned, the Vendidad simply

---

5 See above, p. 109.
6 It seems likely that this word was coined when the "Avestan" people adopted the rite of exposure. The other passage in which it occurs is Vd. 8.33-4, which runs: "O Creator . . . if the Mazda-worshippers . . . come upon a fire on which carrión (nasus-) is being cooked—
the carrión is being cooked or roasted—how should they act? Then said Ahura Mazda: "They should kill the one cooking the carrión (nasus-falâ), they should remove this cooking-pot (hitkira-), they should remove this uzadana-." Dakhma is an ordinary word for pot or cauldron (Pers. daxa, see Bartholomae, Ark. Wb. 748), and uzadana seems to be used in the parallel phrase to express disgust at a cooking vessel being thus degraded to become as it were an ossuary. There is no need, however, to go further and to interpret the passage as referring to cannibalistic practices in Achaemenian or Parthian Iran. To the Zoroastrian any dead "Ahrimanic" creature was nasus-, and to cook and eat it was to pollute both the fire and oneself. This gave the barb to the Iranians' taunt that the Arabs were "lizard-eaters"; and the likelihood is that the present passage refers to similar practices among, perhaps, certain semi-hygic peoples, who may have eaten a number of things (snakes, frogs, lizards and the like) which Zoroastrians regard as unclean.
7 This is a purely formal "translation", with uz- repeated, and -dâna rendered here as elsewhere by -daxta.
8 See Zúdebrom 34.17 (BTA, I, 136-7, cxvi; Zaschier, Dawn, 37, and above, p. 236).
enjoins that the bodies of the dead (narqm iṣrānqm tana-) should be carried to the highest places, where carrion-eating animals and birds were known to abound; and there they should be fastened down by the hair and feet (with iron, stone or horn), so that the bones should not be dragged about. The reason given for this is, however, that it is to prevent them being taken near water or plants, not so that they should remain in one place to be gathered up. There is no evidence, therefore, archaeological or literary, for artificially-constructed places of exposure in ancient times; and none for the existence of stone towers of the type of the modern dakhma before the Islamic period.

The old pagan idea that burial in the ground was a way of despatching the soul to the kingdom of the dead beneath the earth evidently lingered on in connection with the Zoroastrian doctrine of hell, as is shown by yet another passage of the Vendidad (Vd. 3.35). Here a curse is laid on him who “does not give as is right and good from his labour to the righteous man [i.e. the priest]... Let him be thrust into the darkness of the earth (Spəna - Armaṭi-), into the place of corruption [i.e. the grave], into the worst existence, on to all beds of arrows”. Plainly if a body were buried, the spirit was thought to have little chance of finding its way upward to the sun-path which leads to heaven above.

Naturally, given the nature of the sources, it is impossible to trace the history of the Zoroastrian funerary rites; but the essential ones were probably evolved in the early days of the faith, for the instinct to perform religious ceremonies at this solemn moment appears universal. Further, since Zoroaster seems to have accepted the age-old belief that the soul lingered on earth for three days after leaving the body, this period was naturally one for special prayers and observances on its behalf. The characteristic points about Zoroastrian observances seem the use of some of the prophet’s own words as matras at the time of disposing of the body, and the performance of ceremonies on the soul’s behalf dedicated to Sraosha, the yasna of prayer, and a powerful protector against evil. In current usage (which is probably that of the earliest times also) the body, being nas, is removed as soon as possible, preferably on the same day; but this can be done only while the sun shines, so if death takes place late in the afternoon or at night the funeral must wait till the following day.10

The corpse-bearers recite the opening part of the Srōṣ Bāj, which includes the Kīn-nā Mazā, before they approach the body, making paimwand between themselves by holding the ends of a cord; and thereafter they maintain silence throughout their work, until they have set the body down in the place of exposure (however far away this may be) and have withdrawn from there. They then “leave” the bāj by reciting its closing prayers, having thus kept themselves the whole time under the protection of Sraosha. The service recited by priests before the funeral procession sets out consists of the first and longest of the five Gāthas, namely Gātha Ahuravaiti (Y. 28-34), recited in two parts, with a break after Y. 31.4, a verse significant for the soul’s hope of salvation: “If Aša is to be invoked, and Mazā (and the other) Ahuras, and Āsi and Ārāmāt, (then) let me seek for myself, through best purpose (vahišta-manak-) the mighty power (khhāhtra-), by whose growth we may vanquish wickedness”. There is evidently special significance here in the word khhāhtra, with its double meaning of power and kingdom, and in particular the kingdom of heaven.

The break in the recitation of the Gātha is made when the corpse-bearers lift the body from the stone slab or patch of gravel upon which it has been lying within kāš, and place it on the iron bier. The priests in their purity never approach nearer to it than three paces, and assuredly never touch it or enter the protective kāš. A procession of mourners follows the bier to the place of exposure; before it sets out all take the bāj of Srōṣ, each man for himself, and then they make paimwand in pairs, holding between them a cloth or cord, and thus proceed two by two, themselves protected against impurity and evil.11 They halt at least 30 paces from the exposure-place, and wait for the corpse-bearers to return before saying a last prayer for the departed, and leaving the bāj of Srōṣ. All who have attended the funeral perform ablutions to cleanse themselves from death’s evil before taking up their ordinary tasks again.

In later times the religious services performed during the three days grew very numerous, for those who could afford them.12 Those which are regarded as essential (and which may therefore have been instituted fairly early in the history of the faith) are a yasna dedicated to Srōṣ, solemnised in each Ħvan Gāh, and an āfrīnagān or short service of blessing also dedicated to Srōṣ, and celebrated at the beginning of each Āvisūrthim.

---

9 For details of Parsi funeral rites see Modi, GC, 40 ff.
10 Instructions are given in the Vd. as to how the body should be kept when snow or heavy rain make it impossible to expose it at once, see Vd. 2.10-11, 3.4-5, and cf. Śfb. 2.9-10 (Tavadia, 35).
11 This procession is known to the Parsis as pāyāst (literally “foot-hand”) which they explain as referring to the fact that the mourners always walk, and thus make paimwand by their hands with one another.
12 For a list of them see Modi, GC, 409-410. Among the Parsis they are referred to collectively as the Srōṣ ceremonies. The optional ones include one to three Vendidad solemnised at night, and a dīna service to Srōṣ in each of the five gāths of each day. It is usual to recite the Farnārīn Vātī daily during the Āvisūrthim Gāh.
Gāh (the time protected by the fravāšis). This service incorporates verses from the longer Srōš Yast. Then three āfrinagāns are solemnised during the fateful third night, dedicated firstly to Rašnu and Arštāt together, yazatas of the justice so soon to be meted out to the soul; then to Rāman, divinity of the mysterious air through which it must now travel;¹⁴ and finally to the fravāšis of the just (ardāv fravāš),¹⁵ whose company it is about to join. There is another service just before dawn on the fourth morning.¹⁶ The mourners pause as the sun appears to draw the soul up to meet Mithra the Judge at the Cinvat Bridge;¹⁷ and then they solemnise a last service, make offering to fire on behalf of the soul, and break three days of abstinence by sharing together the flesh of the animal sacrifice.¹⁸

This sacrifice, and the clothes which are consecrated for the use of the soul during the āfrinagāns of the third night,¹⁹ the sagōd or showing the corpse to a dog,¹⁹ and the many ceremonies which take place throughout the first year for the soul’s sake, and annually thereafter, were all evidently inheritances from Iran’s pagan past; and it is difficult to imagine that Zoroaster, with his insistence on the responsibility of each individual for his own salvation, himself countenanced the practice of so many rites designed to help the departed. Such observances clearly meant much to the Iranians, however; and those which were rejected by the prophet were evidently revived again gradually, so that in time the Zoroastrian cult of the dead seems to have incorporated almost all the old elements, subordinated, however, sometimes uneasily, to Zoroaster’s own stern doctrines about unswerving justice in the hereafter. Similar survivals of old pagan usages can be traced in various branches of the Christian and Muslim communities, despite the difficulties there also of reconciling them logically with strict orthodoxy.

¹⁶ See above, pp. 80-1.
¹⁷ See above, p. 122 with n. 71.
¹⁸ There is a divergence here in current usage between the Iranians and Parsis, see under the analogous ceremony in Vol. IV.
¹⁹ That it is Mithra (Mihr) to whom each man must answer is a doctrine deeply ingrained in popular consciousness, which is often referred to in matter-of-fact fashion by the orthodoxy of both living communities.
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Ādān see Āapas
Ādān Yāud 73.
abstract divinities 23-4; 58, 59; 203.
Aditi 55.
Adityas 55: 83.
Ādūra v. Mahraspandān 35; 288.
Āēnāma v. demon of Wrath; 87; companion of the dawas, 20; ēṣas at the last day before the Saosyant, 283; the ēsas are of his seed, 288.
ādūrparatī v. [ēṣad, ēṣadād] 12.
Afrāsiyāb see Frāhurāyana
Afrāhīnān an "outer" religious ceremony, 168; legends connected with the offerings made at it, 281.
after-life pagan belief in it beneath the earth, 100-10, 112, 115; in Paradise, 110-112; Zoroastrian beliefs, 235-41, 278.
Agni identified with Āpām Nāpāt, 45-6; the nature of his primary concept, 69-70.
Ahriman, see Naŋga Maniya
Ahunā vāyu (= Ahunār) 200-1.
ahūra "fort" 23.
Ahunā used alone for v. Vouruna Āpām Nāpāt, 45-6.
Ahunātā 49-50; 63.
Ahunā Mārdā (Ohrmazd) the meaning of his name, and his identity with the Ahuru of the RV, 37-40; his position in the pagan pantheon, 48-9, 50, 52-3; for Zoroaster the one uncreated Bespoke worthy of worship, 126; others chose Ahunā; 193; anthropomorphically conceived, 198; constantly invoked as the Creator, 198-7; hence the gahānuhrāvān consecrated to him, 198-7; the special guardian of the creation of man, 204; 91; comprehends in his person all the qualities of the individual Ahura Mārda, 272-3; the bpātis who addressed to him, 298; no blasphemy intended in vāysi passages representing him revocating lesser yazatas, 268.
Ahurān 57, 272.
Ahurān the three Lords of the Iranian pantheon, 124.
Ahrām, one of five Iranian (Aryan) tribes, to which the "Avestan" people belonged, 204; 257; the inhabitants of Ahrām-βαδ, 194; their kshāras protected by the Ahuras, 67-8; the term also used generally of the Iranian peoples, who are especially of the race of Gāyu marotā, 140; non-Aryan necessarily wicked, 63 n.
Ahrūma 273.
Ahrūmā 56-7; his part at Frābōkār, 57, 242, 291.
Ahrīman Vādhā [Frāvē∂h] 145-7; 274.
Ahrīmān Nyāy 56; 261; 263; 265.
Ahrīmān Nyāyār (Frāvē∂h) the 4th watch (ṇāh) of the 24-hour day, from sunset till midnight, 174; under the guardianship of the fravasīs, 124, 279.
Āhūrāma 283.
Ākhršaya 160.
Ākhršaya 160;
Ākhršaya a demon of purpuréd fever, 87 n. 20.
Akravaspandān see Amāsia Spanda
Akravaspandān Amērist 109; 112.
Amārātā v. Amērist, Amēristā. "Long life" or "immortality." 115 n. 32.
Amārātā [Amēristā] personification of "Long Life" or "Immortality," one of the 7 great Amāsia Spandas (q.v.), 203; distributes essence of the first plant to all the earth, 135; regard of plant creation, 204; her relationship to man, 204-5; her relationship to man, 221; the yazadā Earth is her hāmkār, 267; her part in the meritorious conception of the prophet, 278; respect for her incumbent while eating, 309, 315.
Amēristā adjective, 1) "life-giving" 30; 48; 2) "undying, immortal," one of the Indo-Iranian terms for a divine being, 23, 106.
Amēristā Amavasaspandān, Amēristāspandān "Bounteous Immortal," general Zoroastrian term for beneficent divinity of the second rank, 204-5; frequently used specifically of the 7 great divinities of Zoroaster's revelation, 194; these are independent beings, not merely aspects of Amūrā, 204-5, 212-3; their names, 203; guardians of the 7 creations, 204, 207 ff., 213-4; this link, 107; this of much of Zoroastrian ethics and observance, 202-9, 208, 228-36, 220-30, 260-9; concepts of the entity both ancient and modern, 280; involved together with what they constitute, 215; represented physically in the cult, 219-26; confessional texts begin with acknowledgment of sins against them and the 7 creations, 223.
Amāy 58.
Amārātā see Amārātāspandān the "endless light" of
Amashtō, abode of Ahura Māzdā, 147; 278.
Amāhāro see Amēristā Sārā Abānīhār andon 163-4.
Amīra Maniya [Yav. Anpa Maniya, Pahl. Amīranā] "Hostile Spirit," the uncreated opponent of Ahura Māzdā, 192; lacks a physical being, 195; created the dānavs and "not-life," 191-2; his assault on the creations, 139, 232; 280; his fate at Frābōkār, 243-4, 245-6, 283; probably unknown before Zoroaster's revelation, 190, 253.
Animals, fifth of the 7 creations (q.v.), 138; ancient classifications of them, 141; all animals come from the Gav ādvādāta (q.v.), 139, 150; they have souls (sūnī), 117, 140-9; are under the protection of Vohu Manah (q.v.), hence care for them incumbent on man, 207-8, (For davādī animals see Khrāsīna.) anthroponomasty 31: 87, 194.
Apača 76.
Āpān see Ahrūmā the personified Water, 71; 74: 160.
Āpām Nāpāt see *Vouruna Āpām Nāpāt.
Āpātā 157-3.
Ārachūna 71.
Arām see Āpas.
Arātīrī the Kyāy. 288.
Arātīrī Pāspača 68; 288.
Arātīrī Frāvār, Arātīrī Frāvāhr (See under Frāvāhr.) 122 n. 71.
Arātīryā Nāmag a part of Iranian mystical literature, 286 n. 14.
Arātīryā, Zoroastrianism and Arātīrī Sārā Abānīhār (Arātīrī) probably one of the great Amāsia Spandas (q.v.), 203; followed by the righteous (see alās), 195; personification of ala, and opponent of the Drug, 199-200; 247; guardian of the creation of fire, 204; his relationship to it, 217-21, 218; the most frequently invoked by Zoroaster of all the Amāsia Spandas, 212; protects the watch of Rapāthā (q.v.), 244; his khamará, 267; his part in the miraculous conception of the prophet, 277-8; at the conversion of Viśāka, 280; anāvin ārāvā, arāvā (one who adheres to ala, righteous, 28); the alašas attain Paradise, 27 n. 31, 177; the presence of beings, 301.
Aṣām vaḥoh 262, 265.
As 46: "thing attained, reward, recompense." 225-6.
Aśā v. the pagan goddess personifying 46, 65-6; in YāHVĪ, 38, 59; verses in
her honour later devoted to Aradvi Shrā, 72-3; Dwipdāp perhaps one of her epithets; 82; her zaustha forbidden to the sterile, 166; in the Gāthās, 195, 225-6, 227, abhūdī 169-70 with n. 137: 227. 
Aṣṭā see Aṣṭāt āṭā see Āṭāt āṭār see Āṭār āṭa yāzata de fire, 70-1; angered by Koraśāpa, 193; invoked in Yhaṭā, 160; kamāk of Aśo, 267.
Aṣṭā see Aṣṭāt āṭā see Āṭāt āṭār see Āṭār āṭa yāzata de fire, 70-1; angered by Koraśāpa, 193; invoked in Yhaṭā, 160; kamāk of Aśo, 267.
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Mitra 14; 24 ff.
monothecian the character of Zoroastrian
monotheism, 195-6; 215; its fore-
shadowing in the pagan faith, 22-3.
mooon 139; 271. (See also Mahr.)
morator for pounding haoma, 157 n. 58;
160; 168; for Purpera, 159.
mountains 146. (See also Harp.)
Mht 82.
Mūz 250 with n. 8.
myanda (myaozd) 149-9.
naWM 312; 313.
nais-papag 90; 308-9.
Nairyō-sanja [Näryōsanga] 60-1; guards
the seed of Gayō-marataan, 140; and of
Zoroaster, 285; protects the prophet's
unborn fruttāla, 94; 277; will aid Pātīmann, 290.
naira-maraha [nairamā] epithet of Kora-
śaspa, 101-2.
Ndota-as 05.
Nghathya 54-5; 81.
māsad. "purifying matter," 300 ff.; what is
described is not nasad, 301; flesh of
gīṣpand not nasad, 302; a still-born child
nasad for the mother, 308.
masa-shul 304-5.
Nāsatiya 14 with n. 54; 54-5 with n. 209.
Nāsad demon of the corpse and decay,
fūzil; a war of drugs, 87; conceived as a 86;
settles instantly on the body at death, 300;
driven back by the Kōm-nd Māzda, 303.
nature gods 68 ff.; 225.
night the time of evil spirits, 86; 90; 124-
5 with n. 83; under the guardianship of the
sages of 244, 249; Zoroaster's attribu-
tion of its creation to Ahura Māzda probably
the use of a traditional expres-
sion 196 n. 33.
night-soul, 309.
ṇirang 311-12; its use in purification
rites, 312; 313; 314; origin of the term, 343;
ecstasy of nirang, 344.
nirang 323.
nīyēva 271.
Na. 56, 2 on the pagan New Year feast, 172;
re-founded by Zoroaster as the feast of
the creation of fire, fore-shadowing Pāzō-
karita, 173, 214, 245; the significance of
its name, 175 with n. 186.
mb, the direction of hell, 78, 86.
not-life [Av. ayyāt] an expression perhaps
coinined by Zoroaster for the evil cre-
tion, 209, 201.
ofering their nature 240; largely shared
among worshipers; priests and the poor,
257; contemporary offerings made by the
wicked at night, 267-8. (See also sacrifice.)
Ohrmazd see Ahura Māzda
Ohrmazddita 49.
Ohrmazdian.
Ohrmazddita 49.
oral tradition 5 n. 11; 19-20; 73; 271;
292.
ordeal by water, 34-5; by fire, 35-6; the
last ordeal, 242-3.
Oxus 327.
"outer" rituals 168.
pādyā [pāpī] 296; 373.
pādyā-kusti 310.
pārīkha 85-6; 101; 102; 279 n. 11.
pārīkha-kusti 292-3.
Pālibahaya 174.
pālwan "contact," made between 2 or
more persons for ritual purposes, 174;
avoided by the very pure and very im-
pure, 305; 311; 315; made between the
pure for increased strength against evil,
329.
Pānθ Yazad 62 a. 267.
paradiddle epithet of Haoma, 104.
used to provide a name for the legendary
"Fītodda" dynasty, 164.
Paradiddle the pagan concept and its evolu-
tion, 160-1; hope of it probably restrict-
ed to nobles and priests, 112; how to be
attained according to pagan doctrine, 114-
5; according to Zoroaster, 237-47; accord-
ing to him teachings might be
reached by all, 231.
pārīkham 128; 132-60.
Pārīl 99 and 28.
patt 319-21.
Pātva 100; 106.
pāvī 166-7; 322.
paw-mahal 32.
paw-mahal services 323.
Pāšānu (Pāšāna) 281; 289-90.
"Passing over" under paradiddle
Pātīmann 101.
Pāta 86.
Pītara 14; 24; 112.
Pītara the "Fathers" of Indian belief, 110;
120; 125; 126; 172; 174.
plants the fourth of the seven creations [q.v.],
sprung from the urvar [wurvar], the
first original plant, 137-8; some plants also
said to have sprung from the seed of the
Uniquely-created Bull, 139; in pagan
mythology the urvar probably the prototype
of the haoma offering, 147.
植物s are the Zoroastrian day, probably
understood by the prophet him-
self as the guardianship of the
Āta, 290; in winter, as Second Hāvan,
protected instead by Mithra, 259.
Raphtiwa [Rapthithin] "moon," the 2nd
watch (2dh) of the Zoroastrian day,
probably instituted by the prophet him-
self, 141; the designation of the
guardianship of the Āta, 290; in
winter, as Second Hāvan, protected
instead by Mithra, 259.
Rāma (Rāmā) "the Judge," hypotaxis of
one function of Mithra's, 50; 203; holds
the scales at the individual judgment,
240-1; will aid Pātīmann, see an aṣa-
fōna dedicated to the lunar and Viṣṇu
deity on the third night after death, 310.
resurrection in pagan belief, 179; accord-
ing to Zoroastrian doctrine, postponed
till the lobster stage, 33; will boil with the
rising up of the mass stages, 247
Sâzba ṣard oṣard plant grows Makad and
Makada from the seed of Gayō-marataan, 27; 149.
Nīveda its approximate date, 3; the
value of its testimony for pagan Iranian
beliefs, 17-28.
rituals in paganism, 148 ff.; the "inner" and
"outer" rituals of Zoroastrism, 168-9, 322-3.
(See also aṣaṅgā, yaŋma.)
rivers 145-6.
Rādria 54-5; 83.
Rastān 80 n. 307, 101-2.
sacrifice as part of a covenant is under
Mithra's protection, 29; 148; pagan con-
cept of 3 prototype sacrifices giving life
to the world, 141; adaptation of this con-
cept to Zoroastrism, 237; generic unity of
sacrifices, 499; manifold intentions of
pagan sacrifice, 147; 132 ff.; sacrifice and
its rituals maintained by Zoroaster, 214-
9.
(See also sacrifice, blood).
sacrifice, blood 149; its manner, 149 n. 12;
offered bels in connection with the haoma
rite and separately, 160, 168-9, 173; concern for the
soul of the victim, 174-59, 177; plants wild
creatures too must be ritually slain, 103;
150; blood sacrifice particularly signifi-
cant in the worship of Mithra, 173; not
rejected by Zoroaster, 214-6; offered
generally by his community down to the
19th century, 214; 215 n. 10; 231;
reserved for atonement in the Vd.,
302; the rite to continue until the last
sacrifice at Frādō-korati, 244. (See also
bull-sacrifice, horse-sacrifice, human
sacrifice.)
sacrificial beast in Indo-Iranian terms
presumably cow or bull, 149; cows and
bulls sacrificed by Iran Zoroastrians
down to the 19th century, 150-1; cow
sacrifice particularly associated with
Aravī Sirā, 1749-20; 177; sheep in
later times sheep or goat, 302 n. 43; no
omatree animal may be sacrificed, 257-5;
nature of sacrificial beast occasionally
stipulated in the worship of a particular
divinity, 155; after an animal has been
offered to a yazdā, no other may be
substituted, 155.
sacrifice 148 n. 1.
Sāla 175-6.
Salma [Sen] the fabulous bird, the Persian
Simurgh, 88-9; 138.
Sāla son of Ahām, 246; 273.
salvā 303; 304 with n. 160.
Sāla son of 1 Iranian tribes, 104, 250.
Sāmaon, one of 5 Iranian tribes, 104, 250.
Sāmba [Samba] a term used by Zoro-
aster of himself, 144; need of one coming
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"Good Intention", one of the 7 great Amara Spontas (q.v.), 203; guardian of the creation of cattle (q.v.), 204; his relationship to it, 200-11; his kamāla, 267; his part at the miraculous conception of the prophet, 277-8; at the conversion of Vīhāra, 280.
Vourukha [Varkha, Frakkhark] 72: 74: 89; mythical sea, occupying one-third of the earth's surface, 135-6; all waters come from and return to it, 136; possible origin of the concept in an actual stretch of water, 143.
Vouruna Āpāu Nāru [Surya, Būsār, Yazad] 42-52; one of the three Ahuras (q.v.), 46: 52; invoked as the "High Lord", ahurā-barōkāne, 42; and as "the Ahura", 49-51, 58: his connection with Ahuramazda, 67; invoked by Zarathustra under the phrase "the other Ahuras", 195, 225; kambūr of Armaštī, as Mitra is of Khshathra, 267; honoured in the Māhāyaṇa and Kshāhāyaṇa, 272; protects the afternoon gāh, Udayara, 41, 258.
Vrtra 64: 92; water associated through the ordeal of Yama, 33-5; 46: source of wisdom, 73: 107; the second of the 7 creations (q.v.), 107; lying all beneath the earth, 133; its source is from Hrūz, 135; is under the guardianship of Homašrō (q.v.), 204; the cult of water, 155-6, 160; care for it incumbent on man, 206-7. (See also Āpāu.)
winter season of the "Fathers", 172, 174; the dasāni season, 259; 299 n. 28; 300.
Yasht 431: 245.
yilm 270 with n. 6.
Yasna 250; 299 n. 28; 300.
Yasna [Yasna] the "act of worship", 136; his present form probably combines two formerly separate rituals of yazna-offering, 159-60; may only be celebrated between sunrise and noon, 170; its especial significance in Zoroastrianism, 228; a spiritual yazna solemnized at creation, 220 n. 7; at Ahuramazda, 244.
Yasa Hapānjetīlī his aristic character, 51, 58, 143; a liturgy to accompany offerings to fire and water, 150, 166, 165, 266; its revision under Zoroastrianism, 268-9; taking immoveable form through being set amidst the Gathās, 269.
Yasna hymns of praise, 8-9; dating of the great yazna to the 5th century B.C., has no basis, 20 n. 76; their revision under Zoroastrianism, 268-9; they have no place in the minor arts of yazna, 270.
yatu 85: 253; yazna [yahna], "one worthy of worship", used of Ahura Mazda himself, 192; general term for benign divinity, 194; not adequately to be rendered by either "god" or "angel", 196; the lesser yazata acknowledged by Zarathustra as servants of Ahura Mazda, 225 ff.; no rivalry between them, but a common striving, 267, 269; interdependent, but still distinguished by function, 268.
Yehēh bātān 262 with n. 52, 265.
Yima Khshāstī [Kam Jamādī] deserts by Khvarnah, 67; lord of an underground kingdom and possibly of death, 84; also conceived of in Paradise, 116-7, 277; his legend, 54-5; the story of his saw (q.v.) a contamination with Mesopotamian legend, 95; made one of the Fravashis "daimons", 104; his reign treated as a golden age, 280.
Yimaš 96.
Yima 112.
Yošta 107.
Younger Avesta 17-19; 19-20.
yozdthra 317: 327.
Zaevuvar [Zeruvar] 198; 246.
Zāl 89; 101.
Zam yazna of the Earth, 78; in pagan times perhaps invoked as *Zam spahā yazna armtī, 78; hambār of Anahī, 267.
Zam Vāst, Zanām Yašt 67: 78: 93: 274.
Zand 136.
Zardoz 3-9; zardoz poetry, 9; the learning of zardoz schools, 131, 146; Zoroaster a zardoz, 183.
Zadhu [Zadha] 149; zadhu to fire, 153-4, 156; zaddu to water, 155-6; both made at the celebration of the yazna, 156; taking of any zadhu forbidden to the unworthy, 166; how zaddu are conveyed to the divine beings, 166-3; not to